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Foreword
Thisbook containstheproceedingsof theAmerican-Soviethigh-energy
astrophysicsworkshop,whichwas heldattheInstituteforSpaceResearch
inMoscow and theAbastumaniLaboratoryand Observatoryintherepublic
of Georgiafrom June 18 toJuly1,1989.Thisworkshop evolvedfrom a
similar,verysuccessfulworkshop heldinProtvinointhesummer of1977.
Bothworkshopswere attendedbyonlya smallnumber ofpeoplefrom each
country(12Americanswere invitedin1977and 20 in1989).
The Protvinomeetingwas of particularimportanceas it"brokethe
ice."Sincethattime,therehavebeen many contactsand exchangesbetween
scientistsfrom theUSSR and theUnitedStates.U.S.instrumentsarenow
scheduledtoflyon Sovietspacemissions.
During the pastdecade,the fieldof astrophysicsprogressedat an
impressiverate.Thiswas reflectedby thetopicsdiscussedattheworkshop:
the inflationaryuniverse;the large-scalestructureof the universe;the
diffuseX-raybackground;gravitationallenses,quasarsand AGNs; infrared
galaxies(resultsfrom IRAS);supernova1987A;millisecondradiopulsars;
quasi-periodicoscillationsintheX-rayfluxoflow-massX-raybinaries;and
gamma-ray bursts.
The meetingwas generouslysupportedby the Academy of Sciences
of the USSR, the Academy of Sciencesof the Georgian republic,the
NationalAcademy of Sciences,and the U.S. NationalAeronauticsand
SpaceAdministration.
Thiscollectionofpapersreflectssome ofthe activeareasofresearch
pursuedbyscientistsoftheUSSR and theUnitedStates.Italsocontn'butes
tothefriendshipbetween thescientistsfrom bothcountries.
The Editors
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Instabilities in SN1987A and Other Supernovae
DAVID ARNETT,* BRUCE FRYXELL,* AND EWALD MI_LLER t
ABSTRACT
While giving a remarkably good description of many aspects of
SN1987A, calculations assuming spherical symmetry have a number of
flaws. Many of these problems naturally disappear in the development of
a two-dimensional calculation, as nonspherical instabilities grow. This non-
spherical bahavior, made evident in SN1987A, has implications for other
types of supernovae.
INTRODUCTION
For the first two weeks, one-dimensional hydrodynamical models of
1987A provide an excellent description of luminosity, effective temperature,
and velocity (see the review of Arnett et al. 1989, denoted 'IABKW'). Lucy
(1987) has shown that the predicted spectra of SN1987A begin to deviate
after two weeks from those observed, suggesting an inadequacy in the
models. Figure 1, from Arnett (1988), indicates the two phenomena that
might show what is wrong. The ordinate is expansion velocity, which is
closely proportional to the radius. The top panel shows the abundance of
hydrogen, helium, S6Ni and 56Co; other nuclei are suppressed for clarity.
The bottom panel shows temperature. Near the center (at low velocity)
*Department of Physics and Steward Observatory, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721,
USA
_Max Planck Irmtimt fiir AstrophFsik, Garching-bei-Miinchen, West Germany
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FIGURE 1 Temperature and composition versus velocity at 19.7 days (after Arnett 1988).
This shows the status of a one-dimensional numerical model of SN1987A at a time when
its prediaions for detailed spectral behavior deviate from observations (Lucy 1987). The
two dominant phenomena are the development of a hot "Ni bubble" near the center (low
velocity) and the penetration of the photosphere to the edge of the helium core. Both are
evident as "steps" in temperature. Other abundances are suppressed for clarity.
is the hot "Ni bubble," which is almost certainly Rayleigh-Taylor unstable.
Further out, at the edge of the He core, is the photosphere, which appears
as a "step" in temperature.
THE NICKEL BUBBLE
Consider the evolution of an opaque S6Ni sphere. The decay of S6Ni
(mean life of 8.8 days) releases about 2 MeV, which corresponds to Q
4 x 1016 erg/s. If this is converted to heat, and by expansion into bulk
motion, the mean velocity is v _ _ = 2,800 km/s. Compare this to the
lower velocities of Ni and Co, shown in Figure 1.
Now suppose this opaque 56Ni sphere must "snowplow" into a sur-
rounding shell of mass. For an initial velocity at the edge of the Ni of v0 -
1,000 km/s (see Figure 1) and homologous expansion (v proportional to r),
we have
HIGH-ENERGY ASTROPHYSICS 3
m -- mNI(V/Vo)3
and
1/2mNiV2o + mNiQ = 1/2my 2
SO
v = [2{1/2vo2 + Q}va]l/5 __ 1,500km/s.
This is the case of perfect spherical symmetry.
Infrared spectral lines show significant amounts of Ni and Co moving
at velocities in excess of 2,000 kra/s (Witteborn eta/. 1989). To approach
the first case above rather than the second, we need (1) 56Ni energy to be
deposited in the Ni itself (this is true, because gamma attenuation lengths
are short for times t < rNi over which the 56Ni decay occurs), and (2)
holes in the mass distribution of overlying matter for t < rNi. Something
similar is needed for the early rise and fiat shape of the gamma ray and
X-ray luminosities.
The holes can be made by the expansion of the Ni and Co, be pre-
existing, or a combination of the two.
THE LIGHT CURVE
Figure 2 shows the UVOIR and gamma ray light curve for the first 700
days of SN1987A. The good agreement of the theoretical model (solid line:
Arnett and Fu 1989) and the SAAO observations (the CT10 and ESO data
are similar) has several important implications. First, the amount of 56Ni
needed is small, 0.0755:0.01 M e or one-tenth that needed to reproduce a
SNIA light curve. This is due to a steep density gradient (so that little mass
has the correct conditions for S6Ni synthesis). This in turn is due to core
convergence, which is a direct consequence of v_, cooling after helium
burning.
Second, the nearly exponential decay of the bolometric luminosity,
from about 120 days on, limits the energy input from the neutron star
(pulsar?) to I-_,r _< 1_ 9 erg/s, which is 10 -2 of that suggested prior to
1987.
Third, the good agreement of the analytic model and observations,
from 20 days to maximum, implies SN1987A is considerably less spherically
symmetric than the one-dimensional numerical models (Arnett 1988, and
especially see Figure 1 of Amett and Fu 1989). The numerical models
show dips and peaks not present in the observational data; disagreement
ranges up to a factor of two either way. The analytic model does better
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FIGURE 2 Theoretical and observed UVOIR and gamma ray luminosity from SN1987A
versus time. The solid squares are combined ultraviolet, optical, and infrared data
(UVOIR) from SAAO (Menzies eta/. 1987; Catchpole et a/. 19_8; and Whitelock et aL
1988). The luminosity of escaping gamma rays as measured by Solar Maximum Mission
(SMM), Locheed-Marshall (I.M), Caltech (C1T), and FloridaGoddard (FG) are shown as
rhomboids: detailed references may be found in Amett et 01. (1989). Three cases are
shown (see Amett and Fu 1989) having pulsar luminosity (in gamma rays alone) of 2 x
1039 and 1038 erg/s, and zero. The higher solid lines correspond to the higher pulsar
luminosities; the opposite is true for gamma luminosities, which are shown as dashed fines.
The luminosity in X-rays is taken to be equal to that of gamma rays, in rough agreement
with numerical results (Burrows, private communication). At 700 days, the UVOIR curves
begin to deviate from the data.
because it uses an average opacity rather than the radially varying opacity
of the numerical models. Apparently the recombination wave does not
move inward through the abundance layers in complete synchronization.
NONSPItERICAL MODELS
Chevalier (1976) has adapted the stability analysis of Chandrasekhar
(1961) to show that the similarity solutions of Sedov develop a Rayleigh-
Taylor instability. This work requires the presupernova structure to be
approximated by a power law in density (p cx r-°'). A realistic presupernova
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model has a more complex structure, so that direct numerical computation
is required.
Nagasawa et aL (1988, "NNNF') have claimed to find violent Rayleigh-
Taylor instabilities in n = 3 and 1.5 polytropes for all explosion energies.
Subsequent calculations with better resolution (Miiller et aL 1989, Benz
and Thielemann 1989) suggest that this claim is incorrect; the NNM result
may be due to asphericity in their initial "point" explosion due to poor
resolution.
The question of instabilities in polytropes is only of academic interest;
the results of a well-zoned calculation that began from a realistic pre-
supernova structure is shown in Figure 3 (after Arnett et al. 1989). This
two-dimensional calculation used 380 x 380 zones and the Prometheus code
(Fryxell et al. 1989), which grew from the PPM of Colella and Woodward
(1984). The density contours begin to show the characteristic "mushroom"
shape of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability at 104 seconds after the explosion.
This is well before 56Ni decay (rNi ---- 8.8 d). Hydrogen penetrates into
velocities as low as 1,000 km/s and heavy elements (Ni and Co) out to
velocities as high as 2,400 km/s. Density variations ("clumping") of order
IO/pl ~ 1 occur along many lines of sight from the center. Because this
directly modifies the attenuation length, which itself appears in an exponen-
tial function, the X-ray and gamma ray light curves are strongly affected,
making them earlier and flatter, as needed.
The development of the instability is a dynamic process. Whether
a perturbation grows into the nonlinear regime depends upon its initial
amplitude and the number of e-folding times available. For the shock
instability to dominate, it must go nonlinear in a time t < rm. For this to
happen, the initial (nonspherical) perturbation must be of order of a few
percent or more, according to the numerical experiments. Figure 3 shows
the results of a 10% perturbation.
Such a value may be reasonable. Unlike most collapse calculations,
those of Arnett (1977) showed extensive shell flashing prior to core bounce.
These calculations bridged the gap between hydrostatic and hydrodynamic
evolution more consistently than has been usual. General relativistic dy-
namics was used in both cases. Exactly the same reaction rates were used.
The equation of state was exactly the same, with no glitches in nuclear sta-
tistical equilibrium, Fermi-Dirac functions, or Coulomb corrections. This
gave a slower collapse initially, during which the silicon and eventually the
oxygen shell flashed (see Amett 1977). It is unlikely this will occur simul-
taneously around the spherical surface, so that "seed" perturbations should
be formed. Crude estimates gave us the 1% and 10% values with which
we experimented, but better estimates will require numerical calculations
of precoilapse through explosion in more than one dimension.
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FIGURE 3 Density contours (5 percent spacing) at 9,814 seconds after explosion. There
is rotational symmetry about the vertical axis; the equatorial plane lies along the horizontal
axis. A 15 MQ B3 supergiant presupernova structure with a radius of 3 x 1012 cm and
a fairly realistic explosion (fitting the early light curve of 1987A) were used. AI this time
the shock has already propagated off the grid. The "mushroom head" shapes, which are
characteristic of a Rayleigh-'lhylor instability (followed by Kelvin-Helmholtz) are evident.
These represent penetration of heavier elements into the He mass, and some H has already
been penetrated by the ascending "mushrooms." Subsequent decay of 56Ni is expected to
have further significant effects. The clumping shown (a factor of two in density already)
will modify thermal opacities (removing "wiggles" in the one-dimensional numerical light
curves, and favoring higher values of the ejected ma_ parameter). It will profoundly modify
the X-ray and gamma ray escape (making both "earlier"). Even without the added effect
of heating from 56Ni decay, it is sufficient to modify the expected spectral line shapes and
polarization.
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The question is not whether nonspherical instabilities arise, but the
relative importance of at least two mechanisms.
SNIB AND DIFFUSION MASSES
The width of a radioactive diffusion peak depends on the dimensionless
parameter
y2 = 7_lM/(2_cv, er2),
where r is the decay time, v,c the scale velocity, 7-/the opacity, M the mass,
c the velocity of light, and/_ is a constant (see Arnett 1982). We can get y
and v,, from observations. Then if r and 7_ are known, M can be inferred:
we call this the "diffusion mass." The constant/_ comes from integration
over the structure of the ejecta. For an inhomogeneous medium such as we
have, the effective value of these parameters must change. With "holes"
such as in Figure 3, radiation diffuses out more readily, giving a "diffusion
mass" that is smaller than the actual mass.
Ensman and Woosley (1988) have attempted to use light curves of
Type IB supernovae to constrain the ejected mass to be between 4 and 7
Mo, originally 15-25 M o on the main sequence. This is a "diffusion mass"
and, based on the results shown in Figure 3, should be more lenient by
a factor of two. This would move their limit up to 35 or 40 M o on the
main sequence. This effect is in addition to that of clumping on gamma
ray escape, which they speculate may improve agreement with observation.
Quantitative estimates require knowledge of the actual three-dimensional
structure.
Finally, note that the instabilities discussed here occur inside the
hydrogen envelope, and therefore have a smaller effect on the diffusion
mass of supernovae which have a lot of hydrogen: SNII's and SN1987A.
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On the Evolution of Pulsars
V.S. BESKIN, A.V. GUREVICH, YA.N. ISTOMIN
Lebedev Physical Institute
Recently Lyne and Manchester (1988) presented data on the angle X
between the axis of rotation and the magnetic dipole axis, determined from
polarization observations. Such a complete catalogue makes it possible to
carry out a detailed comparison of our theoretical results with the observed
distribution of radio pulsars over the angle X.
Before making such a comparison, we recall the main features of
our theory (for more details see Beskin et al. 1986). The results of such
calculations of the generation of particles and of directed pulsar radio
emission flux suggest that the properties of pulsars depend substantially on
the parameter
O=2 \.-_s ] _,_ ] (1)
So, pulsars with Q << 1 generam particles practically on the entire surface
of the polar cap whereas pulsars with Q > 1 may generate only within
a thin ring, and the generation itseff may be of nonstationary, irregular
character. In other words, pulsars with Q > 1 are located near the death
line on the diagram PP. Indeed, all pulsars exhibiting nulling, subpulse
drifts, and mode switching have Q > 1, whereas pulsars with Q < 1 are
characterized by stable radio emission.
The theory of neutron star evolution associated with current losses is
different for pulsars with Q < 1 and Q > 1. It is developed more thoroughly
for pulsars with Q < 1. It is just for this reason that in all our preceding
papers we distinguished between pulsars with Q < 1 and those with Q >
1 and compared theory with experiment separately for them. The same
should be done in the analysis of pulsar distribution over the slope X.
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Let us first see how the distn'bution of observed pulsars with Q <
1 over x will look. To this end we shall make use of the distribution
function of pulsars NQ<x (P, x, B12) over the period P (in seconds), over
the magnetic field B12 = B/1012 Gauss and over the slope X of the axes
(Beskin et al. 1986).
NO< 1 = Np_+lB_l°/7(l+ B12)-l-_-_F(x)O[cos°Sx-B_:lTPZS/r ] (2)
Here N is the total number of observed radio pulsars, _ = -.1, ff = 3, _ =
0.75, F(X) = _ cos-°sX and the 0-function just separates pulsars with
asnX
Q < 1. As shown by Beskin et aL (1986), the distribution function (2) is
in agreement with the observed distn'bution of pulsars (with Q < 1!) over
period P and magnetic field B12.
Integrating now the distribution function N o < 1 over the magnetic
field B, we can find dism_oution function N o < 1 (P, X) by which one can
estimate, for example, the mean value of the angle X as a function of period
P:
f NQ<I(P,x)xdx
_(p)= __ (3)
The results are presented in Figure 1. We see that the mean slope x(P) is
in perfect agreement with results, decreases as P increases, in spite of the
fact that for each pulsar the angle X increases with time due to the current
losses, The reason for this is that pulsars having Q < 1 and large periods
P cannot have angles X close to 90*. The region Q < 1 on the diagram P
- sin X is shown in Figure 2. One can see that the generation of particles
and radio emission by pulsars with a large enough period P is only poss_le
when X are small. Thus, the observed decrease of the mean angle X with
increasing P cannot be regarded as an argument in favor of the decrease
of X with time. This is rather an indication of the fact that the observed
radio emission is indeed associated with particle generation near the star
surface.
Similarly, going over in (2) to the variables B_2, x and to dynamical
age rD = P/21_, we obtain
NQ<_ (_'15,BI_, X) _-,. 'is _12 _ + B12)-l-_'-#(c°sX) 15(_+2)
1517 _:/92/49 IF(X)O[1- rls *-'12 cosxj (4)
where ns = 7"D/15 million years. The analysis of (4) shows that the
distribution function NO<I (ns, X) = f NO<I (ns,Blz, x)dB12, for pulsars
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FIGURE 1 The mean valueof theslopeangleX as a functionof periodP forpulsarswith
O < 1. The curve corresponds to formula (3), the points correspond to the observations
reportedby Lyne and Manchester (1988).
with rD < 15 million years (i.e., practically for all pulsars with Q < 1)
must depend weakly on the ro value, and the distribution over X must be
approximately equiprobable. Indeed, if we consider only pulsars with Q <
1, then, as shown in Figure 3, their distn'bution over X for rv < 2 million
years and rD > 2 million years practically coincide, the mean value of X
even somewhat increasing with time.
X(,D < 2min.yr) = 430 -4-240
X(_D > 2min.yr) = 48* =t:29* (5)
But this increase cannot be regarded as statistically significant. Hence, here
too, we see close agreement between our theory and experiment.
Let us now consider pulsars with Q > 1. The dism_oution function of
such pulsars over the magnetic field B and the angle X, according to Be.skin
et al. (1986), has the form
NQ>l(B12, X) = NQ<I[P(x, B12), X, B12]P_" (6)
where 1_ = 10-_SB_°/rcos_.5 x is the rotation deceleration velocity in the
mechanism of current losses, r = 3 _ B_2-l°/7 million years is the
characteristic life-time of radio pulsars at the stage Q < 1, and the relation
P = P(X, B12) corresponds to the condition Q = 1 which describes transition
of pulsars from the region Q < 1 to the region Q > 1 as in formula (4).
As a result, for the dism'bution function over the angle X for pulsars with
Q > 1, we obtain
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FIGURE 2 The region Q < 1 on the diagram P - sin X- The boundary is shown for
three characteristic magnetic fields 3.1011 Gauss, 1012 Gauss, 3.1012 Gauss.
NQ>I(X ) __ 1 - cosXcosx.5 X (7)
sin2x
As shown in Figure 4, here we also see agreement between our theory and
the experimental results reported by Lyne and Manchester (1988).
Concluding, we would like to emphasize that an unquestionable con-
clusion of the modern theory is that for rotating pulsar magnetosphere
filled with plasma, the law of vacuum deceleration
1:/2t"_4 IP6
dW 1 -_ s_n X (8)a..t O a _, a _, " 2
-£=6
is not obeyed. The presence of plasma in pulsar magnetosphere follows
from the very fact of the existence of observed powerful coherent radio
emission of pulsars, and the rotation deceleration is determined by the
ponderomotive action of current leading to an increase with time of the
slope of axes for each individual pulsar. We can see that the conclusions
of this theory are in satisfactory agreement with observations.
Thus, the observational data presented by Lyne and Manchester are
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FIGURE 3 Distribution of pulsars with Q < 1 over the slope angle X for a) "rD <: 2
million years; b) rD > 2 million years.
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FIGURE 4 Distribution of pulsars with Q > 1 over the slope angle X. The curve
corresponds to formula (7).
in good agreement with our theory of neutron star evolution. New ob-
servations which would promote direct estimation of the value dx/dt for
individual radio pulsars would be, of course, of great interest.
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The Spin Down of the Radio Pulsars.
Braking Index
V.S. BESKIN, A.V. GvrtEVlCn, AND YA.N. ISTOMIN
Lebedev Physical Institute
At present, the value of the retardation dP/dt is well known for most
radio pulsars. It is negative for all cases except one and is of the order
of 10-15 . That single case is when the pulsar, which is located in the
star globular system, can have a considerable acceleration leading to the
opposite sign of 1_ = dP/dt due to the Doppler effect (Wolszczan et a/.
1989). Careful measurements of the period P also allow one to determine
the variation of this retardation with the course of time--P : d:P/dt 2. The
results of these measurements are usually represented in the form of the
dimensionless retardation index n = _ f_/_2 = 2 -/_pN2 (12is the angular
velocity). The data for 21 pulsars are given in the table. The parameter n
is strongly undetermined both in value and sign in all cases except for four
pulsars. Changes of the rotation period P and the inclination angle X, the
angle between the axes of rotation and the magnetic moment are caused by
two processes: the regular retardation and nutation due to deviation from
the strict spherical shape of the neutron star.
fi = A _" g(x, _); (1)
-- _I(X) + 6Xf2n cos f2nt,
where a and A are constants and fh and 6X are the frequency and
amplitude of the nutations. The functions g(x,f_) and f(x) depend on the
retardation mechanism. In particular, for the magnetodipole losses
g(x) = si, x, .fix) = agx, = a.
Here we consider mainly losses, which are caused by the currents
flowing in the magnetosphere of the neutron star and being closed on the
14
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TABLE
15
PSR p /_. 1015 n = 2 - P'I_/1
0329 + 54 0.714 2.05 (4.81+ 0.18)los
0531 + 21 0.033 4.22los 2.515± 0.005
0540 + 23 0.246 1.54101 (2.5- 0.05)101
0540 - 69 0.050 4.79los 3.6+_0.8
0611 + 22 0.335 5.96101 3.5 102
0823 + 26 0.531 1.72 -I 104
0833 - 45 0.089 1.25los (4.2+ 1.3)101
0950 + 08 0.253 2.2910I (-5.2± 0.4)104
1508 + 55 0.740 5.03 3.25los
1509 - 58 0.150 1.490 los 2,83 + 0.03
1541 + 09 0.748 4.3 I0"l (-2.5+ 0.2)IOs
1604 - 00 0.422 3.06 lff I (1.8 ± 0.4) 104
1859 + 03 0.655 7.49 (5.5 ± 0.05) los
1900 + 01 0.729 4.03 (5.0 ± 1.2) los
1907 + 00 1.017 5.51 (-8.7 + 0.7) los
1907 + 02 0.495 2.76 (-9.5 ± 3.1) los
1907 + 10 0.284 2.64 (-5.5 + 0.2) lOs
1915 + 13 0.195 7.20 (-4.2 ± 0.3) 10l
1929 + 10 0.226 1.16 (-2.8 ± 0.1) 103
2002 + 31 2.111 7.46I0_ (1.2± 0.05)i02
2020 + 28 0.343 1.89 (1.2± O.I)los
star surface. Such losses are critical for the neutron stars magnetosphere
which is full of dense plasma (the density is higher than that of Goldreich-
Julian). Since the radioemission is generated in the dense plasma of the
polar magnetosphere (Beskin et al. 1988), then practically all radio pulsars
are retarded by the current mechanism. Two cases can be separated here,
when the inclination angle X is not too close to 900 and X > 7r/2 -
(2_rR/cP) 1/2, where R is the radius of the neutron star. In the first case
('Beskin et aL 1983; Beskin et al. 1984),
,_ = 1.03,g(x) = cos2dx, .f(x) = -tgx, d = 0.75. (3)
For x = 90° the retardation dynamics are defined by the asymmetrical
current iA which flows out of one half of the polar cap and flows into
another
a = 4,g(f2) = iA(f_),f(x) = O. (4)
Using expressions (1) we can easily obtain the formula for the braking
index
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=
This consists of two portions: the first has the constant sign and is defined.
by the regular part of star braking; and the second which is changeable over
time and caused by the nutations. Values of n presented in the table do
not, in most cases, correspond to the regular values, which should be of the
order of several units. This means that the last member of the expression
(5) is domineering. The exception includes four pulsars 0531 + 21 (Crab),
0540-69, 0833-45 (Vela), and 1509-58, which agree with the picture of the
regular braking
_g be
n = + -;-F6 (6)
For the current losses X # 90* and X = 90* the formula (6) corresponds
as follows
- (2 R/cP) x/2, (7)n = 1.93 + 2dtg2X; X <
f2 nia. rc _ (2rR/cp)l/20 = 4 + _-a--n--ff,X> 7
The dependence of the assymetrical current on the rotation frequency
has the power form (Beskin et al. 1983), so that for current losses at X =
90*
n = 2.6, X - 90*.
The characteristic dependence of the braking index n on the angle X (7) is
shown in the figure. The observed values of n for four pulsars included in
the table are also shown here. Values of X are taken from the observations
of X-ray radiation for pulsars 0540-69 and 1509-58; and for the two other
pulsars 0531 + 21 and 0833-45 from the tangential condition for the line
of observation of the polar cap edge.
We can see that the theory of current losses correctly reflects the
character of the dependence of the braking index n on the angle X. It should
be noted that a slight discrepancy between the theory and observations
can be explained by the usage of a simple approximation in which the
longitudinal current is considered as constant in the whole area of open
magnetic field lines. More accurate estimations, when the effect of the
electrical current flowing near the internal surface of the hollow cone was
taken into consideration, were made by Besldn eta/. (1986). The result was
a decrease of the value n. The angle X = 52* -4- 20 was also determined
from the observed value of n = 2.83 4- 0.03 (Manchester eta/. 1985) for
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FIGURE 1 The braking index n versus angle X. The curve corresponds to formulae (7)
for the current spin down mechanism. The measurements are presented for the four pulsars
with regular braking.
the pulsar 1509-58. This result agrees with the value of angle X, which
was defined from the modulation of the observed pulsar X-ray radiation
(Seward and Harnden 1982).
For the remaining pulsars in the table the characteristic values are of
the order of + (102 - 104). Then from the expression (5) it follows that
P,15X < IO-:PIP.
For characteristic values P "-- 10-_, P __ 1 sec we have
P_/6X < lOt3sec.
Note that this value of Pn corresponds to the star asymmetry which is
caused by the magnetic field (Goldreich 1970). Actually, in this case
B2R
= cosx, (s)
where B is the magnitude of magnetic field, M is the neutron star mass, p
is the density. Putting characteristic parameters into (8) we get
Pn = 3.101_ PB_R; 4(M/Mo)2 cos- 1 X. (9)
Here B12 = B • 10-12 G -1, R6 = R • 10-6 cm-k Thus, we can see that
uncertainty of values n for most pulsars can be caused by slow nutations
(P,_ < 1012 sec, 5X = 7r/2 - X) due to the magnetic field.
For the quickly decelerated pulsars
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P
P > 6X'_--_"> 10-16Xcosx (10)
the nutations can become neglig_le and the braking index n is determined
by the regular star braking processes (6): The inequality (10) takes place
for four indicated pulsars, when either P >> 10-15 or X = 90* (or these
both).
It should be especially noted that for the pulsar 0531 + 21 (Crab)
it was poss_le to measure the third derivative f_. It gave us the braking
parameter of the second order
fif_2
n (_) _
(h)3
It was equal to n (2) = 10 + 1 (correspondingly, _ = -6 • 10-31 sec -4)
(Blandford and Romani 1988; Lyne et al. 1988). The determination of
n(2) also gives us the possibility to clarify the character of the neutron
stars evolution. Indeed, neglecting nutations (as in the case of Crab) from
expression (1) we get
= n(2n - 1)+ .f(x) 0_-.71(2) (11)
Since the pulsar 0531+21 is an interpulse one (X _- 90"), then f(x) = 0,
and we have
n (2) = n(2n- 1). (12)
Expression (12) agrees with the measurement results because n = 2.509.
This proves the current mechanism of losses which we proposed (Beskin
et al. 1983; Beskin et al. 1984). At X = 90° current losses only lead to
expression (12). In this case :_ = 0, i.e. X = 900, and this is the stationary
value which the angle X between axes approaches due to the evolution of
the neutron star rotation.
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Axially Symmetrical Supernova Remnants
G.S. BISNOVATYI-KOGAN, I T.A. LOZINSKAYA, 2 AND S.A. SILICH 3
ABSTRACT
The origin of cylindrically symmetric Supernova Remnants is discussed.
The results of numerical simulations of two most distinguished barrel-fike
SNR SN1006 and G296.5+10.0 are presented.
INTRODUCTION
Recent high-resolution and high-sensitive observations of Supernova
Remnants (SNR) have shown that radio-emitting regions generally do not
have spherical symmetry. Many SNR's have a limb-brightened cylindrical
or barrel-like structure. There are three principal observational signs of the
barrel-shaped SNR morphology: (a) there is an axis of mirror symmetry;
(b) the shell has two regions of low intensity near the top and bottom of
the symmetry axis; (c) there is a gradient of the radio brightness along the
shell.
Kesteven and CasweU (1987) have suggested that the majority of SNRs
are barrel-shaped. A number of X-ray and optical remnants falls into this
category as well. Cylindrical symmetry is a distinctive feature of both young
and old SNRs.
1Institute of Space Research
2Shternberg Astronomical Institute
3institute of Space Research; Main Astrophysical OIr,ervatory, Ukranian Academy of Sdenees
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Poss_le mechanisms for generating such a structure include: (a)
anisotropy of supernova explosion; Co) large-scale density gradients in the
surrounding medium; (c) anisotropy of wind from the progenitor star;, (d)
compression of a preexisting regular interstellar magnetic field; and (e)
interaction of collimated jets of relativistic particles from a central pulsar
with the SN'R shell It is poss_le that more than one of these mechanisms
work simultaneously.
Concentration of the ejected material in the equatorial plane is the
natural consequence of magnetorotational mechanism of supernova explo-
sion (Bisnovatyi-Kogan 1970) or the thermonuclear explosion of a rotating
presupernova star (Bodenheimer and Woosley 1983). Dense interstellar
clouds and rarefied interstellar bubbles may affect the expanding shock
fronts as well (Lozinskaya 1986). Mass loss by a progenitor star leads to
inhomogeneity of circumstellar medium in two ways. First, mass loss by
binary systems or rotating stars is concentrated in the equatorial plane
(Soker and Livio 1989). Second, progenitor winds generate anisotropic
shells and holes in the inhomogeneons surrounding interstellar medium.
There are some difficulties in the interpretation of the barrel structure
of SNRs (Roger et al. 1988) as the result of compression of a pre-existing
interstellar magnetic field. The energy density of the interstellar magnetic
field equals approximately 10-12 erg cm-3. This is many orders of magni-
tude lower than the energy density within a typical SN'R during the adiabatic
stage. If the explosion energy equals 1051 ergs and the radius of the SNR
is 20 pc, the mean energy density within the SNR will be approximately
10-s erg • era -3. As Manchester (1987) has pointed out, it is very difficult
to see how a weak interstellar magnetic field could significantly influence
the SNR morphology. It is especially difficult to apply this mechanism to
a young SNR (in particular, to SN 1006), which have a radially aligned
magnetic field component.
It is also difficult to see how pulsars can influence the morphology of
the old SNRs except in some special cases as, for example, CTB 80, which
is described by Fesen et al. (1988).
In this paper we examine the first three mechanisms and do not take
into account magnetic field effects. We present the results of numerical
simulations of two most distinguished barrel-shaped SNRs: SN 1006 and
G296.6 + 10.0.
SN 1006 AND G296.5 + 10.0 ARE TWO BEST EXAMPLES OF
BARREL-LIKE SNRS
The radiomaps of these two remnants (see Figure la,b in Roger a a/.
1988) demonstrate all features of barrel morphology. Optical observations
by Kirshner et al. (1987) of SN 1006 have revealed narrow and broad
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components of the H_ emission. The ratio of the intensities of these
components impli_ a shock velocity in the range 2800-3900 km/s. Distance
estimations for SN 1006 made by different methods give 1.5 - 2.1 kpc.
Mean value of 1.8 kpc leads to a radius of 7.8 pc and Z = 450 pc. At this
distance from the galactic plane ambient gas is dominated by the diffuse
component with a number density no < 0.1 cm -3. This estimation is close
to the value 0.05cm -3, obtained in the X-ray model of Hamilton et al.
(19s6).
The distance and physical parameters of G296.5+10.0 are not well de-
termined. Recent E--D distance estimations with account of Z-correction,
yield a value 1.1 - 1.9 kpc. The dominant feature of the radio emission
from G296.5 + 10.0 is two ridges perpendicular to the galactic plane. The
relation of the large axis to the small axis is approximately 1.5:1. The mean
distance of around 1.5 kpc results in a linear radii of about 24 pc and
16 pc and Z __ 260 pc. It is suggested that there is a connection of the
G296.5+10.0 with a depression in HI distribution at the velocities VzsR
= -11 - -17 km/s and with weak SNR G300.1 + 9.4 (Dubner et al. 1986).
The x-ray's remarkable feature is the compact source near the center of the
SNR. That point source has a spectrum harder than that of the SNR, but
is characterized by a similar absorbing column density and most probably
represents the neutron star remnant of the SN explosion. Strong oxygen
lines in the optical spectra of G296.5 + 10.0 (Ruis 1983) could indicate on
an SNR belonging to O-rich SNRs, which usually are consider results of
explosions of massive stars.
The mean ambient number density near the G29_5 + 10.0 from x-ray
data is estimated to be 0.24 - 0.08 cm -z. Density of the optically emitting
filaments is about 5 em -3.
High galactic latitude and low ambient gas densities are the common
features of the desen'bed above SNRs. One can expect therefore that their
evolution is highly influenced by the initial conditions: possible explosion
asymmetry and interaction of progenitors with ambient interstellar medium.
NUMERICAL SCHEME AND INITIAL CONDITIONS
We have assumed cylindrical symmetry in all calculations and used
cylindrical coordinate system R, _o,. We have used the numerical hydrody-
namical code descnq_ed by Bisnovatyi-Kogan et aL (1982, 1989), based on
thin layer approximation. The main assumptions of this method are that
all ejected and swept-up gas collapses into an infinitely thin shell and that
gas pressure is uniform inside the cavity.
As a main parameter we adopt explosion energy E,j, the temperature
To and density distribution p = p0f(R,Z) of undisturbed gas, initial ejeeta
mass M,j and its ratio to the swept-up interstellar gas mass M0. We also
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define the distribution of surface density cr in the shell and the shares of
kinetic EL and thermal energy _ at the initial time to. We start from the
spherical shell of the radius
[, Mo 1/3
with constant expansion velocity U0 = (2Et/M_j) 1/2. Lagrangian coordi-
nates at the onset of calculation are defined by the expressions:
R = R, sin,_, Z = Re cos),. (2)
Anistropy of explosion implies inhomogeneous distribution of the surface
density a,j of ejected material along the shell. We assume that at the onset
of calculations
o'ej = _0(A sin _ A+ BsinA + C). (3)
We adopt normalization A + B = 1 for convenience. Then constant C can
be expressed as
C= (4)
1 - ap/ve "
Integrating initial surface density _r,./O0 by ,_, we obtain the expression for
initial mass M, i. Then constant ao may be defined as follows:
m,j (5)
-o = + +c)"
Taking into account surface density of the swept-up interstellar gas, we
obtain the relation for initial surface density of the shell:
aa=_P°Re [l+ _A+_B+M'j/M°c(Asin22+Bsin2 + C)]. (6)
The radio luminosity of the remnants does not arise directly from our
hydrodynamical calculations. We assume that radio luminosity is higher as
the surface density of the shell is greater. Therefore in this paper we present
the results of calculations of the shape and surface density distribution of
the shelL
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
SN 1006 is a young, almost spherical SNR. It seems to us that it is
difficult to interpret its radiobrightness distribution by the influence of the
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external factors only. A more convenient interpretation of this observation
is that the SN explosion was highly anisotropic with most of the ejecta
confined to an equatorial plane. Using our code we investigated the
evolution of SNR caused by an asymmetrical SN explosion. The initial
surface density of the shell has been taken from formula (3) with ap/o', =
0.1 - 0.2, ambient density no = 0.05-0.1 cm -3, the mass ejecta M,j = 0.5-
2.5Mo, parameter A has been taken in the range 0.8-1.0. The ejected mass
has been 250-1000 times greater than the swept-up mass at the onset of the
calculations. We have assumed that the shell freely expands with a constant
velocity up to the initial moment of calculations. The energy of explosion
has been taken as 1051 ergs. Our calculations show that evolution of SNR
caused by asymmetric explosion in homogeneous medium is characterized
by elongation of the shock front in Z-direction during the first hundred
years. At a later time the material at the shell's poles that has been
accelerated by the internal gas pressure begins to decelerate. Expansion
velocity of the shell's equatorial region becomes greater than velocities
at the poles due to a larger initial mass and momentum. This phase is
accompanied by the stretching of the shell in the equatorial plane. Then
the shell becomes sphericaL Our calculations of the evolution of SNRs
caused by anisotropic explosion show many examples of the appearance of
apple-like shapes. The reason for the development of such unusual shaping
of SNRs is that due to initial surface density distribution of the Lagrangian
layers, which, placed between poles and equator (but not at the poles),
have a maximum Z-component of momentum. A long time after explosion,
the surface density of the shell remains nonuniform with the maximum at
the equatorial plane.
The configuration formed by an axisymmetrical explosion on the edge
of the gas layer with density enhancement is presented in Figure 2. Initial
parameters for this variant have been chosen as follows: ejected mass was
equal to 2.0M o, total energy of the explosion was 10sl ergs with 85% in
the form of kinetic energy; initial ratio of surface densities was o'p/tre =
0.1; initial radius was 0.7 pc; parameters A and B from formula (3) were A
= 0.97, B = 0.03. Calculations with ejected mass 1.5 - 2.0Mo and almost
the same parameters give the best coincidence with observed properties of
SN 1006. The density of surrounding gas was taken in the form
[ 1on(z) = no 1+ . (7/7rl+_
The atomic concentration in the point of explosion was taken as no =
0.05cra -3, the density difference in interstellar media is characterized in
(7) by parameters a = 3 and Z0 = lpc. It is clear from Figure 2 that 1000
years after the explosion the surface density distribution remains strongly
nonuniform. The maximum of the surface density is shifted relative to the
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FIGURE 2 Shape(a)andsurfaced nsitydistributionCo)ofSNR,causedbyanaxisym-
metricalexplosiontheedgeofthegaslayer.Mej ----2.0M®,t--981yr.
equatorial plane of the explosion Z = 0. The shape of the remnant is close
to the spherical one, but apple-like features are present. The radius of the
remnant is equal to 6pc and it is situated on the transition phase from free
expansion to an adiabatic one. The velocities of the shock waves on the
poles are 3900 km/s (up) and 2700 km/s (down) and on the equator that
velocity is equal to 5100 km/s. These values agree with the data of Kirshner
et a/. (1986) whose measurements have been made in the north (upper)
part of the remnant. When ejected mass is equal to 1.5Mo, the radius of
the remnant increases up to approximately 7 pc for the same age and initial
energies. The radii 6-7 pc determine the distances to the remnant 1.4 -
1.6
The radioremnant G296.5 + 10.0 has dimensions much greater than
SN 1006 and the gas density in its vicinity is higher. Our calculations
have shown that it is impossible to obtain the observed shape and surface
density distribution for the explosion in the uniform media using only
the asymmetry of the explosion. The observed shape with two extended
radioarcs lay rather strong restrictions on the possible gas distribution in the
vicinity of the explosion. From several tens of variants for which calculations
have been made, the best coincidence with observations has been obtained
for the explosion in the tunnel where density falls with increasing Z and the
point of the explosion on the axis of symmetry is shifted from the symmetry
place. The density distn'bution in the vicinity of the explosion point (R =
0, Z = Z_) was given by the following formulas
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FIGURE 3 Shape (a) and surface density distribution Co) of SNR after the explosion in
the gas tunnel for Me.i = 2.5 M® at t = 161100 yr. The center of the coordinate system
coincides with the point of explosion. The symmetry plane of the gas distribution is situated
7.5 pc below this point. Dashed lines represent the form and symmetry planes of the gas
tunnel.
R0(Z) = R0[1 + (Z/Re)2].
(8.1)
(82)
(83)
The results of our calculations are presented in Figure 3, where the maxi-
mum density in the plane of symmetry is n(R0, Z = 0) = lcm-Z; the density
difference in all layers is n(RoZ)/n(0, Z) = 3; and the characterisitic scale
of density change along Z axis is Zo = 10 pc. The radius of the tunnel
is equal to R0 = 10 pc in the symmetry plane Z = 0 and increases with
characteristic scale R¢ = 20 pc for larger IZl,and the point of the explosion
is shifted up from the symmetry plane by Z_ = 7,5 pc. The initial energy of
the explosion is equal to 1051 ergs with 75% in the form of kinetic energy
and the mass ejected in the explosion is equal to 2.5M o. The age of the
remnant in Figure 3 is about 17,000 years, but it is still in the adiabatic
stage. The velocities of the shock wave are equal to 1100 km/s on the upper
pole, 440 km/s on the lower pole and 250 km/s in the plane of maximum
surface density.
The distribution of the gas described by (8.1)-(8.3) may be a result
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of partial merging of two old SNR, 1 or the tunnel may be formed by the
progenitor's mass loss into the nonuniform gas layer.
CONCLUSIONS
1. The supernova remnants with axial symmetry may be formed by
anisotropic supernova explosions with most of ejectaconfined
to an equatorial plane as well as a result of the explosions in
nonuniform media. The first mechanism determines the asymme-
try of a majority of young SNRs, and the second determines the
morphology of the older ones.
2. SN 1006 is formed by the anisotropic explosion and corresponds
to the stage of transition from free expansion to the adiabatic
stage. The distance to the remnant is equal to 1.4-1.6 kpc and
corresponds to the lower boundary of observational estimations.
3. The morphology of SNR G296.5+10.0 may be explained if the
explosion had occurred in the tunnel with the density falling with
increasing Z. The explosion point is situated on the symmetry axis
but is shifted up from the symmetry plane.
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ABSTRACT
A neutron starquake model for gamma-ray bursts is presented and
critically analyzed. It is suggested that a slowly accreting neutron star may
develop density inversions deep in its crust. These unstable layers, may
be subject to elastic Rayleigh-Taylor instability which can hq_eratesufficient
gravitational, and perhaps also nuclear, energy to account for individual
bursts. Energy can be transported to the surface by shear waves and slowly
transmitted into the magnetosphere as relativistic Alfven waves. Particle
acceleration and 7-ray emission from the outer magnetosphere should
ensue. Some observational implications are mentioned.
INTRODUCTION
This is a report on an interpretation of -r-ray bursts, a phenomenon
studied intensively by space scientists in the United States and the Soviet
Union, as neutron starquakes. The work that I shall report on is collabo-
rative with Omer Blaes, Peter Goldreich, Steve Koonin and Piero Madau.
The basic model was, of course one of the first suggested (e.g., Pacini and
Ruderman 1974; Tsygan 1975; Fabian, Icke et al. 1976; Muslimov and Tsy-
gan 1985; Epstein 1988) after the discovery of 7-ray bursts by Klebesdal et
a/. (1973). Our approach has been to investigate the different components
of the starquake model independently. Only an outline of the model, which
is still only partially complete, can be presented here; fuller accounts are
given in Blaes et aL (1989a, 19891) in preparation, 1989c in preparation).
In addition, space limitations preclude adequate reference to the extensive
28
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literature on this topic. The articles by Blsnovatyi-Kogan and Chechetkin
(1979), Epstein (1988), Lamb (1988), and the book edited by Liang and
Petrosian (1986) are good starting points.
GAMMA RAY BURSTS FROM OLD NEUTRON STARS
As explained in much greater detail by Hurley in these proceedings, 3'-
ray bursts are observed about every four days producing emission extending
well above 1MeV for roughly 1-10s. On average, the total fluences are
~ 10-6 - 10 -4 erg cm-2. Excepting the "soft repeaters," there is a
deficit of X-rays relative to 7-rays; typically, only a few percent of the
energy is emitted below 10keV. This imposes a serious constraint on the
models. Much circumstantial evidence has been adduced in favor of a local
neutron star origin ("rotational" modulation, "cyclotron" lines, "electron-
positron annihilation" lines, "association" of GB790305 with a supernova
remnant and millisecond temporal structure). None of this is compelling;
the interpetation of the first three items can be questioned and the fourth
could arise under more exotic conditions than neutron starquakes. The
observed isotropy of the sources and the source counts (Schmidt, these
proceedings) points to either a local or a cosmological origin.
Using the expected distribution of old pulsars, we lind that, in round
numbers, the typical burster would have to be a ,-, 10 t° yr old neutron
star some ~ 300pc distant producing a ~ 103r erg burst of 7-rays every
1000yr. The integrated 7-ray energy radiated over the neutron star lifetime
is therefore ~ 1044 erg.
STRUCTURE OF YOUNG NEUTRON STAR CRUSTS
Traditionally, it has been supposed that the structure of the neutron
star crust has the composition computed in a classic paper by Baym et aL
(1971) (or a close variant thereof if we use an improved semi-empirical mass
formula for the nuclear binding energies). In this work, it was assumed
that the composition of the crust would comprise the lowest energy state at
the imposed pressure taking into account the electronic, nuclear and lattice
energies and ignoring any thermal contributions. The crust was found to be
made of layers of (mostly) magic nuclei, that became increasingly neutron
rich with depth. It was therefore implicitly assumed that the nuclei would
be able to exchange nucleons freely in order to attain this lowest energy
state. Under normal conditions, nucleon exchange amongst high Z nuclei
requires thermonuclear reactions at a temperature of > 4 x 109K (e.g.,
Bisnovatyi-Kogan and Chechetkin 1979, 1986; Thielemann 1989) when the
thermal energy will almost surely result in a mix of nuclei. At lower
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temperatures, the nuclear composition is frozen, rather like the helium
composition after the epoch of nucleosynthesis in the early universe.
There is a further complication. In the supernova explosion that forms
the neutron star, a significant quantity of mass will be ejected with speed
just less than the escape velocity and it will subsequently fall back onto the
neutron star surface. It may take over a year for the last ~ 10-6Me of
mass to reach the surface (e.g., Chevalier 1989) and, by this time, the star
will have cooled to temperatures well below that at which thermonuclear
reactions can occur. The weight of the infalling material can change the
pressure in the original crust significantly, and even if the original crust
had the composition appropriate to cold catalysed equih'brium, it will, in
general, be out of equih'brium at the new pressure. The crustal composition
clearly depends subtly on the detailed history of the star.
SLOW ACCRETION AND CRUSTAL LOADING
Isolated, old, cold neutron stars moving through the interstellar med-
ium accrete interstellar gas at a mean rate M ,,- 101°g s -1 (e.g., Ostriker
et al. 1970). This can only keep the surface temperature at ,-, 3 x 10sIC
The surface area of a neutron star is A ~ 1013 cm 2 and the surface gravity
is ,-, 1014 cras -2. The original crust can therefore be compressed over
a lifetime t ~ 101° yr to a pressure p ~ Mgt/A ~ 3 x 10_ dyne an -2,
or equivalently a density p ~ 3 x 101°g cm 23 and an electron chemical
potential (essentially the Fermi energy) pe --, 10MeV (e.g., Shapiro and
Teukoisky 1983).
As the (predominantly) hydrogen gas is compressed it will eventually
be able to undergo cold or pycnonuclear reactions to form helium (e.g.,
Salpeter and Van Horn 1969, Shapiro and Teukolsky 1983). This helium
cart undergo a pycnonuclear "triple a" reaction to form carbon which in
turn may undergo fusion to oxygen, neon and magnesium. The outcome
is uncertain, but at some point the Coulomb barrier will inh_it fusion
and the nuclei will be compressed by the crustal loading. This behavior
is quite different from what happens at higher mass accretion rates where
the accreting gas is heated by compression faster than it can be cooled by
electron conduction and the hydrogen and helium burns to helium which
in turn burns to carbon and iron either steadily or in flashes as in X-ray
bursters (e.g., Ayasli and Joss 1982).
When the electron Fermi energy in the compressed lattice becomes
sufficiently large, electron capture will occur and the neutron fraction will
increase. This may have to occur via an excited state and so there may
be some heating associated with this process (e.g., Haensel and Zdunik
1989). However, electron captures can only occur singly as the time scales
for double electron capture are excessively long. Now, even-even nuclei
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are more tightly bound than odd-odd nuclei and the electron Fermi-energy
must be raised to typically ~ 10MeV before an even-even nucleus can
capture an electron. However, as soon as a single capture occurs, there will
invariably be a second capture to leave the nuclei in an even-even state.
For example, at a pressure of p ~ 7 x 1026 dyne cm -2 and a density p ,_ 1.5
x 109 dyne cm -3, 56Fe will undergo electron capture to form S6Mn which
will rapidly capture a second electron to form S6Cr, with an overall energy
release of 2.1MeV, of which ~ 1.2MeV will be carried off in neutrinos.
The remaining ~ 0.9MeV per nucleus is released too slowly to produce
significant heating of the interior.
Under these conditions, it is only possible to achieve restricted nuclear
equilibrium in the crust. This leads to the poss_ility of an important
instability. Suppose that there is an interface between two layers in which
the nuclei have different atomic weights. For example suppose that a layer
of SSFe rests on S2Ni_ Now suppose that the crust is loaded and compressed
essentially isothermally so that only electron capture can occur. When the
pressure reaches p ~ 7 x 1026 dyne cm -2, the atomic number of the S6Fe
will decrease by two to form S6Cr, increasing the density discontinuously by
8 per cent. However, the 62Ni must be compressed to p ~ 2.1 x 102r dyne
cm -2 before it can be converted to S2Fe. There will therefore be a time
when S6Fe is separated from the S2Ni by a thick layer of S6Cr. The S6Cr is
5 per cent denser than the 62Ni. There is therefore a source of mechanical
free energy available ff the S6Cr and 62Ni layers can be interchanged. The
development of few per cent density inversions when layers of the crust are
compressed at constant atomic weight is quite generaL
ELASTIC RAYLEIGH-TAYLOR INSTABILITY AND STARQUAKES
When a heavy fluid rests on top of a lighter fluid in a gravitational
field, it is Rayleigh-Taylor unstable (e.g. Chandrasekhar 1961). Small per-
turbations of the interface (with wavelength long enough to overcome the
effects of surface tension) will grow through a linear phase in a time --,
(plp)-l/2(gk) -1/2, where k is the horizontal wavenumber, to the "bubble
and spike" non-linear phase. However, a neutron star crust can withstand
shear stress and may be stabilized to Rayleigh-Taylor instability (e.g., Lan-
dau and Lifshitz 1986). The imposition of the no-slip boundary condition
at the interface, as opposed to the free movement allowed in a traditional
fluid treatment, inhibits the growth of unstable modes. We have performed
a linear analysis of the elastic Rayleigh-_ylor instability and find that for a
given, sufficiently large density jump at the interface, there will be a range
of unstable horizontal wavenumbers centered on roughly twice the recipro-
cal of the depth of the interface below the surface. The minimum density
jump necessary for a single unstable mode depends upon the ratio of the
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shear modulus to the bulk modulus. In a bcc lattice, of iron this ratio is -,,
0.014 (Baym and Pines 1971) and a density jump of about six per cent is
necessary for linear instability. Some additional complications change these
estimates slightly, but the general conclusion is that, if electron capture-
induced density inversions are formed, then they are only marginally stable,
and we expect that relatively small perturbations from isostacy, such as will
surely be present in a real crust, are sufficient to induce instability. The
growth time for the instability is ,-- (p/g26p)112 ,., 10/_s. This is much shorter
than any time scale observed in gamma ray bursts.
The gravitational energy released in a local overturn of about a scale
height of crust at a density of ~ 109 - 101°g cm -2 is simply computed from
the formula
where/_ is the total chemical potential. This works out to be about 5keV
per baryon or ~ 10 _ erg, adequate to account for a single gamma ray burst
provided that the efficiency of conversion to gamma rays is high. It must
be emphasized that in this model only a of order a cubic scale height of the
crust can overturn in each starquake. In this respect, the starquake model
is similar to earthquakes and dissimilar to the highly successful model of
X-ray bursts in which it is necessary that a burning front cover most of the
stellar surface.
An energy release of ~ 5keV per baryon, is equivalent to a tem-
perature of several billion degrees, well above the melting temperature.
This introduces the poss_ility that the crust will become hot enough to
allow thermonuclear reactions to occur and to release additional energy as
nuclear rearrangements are catalyzed by free protons, neutrons and alpha
particles. Up to ,,, 30keV per baryon can be released in this manner. It is
not yet clear what conditions are necessary for this to occur.
The proposed model for a starquake releases a lot of energy in the
form of heat. However, unlike in an X-ray burst, the heat is released deep
below the surface, at a depth z _ 300m and should take a substantial
time, typically several hours to reach the surface and to be radiated as soft
X-rays.
SEISMIC WAVES
There is however, a much faster way for the energy released to reach
the surface and this is seismically. There are two types of high frequency
waves that can propagate through the crust, pressure waves and shear
waves. As the shear modulus is roughly one percent of the bulk modulus,
the shear speed is about ten per cent of the sound speed. This has the
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FIGURE 1 "Iiansmission cocaicient as a function of frequency for a vertically propagating
shear wave. The soSd lines refer to numerical calculations, while the dashed lines show
WKB solutions. The upper and lower pairs of curves are for 1012G and 1011G magnetic
field.
consequence that far more power (proportional to the inverse fifth power
of the wave speed in the quadrupolar approximation) from a starquake is
channeled into shear modes and it is only necessary to consider these.
If we consider shear waves in the WKB approximation, then in the part
of the crust supported by the degeneracy pressure of relativistic electrons,
a verticaUy propagating wave's wavelength will decrease cx z1/_, while its
horizontal displacement will increase oc z-7/4. However, the amplitude
cannot increase indefinitely. When the wavelength becomes comparable
with the pressure scale height, -.- z/4, the wave will be reflected with
high el_iciency back towards the stellar core. Refraction in the inner
crust will return the wave back towards the surface. It is very di/licult to
estimate the damping rate (probably dominated by stress-induced motion
of dislocations), but if terrestrial measurements are a guide (e.g. Minster
1980), quality factors of several thousand are not out of the question. It
should be emphasized that if most of the energy produced in the explosion
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is dissipated in heating the crust rather than is carried to the surface
seismically then the present model is not viable.
MAGNETOSPHERIC ALFVEN WAVES
If the neutron star is endowed with a substantial surface magnetic field,
then it is possible for there to be an appreciable transmission of energy into
the magnetosphere. The magnetosphere will be magnetically-dominated
and will support two types of hydromagnetic waves, fast magnetosonic
modes, which are similar to vacuum electromagnetic waves, and relativistic
Alfven modes (e.g. Melrose 1980) in which field parallel conduction currents
compete with displacement current. The phase velocity of an Alfven mode
propagating at an angle a to the field is c cos a, which can be much less
than the speed of the light and can be comparable with the shear speed
in the crust for a wave propagating nearly perpendicular to the field. If
we treat the surface layers as a plane discontinuity, then standard notions
of impedance matching suggest that there will be a significant transmission
coefficient. More careful calculations, that take into account the magnetic
contn'butions to the shear stress in the crust, verify this and, for example,
give transmission coefficients of a few per cent for 10kHz waves and a 1012G
field. This has the attractive consequence that energy can be stored as waves
propagating around the crust for several hundred vertical propagation time
scales, typically of order a second, and comparable with the length of the
bursts.
Relativistic Alfv_n waves in the magnetosphere will also change as
they propagate away from the star. In particular, the magnetic amplitude
B/B will increase oc B-x/2. They are likely to become non-linear at ~ 5 -
10 stellar radii and may create large parallel electric fields. If this is the
location of the 7-ray emission then only a small fraction of the 7-rays would
be re-radiated from the stellar surface as X-rays as the observations seem
to require.
EMISSION OF GAMMA RAYS
We now turn to the component of the whole problem where there
is the greatest prospect for confronting present and future observations,
and where I have least to suggest! I have identified a region some 5-10
stellar radii from the surface as the emission site and the location of large,
parallel electric fields, capable of accelerating stray electrons and positrons
to radiation reaction-limited energies _< 10TeV. The magnetosphere will
be relatively starved of charge-carrying particles, but there is the strong
poss_ility of creating fresh electron-positron pairs, primarily through two
photon production. These pairs can themselves be re-accelerated and
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FIGURE 2 The displacementamplitudeasa functionof heightabovethesurfacefor a
verticallypropagating10kHzshearwavein a 1011Gmagneticfield.The evanescentzoneis
identifiedby the pair of vertical lines.
produce further generations of particles until the electric fields are locally
shorted out. The details are unclear.
Two comments cart be made, however. Firstly, it is not just necessary
to create electrons and positrons; -r-ray photons are also necessary (e.g.,
Zdziarski and Lamb 1988). One way in which they may be multiplied is
through the following cycle. An incident soft photon is Compton scattered
by a relativistic electron moving along the field in its ground state of gy-
rational motion and thereby creating a -r-ray. The electron then recoils
into an excited gyrational state, from which it will quickly de-excite by
radiating Doppler-shifted cyclotron radiation which can then be scattered
and repeat the cycle. Photon yields of Y ~ m,C_/I_G, where a;c is the
gyro frequency are poss_le and so a runaway growth of soft photons only
requires there to be a Thomson depth of ,-, y-l, typically ~ 10-4. Unfor-
tunately, preliminary calculations of the inverse Compton and relativistic
electron synchrotron radiation emitted imply a spectrum that is steeper
than reported. More realistic modeling should be pursued.
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The second point is that it is necessary to account for the "cyclotron"
lines in detail A good start has been made by Loredo et a/. (1989,
preprint) who point out that the relative equivalent widths of the two lines
observed in both GB870303 and GB880205 can be accounted for in terms
of resonance scattering. However, the atmosphere that is postulated is
neither radiatively nor dynamically self-consistent. In addition there is no
clear reason why a narrow cyclotron feature should be produced when the
field strength will vary by a factor ~ 2 over the surface. In the present
model, it might be possl"ole to attn_oute the X-ray continuum to heating of
the surface consequent to the starquake and localized to the site of the
quake. Again, further study is necessary.
OBSERVATIONAL IMPLICATIONS
In this report, I have outlined some studies of a particular model for
gamma ray bursts involving neutron starquakes. The model, as described,
is fairly fragile especially on energetic and demographic grounds. In order
to account for the observed frequencies and fluences of observed bursts, it
is necessary to tap most of the available nuclear energy from the accreted
interstellar gas and to observe most of the "dead" neutron stars within a
Galactic scale height every thousand years.
There are alternative poss_le components to the model which may
be substituted. For example, the neutron star cores may contain magnetic
fields of far greater strength than are measured on the surface and these
may be subject to instability. The discussions of seismic and hydromagnetic
waves are not seriously affected by this change. Alternatively, it may be that
the radiative conditions on the surface really do allow the "X-ray paucity
constraint" to be satisfied and that most of the "r-raY emission originates
here. This would still allow the energy to derive from the sort of deep
starquake descn'bed above. Another possibility is that a minority of neutron
stars accrete at a substantially greater rate than the interstellar rate and
yet do not produce X-ray bursts; alternatively some pulsars may be able
to store substantial nuclear fuel from their formation and still be able to
detonate small pieces of it some ~ 101° yr later.
It is therefore quite hard to test the details of the present model ob-
servationally. Nevertheless, it is poss_le and indeed is far more important
to test the most general features of neutron starquake models. In view
of the reported anisotropy of bursts, only nearby stars can be involved.
They must therefore repeat. Existing constraints cannot yet rule out a
neutron star origin (Hartmann 1989 preprint; Paczynski 1989 preprint),
but it is anticipated that either frequent repetition or anisotropy should be
measurable soon. (If the frequency of bursts reflects current rather than
integrated accretion then a much stronger anisotropy is needed.) Should
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neither effect become apparent then a cosmological population of exotic
objects or a major revision of our ideas on the early stellar evolution of our
Galaxy would probably be indicated. The detection of more "cyclotron" and
"redshifted electron-positron annihilation" lines would clearly be a boon.
The discovery of rotational modulation of the former would be compelling
evidence for neutron stars. The discovery of an ultra-violet afterglow from
the position of a burst, perhaps using Hubble Space Telescope would also
constitute valuable evidence for neutron stars.
This model, in common with several others, does require there to be a
strong surface magnetic field, typically > 1011G. This raises the perplexing
question of the evolution of neutron star magnetic fields, a subject which
recent observations have made highly confusing. On the one hand, it
appears that radio pulsar torques decay in a few million years (e.g., Lyne
and Manchester 19°o8) and become very small in old, millisecond pulsars.
In addition models of low mass X-ray binaries generally require them to be
weakly magnetised. On the other hand, ff old neutron star really do possess
fields of strength ~ 2 x 1012G, as the "cyclotron" lines suggest, then
we have to understand the reason for these different evolutions. Perhaps
a resolution can be found in alignment (e.g. Candy and Blair 1986) or
the erasure of low mulitpoles in favor of higher multipoles, (e.g. Flowers
and Ruderman 1976). A clearer understanding of radio and X-ray pulsar
magnetic fields would have immediate implications for the study of gamma
raybursts.
We eagerlyawaitthelaunchand successfuldeploymentofHST, GRO,
GRANAT and SPEKTRUM- 7 which shouldprovideanswerstosome of
these pressing questions.
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ABSTRACT
The fully implicit high-order scheme has been developed for the time-
dependent multi-group radiative transfer coupled with implicit hydrody-
namics. The application of this scheme to the SN198"/A explosion shows
that shortly after the shock breakout a dense shell forms.
Many papers have modeled the early light curve of SN1987A in an
approximation of radiation equilibrium diffusion (e.g., Woosley et al. 1987;
Grasberg et al. 1987; Arnett 1987; Shigeyama et al. 1987). However,
this approximation is never valid in the outermost layers of a supernova.
Moreover, at the stage of shock breakout the radiation field changes so
quickly, that it is necessary to take into account that the light speed is not
infinite (the retardation effect).
We have developed a new gasdynamic code descn'oing the time-
dependent radiation transport in the multi-group approximation with vari-
able Eddington factors. The method used is free of the limitation of the
equilibrium diffusion.
We assume the Newtonian mechanics and gravitation, taking into
account the radiative force in the momentum equation, and the radiative
heating in the temperature equation. The temperature of ions is assumed
to be equal to that of electrons (el. Chevalier and Klein 1979, for the
opposite case). The lime-dependent equations for the radiation energy
and the momentum include all therms of order v/c, where v is the matter
velocity and c is the light speed (Imshennik and Morozov 1981; Castor
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1972; Mihalas and Mihalas 1984). The equations are closed with a space-
variable Eddington factor f(r) evaluated from the transfer equation by the
Feautrier (1964) method for an instantaneously static atmosphere to which
our code calls after the prescribed number of steps. Optionally, the user
may take into account the retardation effect more precisely by calculating
factors f(r,t) from the time-dependent equation of transfer (Mihalas and
Mihalas 1984) at every time step.
The ionization equih'brium is taken into account in the Saha approxi-
marion. In the outermost rarefied layers the option for the kinetic (NLTE)
treatment of the hydrogen ionization is provided for. The time-dependent
radiation transport accounting for all the effects of the order of v/e is com-
bined with the gasdynamics in a common, fully implicit difference scheme,
which is based on the high-order predictor-corrector algorithm developed
by Gear (1971). We calculate the flux in every energy group from the
time-dependent equations as descn'bed by Falk and Arnett (1977) and Mi-
halas and Mihalas (1984). Therefore, we do not encounter the problem
of the flux limiting which is the source of some ambiguity in the works
using the static expression for the flux (Chevalier and Klein 197_, and for
the neutrino transport: Bowers and W'tlson 1982; Bruenn 1985; Myra et al.
1987).
The implicit gasdynamic part of our code was successfully tested in the
problem of strong explosion of the degenerate stellar cores with allowing
for the kinetics of the carbon burning. The testing was also done in the
investigation of quasistatic and dynamic stages of gravitational collapse with
kinetics of beta-processes (Blinnlkov and Rudzskiy 1984) and in the purely
static problem of white dwarf cooling (Blinnikov 1988).
For SN1987A, we used the model of mass 16Mo, radius 471_, and
explosion energy 2x1051 ergs. The initial hydrostatic model has been
constructed by the special code for initial models (Nadyozhin and Razinkova
1986) and was close to a polytrope of index n = 3.5.
We present now the main results for the simplest case: LTE-ionization;
opacity is independent of frequency and depends only on density and
temperature; and Compton scattering is treated as pure absorption. The
run of the calculated light curve and of the effective temperature, shown
in Figures 1 and 2, proves to be very close to the results of Grasberg e_ a/.
(1987) and Utrobin (1989). In particular, the effective temperature reaches
the maximum value of about 5x 105K. (The run on our 1 Mflops computer
uses 150 Lagrangian mass zones, 20 geometrically spaced frequency groups
and for optical depth r greater than 15-30, we switch to the equilibrium
diffusion. The results, presented in Figures 1 and 2, are obtained in ~
1 hour of CPU time. It takes about 20 hours for the next 10,000 steps,
when at about the 80th day of the supernova evolution r in the center
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FIGURE 1 The bolometric magnitude Mb and the effective temperature Tell, defined
as the matter temperature at "r -- 0.64, for the epoch of shock breakout.
becomes less than 15, and all of the 150 radial zones are treated with the
non-equilibrium radiative transfer.)
Figure 3 displays the evolution of the emergent spectrum. The spec-
trum is almost black-body, but we wish to point out that it is not assumed
to be black-body. It is the result of our calculation with the simplified
assumption of "grey" opacity and the crude treatment of the Compton
effect.
The most important qualitative difference of these new calculations
from the results obtained in equih'birum diffusion approximation is the
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FIGURE 2 The absolute visual magnitude and the eadiest observations of SN1987A.
formation of a dense peak (with the density contrast of 30-100 times)
in the outermost layers of a compact star (see Figure 4). Such a peak
was also discovered by Falk and Arnett (1977), by Chevalier and Klein
(1979) and for more extended models by Grasberg and Nadyozhin (1969).
Contrary to Chevalier and Klein (1979), the radiative acceleration of matter
outside the peak proves in our calculations to be fairly high, and a new
high-temperature shock is therefore absent.
In Figure 4 we present the formation of the dense shell in Eulerian
coordinates, and Figure 5 shows the structure of the outermost layers of
SN1987A in Lagrangian coordinates for the moment when the density peak
looks most prominent. The layer containing the density peak has a mass of
about 2 x 10-6 Mo and the optical thickness _- _ 10. This is in excellent
agreement with the analytical estimate of the parameters of the outermost
layers, where the shock cumulation described by a self-similar solution has
to be cut off (Imshennik and Nadyozhin, 1988, 1989). Thus, this calculation
gives an example for a physically correct description of the region where
the shock cumulation is saturated.
We may conclude that we have developed a workable method for the
time-dependent, multi-group radiative transfer in the continuum. The first
application of this method to SN1987A shows that the results of equilibrium
diffusion modeling are basically true. One principal feature, not obtained
with the equih'brium diffusion, is the formation of a dense shell. The
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FIGURE 3 The dimensionless spectral intensity, labeled by the number of step. For steps
1800, 2200, and 2320 we have Tel/ ---- 16400, 229000, 480000 K.
shell is certainly Rayleigh:Ihylor and thermally unstable, and it should
fragment into small blobs. Further calculations, with other parameters of
presupernova models and more accurate u'eatment of the Compton effect
and the influence of lines on the opacity, are expected to show how the
shell properties and the emergent spectra can vary.
The descn'bed method has good prospects and is being used by us to
solve various problems in the dynamics of exploding supernova envelopes
and collapsing cores.
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Manifestations of Dynamo Driven Large-Scale
Magnetic Field in Accretion Disks of Compact Objects
G.D. CHAGELISHVILI, R.G. CHANISHVILI, J.G. LOMINADZE,
AND Z.A. SOKHADZE
Abastumani Astrophysical Observatory
ABSTRACT
Many observations, as well as the poss_le theoretical explanations
of these observations, indicate that the existence of mean (large-scale)
magnetic fields in the majority of astrophysical objects is determined by
the turbulent dynamo action. The magnetic field generation sources in the
turbulent dynamo mechanism are the differential rotation of the medium
and the gyrotropic character of the turbulence, existing in this medium
(Moffatt 1978; Vainstein eta/. 1980, Kranse and Radler 1980). In the
accretion disks of the compact objects the matter is moving due to the
Kepler law, i.e. the rotation has a strong differential character. That
is why one can suppose that in the convectively active regions of these
objects the especially favorable conditions for the large-scale magnetic
field generation are realized. In fact, the generation of the large-scale
magnetic field in turbulent dynamo theory depends on the value of the so-
called dynamo number (Moffatt 1978), determined by the parameters of the
medium and turbulence. In the case of the accretion disk, these parameters
have such values that when there is a thermal convection, the large-scale
magnetic field is generated without any difficulties. The maximum value
reached by the magnetic field is determined by nonlinear phenomena, i.e.
by suppression of the sources of generation by the magnetic field itself (in
the case of the accretion disk it is a suppression of the helical character
of turbulence (Chagelishvili et ad. 1986). The turbulent dynamo nonlinear
theory developed by us (Chagelishvili et a/. 1986, 1988) shows that in the
compact objects of accretion disks, the generated large-scale magnetic field
(when the generation takes place) has a practically toroidal configuration.
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Its energy density can be much higher than turbulent pulsations energy
density, and it becomes comparable with the thermal energy density of the
medium. On the basis of these constantations the manifestations to which
the large-scale magnetic field can lead at the accretion onto black holes
and gravimagnetic rotators respectively are presented.
In particular, it is shown below that at the accretion onto the black
holes, the dynamical activity of the strong toroidal, large-scale magnetic
field as a result of the Parker instability development, in the disk, max-
[mum energy release region, can create such formations (hot, optically
thin coronaes) which can explain, for example, the Cyg X-1 spectrum and
radiation specifications in the low state of this source.
It is also shown below that at the disk accretion of the magnetized
plasma onto an aligned gravimagnetic rotator, the existence of two magnetic
fields of different origin in the system leads to the asymmetric accretion of
the matter. The accretion mainly takes place selectively onto one of the
magnetic poles depending on the co-rotation and Alfven radii ratio.
BIMODAL ACCRETION ON CYGNUS X-I
Turbulence in accretion disks may be caused by the differential char-
acter of matter rotation on Keplerian orbits and/or by the existence of a
superadiabatic pressure gradient across the disk (when it does exist). The
kinds of turbulence corresponding to these two factors are called shear and
convective turbulence, respectively. Both kinds of turbulence can create
an anomalous viscosity, transporting angular momentum outwards through
the disk and thus causing an accretion. However, there is a basic difference
between these kinds of turbulence, which account for the bimodal character
of accretion in Cyg X-1. This difference is the following: shear turbulence
is mainly two-dimensional and has no gyrotropic character, while convec-
tive turbulence is especially three-dimensional and of gyrotropic character.
Therefore, convective turbulence in a differentially rotating accretion disk
generates helicity and leads to amplification of large-scale magnetic fields
(Chagelishvili et al. 1986). Thus, unlike shear turbulence, convective tur-
bulence may make an accretion disk magnetically active, but only if there
exists a large-scale magnetic seed field which is not too small On this
property of convective turbulence along the bimodal accretion, the model
for Cyg X-1 (Chagelishvili et al. 1986, 1988) is founded. It predicts, for a
"low" state, the formation of hot magnetic arcs: the very inhomogeneities
which are able to create MV for this source.
The model assumes (Chagelishvili et a/..1986, 1988) a variation of the
accretion rate 5;[ in a certain interval (-_/x, M2) and the existence of some
critical rate Me,. in it. (Here _/c, has nothing in common with the critical
Eddington accretion rate). Shear turbulence definitely exists in the whole
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accretion disk (Chagelishvili et d. 1988), but convective turbulence is only
inherent to the inner 1 radiation-dominated region of the accretion disk and
is always absent in the outer region. Thermal convection is also absent in
the middle region if M > Mcr, and for M < -_/cr the parameters of the
region are such that it becomes unstable against thermal convection; that
is, the middle region becomes convectively active.
This is the very circumstance that makes the accretion disk magnetically
active and switches Cyg X-1 to the "low" state. But how does it actually
happen?
Originally a magnetic field is carried to the disk by the matter coming
from the optical component of the binary system. A part of this field,
being large-scale, may be considered as a seed field for the processes
described by the turbulent dynamo equations. In the outer region where
helical turbulence is absent (there is no thermal convection), the large-scale
magnetic field decreases because of the turbulent diffusion arising from the
shear turbulence. If thermal convection in the middle region is still absent
(M > ._cr), the decrease of the large-scale field transported through by the
matter is not able to supply the inner region of the disk with a sufficiently
strong large-scale magnetic field. As a result, in spite of the fact that
the large-scale magnetic field is generated in the inner, convectively active
region of the disk, estimations show (Chagelishvili et aL 1986) that it does
not have time to increase up to perceptible values, and accretion goes on
without a large-scale magnetic field, mainly.in accordance with the standard
modeL Thus, we can say that when M > M_, Cyg X-1 is in a "high" state.
When M < M_r, thermal convection appears in the middle region
of the disk and the generation of a large-scale magnetic field has already
begun here long before the matter comes to the inner region. It should
be emphasized that the generated large-scale magnetic field is virtually
azimuthal (Chagelishvili et a/. 1986). Under such conditions, the magnetic
forces become stronger in the region of the main energy release of the
disk and have a real influence on the matter dynamics. Namely they give
rise to a Parker instability--rather oblonged parts of some magnetic tubes
emerge out of the main volume of the disk, forming arcs of decreased
density above it. At the same time the greater part of the magnetic tube
matter sinks toward the central plane, forming "dots" situated between the
arcs (see Figure 1). The study of Parker instability in the inner region of an
accretion disk made by Chagelishvili et a/. (1988) shows that in the process
1It is well known that depending on the nature of opacity (compton scattering Ke,, or free-free
transitions K! f) and on the ratio of the gas pressure to the radiation pressure Pg/Pr), there may
be three regions in an accretion disk (Shakura and Sunyaev 1973): an outer region (Kes <<_KIf;
Pg/Pr :>> 1), a middle region (Ke, >> K/f; PglPr >> 1), and an inner region (Kes >> KI1;
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FIGURE 1 Schematic geometry of the disk inner region in the cror,s section r : const
at the Parker instability development. Shaded regions present dusters of concentrated gas.
Solid curves with arrows are magnetic lines formed from the initial azimuthal magnetic
field.
of instability development, mainly with maximum growth rate perturbations
that have no Z -. -Z reflection symmetry are amplified (see Figure 1).
The action of Parker instability described above must be considered as
a quasiperiodical process. We assume that magnetic flux tubes emerging in
the region of the main energy release are heated, forming a hot, optically
thin corona. The latter is made up of several magnetic arcs which are
connected with the main disk and are sweeping inward in the process of
matter accretion. Then the magnetic flux tubes emerge once again and
the cycle continues. At any subsequent time, the magnetic tlux tube may
emerge at a different distance from the black hole.
Thus we propose that a number of these magnetic arcs of decreased
density form, due to heating, the hot, optically thin corona so necessary for
explaining the power-law spectrum of Cyg X-1 in the "low" state. Such a
spectrum is generated in the arcs by comptonization of soft X-ray photons
emitted by dense clusters of relatively cold plasma between and under the
arcs in the vicinity of the equatorial plane of the disk (see Figure 1). The
corona made up of these magnetic arcs will cover only a part of the colder
"core" which, in fact, is indirectly confirmed by some observations of Cyg
X-1 (Sunyaev and Truemper 1979).
We hold that macroscopic magnetic arcs rapidly rotating in the region
of the main energy release are the very "hot spots" necessary to explain
millisecond variation phenomena in a "low" state.
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ASYMMETRIC DISK ACCRETION ONTO MAGNETIZED
ROTATING COMPACT STARS
The phenomena, occurring at disk accretion onto magnetized rotating
compact stars in all their diversity, have been studied since the early
1970s. They have been collected and classified in the books of Shapiro and
Teukosky (1983) and Lipunov (1987). The completeness of the research is
limited as they considered only the non-magnetized disks, i.e., the cases of
the accretion disks without the magnetic field, which can really influence
the interaction processes of the accreting gas and compact star's magnetic
field. First of all it is relevant to the processes taking place on the Alfven
surface. In fact, as the researchers say, under certain conditions (the
existence of the convective turbulence of hyrotropic nature in the larger
part of the disk) the case where the disk has the large-scale magnetic field
generated as a result of the turbulent dynamo action is realized. The field
obtained thus is mainly of toroidal configuration (Chagelishvili et aI. 1986)
and is capable of mounting to the meaning where the magnetic pressure
of the disk becomes comparable with its thermal pressure (Chagelishvili et
a/. 1986). In other words, it becomes comparable with the compact star
magnetic pressure on the Alfven surface. It is easy to understand that this
circumstance will radically change the accreting gas penetration ways and
means into the star magnetic pole. To be more specific, the strong toroidal
magnetic field of a disk will prevent the interchange instability and thus
will exclude the scenario of plasma penetration into the magnetosphere
developed in papers by Ghosh and Lamb (1979a,b).
The peculiarities of the accretion at a magnetized disk are revealed in
the most simple and, consequently, the most easily observed case which we
are going to consider: a compact star, whose rotation and magnetic axes
coincide (let us direct these axes along z-coordinate). We shall idealize a
compact magnetized star as a gravimagnetic rotator with three character-
istics: mass, magnetic dipole moment, and rotational moment. Such an
object can serve as the model for absolutely different astophysical objects:
neutron stars, white dwarfs, magnetic stars and spinars---the supermassive
stars. Let us consider that this magnetized thin accretion disk is in the
equatorial plane of the star. Moreover, let us suppose the equilibrium
rotation of the compact star to be almost achieved (l_ipunov 1987): on the
Alfven surface the accreting plasma almost corotates with the field lines of
the star's magnetic field. This occurs when the Alfven (RA) and corotation
(Rc) radii are close to each other: RA -- Re. As is known (Lipunov
1987) the similar corelation between these radii is quite widespread and
that is why when considering it, one can hope that we encompass the most
interesting cases. Besides, it is especially easy to describe the field lines
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reconnection process of the rotator and the accretion disk magnetic fields
while observing the above-mentioned ratio.
Let us note that the change of the dipole magnetic field direction
into the opposite one, in the case of non-magnetized plasma disk accretion
in the align rotator, does not influence the accretion physics: the physical
processes are symmetrical relatively to the equatorial plane. But in our case
the existence of two magnetic fields of different origin, the accretion disk
toroidal field (Be) and the rotator dipole field (BD), in the system leads
to the occurrence of asymmetry (relative to z-axis) in the direction of the
physical phenomena, and this asymmetry is determined by the B_0and BD
mutual orientation. Namely, the manifestation of this asymmetry is such a
circumstance when the plasma accretion will take place mainly to one of the
rotator magnetic poles and not to both. The accretion will be asymmetrical
in the case discussed by us and that, by all means, should adequately
describe the observational manifestations of such systems. Concretely, the
reason for this asymmetry is the following: the star and the accretion disk
magnetic fields are crossed. This fact promotes their reconnection on the
Alfven surface and the latter promotes the formation of the "channels"
(see Figure 4). The accreting plasma "slips" along the "channels" mainly
to one of the two magnetic poles of the rotator.
Let us discuss the reconnection process in detail. The reconnection
of the magneticfield lines place as a result of the tearing-mode
instabilitydevelopmentfFurthelat. 1953; Lee and Fu 1985; Southwoodet
at. 1986) in similar situations. Inour case the dissipative effects are _ured
by the disk turbulence (Chagelishvili eta/. 1986) that leads to the Reynolds
magnetic numbers Rm - 102 + 103. The mathematic methods of the tearing
mode instability research are quite non-triviaL However, the information
necessary for the qualitative description of the field lines behavior during
the reconnections on the Alfven surface can be extracted from the papers
(Furth et aL 1963; Lee and Fu 1985; Southwood et al. 1986). In accordance
with them the field line dynamics can be schematically presented as follows.
Figure 2 presents the align rotator (BD) and the accretion disk (B_)
field lines on the Alfven surface separately from each other. The bold
fines present the regions, which are magnified in Figure 3 and where the
reconnection physics is described. The reconnection of the crossed field
lines occurs at the nodal points (Figure 3a) during the characteristic time
(r __ R_ 112/f_) where f_ is the star rotation angular velocity (Furth et al.
1963), which is less than the accretion time. The further dynamics of the
field lines, resulting in paths formation, is presented in Figures 3Co) and
3(c). Figure 4 shows one of the field tubes, formed as a result of the above
processes. The configuration of the given field lines in the equatorial region
is such that the matter, included and frozen into it, receives the impulse
in the z-direction and "slips" to the upper magnetic pole if the Kepler
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FIGURE 2 The align rotator (BD) and the accretion disk 03(#) field lines on the Alfven
surface separately from each other. The bold lines present the regions, which in Figure 3
are magnified and where the reconnection physics is described.
a b c
FIGURE 3 The crossed field lines mconnection dynamics.
rotation velocity of the matter in a disk is higher than f_RA on the Alfven
radius. In other words, it occurs when Rc > RA (i.e. when Rc/RA - 1 >
0). Naturally, the "slip" of the matter to the lower magnetic pole will take
place at I_ < RA observance (see Figure 4). We want to reiterate that we
discuss the ease when RA and Rc are close to each other, as only in this
case the Kepler rotation of the matter does not change the tearing-mode
instability development, described in papers by Furth et aL (1963); Lee and
Fu (1985); and Southwood et aL (1986).
This paper has carried out the qualitative analysis of the accretion
onto the align gravimagnetic rotator. But it is easy to understand that
the main character of the accretion--the asymmetry--will be preserved at
the disk accretion of the magnetized plasma 03@ # O) onto the oblique
gravimagnetic rotator as well.
Finally we enumerate those observational manifestations to which the
above-described accretion can lead due to the asymmetry:
• ff such a system is capable of generating jets, then they will be
observed only in one direction;
• even the slightest change of the accretion rate can lead to the
Rc/RA - 1 sign change. That will lead to the fact that the other pole
will become accreting, q_aldng into account that the Alfven radius may
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FIGURE 4
s
f2 (
One of the field tubes, formed as a result of the connection processes.
be hundreds of times bigger than the radius of the star itself, the above-
mentioned will significantly effect the radiation of the given source directed
towards the observer. It may become, for example, the explanation of the
variability of some transients;
• even a weak quasispheric component always exists in the accreting
flow, even at disk accretion on compact objects. That is why in the case
considered by us, at least a weak flow of matter is always directed at the
non-accreting magnetic pole. Supposing the neutron star to be a compact
object, if the pressure of the electromagnetic radiation and the one of the
relativistic panicles ejected from the polar cap are sufficiently high, then
the accreting matter from the above-mentioned quasispheric component is
"swept" out of the capture region or out of the light cylinder limits. Then
the non-accreting magnetic pole will be an ejector, similar to the single
magnetized neutron star.
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Turbulization of Shear Flows in Astrophysics
G.D. CHAGELISHVILI, I_.G. CHANISHVILI, AND J.G. LOMINADZE
Abastumani Astrophysical Observatory
INTRODUCTION
According to a most widely spread representation (Shakura and Sun-
yaev 1973; Pringle 1981; Liang and Nolan 1984), the disk accretion phe-
nomenon is based on the anomalous transport of the accreting matter
angular momentum outward due to turbulent viscosity. It is also the
turbulence which provides such an accretion law that a bulk of released
gravitational energy of the accreting matter in the disk thermalizes, and as
a result, is emitted and provides the observed X-ray spectrum for some bi-
nary sources. Consequently, the investigation of the turbulence emergence
in accretion disks is a problem of paramount importance (of course, to
elucidate the possibility of turbulization of other shear flows in astrophysics
is also important).
Turbulence can be created in accretion disks by a superdiabatic pres-
sure gradient across a disk (in the regions where such a gradient exists) and
by differential rotation of the matter, i.e. by a shear of angular velocity in
the Keplerlan rotation of the matter, 12 ,-, r -3/2 (Shakura et al. 1978). The
superadlabatic pressure gradient resulting in thermal convection is charac-
teristic of only some parts of the accretion disk (Taylor 1980, Lominadze
and Chagelishvili 1984; Chagelishvili et al. 1986). Therefore, in the other
parts of the disk the presence of the turbulence can be ensured only by
the shear instability. The problem of instability in shear flows is treated
in quite a number of works (Narayan eta/. 1987). They give us a global
analysis of irrotational (potential) modes in a two-dimensional compress-
• le shear flow, implying that, in the presence of reflecting boundaries,
those modes can increase and that the characteristic time of the increase
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is several orders as high as the dynamic time in the medium. Due to the
slowness of the increase of irrotational modes and to the problematical
character of the theory's applicability as presented in Narayan et al. (1987)
for thin accretion disks, we have tried to develop an alternative theory of
turbulization shear flows. It is quite contrary to the above theory. Instead
of the global analysis, we make a local one, far from the flow boundaries.
Instead of the irrotational perturbations, we examine vortical ones. Lastly,
we consider the medium to be incompress_le. To gain our aim, the flow
in the accretion disk can be modeled by a plane Couette flow, without
regard for boundary conditions: it can be modelled by a plane shear flow
in infinite incompress_le fluid. According to the present scenario, there
is a critical perturbation level in the free shear flow. If the level of initial
perturbations exceeds the critical one, the flow is turbulized.
We must particularly emphasize that the flow can only be turbulized by
non-potential (vortex) perturbations. The fact that the turbulization comes
at finite initial perturbations is explained by the non-ordinary nature of the
temporal evolution of the vortex perturbations at the linear stage. Such a
non-ordinarity for some astrophysical phenomena was found for the first
time in the work of Lominadze eta/. (1988). The distinguishing feature
of their analysis, as well as of Goldreich and Linden-Bell (1965), is that
the linear equations are integrated in a co-moving coordinate system with
moving axes CX1OY1). That is to say that two local coordinate systems
are used to analyze equations (see Figure 1): a Cartesian one (XOY) with
the Y-axis pointing the velocity direction and X-axis directed orthogonally,
along the shear of the velocity, and another system, with moving axes
(X1OY1). The Yl-axis is parallel to the Y-axis, and the Xl-axis moves
together with the unperturbed flow. (The relation between (x,y) and (xl,y_)
coordinates is given by equation (4)). The idea of the paper is as follows:
equations are projected onto the Cartesian coordinate system axes. Then
we substitute the variables using equation (4) so as not to change the
sense of the projection of the physical quantities. That is, we do not make
a physical transition from the XOY frame to the X1OY_, but a formal
substitution of variables that makes the analysis easier. In fact, the linear
theory equations (6)-(8) written in the terms of the new variables Xl and
yz are uniform in regard to them (but they are already not uniform in
regard to time). So, expanding a perturbance into Fourier modes in regard
to xl and y_, one can follow separately the temporal evolution of every
Fourier mode. After returning to the former coordinates, we can see
that besides the time variation of every Fourier mode amplitude, there
is variation of its wave number along the X-axis in the direction of the
velocity shear of the main flow (see equation (19)). There is a pecularity
in the temporal evolution of the Fourier modes: the evolution law is not
exponential, but power one (see equation (18)). The growth can take place
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FIGURE 1 The local Cartesian coordinate system XOY and the system with moving axes
XIOYI are presented. The dashed arrows show the direction of the main flow velocity Uo
at different distances from the Y-axis. Oo(O,Uo_,O); Uo!l = Ax; A > O. Xl-ams moves
together with the shear flow.
when t* - k=(t)/kuA > O, and where k=(t) and ky are wave numbers of
the Fourier modes under consideration along the velocity shear and the
main stream velocity, respectively, but in the XOY coordinate system. A is
a characteristic parameter of the velocity shear (U_ = Ax). When writing
the wave number k=(t) we especially emphasize the time dependence to
stress that the spatial scale of Fourier modes varies in time along the X-axis.
We must also stress that the Fourier expansion was done in terms of the
variables xl and Yl (see equation (9)), k=(t) and Icybeing the wave numbers
of those Fourier modes in the XOY system.
From the condition k_(t)/kyA > O and equation (18) one can see
that, according to linear theory, the growth time of every Fourier mode
is limited. At first a Fourier mode draws on energy from the main flow
and grows; after some time k=(t) changes its sign, and the growth of the
Fourier modes turns into weakening: they "return" the energy back to the
main flow.
It follows from the above that the poss_iHty of turbulization of free
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shear flows is ambiguous. Indeed, if you start from infinitesimal perturba-
tions, you may assume that because of a limited growth time of Fourier
harmonics they will not grow up to non-linearity, that is, up to such values
where non-linear effects come into play. So the evolution of the perturba-
tion will be purely linear, and it will disappear "without a trace:" with no
turbulization in the media. But if the level of initial perturbations in the
media is not too small, then at a certain stage of increase of the Fourier
harmonics, non-linear (cascade) processes come into play that can provide
turbulization of the flow.
LINEAR THEORY OF PERTURBATION
Let us consider the linear theory of the temporal evolution of two-
dimensional perturbances in a plane, free-shear flow of incompressible
fluid. To get the growth effect alone, let us first consider a nonviscous
fluid. Allowance for viscosity won't be too difficult, so our result will be
generalized for the case of a viscous fluid (see below).
Let us direct the Y-axis of the Cartesian coordinate system along the
main flow velocity 0° (O,Uo_, O), and the X-axis along the shear of the
flow velocity Uou = Ax (see Figure 1). Considering the problem to be
two-dimensional, we write the equations of continuity and motion for the
perturbed quantities:
=o, O)
{_t + Az_}u= = aPz' (2)
{'_t + Az }u y + Au_ = _--ffy, (3)
where u= and u_ are the components of the perturbance velocity in the
Cartesian coordinate system, P is the pressure perturbance normalized by
the density of the matter p.
Now we introduce a coordinate system with moving axes X10Y1. Its
origin and the Yl-axis coincide with the respective characteristics of the
XOY system; and the Xl'axis moves together with the undisturbed flow
(see Figure 1). This is equivalent to the change in variables
Zx = z; th = y- Azt; tl=t, (4)
or
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= _, At,-_y; _ = -_y; ot - at, - Ax, Oy,
With the new variables, equations (1)-(3) take on the form
_zl -Aq ux + ff_-yl = 0,
(5)
(6)
ou, o O}p, (7)&i - {_';zl -At1 Y,
Ouy
-_-?+ .4_,.= - {_--_-}P. (8)
As it was already noted in the introduction, the substitution of the
variables (4) is not a physical transition to the new frame, because in
equations (6)-(8), as well as in equations (1)-(3), the quantities ux and u_ are
components of the perturbation velocity in a Cartesian coordinate system.
The coefficients of the initial linear equation system (1)-(3) depended on
the space coordinate x. After our transformations, this inhomogeneity was
changed into a time inhomogeneity. So we can perform a Fourier analysis
of equations (6)-(8) in respect to the variables xl and Yl:
u_ = dkrl dky,
P a,(k,,, k,,,t) }fiy(k_,,ky,,t) exp(ik_:,z, +iky, yl)
_(k.,, k_,,,t)
(9)
Substituting expansion (9) into equations (6)-(8), we obtain
(kr I - ky, Atl)ur + ky, u_ = 0 (i0)
Ou-----L*= -i(krt - k_aAt l)P, (11)
i)t_
_guy
at-_-+ A,,. = -ik,,,e, (12)
Solving equation system (10)-(12), say, for velocity, we get
_. (k.,/k_l) 2+ 1 (13)
,.,,(kx,,k,,, _,)= ,,,(k,,, k,,,,o)(k,:7_, - _;S_ q_
uy(k.,,k,, tl = u,(k.l,ky,,O) [(k''/k_'}2 + 1](1 - At,ky,/k.,) (14)
' (k.,/ky, - At1) 2 + 1 '
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k,,,0)[.{k,,/k,,}2+1
' -{kx,-_ -- _'1-}_ ; 1'] (15)_(kx l
As one cansee from theseformulae,onlythoseFourierharmonicsofthe
initialperturbationgrow thewave numbers ofwhichsatisfytheinequality
kxl
-- > 0, (16)
k_A
and the growth takes place in time t < t*, where
t* =_ k_,/ky, A (17)
It must be stressed that the solutions obtained here exist when the initial
vorticity is non-zero.
Using notation (17), we may write solution (13) in the form
A2t *_+ 1
ua:(kxx, ky,, tl) = ux(kxl, kyt, 0)A2($ * _ t)2 + 1" (18)
AS one can see from this formula, for t* >> 1 at first (as long as A(t*- t) >
1) the growth of a Fourier harmonic is rather explosive: the growth rate of
the perturbations greatly increases in time. However, it is only towards the
end (when A(t* - t) _, 1 that the growth stops abruptly and (when t > t*)
a weakening follows (see Figure 2a).
We have performed Fourier analysis of permrbances for the variables
xx and y_ and followed the time evolution of Fourier harmonic amplitudes.
What happens to Fourier harmonics in an ordinary space, i.e., in the
Cartesian coordinate system (XOY)? Using equations (4) and (9) one can
introduce a parameter that determines the characteristic linear dimension
of each of the Fourier harmonics along the axis X and Y at every particular
instant
k_(t) = kx_ - k_Atl, ky = kya. (19)
We can see from these formulae that the space scale along the X-axis of
every Fourier harmonics under examination varies in time.
Viscosity plays an important role in many hydrodynamic flows, the
more so in turbulization phenomena. For some astrophysical flows, the
viscosity was considered in terms of Lominadze et a/. (1988) in the work
of Fridman (1989). Using the results of the latter work, we can easily
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FIGURE 2 (a) Time evolution of the amplitude of a perturbation velocity Fourier
harmonic. The graph is plotted in accordance with equation (15"). Co) Time dependence of
the spatial scale along the X-axis of Fourier harmonies inereafing at initial time (k=(O)/k_A
> O). The graph is plotted in aecordanee with equation (19).
generalize our solutions to a viscous fluid too. For instance, in the case of
a viscous fluid equation (13) takes the form
k 2 4- k 2
fl_ -=1 .'...L y
,,.(e.,, k,,,t,) = ,,=(k.,,k,,,_, e.=(t)+ k__xr,
{-_' [..=(t)+._],}, (s0)
where u = #/p is the kynematic viscosity. Naturally, viscosity impedes
perturbation growth. For every specific _, one can lind the minimum
characteristic dimension of perturbations (maximal k = _/k_ + k_) at which
v?
Fourier harmonics can increase.
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QUALITATIVE SCENARIO OF TURBULIZATION
Let us now describe the processes which can lead, we presume, to
turbulization of shear flows. Of course, such a process represents an
aggregate of linear and non-linear phenomena. Let us assume that the
linear phenomena proceed in accordance to the theory exposed in the
previous section. Then any initial perturbation can be presented as a set
of Fourier harmonics. For the following discussion it is convenient to
introduce a notion of a k-plane (k, Okv). Without a loss of generality,
we shall also hold that A > O. Let us follow linear dynamics of Fourier
harmonics. In addition to amplitude variations of Fourier harmonics, their
characteristic scales vary in the direction of the velocity shear: along the
X-axis (see equation (19)). This variation on the k_Ok v plane means a
drift of Fourier harmonics in the direction shown by the arrows in Figure
3. The Fourier harmonics that satisfy condition k,(O)/1% < O (1q,1/1% <
O), weaken. The Fourier harmonics that satisfy the condition k_ (O)/k v >
O at first draw on energy from the main flow and increase, while Ik_(t)l
decreases. Each Fourier harmonics grows till k_(t) becomes zero (see
Figure 2a and 2b). When it becomes zero, k_ (t) reverses sign, as it follows
from the linear theory, and the growth changes to weakening: the Fourier
harmonic returns the energy back to the main flow. Hence it is clear that
if non-linear phenomena do not come to play, any initial perturbations will
disappear without leaving a trace.
A turbulence cannot exist without a permanent energy input flom
the main flow to perturbations. According to equation (16), when A >
O, this takes place if there are Fourier harmonics with wave numbers
corresponding to the first and third quarters of the k_Ol% plane (see
Figure 3) which we shall refer to as a "growth area." But because of the
drift of Fourier harmonics from the "growth area," the linear mechanism
cannot provide a permanent input of energy from the main flow to the
perturbation. Actually, if at the zero time (t = 0), in addition to weakening
Fourier harmonics, we have a packet of increasing Fourier harmonics (the
packet that fills the cross-hatched area in Figure 3), the packet will drift
in the k_Ol% plane (I---,II---,III), so that in due time (t = t") it will come
to be outside the "growth area." Thus, later on the "growth area" will be
empty and there will be nothing to draw energy with from the main flow.
What can the non-linear phenomena result in? They take no part in
energy exchange with the main flow (Joseph 1976). But they redistribute
energy among the Fourier harmonics. So the non-linear phenomena may
return a part of the energy of the above packet back to the "growth area,"
as a result of the decay processes (k' + k" = k, see Figure 3). Then Fourier
harmonics which are able to take energy from the main flow reappear and
drift in the k_Ok v plane. It will be easily understood that if there is a
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FIGURE 3 The short arrows show the directions of the drift of Fourier harmonics
described in the linear theory in the k space (when A > O). A drift of Fourier harmonic
packet filling cross-hatched area I in the k space (I---qI--+III) is shown. After some time
(t = t"), the packet comes to be outside of the "growth area" (k=(t")/l_A < O). An
example of the decay process /_' + k" = k which can return a part of the perturbation
energy back to the "growth area" (k=(_)/K'_A > O) is given.
permanent non-linear return of a part of perturbations to the "growth
region," the flow will be turbulized.
Thus the comparative analysis of linear and non-linear mechanisms
gives us a general idea of the dynamics of Fourier harmonics and energy
redistn'bution among them. What can be observed at small initial perturba-
tions? Because of the linear drift, the Fourier harmonics will be driven out
of the "growth area," and because of the smallness of the amplitude, the
decay processes will be weak and will not be able to resist the permanent
linear theory drift. As a result, the perturbation will be damped without
inducing turbulization in the media. The higher the amplitude of initial
perturbations, the stronger the effects of non-linearity. Finally, at a cer-
tain amplitude (which, of course, must depend on the initial perturbation
spectrum and the value of the viscosity coefficient), the decay processes
will be able to compensate the linear drift of the Fourier harmonics and
ensure a permanent "drawing" of energy from the main flow and lead to
the turbulization of the media. So, according to the present scenario, there
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is a critical level for initial perturbations in the free shear flow. If the level
of initial perturbations exceeds the critical one, the flow gets turbulized.
The local theory of turbulization of a plane Couette flow presented
here can be applied not only to accretion disks, but to other shear flows in
astrophysics, such as galactic disks, planetary tings, protostellar nebulae and
poss_ly, to some rotating stars as well. We think that beyond astrophysical
applications, this theory is a ray of hope for explanations of turbulization
of some "earthly" hydrodynamic flows which are steady to infinitesimal
perturbations but are turbulized by finite ones. Of course, our theory is
qualitative and needs more rigorous mathematical formulation in order
to be quite reliable: a theory of weak and strong turbulence is to be
developed. We have developed a theory of weak turbulence, but the extent
of calculations does not allow us to include it into the present paper. Here
we only give the final equation of the theory of weak turbulence:
cOEk OEk £-___-_?tsk +v(2k_kyA_ "k2_+ k_)Ek = -A1 dfe'dfe"6(k-k'-fc").
._ -- y 00
2 :: ::
k2 k'2 /EK,EK, - 2k,'---__ [¢(k_,k'_',t) - ¢(k_, k_,t)] EI<EK,, . (21)
Here Ek is the energy density of a Fourier mode of a perturbation with
fixed/_, and
1 arctg { At }¢ = k"_y 1 + kx/k_(k=/k_ - At) "
__N_
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Regular Variability of the Shape of the
Primary Minimum of the Orbital Light Curve
of SS 433 with the Phase of the Precessional Period
A.M. CHEREPASHCHUKAND S.F. YARLIKOV
Shternberg Astronomical Institute
The regular variations of the shape of the primary minimum of the
orbital 13.082-day light curve of SS 433 with the phase of the 162.5-day
precessional period have been discovered by analysis of the photometrical
databank (1755 photometric V-observations during 1979 to 1988). These
variations with the characteristic period of about 26 days appeared near
the moment Ta of the maximum separation of the moving emission lines.
They are strongly connected with the phase ¢ of the precessional 16Z5-day
period (see Figure 1, where A_b = (F.02).
The variations within the period of approximately 26 days (see Figure
2) appeared and disappeared in asymmetry of the primary minimum of
orbital light curve and in changing position of the primary minimum for
A_bla _, 4- 0P.1 (4- ld.3) relatively the medium phase _'la = 0 of orbital
13.082-day period. In view of the fact of such variations the averaging of
observations in the primary minimum for the long interval of phases of the
precessional 162.5-day period (A!b > 0t'.l) can lead to the false appearance
of "plate bottom" on the light curve in the primary minimum.
The regular variability of the shape of the primary minimum of the
light curve of SS 433 discovered by us reflects displacement with the 26-day
double orbital period of at least two hot bright spots on the surface of
precessional accretional disk and their eclipse by a "normal" star. One of
these spots can be connected with the ejection of the relativistic collimated
jet from the central part of the accretion disk; the second one perhaps is
caused by interaction of gas stream coming from a "normal" star with an
external border of the precessional accretion disL
The precession of the accretion disk causes the change of the relative
position of hot spots. Consecutive eclipses of the disk and spots by the
"normal" star lead to the appearance and disappearance of asymmetry on
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the curve of the eclipse and to the characteristic features on it just as it
takes place in cataclysmic variable stars.
Quantitative numerical interpretation of the discovered effect will be
completed in the future with the help of the tight curve synthesis program
(Antokhina and Cherepashchuk. 1987. Astron. Zh. 64: 562).
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FIGURE 2 Varations of /k_b13 of the position of the primary minimum of optical light
curve of SS433 as a function of the phase of the precessional period.
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Chaotic Inflationary Universe and the Anisotropy
of the Large-Scale Structure
G.V. CHIBISOVAND Yu.V. SHTANOV
P.N. Lebedev Physical Institute
INTRODUCTION
Inflationary universe models began their history from the seminal paper
by Guth (1981), and since then they have won great recognition among
physicists. The last years were marked by a considerable progress towards
understanding the actual picture of inflation. It was realized that the
inflationary universe is in fact chaotic (see Goncharov 1987 for a review),
that globally it is strongly inhomogeneous, and that the inflation in the
universe as a whole is eternaL In such a picture the region available to
modem observations is just a tiny part of the universe, in which inflation
finished about 101° years ago.
In spite of the great popularity of the chaotic inflationary universe
models, it is usually taken for granted that their specific features (such
as strong global inhomogeneity of the universe) can hardly lead to any
observable consequences. The argument is that all we see is just a tiny
part of the universe, a region about 10_ cm, and the typical scales of
considerable inhomogeneities are much greater than this size. In contrast to
this opinion we want to show that such observable consequences really can
exist. In spite of the tremendous spatial size of the inhomogeneities under
consideration they are well inside the actual horizon of the modem observer.
Hence their observable manifestation does not contradict causality. The
problem is to discover such a manifestation.
The phenomenon we are going to discuss is closely connected with the
origin of structure (galaxies, clusters, etc.) in the observable region. As it is
now well known (for a review see Brandenberger 1985), primordial density
fluctuations relevant to structure formation could originate from vacuum
68
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fluctuations at the inflationary stage during the permanent stretching of
fluctuations scales. In most of the works on this topic the vacuum fluctua-
tions evolution was considered on a spatially homogeneous background. At
the same time, as already emphasized above, the inflationary universe is not
homogeneous even on the classical leveL Indeed, permanently produced
fluctuations on scales bigger than the Hubble scale (i.e., with wave numbers
k _< all) can be treated as a classical background inhomogeneity of the
inflationary universe.
Our main idea then is to consider the vacuum fluctuations evolution
on the inhomogeneous background. An essential change is the change of
the mode functions which determine the vacuum state. We will see that this
leads to a distortion of the resulting primordial fluctuations spectrum as
compared with that in a homogeneous background model The primordial
fluctuations spectrum becomes anisotropic. And this in its turn results in the
anisotropy of the observable large-scale structure. The phenomenon can
be understood in terms of vacuum polarization. The classical background
inhomogeneity polarizes the vacuum state, and this results in the distortion
of the primordial fluctuations spectrum.
One can see that our phenomenon is very similar to the well-known
phenomenon discovered by Sachs and Wolfe (1967). In this phenomenon
the anisotropy of the microwave background radiation is due to large-scale
metric inhomogeneity. In our phenomenon the large-scale metric inhomo-
geneity in a similar way influences vacuum fluctuations at the inflationary
stage, resulting in the structure anisotropy. The main difference between
these effects is that in our case the inhomogeneity on scales much bigger
than the size of the observable region are significant. Indeed, vacuum
fluctuations spreading with a speed close to the speed of fight pass the
distance to the true horizon, which at the present time exceeds by many
orders of magnitude the size of the observable region.
Using the above-mentioned analogy with the Sachs and Wolfe phe-
nomenon it is not difficult to make simple estimates for the value expected
of the large-scale structure anisotropy. On the inflationary stage the small-
scale vacuum fluctuations spread almost with the speed of fight. Then they
pass a Hubble distance in a Hubble time. As it can be shown, metric
fluctuations on this distance are of the order
(h ~ (1)
where _ois the scalar field, the dot denotes its time derivative, and Mp is the
Planck mass (we are using the units in which h = c = 1). The expression
(1) also gives the order of the squared anisotropy produced in a Hubble
time. To obtain an estimate for the squared anisotropy produced during
the whole evolution we should integrate (1)
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_k _b2
_) ~ f. -_-_d_
where _ is the effective anisotropy degree and
(2)
= Ina (3)
isa timclikeparameter--thexpansionindex.The upperintegrationlimit
in (2) correspondsto the moment of timHubblc radiuscrossing(when
k = all)and the lower one--tosome initialmoment. Ifthe scalarfield
evolutionistheso-calledslowrolling-down
x dV(_)
_b_ 3H d_ ' (4)
then using also the approximate expression valid at the inflationary stage
8r
H__ _ v(_,), (s)
we obtainfrom (2)
(_2) ,,. Vo- V_3M_, ' (6)
where Vo isthe initialvalueof thescalarfieldpotentialenergy,and Vk
isthe valueat the moment of the Hubble radiuscrossing.Our simple
estimateshows thatthe anistropycan be an appreciablevalueas typical
valuesofVo are (Lindc1985)
and Vk << "Co.
Vo _ M_, (7)
FLUCTUATIONS ON THE INHOMOGENEOUS BACKGROUND
To obtain more exact expressions we must consider the evolution of the
mode functions 6_, that descn'be the scalar field small-scale fluctuations,
on the inhomogeneous background metric. We will take into account only
the fluctuations of the scalar type. Then we would have for the classical
background metric (see Ch_isov and Mukhanov 1983; Mukhanov 1985,
1988)
ds _ = a207) [i+ 2@c)dr/_ - (1 - 2¢c)d_ _] (8)
where ¢c is the so-called relativistic potentiaL It descffoes the metric
fluctuations on scales bigger than the Hubble scale
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d3k (_(_°)ak ± _*(°)_+_ (9)
<_aH
^+ are the usualwhere ¢(o) are unperturbed mode functions, and fi£, a_
annihilation-creation operators. In (8) and (9) r/is the conformal time. For
(°) we can use the approximate expression
+(o),,, 47r._..__. 1 cxp(-ikrl+ifc_). (10)
- k3/ 
We must solve the equation for 6_o_
06_o_ + m_(_)6_k = 0, (11)
where _ is the d'Alambertian on the background with the metric (8), and
m2(_o) = d2V(_)/d_ 2. We find the solution for 6_g in the form
= + - is ). (12)
Here 6p(o)_isthesolutionon thehomogeneous background,and S_Q/,z-')
isa complexvaluedfunctionlinearin¢¢.We developSZ inpowersof1/k
1
S_ =/c(S0 + g&,+...),
and find the solution for So and St:
(13)
So(w, _ = 2 ¢c(£'], _ - _?"(r/- _))d£/, (14)
o
(15)
where a = t:/k is a unit vector in _-direction. The solution in the shape
(12) with (14) and (15) correspond to the choice of the "local" vacuum
state for the scalar field.
We trace the evolution of 6_b; in the shape (12) with the solutions (14)-
(15) up to the moment of the Hubble radius crossing. After this moment
the evolution of the fluctuation becomes non-adiabatic. Moreover, the
self-gravity of the scalar field becomes important, and we have to inehde
the metric fluctuations into consideration. It is very convenient to work
in terms of the gauge-invariant variable @, which describes the metric
fluctuations. Then in the vicinity of the Hubble radius crossing time we can
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link the mode 6_ to the mode ¢t7. This is easily done by means of the
linear perturbation theory equation
4a'a2_b2 41ra2_b2 d
(&+_)'tT= M_ dt (_)" (16)
Then we have
¢£ = ¢(°)(1 - iC£(rI, x_)), (17)
where Ct7 is a complex valued function, linear ¢c and similar to St7 in (12).
Developing C_ in powers of 1/k similar to (13)
1
= k(C0+ +...), (18)
and counting powers of 1/k we obtain from (16)
Co =- So,C1 - $1 + i(n-_7)So + 3i_l'c. (19)
The evolution of ¢_(r/, _ after the Hubble radius crossing is deter-
mined by the linear perturbation theory (see Mukhanov 1988). After this
time the spatial shape of _I,_ is "frozen" and only its amplitude changes
with time. Thus at the moment of the end of the inflationary stage (rl/) we
have
_g(rb, , _ _ _(g°)(rl], 9(1 - iCg(r/_, _.
Note that ¢_0) is the unperturbed solution.
(20)
PRIMORDIAL FLUCTUATIONS SPECTRUM
The expression (20) allows us to calculate the primordial fluctuations
spectrum. To do this we calculate the correlation function _¢(_)¢(_")),
where ¢(z-3 = ¢(r1I, z-'). Developing C_(_ in powers of _ and then pro-
ceeding to the integration over new wave numbers/_- VC0 le=0 we will
come to the standard shape of the correlation function
f d3k (o) is (1 + vg)e if_, (21)
with
Co)i sdZ-(k3 (22)
v_=-2 dlnk
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• _,j. (v,_)[+o(,7,_+ ,_(,Tk- ,1))- +o(_,_- ,_(ok- ,7))]I _ = o
It can be shown that the anisotropy which appeared in (21) and which
is described by the value v_ is quadrupole at least at 84%, that is
Vi = nan3[Aa3 -{-6oc# . M], (23)
where Ao_ is a traceless matrix with very weak (logarithmic) dependence
on k. A value which will characterize the degree of the anisotropy will be
_2 = tr(A2). (24)
To obtain a characteristic value for the anistropy we must average (24) with
respect to the random background inhomogeneities _c. In fact this is av-
eraging over the vacuum state of which the inhomogeneities _, originated.
Using (22) we can obtain an approximate result
(_) _ _ d+-, (25)
o
where
d Zn(ks I_<0)is
_[ __10( a Z. k )2. (26)
The expression (25) differs from the estimate (2) only by a factor. Hence
instead of the estimate (6) we will have
~ .Av+?v (27)
-- 3 Mp
It can be shown by direct calculations that for the values of k typical for
the present clustering
_,_/3 -_ 10-2. (28)
Thus for typical values of Vo given by (7) we obtain
_,,. 10-1
that is, the anisotropy of the order of 10%.
(29)
CHAOTIC INFLATION
Now let us take into account one of the peculiar features of the chaotic
inflationary universe. Namely, that such a universe consists of independent
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domains of a physical size eph = 0(I-I-O. They are independent in a sense
that physical processes inside any such domains do not depend on the
processes inside any other domain (Goncharov et al. 1987). From this it
follows that the integration in (25) must be taken over a history of the
domain of which our observable region has originated. The size of this
domain at all times during the inflationary stage must be taken to be of
the order of the Hubble size. Then the history of such a domain becomes
random. For the random history of the scalar field evolution _(r) a Fokker-
Planck equation can be obtained (Starobinsky 1986; see also Goncharov et
aL 1987 for a review)
OP(_,_ r) _ O_[-AP + I(Bp)_,], (30)
where
1 dV H _
A = 3H 2 d_'B = 4-_' (31)
P(_, r) is a r-dependent scalar field distn'bution in the domain considered.
Now let us denote the solution to (30) with the initial conditions P(ta,0) =
5(_-_0) by Z(_,_0,r). Then a formal solution for Z(_,_0,r) can be written
in terms of path integral over all trajectories that start at _0 and at _:
Z(_, _or) = f (D_,) exp(-S[_,]) (32)
where
1 _or d_ _ A)2B_Xd _=
is the "action," and
(33)
(D_) = uo"B=_2_(ia(a))dta(a) (34)
is the path integration measure. From the expression (33) it is clear that
the most probable path is that which satisfies
d__._= A, (35)da
and this is just the slow rolling-down expression (4). Thus we come to a
conclusion that our estimate (27) is the most probable value of (25).
ANISOTROPY OF THE LARGE-SCALE STRUCTURE
It is not difficult to show that the anisotropy of the primordial fluc-
tuations spectrum loads the anisotropy of the large-scale structure. The
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effect is conserved on scales on which nonlinear processes do not yet play
an important role, that is, scales more than 50 Mpc. We can easily cal-
culate the two-point correlation function _(X-) = (_(_(0)), where 6(z-') =
6p(z-')/(p). The integrals over k-space must be taken with some small-scale
cutoff (Peebles 1980). This can be done by a simple cut-off function exp
(-kl) where t is a cut-off scale. Then the isotropic part of the correlation
function is found to be
C 3_-2 - 1 (36)
_0(_) --" e4_/4 (_/-2 q_ 1)3'
and the anisotropic part is
_(£) = -h(z)Aaa xazg
z 2
where
(37)
C I
h(x) = fay4 (y-2 + 1)a, (38)
y = =/e, and C in (36) and (38) is some bindependent constant.
One can use the correlation function calculated to test experimentally
the phenomenon discussed in this paper.
DISCUSSION
In conclusion, it is easy to show that during the greater part of
the inflationary stage the vacuum fluctuations scales of interest are much
smaller than the Planck scale. One such scale, an old-fashioned field
theory, is likely to be invalid and one is supposed to use, for example, the
superstring theory (Green et aL 1987). This last however is still in progress,
and we don't yet know how to handle it when dealing with such small scales.
So we use a field theoretical approach hoping that further investigations
based on a more advanced theory will not change our result dramatically.
In context of the superstring theory, the phenomenon discussed might be
caused by string vacuum polarization due to large-scale inhomogeneity of
the inflationary universe.
The problem of small scales disappears to some extent if one takes
into account that the fluctuation scale is not a gauge invariant variable and
thus can be changed by the change of the reference frame. This can be well
illustrated in the case of flat space-time: a photon can be of any energy, in
particular, of energy exceeding the Planck energy. 1
1The authors are grateful to B.L Spokoiny and A.A. Starobinsky for this remark.
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From the observational point of view our result means a possibility of
the large-scale structure anisotropy together with highly isotropic microwave
background radiation. Observational discovery of the phenomenon consid-
ered might serve as confirmation to the chaotic inflation scenario and, in
fact, throw some light upon physics on very small scales, in the context
discussed just above.
NOTE ADDED IN PROOF: The extended version of this work is
published in the Int. J. Mod. Phys. A52625 (1990).
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The Cyclotron Absorption Line and Eclipse Transition
Phenomena of 4U 1538-52
GEORGE W. CLARK
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
ABSTRACT
Observations of the eclipsing binary X-ray pulsar 4U 1538-52 by the
Japanese satellite Ginga have revealed a cyclotron absorption feature at 20
keV in the X-ray spectrum. The pulse-phase dependence of the intensity
and spectrum can be mimicked by a model of X-ray emission from thin
accretion-heated slabs at the magnetic poles of a rotating neutron star
with its magnetic dipole axis inclined at 45* from the rotation axis. The
observations also yielded data on the eclipse transitions which demonstrate
that the radial density function at the base of the supersonic wind of the
O-type supergiant primary has the form of an exponential like that which
characterizes the density run in the similar region of the O-type supergiant
primary of ten X-3. As in the ten X-3 system, the scale height of the
exponential implies a temperature in the base region much greater than
that of the supersonic wind.
Recent observations of the eclipsing binary X-ray pulsar 4U 1538-52
with the Ginga satellite have yielded results bearing on two quite different
topics. The first is the X-ray spectra and beaming pattern of the pulsar;, the
second is the density distn'bution in the winds of the early-type supergiant
companions of this and other X-ray pulsars.
Ginga was developed and launched by the Institute of Space and
Astronautical Science of Japan. It carries several detectors including a
4,000 cm2 Large Area Counter (LAC) developed by the Leicester University
group and specially suited to the measurement of the spectra and variability
of compact X-ray sources like binary pulsars. The LAC is sensitive from
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1 to 38 keV and records data in 48 pulse-height channels with an energy
resolution of 20% at 5.7 keV and a maximum time resolution of 1 msec.
The Japanese group has made time available to U.S. observers in
a guest observer program supported on the U.S. side by NASA. In this
program an observation of 4U 1538-52 was carried out over a complete •
3.7-day orbital cycle in March 1988 in a collaboration between myself and
J. Woo of MIT and E Nagase, K. Makishima and T. Sakao at ISAS.
The X-ray spectra of strongly magnetized plasmas on neutron stars
has been the subject of much theoretical work since the pioneering in-
vestigations of Sunyaev and coworkers following the discovery of binary
X-ray pulsars by Giacconi and colleagues with Uhuru in 1972. In 1975
Basko and Sunyaev suggested that the effects of cyclotron resonance in
the Compton scattering cross section might be observed in the form of
X-ray emission lines. The subsequent discovery in a balloon experiment
by TrOmper et aL (1977) of the cyclotron feature near 50 keV in the Her
X-1 spectrum focused attention on the problem of radiative diffusion in
plasma with fields > 1012 G. One other clear cyclotron line was found in
4U 0115+63 by Wheaton eta/., and indications of a line in 4U 1626-67 by
Pravdo (1979) and Koyama (1989). Mazets et aL (1981) found evidence of
cyclotron features in gamma ray burst spectra, though other interpretations
have been put forward. And just recently clear evidence of first and second
harmonic absorption lines at 20 and 40 keV have been found with Ginga
in two gamma-ray bursts.
Our Ginga observation of 4U 1538-52 adds a third definite example
of cyclotron absorption line formation in an X-ray binary pulsar under
what appear to be specially favorable circumstances for analysis (Clark et
o2. 1989). This object has a 530-second pulse period and an eclipse with
a half-angle of about 30°. Considering first the data unaffected by the
eclipse, we divided it into ten spectral intervals and plotted the counting
rate as a function of pulse phase, as shown in Figure 1. We also divided
the data into eight equal intervals of pulse phase and plotted the spectra of
each portion, as shown in Figure 2. Four salient properties of the spectra
and variability are clearly evident:
1) The pulse profile has symmetrical primary and a secondary peaks
of unequal ampfitude and separated by 180" in phase.
2) The primary peak has a dimple at low energies.
3) There is an absorption line at 20 keV with a maximum equivalent
width in the middle of the secondary peak. Indeed, the line is
so strong as to essentially blot out the secondary peak in the
spectral interval centered on 20 keV.
4) The pulse fraction increases with energy.
Properties 1), 2), and 4) have been seen in previous observations of
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FIGURE I X-ray counting rates of 4U 1538-52 plotted against pulse phase (pulse period
_- 530 s) for ten energy channels.
4U 1538-52. The absorption line at 20 keY isnew and opens interesting
poss_ilities for detailed comparisons between the observed phenomena and
the results of recent theoretical treatments of the emissions of magnetized
slabs and columns of accretion-heated plasmas at the poles of magnetized
neutron stars.
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To explore how the new data might be understood I constructed a
pulsar model based on the theoretical results of Nagel (1985) and of
M_sz_ros and Nagel (1987) on the radiative diffusion of X-rays in strongly
magnetized slabs and columns. The idea was to explore whether the
beam patterns and cyclotron absorption lines predicted by the theoretical
analyses of slab or column emission geometries can be fitted to the data
by an appropriate choice of the angles between the dipole axis and the
rotation axis of the pulsar, and the angle between the rotation axis and our
line of sight.
The eclipse duration coupled with the orbit analysis places a lower
limit of 60° on the inclination 0 of the orbit, and therefore, plaus_ly, of
the rotation axis of the neutron star. Equatorial fan beams emitted by
column geometries yield, in general, two peaks of equal amplitude, unlike
4U 1538-52. Moreover, the X-ray luminosity is near the lower limit for
stopping free fall of the accreting material and formation of a settling
column of emitting plasma. So a slab geometry with pencil-beam emission
was assumed, and an interpolating function was fitted to the results of Nagel
on the angle and energy dependence of emission from a slab. The angle
between the rotation and dipole axes was bounded by the conditions (O -
9) > 90° and 0 _ 90 ° so that emission is observed from the slabs at both
magnetic poles, but with different amplitudes. Finally, taking a cue from
the theoretical results of M_s_ros and Nagel (1985) on the formation of
the cyclotron absorption line, the strength of the cyclotron absorption line
was assumed to have a maximum in directions that make an angle of 70*
with the magnetic field. The minimum angles between the "north" and
"south" magnetic poles and the line of sight are, respectively, (0 - 9) and
(180 ° - O - 9). Setting O = 65° and _ = 45 ° brings the north pole close
enough to the line of sight to produce a dimple in the center of the primary
peak at low energies, and ma_,nizes the cyclotron absorption line during
the secondary peak when the south pole dwells at the minimum angle of
70°. Finally, to achieve a pulse fraction less than 100%, but increasing with
energy, we arbitrarily add an unpulsed component with a softer spectrum.
The results are shown in Figure 3. ALl of the four prominent characteristics
mentioned above are mimicked by this modeL This gives encouragement
for a more ambitious effort to achieve a precise theoretical accounting of
the observations.
The second topic concerns the winds of O and B0 supergiants and
what can be learned about their regions of subsonic acceleration from
observations of the eclipse transitions of X-ray pulsars in massive binary
systems. The companion of 4U 1538-52 is a B0 supergiant with an optical
luminosity 400 times the X-ray luminosity. Thus the X-ray heating effects
are neglig_le, though X-ray ionization of the wind may perturb the radi-
ation pressure that drives the wind. The eclipse transitions are generally
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gradual, though one abrupt transition was apparently observed by Davison
et al. (1977) with ArieL
A gradual eclipse immersion or emersion of an eclipsing X-ray binary,
of which six are known, is obviously caused by absorption in an extended
atmosphere of the primary, which opens a new direct way to a determination
of the radial density distn'bution. The situation can of course be complicated
by streams or blobs of matter flying around in the system as in Vela X-1
and sometimes in C.en X-3. But often in the case of Cen X-3, SMC X-I,
LMC X-4, Her X-1 and 4U 1538-52 the transitions are fairly clean and
uniform, indicating that the measured column densities are fair measures
of the radial density functions. The situation can be ideal because the
size of the X-ray source, i.e. the neutron star, is negligible compared to
the scale size of the atmosphere, and X-ray absorption from 1 to 10 keV
is a relatively simple measure of column density along the line of sight.
Compare this with the indirect arguments that must be used to interpret
spectroscopic, radio and IR data in terms of atmospheric structure.
The first remark about the significance of a gradual eclipse transition
was made by Schreier eta/. (1972) in the paper announcing the discovery of
the binary nature of Cen X-3. They characterized the eclipse transition by
ascribing a "scale height" of 5 x 101° em to the atmosphere of the primary
implying thereby an exponential form of the density function.
Following the discovery of intense, cool (30,000-50,000 K), supersonic
winds in O and B stars by Morton (1967) in rocket UV spectroscopy,
theories of the wind acceleration process developed around the idea of
radiation pressure arising from scattering of light from the Doppler-shifting
UV lines of the metals in the wind. This works well in the supersonic regime,
and since the radiation intensity varies as l/r 2, the resulting acceleration
leads to velocity curves with a characteristic rapid initial rise and then a slow
approach to an asymptotic terminal velocity with values in the range of 1000
to 3000 kin/s, as observed in the P Cygni profiles of UV absorption lines.
There has always been a problem, though, in how the winds get started
because the passage from sub to supersonic is blocked by the sound barrier
as expressed in the singularity in the hydrodynamic equation governing the
flow. Only by carefully tailoring the outward force by judicious combinations
of thermal and radiation pressure can one achieve a steady flow from sub
to supersonic with the requisite mass flux and cool temperature. Hearn
suggested in 1975 that there may be a coronal layer at the base of the wind
in which thermal pressure can cause the early acceleration, with sudden
cooling and radiation pressure taking over when the velocity is high enough
for Doppler shifting to prevent line saturation. Then Castor, Abbott and
Klein (1975) showed the way to a theory of a radiation pressure driven
cool wind from start to finish, and came up with velocity curves with the
same rapid initial change, and then a slow approach to asymptotic terminal
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velocity, which turns out to be, in general, about three times the escape
velocity from the stellar surface (Abbott 1978).
Near the end of the SAS 3 mission we undertook a detailed study
of Cen X-3 eclipses using data from a continuous two-week observation
when Cen X-3 was in a high luminosity state (Clark eta/. 1988). The
transitions are well accounted for by an exponential density function with
a scale height of 6 x 10a° era, and not by a density function implied by
the conventional 1/r2 radiation force-driven wind theories. Here, as in
the case of 4U 1538-52, the optical/UV luminosity of the companion is
much greater than the X-ray luminosity of Cen X-3, so the X-ray heating
effects are presumably negligl'ble. Day et al. (1988), using data from several
continuous observations of eclipse transitions by EXOSAT, drew the same
conclusion, Le. that the density run is exponentiaL Such a scale height, if
interpreted as the characteristic of an isothermal hydrostatic atmosphere
of a 19 solar mass star, corresponds to a temperature of 106 K. Following
Hearn's idea that there may be a coronal layer at the base of the wind,
heated by some mysterious process, in which the initial acceleration takes
place, we constructed an ad hoc model with a 106 K base corona governed
by the usual hydrodynamic flow equation with a gravity reduced by half by
radiation pressure, and terminating at 1.4 R* at the high temperature sonic
point where we assumed the heating mechanism turns off, the temperature
drops to 50,000 K, and radiation driving takes over in the cool but supersonic
regime. This hybrid model yields a density curve that can be fit to the data
for reasonable mass loss rates. A major problem of the model is that its
coronal layer has an enormous soft X-ray luminosity (about 10% of the
optical luminosity of KRZ) which must be absorbed by the outer wind.
Other ways to get more mass loss out of a cool subsonic flow is to fine tune
the effective gravity by allowing for centrifugal force (which may amount to
1/6 to 1/3 of the gravity) and radiation pressure without the benefits of the
large Doppler shifts that keep it effective in the supersonic regime. But I
am not aware of rigorous treatment of this subsonic regime that yields a
density curve that explains the Cen X-3 eclipse transition data.
Now, with the 4,000 cm 2 sensitive area of Ginga, we have good data on
4U 1538-52, another massive binary pulsar, providing similar results. The
variation with orbital phase of column density deduced by spectral analysis is
displayed in Figure 4 along with the results of least squares fittings of three
different functions---an exponential, an isothermal hydrostatic function, and
a 1/r2 force-driven wind. The latter fails again because of its too rapid initial
fall in density. The isothermal hydrostatic function fits well, allowing, to
be sure, for the fluctuation that cannot be fitted by any reasonably smooth
function. Of course, the situation is not hydrostatic, so a transition to a
radiation-driven regime must occur, and one can undoubtedly construct
another ad hoc hybrid model, combining an initial subsonic acceleration
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with an exponential density runwith a radiation-driven supersonic regime.
But what is needed now is theoretical attention to the facts of X-ray eclipse
transitions and the direct information they provide about the mysterious
subsonic acceleration phase of early star wind generation.
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Radio Telescopes as the Detectors of
Super-High-Energy Neutrinos
R.D. DAGKESAMANSKY,Lebedev Physics
I.M. ZHELEZNY'KH, Institute for Nuclear Research
The registration of super-high-energy neutrinos is a very difficult and
also very important problem that requires construction of detectors with
large effective target masses. In 1961, Askaryan pointed out the possibility
of registering cascades in dense media by the Cherenkov radioemission of
an excess of negative charges in the cascades which arose in interaction
between high energy particles and the atoms of medium. The total energy
(W) emitted is proportional to E 2, where E is the primary particle energy
(Gusev and Zheleznykh 1983; Markov and Zheleznykh 1986):
W __ lO-l°(E(eV)/lOl")2[ergs]. (1)
Most of this energy will be emitted by radio band at frequencies f < f,_a_
_ los Hz, where the cascade's radioemission will be coherent. At f < f,_,_
the spectrum of radioemission will be proportional to f:
Pydf = (21/V/f_ax) f d$ (2)
The corresponding "telescopes" for cosmic high-energy neutrino de-
tection by radioernission of cascades induced underground, but whose
development continues in the atmosphere were proposed in Markov and
Zheleznylth (1986); Dedenko et al. (1981); Markov and Zheleznykh (1979).
The effective target masses of such detectors could be -_ l0 s tons and
more. The properties of Cherenkov radioemission of cascades and the
properties of ice in the Antarctic Region (very weak radiowave absorption
at low temperature) make it possible to propose Radio Antarctic Muon
and Neutrino Detection (RAMAND): antennas should be placed on the
ice surface of ,-, 10 krn2 to search for radio signals from neutrino (muon)
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cascades of energy 1014 -- 1015 eV and higher in a volume of ~ 101° m a
(Gusev and Zheleznykh 1983).
To search for astrophysical neutrinos of energies higher than 1019
eV, observations with radio telescopes were proposed (Zheleznylda 1988).
Indeed, by using available high sensitive radio telescopes we can hope
to detect the coherent Cherenkov mdioemission that has arisen in very
distant targets. For example, we can try to observe such radioemission
from cascades in the surface layer of the Moon (the surface area is about
107 kin2!).
The energy W is emitted as a very short pulse (Atp ~ 10-s s) because
of the short lifetime of the cascade at a relatively dense medium. The
emission is concentrated within the "thick hollow cone" with the opening
angle 0 __50° and the solid angle f_ __0.5 steradians. Therefore, the peak
flux density measured by observers inside the "thick hollow cone" will be:
2fW = 3.10-23fgE_o[W . m-2Hz -1] (3)
Spe=k = pma=f_D2 At p
where D is the distance to the Moon, f9 is frequency in GHz and E20 is
the neutrino energy in 102°eV.
On the other hand, the sensitivity of radio telescope is
ASli m = 2kTsysAe_( A f r)-l/2 , (4)
where T, yo is the telescope system noise temperature, A, ll is the effective
area of the radio telescope, k is Boltzman's constant, Af is the frequency
bandwidth of the radiometer and r is integration time (r _> I/A 0.
There is some restriction however. The receiver's frequency bandwidth
has to be equal or less than lkfgi,p = 10-19P Hz--the largest poss_le
bandwidth defined by the frequency dispersion of signals in the ionosphere.
Therefore, the integration time cannot he less than rai_p = 1/Afgi,p, and
so we shall observe usually spreaded pulses. On the other hand, it will be
poss_le to use multichannel receivers with the total (effective) bandwidth
Af_ff = n-Afdi,p _ 0.3f. In this case we can write effective sensitivity
relative to the pulse-type signal as following:
A&I! = 2kTa_s(AellAtp)-l(Afaisp. A feLt') -1/2 = (5)
= 1.5. lO-13Tj!ts(Aell • Atp)-lf-2[W • m -2. Hz -1]
Figure 1 shows the dependences of S_,,=k and A Sell from frequency
f calculated for the three values of neutrino energy and for the three
large radio telescopes. It is evident from Figure 1 that the largest radio
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FIGURE 1 Frequency dependencies of expeaed cascade's peak flux densities(Speak) and
of effective sensitivities (Z_ Self) of several large radio telescope¢
telescopes give us akeady today the opportunity for registartion of the
cascades induced by neutrinos with the energies E > 1020 eV.
Now, it will be interesting to estimate the expected rate of such events.
Unfortunately, at present there is no good prediction of high-energy neutri-
nos fluxes. However, many modern models of the universe, for example the
models with superconductive cosmic strings or with supermassive particles
(monopoles, maximons), predict super-high-energy neutrinos (E = 1020 -
1022 eV or even 1025 - 10_ eX0.
Some speculative estimates of high-energy neutrinos fluxes were made
by Hill et al. (1987) using the extrapolation of Fly's Eye limit on deeply
penetrating particles. From this estimate one can conclude only that an
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upper limit to the rate of the events induced by neutrinos in the five-meter
Moon surface layer would be about l0 s year -1 for neutrinos with E >
1020 eV (here we used for the neutrino-nucleon cross-section o-_,, __.10-31
cm -2, see for example Butkevich et al. (1988)). In most models of the
universe with superconductive strings (see also Hill et al. 1987) it may
be expected from 101 to 10s observable cascades per year for the same
neutrino energies.
It should be noted also that the same cascades and pulses of radioe-
mission could be raised (and may be much more often) by interaction of
high energy protons with the MoorL However, proton interactions will be
observed only near the edge of a lunar disk, whereas neutrino interactions
will occur at every part of the disk with approximately the same probability.
There is additional difficulty concerning the registration of such rel-
atively rare sporadic radio pulses in the presence of different kinds of
interference. To increase the reliability of detection we can try to use the
specific features of signal The delay of pulses at lower frequencies on
account of the ionospheric dispersion is one of such specific features. For
example, the delay will be about 0.4# sec. at 300 MHz and about 4# sec.
at 100 MHz. Therefore, the corresponding digital filter will be very useful
for detection of the pulses.
Another way to increase the reliability of detection is the simultane-
ously use of two or more radio telescopes for Moon monitoring. It should
be noted however, that none of the radio telescopes currently has suitable
receivers to make these observations. Moreover, the beam width of large
radio telescopes at decimeter wavelengths are usually much less than the
lunar disk's diameter. Consequently, there is the necessity of construction
of a special kind of feed antenna (perhaps a matrix feed antenna) that will
permit simultaneous reception of pubes from most parts of the lunar disk.
We hope that all these difficulties can be overcome in the near future.
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Optical Observations of Active Galactic Nuclei
ALEXEI V. FILIPPENKO
University of California, Berkeley
ABSTRACT
I descn'be the most important observed characteristics of active galac-
tic nuclei, concentrating on their optical spectra. Connections with the
"standard model" of such objects are emphasized. Some of the new ob-
servational developments that are leading to modifications of the standard
model are outlined; these include spatial variations of the ionization pa-
rameter in the broad-line region, the possible existence of a very dense
component in the broad-line region, and the presence of an intermediate-
density zone between the broad-line and narrow-line regions. Evidence
for "hidden" Seyfert 1 nuclei and anisotropic ionizing radiation is also
reviewed. The search for, and properties of, intrinsically weak Seyfert 1
nuclei are subsequently summarized, with special attention given to the very
low-luminosity object in the late-type dwarf galaxy NGC 4395. I conclude
with a discussion of the poss_ility that low-level activity in some galactic
nuclei might actually be produced by bursts of star formation and their
associated supernovae.
BASIC OBSERVATIONS AND THE STANDARD MODEL
The optical and ultraviolet (UV) spectra of QSOs and Seyfert 1 nuclei
are dominated by strong, broad-permitted emission lines superposed on
a featureless continuum (Osterbrock and Mathews 1986, and references
therein). These lines typically have full-widths at half maximum (FWHM) of
3,000--6,000 km s -x, and full-widths near zero intensity (FWZI) of 10,000-
20,000 km s-1. In addition, one often sees narrower cores (FWHM ,_ 500
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km s-1) to the permitted lines, as well as forbidden lines of comparable
(relatively narrow) width. The forbidden lines include a wide range of
ionization states, from [O I] to [Fe VII] or higher. In Seyfert 2 nuclei, the
broad permitted lines seem to be absent, although new data indicate that
in at least some cases they are actually present at a very low leveL
The featureless continuum of classical AGNs has a roughly power-law
shape with index a ,_ 1 - 2 (f, o¢v -°) at red through near-infrared wave-
lengths, but it generally becomes flatter (a _ 0 - 1) at higher frequencies
(Neugebauer et aL 1979). In the UV region, the slope is often quite flat
(o_ _. 0). There appears, in essence, to be a broad excess, or "big blue
bump," over an extrapolation of the near-infrared power law. Starlight is
an important contaminant in the spectra of low-luminosity Seyfert 1 nuclei
(Malkan and Filippenko 1983), but their nonsteflar spectra are similar to
those of QSOs.
It has long been recognized that the flux of H/3 and other permitted
lines is, to first order, directly proportional to the flux density of the
optical nonstellar continuum in large samples of AGNs (Yee 1980; Shuder
1981). Thus, the lines are probably produced by gas photoionized by
the UV extension of the featureless continuum emerging from the active
nucleus. Photoionization calculations have reinforced our belief in this
simple picture, since most of the emission-line intensity ratios can be
reproduced (Netzer and Ferland 1984). The models depend primarily
on the ionization parameter, which is simply the ionizing photon number
density divided by the nucleon (or electron) number density at the exposed
face of a slab of gas.
The broad permitted lines are formed by gas having ne _ 109 - 101°
cm-a. This is deduced from the weakness or absence of broad forbidden
[O III] AA4959, 5007 emission, and by the presence of broad semi-forbidden
(intercombination) C III] M909. Other, similar diagnostics also exist.
Photoionization models imply that Te _, 10,000 - 20,000 K. Comparable
temperatures are also found from various intensity ratios among the narrow
lines, although the derived densities are much lower (n, _ 103 - 105 crn-3).
With such low temperatures, the thermal widths of emission lines are
only 10--20 km s-1. Bulk motions of gas are undoubtedly responsible for
broadening the lines to the observed widths; other proposed mechanisms
(e.g., electron scattering) have serious difficulties (Davidson and Netzer
1979).
The gas emitting the line radiation is distn'buted in clouds or filaments
occupying only a small fraction (10-4-10 -z) of the volume they encompass.
This is deduced directly from the observed luminosities of the lines and their
average distances from the central source, as determined by photoionization
models. In low-luminosity AGNs, these clouds often have a covering factor
of nearly unity and absorb soft X-rays traveling along our line of sight
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(Elvis and Lawrence 1985), but in luminous QSOs the clouds only cover
1%-10% of the sky. Supporting evidence includes the fact that a sharp
dropat912 A, thehydrogenLyman limit,israrelyseeninthecontinuaof
high-redshfftQSOs.
The calculatedradialdistancesforcloudsin the broad-lineregion
(BLR) are usually0.01-1pc,and in the narrow-lineregion(NLR) 10-
1,000pc. It isthereforenot surprisingthatthe BLR has neverbeen
spatiallyresolvedin opticalimagesor spectra,whilethe NLR isoften
resolvedin nearbyAGNs. This isalsoconsistentwith the absenceof
narrow-linevariabilityinmost AGNs (Pcterson1988),whereasvariability
of thebroad linesovertimescalesofweeks,months,oryearsiscommon.
Photoionizationmodelsand observationsatX-rayenergies(Halpcrn1982)
show thatthecolumn densityof neutralhydrogen,NH, is~ 1023 cm -2
and ~ 1022cm -2 inthe BLR and NLR, respectively,almostindependent
oftheintrinsicluminosityoftheAGN.
Accretionofmatterontoa central,massiveblackholehas longbeen
thoughtofastheultimatesourceofenergyemittedby QSOs and ScyfcrtI
nuclei(Zcrdovichand Novikov1964;SaIpctcr1964),largelybecauseofthe
absenceofotherviablemechanisms.Althoughsphericalaccretionhasbeen
considered,itisnow generallybelievedthatthegasformsan accretiondisk
aroundtheblackhole.Infallingmatteralmostcertainlyhasspecificangular
momentum greaterthanthatoftheleaststableorbitarounda blackhole,
and accretiondisksprovideefficientreleaseofenergy(upto0.37mc _ fora
Kerrblackhole).Also,thewell-collimatedjetsspewingoutofsome AGNs
suggestthepresenceof disks(Rces 1984).Directobservationalevidence
fordisksisdifficultto find,but many (notall!)researchersbelievethat
the "bigbluebump" representsthermalemissionfrom an accretiondisk
(Shields1978;Sun and Malkan 1989,and referencestherein).
COMPLICATIONS TO THE STANDARD MODEL
Despite its success, the simple picture described above is far from
complete; many problems have been pointed out over the past decade.
In particular, there remain serious difficulties in reproducing the observed
emission-line spectrum of active galaxies (Ferland and Shields 1985; Netzer
1989). Here I briefly discuss several complications that must be addressed
in current and future calculations.
Spatially Variable Ionization Parameter
A single set of clouds, characterized by one value for the ionization
parameter, probably cannot be invoked to explain all the intensity ratios
of broad emission lines in AGNs (Collin-Souffrin et at 1988). Specifically,
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a large ionization parameter is needed to generate highly ionized species
such as C IV and O VI, whereas great quantities of X-rays are necessary to
penetrate deep into thick clouds to produce the observed Fe II emission.
As one possible solution, Netzer (1987) suggests that the ionizing UV
radiation is emitted by a thin accretion disk, whereas the X-ray continuum
comes from a hot, spherical bulge at the center of the disk. Clouds near
the disk axis would have a much higher ionization parameter than those
at large angles from the axis. An additional requirement is that the cloud
covering factor must increase with increasing angle away from the disk axis.
This is reasonable if the clouds have considerable angular momentum. It
may also be the case that extra heating sources, other than the normal
photoionizing continuum, are necessary for a good fit to the data (e.g., Joly
1987).
Ultra-High and Intermediate Densities
Another, equally serious problem is that the broad emission lines are
observed to vary rapidly in response to changes in the luminosity of the
ionizing continuum; see Peterson (1988) for a thorough review. Based on
the sizes of the BLR calculated from the ionization parameter (inferred
from spectra), time delays of a month to a year were expected in many
Seyfert 1 galaxies. The measured delays, on the other hand, can be as
short as a week to a month. This means that the BLR is typically a
factor of three to ten smaller than had previously been thought. In the
simplest models, the gas density must be 10-100 times higher to prevent
the calculated values of the ionization parameter to deviate significantly
from those deduced with spectra. Such high densities, however, produce
other problems. The C III] A1909 line, for example, should be coUisionaUy
suppressed (relative to permitted lines) at the newly derived densities of
n_ _ 1011 - 1012 cm -S. Thus, it probably arises from gas of lower density
(--, 109 era-s), yet it often has nearly the same profile as the permitted
lines.
There is also evidence for multiple zones in the gas primarily responsi-
ble for the forbidden lines in AGNs. Many studies conducted over the past
few years have shown that the concept of distinct, well-separated NLRs and
BLRs is often an oversimplification. Rather, it appears that there exists
an "intermediate zone," in which n, _ l0 s - l0 s cm -S and velocities of
clouds are between those in the NLR and BLR. The evidence is the strong
correlation, found in many objects, between line width and critical density
for coUisional de-excitation (Filippenko 1985; Whittle 1985; De Rober-
tis and Osterbrock 1986); see Figure 1. Forbidden lines having n,(crit)
l0 s - 10z cm -s are quite broad in some objects. Moreover, detailed
analysis of the H/3 spectral region in Seyfert 1 galaxies indicates that broad
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FIGURE 1 The ScyfcrtI galaxyPiaor A shows a strongcorrelationbetween the FWHM
and the criticaldensityof emissionlines(1_ilippcnko1985). A very high correlation
coefficientof 0.91isfound. The datawere obtainodwith the 2.5 m du Pont reflectorat
Las Campanas Observatory.
[O III] emission may exist at a low intensity level, and is probably produced
by clouds having n_ ,_ 10¢ - 108 cm -3 (Crenshaw and Peterson 1986, and
references therein). The simple two-zone models are clearly inadequate,
except for first-order approximations to the emission-fine intensity ratios.
Anisotropic Ionizing Radiation
There is now considerable evidence that in some AGNs, ionizing
radiation might be preferentially beamed along certain directions. The
radio galaxy PKS 2152--69, for example, exh_its a high-excitation knot
of emission at a projected distance of 8 kpc from its nucleus (Tadhunter
et aL 1987). Without the presence of beamed radiation, it is difficult to
reproduce this knot's isolated nature and its very high ionization parameter.
The polarized blue continuum detected in this knot is probably caused by
scattering of the beamed radiation (di Serego Alighieri et aL 19°o8).
Powerful evidence for a disk-like (rather than spherically symmetric)
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geometry is found in the study of NGC 1068 done by Antonucci and Miller
(1985). Optical spectra of NGC 1068 show it to be a bright type 2 Seyfert
galaxy, with permitted and forbidden lines having similar widths (FWHM
_. 1100 kin s - 1). A spectrum of the polarized flux alone, however, is virtually
indistinguishable from normal (total flux) spectra of type 1 Seyferts and
QSOs! Broad permitted lines of hydrogen and Fe II are visl'ble, and there
is a very blue, featureless continuum. Furthermore, Miller (1989) has
observed broad Balmer lines scattered from an off-nuclear H H region in
NGC 1068. The obvious interpretation of these data is that NGC 1068
actually harbors a type 1 Seyfert nucleus that is located inside an optically
and geometrically thick torus. Photons from the continuum source and the
BLR are scattered into our line of sight, and therefore polarized, by free
electrons above and below the disk. The NLR is sufficiently extended that
it is not obscured by the disk. It is quite possible that the thick torus feeds
into an accretion disk close to the black hole.
Pogge's (1988) discovery of a high-ionization emission-line "cone" in
NGC 1068 supports the hypothesis advanced by Antonucci and Miller
(1985). Moreover, the luminosity of the ionizing continuum from the
nucleus of NGC 1068, deduced from the total flux spectrum and the
assumption of spherical symmetry, cannot account for the luminosity of
forbidden lines in the NLR. No problem exists, on the other hand, if the
NLR clouds have a much more direct view of the compact nucleus. Similar
conclusions regarding hidden BLRs (Miller and Goodrich 1990), high-
ionization emission-line cones (Pogge 1989), and the energetics of the NLR
(Wilson et aZ 1988) have been made for many other Seyfert 2 galaxies; thus,
NGC 1068 is not an isolated example of this phenomenon. In addition,
radio observations (Antonueci 1984) show that the optical polarization
position angle of Seyfert 2 galaxies is almost always perpendicular to the
radio axis, as expected if they contain an opaque torns which we view from
the side.
LOW-LUMINOSITY SEYFERT 1 NUCLEI
Searching for Broad H_ Emission
The nonstellar continuum of QSOs typically has an absolute blue
magnitude (MB; A _ 4500 A) between -30 and -23 (i.e., LB _ l011 --
10_4Lo), while that of Markarian Seyfert 1 nuclei lies in the range -23 to
-18 (LB ,_ 109 - 1011 Lo). The well-known continuity in many observed
characteristics of these objects gives strong evidence for the idea that their
physical properties are also similar. Observations of low-redshift QSOs
suggest that all QSOs occur in galaxies; hence, we certainly expect there
to be at least a few local Seyfert 1 nuclei with very low luminosity, if
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some of these objects result from the fading of old QSOs as their fuel
supply steadily dwindles. Continuity in the observed properties of QSOs
and Seyfen 1 nuclei further suggests the existence of such objects, but there
might be a lower limit to the activity. If so, it could be of fundamental
importance, like the lower mass limit (~ 0.08 Mo) of main-sequence stars.
The nucleus of the nearby, frequently studied spiral galaxy NGC 4051 was
for many years the least luminous known Seyfert 1 (MB _ -16; V6ron
1979).
Owing to contamination by starlight, it is quite difficult to detect the
nonstellar blue continuum in very low-luminosity Seyfert 1 nuclei. Broad
Ha emission, on the other hand, is easier to discern. For convenience, we
will adopt the relation MB _ -2.5 log L(Ha)+84.7 (where log z = lOgl0 z),
as empirically derived by Weedman (1985; H0 = 75 km s-1 Mpc -1) for
the nuclei of Markarian galaxies having broad Ha emission with luminosity
L(I-Ia) ergs s-1. Low-luminosity Seyfert 1 nuclei, arbitrarily defined to be
those with MB > - 18 mag, have a corresponding broad Ha luminosity
of L(Hc 0 <_ 1041 ergs s-1. The standard interpretation for such objects
(e.g., Filippenko 1988) is that they have rather small central black holes
(M < 106 Mo), or that they are accreting material at very sub-Eddington
rates.
Many low-luminosity Seyfert 1 nuclei have now been found in nearby
galaxies (Stauffer 1982; Keel 1983; Hlippenko and Sargent 1985). An
excellent example is M81 (Figure 2), whose distance is about 3.3 Mpc;
weak, broad Ha emission was discovered by Peimbert and Torres-Peimbert
(1981) and confirmed by Shuder and Osterbrock (1981). An accurate
measurement of the broad Ha luminosity, L(Ha) _ 1.2 x 10a9 ergs s-1
(Filippenko and Sargent 1988), together with Weedman's (1985) relation
given above, yields MB _, --13.0 mag for the blue nonstellar continuum,
which has not yet been detected. The nucleus of this galaxy is also a
strong, variable X-ray source, as well as a bright, compact, variable, flat-
spectrum radio source. There is almost no doubt that its activity is similar
to that in QSOs; it could reasonably be called a "microquasar" (Elvis 1984).
Of relevance to the discussion above, its spectrum (Figure 2) shows that
forbidden lines associated with high critical density (e.g., [O I] AA6300,
6364; n,(crit) = 1.4 x 106 cm -a) are considerably broader than those with
low critical density (e.g., [S II] AA6716, 6731; n,(crit) _ 2 x 103 crn-a).
In an attempt to quantify the luminosity function of intrinsically faint
Seyfert 1 nuclei, W. L W. Sargent (Caltech) and I are searching for
broad Ha emission in optical spectra of the nuclei of the 500 brightest
galaxies in the northern sky; see Filippenko and Sargent (1985) for initial
results. NGC 4639 is an excellent example of a bright, nearby Shapley-
Ames galaxy whose Seyfert 1 characteristics had previously gone unnoticed.
The spectrum at blue wavelengths (Figure 3) is comparable to those of
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FIGURE 2 Red spectrum of M81 (Filippenko and Sargent 1988), obtained with the 5 m
Hale reflector at Palomar Observatory. A spectrum of the absorption-line template galaxy
NGC 4339 is subtracted from M81 in (c). MS1 has a low-luminosity Seyfert 1 nucleus;
broad Hot is deafly visible. Note that the widths of the forbidden lines span a wide range.
normal, inactive galaxies devoid of strong emission lines. The red spectrum
(Figure 4), by contrast, exhibits prominent, broad Hot emission with FWHM
3,000 - 4,000 km s-1 and FWZI _. 8,000 - 9,000 km s-L A majority
of old redshift surveys of galaxies did not include the red spectral region,
so it is possible that quite a few objects of this type have been overlooked.
Furthermore, in most galaxies the broad Hot emission line is very weak,
requiring careful de.convolution of the Hot + [N II] AA6548, 6583 blend for
detection and measurement.
A Seyfert 1 Nucleus in a Dwarf Sd Galaxy
It seems reasonable that most low-luminosity Seyfert 1 nuclei have
been found in early-type spiral galaxies, given the distn'bution of classical
Seyferts among different Hubble types. Moreover, early-type spirals with
well-developed bulges are thought to have much deeper potential wells
than late-type spirals, perhaps promoting the formation of supermassive
black holes and the retention of gas. Indeed, with the poss_le exception
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Blue spectrum of NGC 4639, obtained with the 3 m Shane reflector at LickFIGURE 3
Observato_. The galaxy redshift has been removed. An absence of strong emission lines
suggests that this is not a Seyfert galaxy.
of G12(X)-2038 (Kunth et aL 1987), until recently not a single Seyfert 1
nucleus had been found in Sd, irregular, or dwarf galaxies.
We were very surprised, therefore, to discover that NGC 4395, a nearby
(d _-, 2.6 Mpc) low-luminosity (MB _ -16.4 mag) Sd galaxy, harbors a very
faint Seyfert I nucleus (Filippenko and Sargent 1989). A superb photograph
of this object is shown in panels 10 and 56 of the Atlas of Galaxies compiled
by Sandage and Bedke (1988). The faint star-like nucleus emits a narrow-
line spectrum similar to that of a type 2 Seyfert, with emission lines of
very high ionization (up to [Ne V] and [Fe X]) superposed on a featureless
continuum. Photoionization by a reasonably hard continuum is almost
certainly responsible for their relative strengths, but [O I] A6300 and [S II]
A)_6716, 6731 are unusually intense with respect to IN II] )_A6548, 6583,
as illustrated in Figure 5. The narrow lines have FWHM < 60 kin s-t,
smaller than in any other known Seyfert nucleus.
Weak, broad components are clearly vis_le in the permitted-line pro-
files, but not in the forbidden lines. The FWZI of Ha is 6,000-7,000 kin
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FIGURE 4 Red spectrum of NGC 4639 (Filippenko and Sargent 1986), obtained with
the 5 m Hale reflector at Palomar Observatory. The galaxy redshift has been removed.
Atmospheric 02 produces the absorption fine near 6260 A. The obvious presence of broad
Ho_ emission indicates that the nucleus is a type 1 Seyfert.
s-1 in the very high-quality spectrum (Figure 5), although the FWHM
is only about 600-700 kin s-I. The luminosity of the broad Ha line is
-.. 1.2 x 10_ ¢rgs s-x, about one tenth that in M81, and MB _ --9.8 mag
is measured from the spectrum. Hence, NGC 4395 has the intrinsically
weakest known Seyfert 1 nucleus, with a blue luminosity no greater than
that of the most luminous supergiant stars! If NGC 4395 were much farther
away, so that the spectroscopic entrance aperture included a large amount
of extranuclear light, its spectrum would have been dominated by emission
lines from H II regions and continuum from OB associations, making the
Seyfert activity difficult to detect.
At optical wavelengths the featureless continuum of NGC 4395 can be
described by a power law with spectral index 1.5, comparable to that of
other Seyfert 1 nuclei. Moreover, the equivalent width of the broad Ha
emission, 270 A, is also typical of type 1 Seyferts. If we assume that the
bolometric luminosity of the nucleus is roughly 1000 times that of the broad
H_3 emission, as for other Seyfert 1 nuclei (Weedman 1976), we find that
LBol _-. 1.5 x 104° ¢rgs s-1. This could be emitted by a black hole having
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FIGURE 5 Red spectrum of the nucleusof NGC 4395 (Rhppenko and Sargent 1989),
obtained with the 5 m Hale reflector at Palomar Observatory. The galaxy's heliocentric
radial velocity is 320 km s -1. The luminosity of the broad Ho_ line is the lowest measured
in any Seyfert 1 nucleus.
a mass of only ,,_ 100 M o if it were accreting at the Eddington limit! Such
a black hole could be produced in only 200 million years if it started out
with one solar mass and always accreted at the Eddington limit. Adopting
the formalism of Wandel and Yahil (1985), on the other hand, we find
that the current dynamical mass is about 104 M e, if gravity accelerates the
emission-line clouds to typical observed speeds of ~ 500 kin s -1. Thus, it
is possible that g _, 0.01 LEdd.
Given its low luminosity, it is interesting to consider whether the
nucleus of NGC 4395 is actually a single very massive star (M _ 200 Me ?).
Its spectrum, of course, is unlike that of known objects such as main-
sequence O-type stars or even Wolf-Rayet stars, but this is nonetheless
an interesting idea; we might never have observed such a star, because
they form rarely and have very short lives. If the broad emission lines are
caused by an outflowing wind, then the mass loss rate can be calculated
under the assumption of steady-state conditions. Photoionization models
give a distance of ~ 1015 cra between the star and the emission-line clouds,
and the absence of broad forbidden lines suggests that ne >_ 109 cra -s.
Adopting an outflow velocity of 500 km s-1, the equation of continuity
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yields M _ 0.02 M o yr -1. At this rate, the 200 Mo star would only last
about 104 years!
It is very important to obtain additional observations, at all wave-
lengths, of low-luminosity Seyfert 1 nuclei such as that in NGC 4395. They
offer counterexamples to the conventional wisdom that activity is restricted
to early-type galaxies with large bulges. If a massive black hole is ultimately
responsible for the observed phenomena in the nucleus of NGC 4395, we
must explain how it was able to form in this particular object, but not
in a majority of other extended, low-mass galaxies. On the other hand,
perhaps most dwarf and very late-type galaxies can, in principle, be active,
but are usually quiescent because the fueling mechanism does not operate
efficiently. Basically, we do not yet know what conditions are necessary for
a galaxy to have an active nucleus.
Warmers: A Different Point of View
The narrow emission lines in classical AGNs, even those without
broad emission lines, are almost certainly the result of photoionization of
gas by a relatively fiat UV and X-ray continuum. The intensities of the
lines generally satisfy, very roughly, [O III] )_5007/I-I/3 _ 10 and [N II]
)_6583/Ha _ 1, and high-ionization lines such as [Ne V] _3426 and He II
_4686 are present (e.g., Osterbrock 1977; Koski 1978). [O I] )_6300 is
considerably stronger than in H II regions, whose O and B stars produce
Str6mgren spheres with thin, well-defined boundaries between the zones of
neutral and ionized hydrogem
Most researchers believe that the continuum arises from the vicinity of
a massive black hole, and is of nonsteUar origin, as described above. There
is, however, a very different poss_ility, at least for AGNs of relatively low
luminosity. In a thought-provoking paper, Terlevich and Melnick (1985)
showed that ionizing radiation from evolved, very massive (M L 60 Mo)
stars in metal-rich H II regions can produce emission-line intensity ratios
typical of Seyfert 2 nuclei. These Wolf-Rayet stars, which they call "Warm-
ers" (extreme WC or WO stars), have effective surface temperatures of
(1 - 2) x 105 K; plenty of high-energy ionizing photons are therefore emit-
ted. A key point is that stellar mass loss increases with increasing metal
abundance in massive stars, so that very massive stars formed in high-
metallicity environments can end their lives as bare He-C-O cores with
surface temperatures comparable to those of the hottest known nuclei of
planetary nebulae but with considerably higher luminosities.
Calculations show that after 3 million years, the ionizing continuum of
a cluster created during a large burst of star formation (initial mass function
slope ---3.0, Lequeux 1979) is nearly a power law, f_ oc v -1.5, with a cutoff
at ~ 20 Ryd. Thus, the resulting emission-line spectrum from surrounding
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clouds of gas having roughly solar composition closely resembles that of
Seyfert 2 galaxies. Moreover, the weak featureless continuum observed
in some type 2 Seyferts may be the reddened spectrum of the ionizing
cluster. As the cluster ages, the spectrum evolves into one characterized
by low-ionization emission lines, similar to those seen in Heckman's (1980)
LINERs 0ow-iortization nuclear emission-line regions). Motivated by the
success of their earlier work, Terlevich et aL (1987) went on to postulate that
typical Seyfert I nuclei may also ultimately be produced by starburst activity.
In their scenario, the broad emission lines are produced by supernovae
(SNe), and by the interaction of SNe with a dense interstellar medium.
Although there are a number of potential difficulties with this hypoth-
esis, here I speculate that NGC 4395 may represent an example of a Seyfert
nucleus powered by a burst of star formation; in this case, the narrow-line
spectrum is produced by a cluster of Warmers. Detailed photoionization
models must be computed in order to see whether the observed emission-
line spectrum can be reproduced under conditions appropriate for the
Warmers scenario. It is not clear, for example, whether the low ['N Ill
strength reflects peculiar abundances or unusual excitation.
The observed velocity of the broad-line gas is unlikely to be produced
by gravitational effects; a sufficiently compact and massive star cluster would
also be very short lived, due to stellar collisions. If, on the other hand, the
broad permitted lines are produced by SNe, as suggested by Terlevich et
aL (1987), only one very old SN is needed to explain their low luminosity.
Indeed, if the total broad-line luminosity is 10a9 ergs s -1 (a reasonable
value, given the observed strengths of Ha and H/3), the entire vis_le
energy emitted by a typical SN (,-, 1049 ergs) could power the nucleus for
300 years at a constant rate! Adding even a small fraction of the kinetic
energy (10 sl ergs) greatly increases this estimate. Near maximum, a SN is
far more luminous than the nucleus of NGC 4395; the SN in NGC 4395
must therefore be very old. Goodrich et aL (1989) detected weak, broad
Ha emission nearly three decades after the discovery of the more distant
(d _ 8 Mpc) SN 1961V, so a late-time detection of a SN in NGC 4395 is
not unreasonable. Note, however, that Goodrich et al. (1989) believe that
SN 1961V was actually not a SN, but rather an exaggerated q-Carinae-like
outburst. This may be consistent with the single-star hypothesis of NGC
4395 briefly discussed in the preceding section.
It might be argued that the spectral characteristics of Seyfert 1 nuclei
cannot possibly be produced by SNe, since the spectra of SNe are not
generally thought to resemble those of Seyfert I nuclei. Figure 6, however,
shows that there are some exceptions; the spectrum of SN 1987F was quite
similar to that of 3C 48 at optical wavelengths (Filippenko 1989). There
are, of course, some important differences if the spectra are examined
carefully. The broad line near 5900 _ for example, is attributed to Na I
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FIGURE 6 Spectra of (a) the quasar 3C 48, and (b) SN 1987F in NGC 4615 roughly
9 months after discovery. The data were obtained with the Shane 3 m reflector at Lick
Observatory (l_lippenko 1989). AB magnitude = --2.5 log f_, --48.6, where the unites of
fv are ergs s -1 cm -2 Hz -1.
D in SN 1987F and to He I in 3C 48. Moreover, the centroid of the broad
Ha line in SN 1987F and in other, similar SNe is blueshifted relative to
the narrow component, whereas the broad Ha in Seyfert 1 nuclei tends to
be redshifted at least as often as blueshifted. Finally, the continuum of SN
1987F begins to drop rapidly at near-UV wavelengths, whereas that of 3C
48 remains quite strong.
Nevertheless, had SN 1987F occurred in the nucleus of a normal
galaxy, a low-resolution spectrum undoubtedly would have led to a Seyfert
1 classification for the galaxy, especially if some "Warmers were present to
produce high-ionization narrow lines and a blue continuum. If we further
assume that physical conditions (e.g., a dense interstellar medium, as may
have been the case for SN 1987F) in certain galactic nuclei somehow
enhance the production of SNe like SN 19871, then the spectrum could
remain Seyfert-like for long periods of time, and exh_it variability as well.
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Thus, it is poss_le that some catalogued type 1 Seyfert galaxies, especially
those of low luminosity, owe their observed characteristics to objects such
as SN 1987F; we simply do not know enough about the evolution of SNe
and their remnants in dusty, dense environments.
I do not want to use this spectral resemblance to argue for the above
scenario as a general explanation for Seyfert 1 galaxies, and certainly not for
luminous radio-loud QSOs. However, the spectral similarity of SN 1987F
and 3C 48 at optical wavelengths can be used to teach us a great deal about
the physical processes in both types of objects. Many more comparisons
must be made, over as large a range of wavelengths as possible, in order
to obtain a more thorough physical understanding of AGNs. I am certain
we will encounter numerous surprises along the way.
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On Two-Dimensional Relativistic Stellar Winds
M.E. GEDALIN, J.G. LOMINADZE, AND E.G. TSIKARISI-IVILI
Abastumani Astrophysical Observatory
Stellar wind is of great interest, because many of the astrophysical
systems, besides stars, possess wind-like structures. For a long time only
nonrelativistic winds have been investigated. However, recently (Kennel et
a/. 1983; Kennel and Coroniti 1984; Kennel et al. 1984) it was proposed
that the relativisitie pulsar wind with the plasma, consisting of electrons and
positrons, can be responsible for the observed features of the Crab nebula.
The study in Kennel eta/. (1983) has revealed the inconsistency of the
assumption of the wind zero temperature with the observational data. It
has been shown that only for high relativisitic temperatures can high Mach
numbers be reached, which allows the poss_tity of a shock formation.
However, the analysis of Kennel et a/. (1983) is rather incomplete,
since it ignores the essentially three-dimensional wind structure and deals
with a one-dimensional object. It means in spherical coordinates only 0/0r
= 0 and 0 = _r/2. In this case, all connections between neighboring field
lines are lost and only one is considered. The essentially three-dimensional
structure requires a smooth transition from one field line to another, and
thus a distortion of the "monopole solution" arises so that the last can be
only an approximation at large distances.
An attempt to investigate a two-dimensional wind structure has been
made in Okamoto (1978). However, temperature is taken at zero and
parameter variations across field lines are not considered.
In the present paper we extend the analysis of Kennel, et al. (1983)
into the two-dimensional case 0/04, = 0, 0/00 # 0, 0/0r # 0. As it was
proposed in Okamoto (1978) and Kennel et a/. (1983) and confirmed in
Kennel et al. (1988), we use conventional MIlD equations for a relativistic
plasma with an isotropic relativistic temperature. The state equation is
assumed polytropic. One can readily see that plasma is always cold at r
108
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0% so that one should rather say that the temperature is high at the
injection point.
To be mathematically formal we introduce curvilinear orthogonal co-
ordinates (_, r], C) with the metric
dl 2 h_d_2 + 2 2 2 2= h,Td,7+ h_d_
where _ is the coordinate along the poloidal magnetic field line and 77
numbers field lines. When _ _ c_ _ (, rl _ 0.
With the new coordinates one can derive the following set of constants
of motion along the field line:
Bh,Th _ = fl(rl)
nuhn h_ = f2(rt)
h,7(u_B - uB_) = 7fa(r/)
f271.t - fah_B_/47r = fa(r/)
f2#u_h_ - flh_B_/4r = fs(r/) (1)
The equation for the transverse variations of parameters looks as
follows:
nh,2h_2 c91z_: (nl.m2h_/2) ff---_h_- (nlzu_h_/2) ff-_h_ :
(1/8r) ff-_(h,h_fa/h_7) 2 - (h_/8_r) ff---_b2h_- (h_/8_r)_ 0 B_h_ (2)
It does not give a constant of motion, but a constraint on the preceeding
set. Physically the constraint arises because of the distortion of the field
lines due to the interaction with the neighboring ones. It is essential and
describes the global features of the wind structure, since it cannot be
one-dimensional. One could assume that (2) could be ignored when the
equatorial plane is considered (cf. Kennel et al. 1983). We show below,
that even if this is the case, (2) defines a new "global" parameter.
The set (1) can be used in the same manner, as it has been used in 1
to derive the "wind algebraic equation":
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N 2 = K2(-B 2 + [S2(EY - H) 2 - (qY - HS2)]_)/S2Y2(Y + S 2 - 1) 2) (3)
Y = KX_(I+ (x N'_-I)/N
where Y = M 2 (where M is the Alfvenlc Mach number), S = f2h_ (where
f2 is angular velocity), and f2, K, E, H, Q, X¢¢, c( are constants along the
field mae (of. [1]).
The analysis is straightforward and the results of Kennel et aL (1983)
can be easily rederived. The system posesses critical points of three types:
slow, intermediate, and fast. The only was to have MF > 1 when _ --+
c_ is to pass through the fast critical point of to have initially Me > 1
at the injection point. We will not discuss the topological features of the
solutions of (3). The reader is referred to Kennel et al. (1983) where he
should ignore all the points where B ~ r -2 is assumed.
Here we briefly discuss the most interesting asymptotics S2 ---, oc (open
field lines). One can easily see that there are no solutions with Y/S 2 --+ 0.
It can be also shown that if Y/S 2 ---+co, then BS2 ---, 0. However, there
must be B --, 1/S2 on the open field lines. Therefore, the only poss_ility is
Y/S 2 --+ c2 = const.
One can obtain
7 --' Ec2/( c2 + 1) #,7,/m, #, - initial specific enthalpy,
SU_, ---, (qc2 -H)/(c 2 + 1) ---,U_, ,-- l/S,
SB_ ---, -E/(c _ + 1) ---, B_, ~ l/S,
U ---, U_, = const (,7).
Since we are mostly interested in the wind structure at large distances,
we may assume _ _ r + 0(1), ,7 = 0 + 0(1/4r). One can approximately
solve (3) for this conditions to have
B_h_ ---*l(O), 12/72 = coust. (4)
This ratio does not depend on 0. It is easy to obtain the important relation
f_Z/X_ = p, z = c2 (5)
where now p is constant not only on a particular field line, but for the
whole two-dimensional structure. It is a "global" parameter.
Thus, one should replace one of the parameters in (1) with the global
constant of motion p.
The asymptotic velocity is then determined by p:
uoo= pk_lO,_ = BS 2,S[oo
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Thus, the asymptotic energy is completely determined by the magnetic flux,
angular velocity, and p.
One can see that for a given p only one solution exists for r --* oo. It
means that the two solutions of Kennel et aI. (1983) with MF > 1 and MF
< 1, cannot coexist: only one family is consistent with the given p.
As a conclusion we state that the two-dimensional relativistic winds
with MF > 1 at r ---, e¢ can exist, when the plasma is relativisticaliy
hot at the injection point. In this case the structure is defined by the
set (1) of constants of motion along the field line. Additional constraint
arises from the transverse continuity requirement, which gives life to a
global parameter, that is constant for the whole structure. The number of
asymptotic solutions is reduced to one.
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Cluster Research with X-Ray Observations
PdCCARDO GIACCONI AND RICHARD BURG
Space Telescope Science Institute
ABSTRACT
Past X-ray surveys have shown that dusters of galaxies contain hot
gas. Observations of this hot gas yield measurements of the fundamental
properties of clusters. Results from a recent study of the X-ray luminosity
function of local Abell dusters are descn'bed. Future surveys are discussed
and the potential for studying the evolution of clusters is analyzed.
INTRODUCTION
The systematic study of clusters began with the surveys of Abell (1958)
and Zwicky eta/. (1968) who each created well-defined catalogues according
to specific definitions of the object class. In particular AbeU defined clusters
as overdensities of galaxies within a fixed physical radius around a center,
classifying such objects as a function of their apparent magnitude (distance)
and of their overdensity ("richness").
The first X-ray survey of the sky by the UHURU X-ray satellite
showed that "rich" nearby clusters were powerful X-ray sources (Gursky et
a/. 1971; Kellogg eta/. 1972). Subsequent spectroscopic studies detected
X-ray emission lines of highly ionized iron and demonstrated that the X-ray
emission was produced by thermal radiation of a hot gas with temperatures
in the range of 30 to 100 million degrees ('Mitchell et a/. 1976; Serlemitsos
eta/. 1977).
With the hunch of the HEAO1 and the E/nste/n Observatories, surveys
of significant samples of nearby dusters demonstrated that as a class,
clusters of galaxies are bright X-ray sources with luminosities between 1042
112
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and 104s ergs/sec (Johnson et ol. 1983; Abramopoulos and Ku 1983; and
Jones and Forman 1984). The increased sensitivity of the E/nstebz imaging
detectors also provided the capability to study dusters at large redshifts (z
L 0.5) fI-Ienry et al. 1979).
The general problem one wishes to attack by means of X-ray obser-
vations is the study of the formation and dynamic evolution of structures
consisting of gravitationally bound galaxies. It has been pointed out by sev-
eral authors (Kaiser 1986; Shaeffer and Silk 1988) that X-ray observations
of such systems may offer important advantages with respect to studies in
other wavelength domains, particularly at early epochs of the universe. In
Table 1 we list the fundamental properties of clusters that can be measured
in X-ray surveys along with a brief description of the measurement. We
also include, for comparison, the analogous measurement in the opticaL
In order to be efficiently detected in X-rays, such systems can be
empirically defined as having the following properties:
1. They must contain sufficient intergalactic gas (typically 1/10 of the
cluster mass).
2. The gas must have been heated to X-ray emitting temperatures
typically larger than those corresponding to escape velocity from
a single galaxy. It should be noted that the efficiency of X-ray
emission depends on metaUicity.
3. The gas must be centrally concentrated in the cluster, 0-_ "
p2), although not more so than the galaxies in nearby observed
systems.
Such properties have been shown to exist in Abell-type clusters, as
well as in much poorer systems such as cD groups (Kriss et al. 1980). Thus
the class of X-ray luminous clusters of galaxies which may be retrieved in
future sensitive X-ray surveys in a sufficiently soft X-ray band (for example
0.1-2 Keg), will include both optically defined classes of rich clusters
(such as Abell or Zwicky) as well as poorer clusters or any gravitationally
bound system of galaxies containing high-temperature gas. The E/nste/n
Observatory Medium Sensitivity Survey which uses the IPC data (0.35 to
3.5 keg) has in fact detected a number of optically poor X-ray emitting
clusters (Gioia et aL 1982).
X-RAY LUMINOSITY FUNCTION
We would like to briefly summarize some of the recent work by Forman,
Jones, and ourselves on the X-ray luminosity function of Abell cluster as
an introduction to the subject.
The earliest determinations of the X-ray luminosity function for Abell-
like clusters of galaxies were based on the UHURU and Ariel surveys.
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Schwartz used a sample of 6 clusters and McHardy a sample of 20 clusters
to derive luminosity functions. Extensions of these first attempts included
the analysis of HEAO1-A2 data (Piccinotti et al. 1982) with samples of
30 clusters. More recent surveys with HEAO1-A2 were based on 128
detected clusters (Johnson et al. 1983). Finally, Abramopoulos and Ku
(1983) used E/nste/n imaging observations of 74 nearby clusters with z <
0.27. It should be noted that while the UHURU, Ariel and HEAO1 surveys
were X-ray flux limited surveys which, in principle, could have studied the
X-ray luminosity of a more general cluster population, they were severely
biased by their sensitivity and energy range to the detection of Abell-like
rich, high-temperature clusters, although some X-ray emitting groups were
observed (schwarz et al. 1980).
These determinations of the X-ray luminosity function of Abell-like
clusters were based on relatively small samples and had intrinsic limitations
or deficiencies. In particular, previous determinations of the Abell-like clus-
ter X-ray luminosity function did not take into account the incompleteness
for richness 0 clusters (Abramopolos and Ku 1983), did not include richness
0 clusters (Kowalski et a/. 1983), or were not sensitive to low temperatures
because of their efIective energy band (Piccinotti et a/. 1982; Kowalski et
a/. 1983). The last limitation could be quite important in attempting to
understand the low end of the X-ray luminosity function since there ap-
pears to be (at least for R > 1) a correlation between X-ray luminosity and
temperature 0Vlushotzky 1988).
In our recent work we have investigated the statistical properties of
the 226 Abell clusters with z <_ 0.15 observed by the E/nste/n Observatory
(Burg eta/. 1990, hereafter referred to as BFGJ). This sample is taken from
the larger compilation of Einstein cluster observations analyzed by Jones
and Forman. We show that this set of clusters form, for the purpose of
this work, an unbiased sample of AbeI1 clusters that spans richness classes
0 to 2. We use the Einstein sample to derive an X-ray luminosity function
which is free of some of the problems which beset previous analyses.
The main advantages of this determination are: the ability to detect low-
temperature clusters because of the energy band (0.5 to 4.5 keV) (in
common with the Abramopoulos and Ku survey); the larger sample which
allows us to adopt stringent criteria to insure completeness and allows us to
determine the X-ray luminosity function for different richness classes; and
the higher sensitivity which allows us to explore the low-luminosity end of
the luminosity function.
The redshift limit of 0.15 was chosen for our sample since within this
range the Abell richness classification is distance independent. Furthermore
we have established that for redshifts < 0.15 there is no correlation between
redshift and X-ray luminosity (see Figure 1). Thus this subset of the Abell
catalog can indeed be considered a proper sample to derive the shape of
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the X-ray luminosity function by richness class since the entire range of
X-ray luminosity can be observed throughout the chosen volume.
The IPC fluxes from the compilation of Jones and Forman (1990) have
been obtained by integration over a region of I Mpc radius centered on the
X-ray determined cluster center. These fluxes are computed in the 0.5-4.5
keV (observed) band, from the observed counting rates, using the hydrogen
column density and either the observed or estimated gas temperature.
The estimated gas temperature is computed using the observed luminosity
temperature relation, which we have rederived for our sample and which is
given by I._ e_ T5/2 (Mushotzky 1988).
The luminosity at the source is computed utilizing the measured X-
ray flux and the measured or estimated redshfft. K-corrections have been
computed using the Raymond-Smith model, assuming 0.5 solar metallicity,
and they are of order 20% over the redshfft and temperature range of the
sample (Burg and Giacconi 1990). The method used for computing the
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luminosity function is dictated by the criteria used in selecting the sample.
In this work the underlying sample is defined by optical properties (Le. the
number of galaxies in an Abell radius) and not by X-ray properties. Thus
the computed luminosity function is a bi-variate function of both I__ and
cluster richness R.
The sample is volume limited in the sense that the Abell sample
(with the same redshift cutoff) is volume limited and with the same in-
completeness problems. Therefore each cluster contributes 1/VAbat tO the
luminosity function. This is different from the methodology used for an
X-ray flux limited survey where each cluster would contn'bute
1
Vmax(S lira, L_)
To calculate the cumulative luminosity function, we use the Kaplan-
Meier product limit estimate method (Cox and Oakes 1984; Schmitt 1985;
Feigelson and Nelson 1985). This is equivalent to the techniques developed
by Avni et al. (1980). Specifically, the following probability is calculated:
N(L_)
P(L_ > L_) = I- I"I(1 N(L_ <_L_))
This is the unnormalized cumulative luminosity function and is formally
the maximum likelihood estimate of the luminosity function. The results
are shown in Figure 2a.
Since our X-ray sample is not an independently complete sample, we
must rely on the understanding of the completeness characteristics of the
Abell sample to derive the normalization. The Abell Catalogue is known
to be incomplete for richness class 0. Abell recognized this and did not
include the richness class 0 objects in his "statistical" sample. Later work
by Bahcall (1979, see also Lucy 1983), based on analysis of the multiplicity
function (the number of dusters per unit volume versus richness) has shown
that richness 0 clusters are incomplete by a factor of > 3. Quantitatively
we fit Schechter functions to the data with the results shown in Figure 2b.
It must be stressed that the normalization does not affect the shape of the
luminosity function.
Some aspects of our results are immediately apparent:
a. The shape of the luminosity function is similar for each richness
class, although there is a change in scale.
b. Richer clusters are systematically brighter in X-rays. The value
of L*_, the characteristic luminosity for each richness class is
roughly proportional to (N*g_) "v,(where N* is the characteristic
number of galaxies per richness class, Lucy 1983), 3' = 1.6 4- 0.4.
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(See Figure 3). This is to be compared with Abmmopoulos and
Ku (1983) who derived I._ ~ Ngat 1.2
c. There is within each richness class a wide range of X-ray lu-
minosities. There is an apparent flattening of the slope of the
luminosity function for each richness class.
d. Our observed luminosity functions can be descn'bed as Schechter
functions with approximately the same slope and different L=*.
A less obvious aspect of our result deserves some note. A priori we
would have expected to observe a distribution of X-ray luminosity of clusters
bound between two values. A minimum due to the integrated contribution
of the individual galaxies (Mushotzky 1988) and a maximum which corre-
sponds to the X-ray emission of clusters whose state of dynamic evolution,
central condensation and original conditions lead to the maximum energy
dissipation in X-rays at the current epoch.
In Figure 4 we present our combined luminosity function for R > 1
and R > 0. We show both cases since for R > 0 we are dominated by the
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normalization uncertainty. On the same plot we include previously reported
luminosity functions. We agree at the high-luminosity end with previous
results and we are not inconsistent at the low-luminosity end where use
of the Bahcall normalization, to take into account R = 0 incompleteness,
has the biggest effect. As mentioned above, the X-ray luminosity which
we measure must be in all cases the sum of the X-ray luminosity of the
individual galaxies plus a component due to intergalactic hot dense gas.
For evolved systems we would expect this latter component to dominate.
For instance a cluster such as Coma (R = 2) has an X-ray luminosity of
3.7 x 1044 ergs s-1, while the integrated emission from single galaxies is
about 1043 erg s-1. A1367, which was previously studied in some detail
(Bechtold et al. 1983) could be an example of a cluster where summed
galaxy emission is a large fraction of the total cluster luminosity. A1367 is
a loose, seemingly unevolved structure, the relatively low temperature of 4
keV. In their work Bechtold et al. showed that the summed contr_ution of
the 10 brightest galaxies was ,,- 3 x 1042 ergs/sec. This is 5% of the total
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luminosity of the cluster. Roughly 80% of the galaxies (brighter than L*)
were not detected as individual sources (the high background due to the
intracluster medium causes a high-detection threshold) but they may stin
have contributed significantly to the cluster emission.
We note that in our data the minimum observed X-ray luminosities for
R = 0, I and 2 clusters are 3 x 104_, and 8 x 104_ and 3 x 1043 erg sec -1,
respectively. In the three cases the expected summed contribution from
individual galaxies (Forman et al. 1983) is roughly 4 x 104_, 6.4 x 1042
and 1043 erg sec-1 respectively. This is evidence that there is a substantial
number of clusters in which the X-ray emission from intracluster gas is not
dominant.
INTERPRETATION OF THE LUMINOSITY FUNCTION
Studying the wide range of X-ray luminosity of clusters selected by
richness class (presumably therefore of given total mass) we are in a position
to emphasize a fundamental property of X-ray emission from clusters.
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Specifically we can attempt to separate out the factors which determine the
X-ray emission and relate them to initial conditions and dynamic evolution
of the cluster. Using the thermal bremmstrahlung expression we can write:
L.~
Using the virial theorem and equipartition we can relate Tg=, to the
virial gas mass, M_, and density, p_,
M,_ GM_
or T ~ M 2/3"113
"" t2 rlo
and L_: ~ pgasMgasM_/6 pzv/6.
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We can then postulate:
and
pgas -
M_(O)h(1 + _((t))
v (t)
then
Mgas = M_(O)A(1 + _-_p((t)),
L= ~ f_(1 + -)_p((t))2pT_/6M,,(O)413.
This allows us to separate the various contn'butions to the X-ray luminosity
namely:
• the initial fraction fv of gas and any injection mechanism of gas
after formation;
• a term which includes the effects of cosmology and dynamical
evolution;
• the virial mass of the cluster.
We are currently working with A. Cavaliere (Cavaliere et al. 1989)
on a refinement of this approach, where we directly relate these various
quantities to the density fluctuation spectrum, lal2 ~ k". This results in an
expression for L_ of the form
L_ = A6a+b+eMd
in which a represents the cosmological term, b the dynamical term, and c
the gas injection or stripping mechanisms.
In summary:
• The X-ray emission of a duster depends not only on its mass but
also on the initial conditions, the subsequent dynamical evolution
of the system and the mechanism and history of the gas injection.
• Studying the luminosity function at the current epoch is not suffi-
cient to disentangle the various contr_utions.
• On the other hand, coupling the local luminosity function for
each range of masses with luminosity functions for the same mass
objects at different redshifts will allow us to study in detail the
various processes in the evolution of the gas.
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• Future X-ray surveys will allow us to obtain direct information on
the initial density fluctuation spectrum.
FUTURE SURVEYS
We focus our attention in this discussion on only two missions: ROSAT,
the precursor survey mission to be launched in 1990 and AXAE the follow-
on mission which will dominate X-ray astronomy for many years after its
planned launch in 1996. In Table 2, we summarize the principal char-
acteristics of the two missions from the point of view of the relevant
instrumentation. Figure 5 shows the effective area of ROSAT and AXAF
as a function of energy.
It is clear that with these capabilities many of the investigations initiated
with Einstein can be pursued with greater depth and scope. They can be
roughly divided in a few general headings. (See Table 3)
A good starting point to understand the impact of the new X-ray
missions on the topics of cluster research is the review "The Advanced
X-ray Astrophysics Facility", a special volume of Astrophysical Letters and
Communications (VoL bf 26, 1987), and references herein. We would like
to discuss here in some detail only one aspect of the program in which we
are personally interested. It deals with the study of cluster formation and
evolution by means of surveys with ROSAT and AXAE. The two missions
differ in a fundamental way. For each cluster the X-ray observations can
yield two basic quantifies:
°
2.
The X-ray surface brightness distr_ution at the source as well as
its integral.
The spectrum (and/or temperature) at each point or (for weaker
sources) the spectrum (or temperature) of the integrated source
emission. The detection of redshifted line emission from heavy el-
ements may permit direct determination of the redshfft and metal-
licity. 1 and 2 together yield a direct measure of M_ (the virial
maSS).
As we discussed above, X-ray emission from a cluster will ultimately
depend both on the initial conditions at formation and on its state of
chemical and dynamic evolution. Thus, at least two observables will be
required to characterize each cluster, in order to derive its properties
without a very large number of simplifying assumptions. Basically, the
ROSAT experiments only yield one quantity (the distribution of I._). Future
missions such as ASTRO-D, Jet X and XMM will yield spectra with some
angular resolution for the nearest systems but only integral luminosity and
integral spectra for the more distant ones. Only with AXAF will one have
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TABLE 2
Telescope ROSAT AXAF
Diameter 84 cm 120 cm diameter
Number of surfaces 4 6
field of view 2 degrees 1 degree
geometric area 1141 crn 2 1700 cm 2
Angular resolution
Center of field -_3" ,,,.5"
8' off axis --,5" ~3.5"
30' off axis ~60" ~60"
Imaging Instruments
(field, spectral resolution)
HRI~4ff, none HRI,,,30 _, none
Spectroscopy
PSPC~120'.
_E,,-.43 at 1 key
CCD,,d4'
AE~150 eV (.5-8) keY
Transmission gratings
high energy
R~100 at 4.5 keV,
R,-,700 at .4 keV
low energy
R-,,100 at 1.5 keV,
R~750 at .1 keV
Calorimeter
.78 sq. arc rain.
AE < 12 eV
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FIGURE 5 Comparison of ROSAT and AXAE
high-angular resolution coupled with spectral resolution for the most distant
detectable dusters (,,- z >> 1).
The ROSAT all-sky survey is an important precursor to AXAF. No
cluster for which one plans to do detailed spectral or morphological studies
with AXAF can be much fainter than those detected in the ROSAT all-
sky survey. The detection capabilities of ROSAT are such that we expect
to detect a large sample of clusters. Figures 6 and 7 show the Log N-
Log S relation derived by Burg and Giacconi (1990) for z < 0.5 and 1.0
respectively. These figures are derived from the luminosity function of Burg
eta/. 1989 for Rge0 Abell clusters at z < 0.15. It is important to note that
uncertainties in the normalization parameter (of the Schechter functions
fitted to the local luminosity functions) result in large uncertainties in Log
N - Log S. However, the relative z distr_ution of clusters by richness class
(Figure 8) assuming no evolution is a direct consequence only of the shape
of the luminosity function, which is much better established. This means
that we expect to detect in the ROSAT surveys a substantial fraction of
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Individual galaxies-interaction with the intracluster medium
- Galaxy halos
- Galaxy stripping (M86)
- Cooling flows (M87)
The ,intractuster medium
-p,p(r)
- metallicity (spectra from SSS Einstein)
Cluster emission
:Morphology and state of dynamic evolution (double clusters)
:S(r) = S(0)(1 + r2/a2) -z_+:/2 surface brightness density profiles
Correlations
:_vsN
: I._ vs No
: I_¢ vs % spiral
__d_
: z mp  Tgas
Cluster evolution
evolution of intergalactic medium with z
(evolution of a single cluster in time)
evolution of the luminosity function
evolution of metallicity
Cluster formation and cosmology
dark mass
correlation functions
protoclusters
primordial gas
Zeldovich-Sunyaev effect, Krolik-Raymond method: H0, q0
dusters at 0.5 < z < 1.0. However, the angular resolution of the PSPC,
the detector with which the survey will be conducted, is of order ,,- 30"
and except for nearby clusters (z _< 0.2) it will be difficult from X-ray
observations alone to classify the objects as clusters rather than stars or
AGNs.
A collaboration between the Max Planck Institute, STScI and ROE is
planning a rapid (quasi real-time) classification of X-ray sources in the all
sky ROSAT survey by utilizing existing ground based optical sky surveys.
The purpose of this program is to permit the follow up of PSPC detections
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of particularly interesting clusters with HRI high angular resolution obser-
vations capable of resolving the details of the cluster morphology. This
classification technique relies on utilizing all available X-ray and optical
information and the observational constraints derived from the MSS survey
to divide the ROSAT survey sources into appropriate bins. The observa-
tional base for discrimination is given by studies such as those of Maccacaro
and Gioia on the MSS sources which are shown in Figure 9. In Figure 10
we show a tentative conceptual flow diagram which will be refined and
implemented in an automated expert system. We hope by these means to
isolate an enriched sample of distant clusters which could then be further
studied with later X-ray missions.
What we hope to achieve from the ROSAT all-sky survey is the
following:
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• X-ray flux measurements (or upper limits) for all classes of optically
defined clusters (whether Abell, Zwicky or poor groups). We will be
able to derive bivariate luminosity functions with methods similar
to those used for the Einstein sources (Burg eta/. 1990).
• A flux limited X-ray survey for all types of clusters defined as
gravitationally bound systems of galaxies containing intracluster
gas with a high degree of metaUicity and central condensation.
Such surveys are naturally biased toward systems which are both
chemically and dynamically evolved.
• Detailed study of morphology and rough temperature determina-
tion (for low-temperature systems) for all nearby systems.
• Point to point correlations (with a large sample of X-ray defined
clusters) to study large-scale structure.
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• Study of prevalence of cooling flows, galactic halos, (both in dusters
and in isolated systems), etc. for nearby systems.
• Confrontation between model-predicted redshift distnq)utions and
observed redshift distn'butious for optically characterized subsam-
ples.
The tremendous advantage of AXAF with respect to ROSAT is given by
two specific technical improvements coupled together: the high-quantum
efficiency and spectral resolution of the CC'D detectors coupled to a high-
angular resolution telescope. Within the field of view of the CCD, any
cluster, at any z, which is detected, can be resolved as an extended structure.
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For given models of cluster evolution we can estimate the characteristic
core radius of clusters at different z's:
For n = -1 and Friedman cosmology with q* = 1/2 and H* = 50 kms -1
Mpc -1 the linear dimensions of clusters at z = 1 and 2 would correspond to
angular diameters of 15 to 7 arc seconds. This angular extent can easily be
measured by AXAF within the field of view of the CCD. AXAF therefore
possesses the angular resolution and spectroscopic capability to directly
determine the angular extent of a cluster as well as the ability to directly
measure its redshift (if the X-ray emitting gas is enriched). Figure 11 shows
a simulation carded out by G. Garmire and colleagues of the expected
surface brightness profile and spectrum which will be obtained with the
AXAF CCD X-ray camera for a rich cluster at different redshifts.
SUMIVlARY
With ROSAT observations we will obtain the only all-sky X-ray
flux limited sample of clusters for years to come. We might be
able to show the existence of evolutionary effects by extensive
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optical follow-up (to measure z) and by studying the z distribution
of carefully selected subsamples. However, the causes for the
apparent evolutionary effects, if any, will be difficult to determine.
In particular, given the lack of X-ray spectroscopy we will be unable
to measure the evolution of metallicity and gas of temperature and
mass (except with very restrictive assumptions).
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• With the advent of ASTRO-D and Jet X, etc., which will combine
moderate angular and spectral resolution capabilities with a wide
bandwidth, we will be able to directly measure redshift, metallicity
and temperature. For low-redshift systems (z < 0.25) we will
be able to also measure the distribution of surface brightness,
temperature and metallicity. This will enable us to determine the
state of dynamic and chemical evolution and directly measure the
dark mass.
• Similar measurements can be extended by AXAF to very large
redshifts, from z > 0.25 to z of order of 2.
When this program is completed there will emerge a new understanding
of the formation and evolution of these objects, among the most massive
gravitationally bound structures in the Universe. Furthermore, we hope
this will lead to a more complete picture of the structure of the Universe.
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Observations of X-Ray Pulsars from
the Kvant Module
M. GILFANOV, R. SUNYAEV, E. CHURAZOV, V. LOZNIKOV,
V. EFREMOV, A. KANIOVSKIY, A. KUZNETSOV, N. YAMBURENKO,
A. MELIORANSKIY, G.K. SKINNER, O. AL-EMAM,
T.G. PATTERSON, A.P. WILLMORE,
A.C. BRINKMAN, J. HEISE, J.J.M. IN'T ZAND, R. JAGER,
W. PIETSCH, S. DOEBEREINER, J. ENGLHAUSER, C. REPPIN,
J. TRUEMPER, W. VOGES, E. KENDZIORRA, M. MAISACK_
B. MONY, R,. STAUBERT, A.N. PARMAR, AND A. SMITH.*
INTRODUCTION
The Roentgen international X-ray observatory on the Kvant module
of the Mir space station has been operating successfully since the beginning
of June 1987. Many X-ray sources were observed in 1987-1989 and among
them were several X-ray pulsars. Four telescopes mounted on board the
Kvant module cover a wide energy range with good timing resolution:
Coded Mask Imaging Spectrometer TIM (2-30 keV; timing resolution 1 s),
GSPC (2-100 keV; 1.25 + 2.5 ms); Phoswich type detectors HEXE (20-200
keV; 0.3 + 25ms), and Pulsar X-1 (50-1300 keV; 5-10 s). Timing analysis of
the Kvant module data suffers from the presence of only short continuous
intervals of source observations (10-25 rain), separated by 90 minute gaps
(90 rnin. is the orbital period of the Mir space station around the Earth).
On average there are approximately four sessions per day. The presence
of 90 rain. gaps leads to the appearance of beat frequences V=Vo+n/90 rain
(n = 1, 2, 3..). Special analysis was applied to avoid this difficulty.
Presented below are the results of the pulsation period measurements
of the X-ray pulsars Her X-I, Cen X-3, SMC X-I, Vela X-I, A0535 + 26
by the instruments on board the Kvant module in 1987-1989 (Table 1 and
Figures 1,2,3,5,7,8). The values of the periods are reduced to the solar
* Space Research Institute, Academy of Sciences, Moscow, USSR; Space Research Laboratory,
Utrecht, The Netherlands; Department of Space Research, University of Birmingham, Edg-
baston, Birmingham; Max Planck f_r Physik and Astrophysik, Institute fiir Extraterrestrische
Physik; Astronomisehes Institute tier Universitat Tubingen, Garshing, Germany; Noordwijk, The
Netherlands.
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TABLE 1 Pulse periods of X-ray pulsars measured with KVANT module
in 1987-1989. Errors are 1 u values.
Source name Date
Her X-I
SM2 X-I
ten X-3
Vela X-I
JD W
VIII.ig87 7021
VII.Ig88 7368
x. ig88 7441
X. Ig88 7452
III.Ig8g 75gi
Illg8g 7563
XI.Ig88 74g0
II.IgSg 7561
A055_3+26
Period,s
1.2377728
1.237767
1.2377643
0.7100972
0.7099830
4.822583
283.1676
283.1466
IV. 198g 7600 103.267 W_W
Julian date of observation JD - 2440000
Error, s
2.5-i0 -7
18"10-"
6.0-10 -7
I. 4"10-"
5.3"10-"
3.0.10 -2
3.1 "i0-"
Without reduction to binary system barycenter
system barycenter and to the binary system barycenter (excluding A0535 +
26).
CRAB NEBULA PULSAR OBSERVATIONS
More than 100 among 2000 sessions performed until now by the
Roentgen observatory were shared with the Crab Nebula Observations in
order to cahqarate all instruments.
The reduction of time series from the Kvant module to UT (Universal
Time) was performed using the data of an onboard timer with the accuracy
_,, 5.10-Ss.s -1 (Gavrilova et al. 1988). Observation of the Crab Nebula
pulsar NP0532 allows us to confirm the validity of the reduction procedure.
Usually the data combined over one day (3-4 sessions) were used for
timing analysis via the epoch folding method (Leahy et a/. 1983). The
results of pulsation period measurements in September-October 1987 are
presented on Figure 1. The values of periods are reduced to the so-
lar system barycenter. The predicted values of the periods arising from
radioobservations are shown by a solid curve (the reference is given in
Haizinger 1984): P(t) = P + P-(t-to) + 1K(t-to)2/2, where P(t) - is the pe-
riod at the time of observatiorts, P = 0.033235335646 s,/5 = 4.219036.10-i3
s/s, P = -2.81107.10-24s/s 2, to = JD 2444128.5 (12.9.79). The deviations
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FIGURE 1 Pulsation period of the pulsar in Crab Nebula as measured by GSPC instrument
on board the Kvant module in September-October 1987. The errors are lo" values. The
solid line shows the extrapolation of radio data.
of the measured values from the fit are within statistical errors ZXP/P
1.10 -7.
These measurements of the NP0532 pulsation period and compar-
isons with the radiodata confirmed the correctness of all timing analysis
procedures, which were applied below for other pulsars.
HERCUI,ES X-I
Well-known X-ray pulsar Her X-1 was intensively monitored by the
instruments on board the Kvant module (Figure 2 and Table 1). The
measurements of the HEXE and GSPC instruments have shown (Voges
et al. 1988; Sunyaev et al. 1988) that the pulsar entered the stage of
quasistationary acceleration analogous to ones observed in 1972-1978. The
orbital parameters are from Deeter et al. (1981). Average spin-up rate over
the period of Kvant observation was/5/p = (_4.9+1.5).10-8yr-i.
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FIGURE 2 Pulsation period history for Her X-1. Errors are lt_ values. References on
the previous experiments are presented in the papers of Sunyaev et d. (1988) and Nagase
09s9).
SMC X-I
The results of HEXE observations were used for SMC X-1 period
determination. Two successful sets of sessions were performed in 1988-
1989, when the source was within the field of view of the telescope (Figure
3 and Table 1). The observations of another telescope on board the module
- Coded Mask Imaging Spectrometer TIM - detected an X-ray eclipse of
source on January 8, 1989 (the pulsar was beyond the field of view of
the HEXE instrument with the smaller field of view). The time of the
sessions when there is no significant flux from the source coincides with the
predicted time of the eclipse based on the orbital parameters of Gruber
(1988). The count rate measured by the TFM instrument during three
sets of sessions of SMC X-1 observations (7-11 January 1989) is shown on
Figure 4. Upper limits on the source intensity during the eclipse are shown
by triangles. Continuous spin-up of this pulsar with the average rate/5/p =
(-4.2+0.2).10-4yr -I (during Kvant module observations) agrees well with
the simplest models of disk-accretion fed pulsars (Pringle and Rees 1972;
Ghosh and Lamb 1979).
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FIGURE 3 Pulsation period history for SMC X-1. References on previous experiments
are given in Darbm et o/. (1981) and Nagase (1989).
CENTAURUS X-3
Roentgen observatory performed four sets of Cen X-3 observations
at the beginning of 1989. On February 5, 1989, the source was in eclipse
with the upper limit on its intensity in the 2-30 keV energy band 4 mCrab
(3_ upper limit). The TIM data were used for timing analysis. The value
of the period based on all observations is presented in Figure 5 and in
Table 1. Figure 6a shows the pulsation period, measured in single sessions
without reduction to the binary system baricenter. The solid line shows the
predicted Doppler shift of period due to the neutron star motion in the
binary system according to parameters from Nagase et aL (1983); Nagase
et al. (1984); and Kelly et a/. (1983). Unfortunately this set of observations
was too short to allow us to measure the orbital parameters accurately. The
best fit orbital parameters are within 1_, with that in the references above.
VELA X-1
This X-ray pulsar was observed by TIM, HEXE, and Pulsar X-1 in-
struments in November-December 1988 and January-February 1989 (Figure
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The count rate of SMC X-1. "ll-iangles mark upper limits during eclipse.
7 and Table 1). The measured value of the pulsation period is the highest
over the whole history of Vela X-1 observations since 1972. Comparison of
the periods values measured in single sessions with the predicted Doppler
shifts due to orbital motion confirmed the stability of the binary system
parameters since the last measurements of Tenma in 1983 (Nagase et al.
1984b). Average spin-down rate since Tenma up to Kvant measurements is
P/P = 1.4.10-4yr -1. Note that the spinning-up of the pulsar in 1975-1979
was of the same absolute value (Nagase 1984a).
A0535+26
Observations of this pulsar were performed during the giant outburst
of the transient, the beginning of which was detected by the Ginga satellite
on March 31, 1989 (Makino 1989). For timing analysis the data of TIM
were mainly used. There are both A0535+26 and Crab Nebula in the fieM
of view of TIM (7".5 x 7".5). This allows us to express the intensity of the
source in Crab units via direct comparison of corresponding count rates:
0.6 Crab in 2-6 keV energy band and 1.5 Crab in 6-10 keV (Sunyaev et
a/. 1989). The high count rate of the sources within the field of view of
the telescope leads to the overflow of its telemetry channels approximately
two times. Therefore on the whole, energy band (2-30 keV), which is
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FIGURE 5 Pulsation period history for Cen X-3. References on previous experiments
are given in Kelly et al. (1983); Murakami et at. (1983); Howe et aL (1983); Nagase et aL
(1984b); and Nagase (1989_
transmitted every 8 seconds, was used for the determination of period.
The value of the period measured on April 9-10, 1989, and published by
Sunyaev eta/. (1989) is presented in "lhble 1 and Figure 8. Since the
parameters of the binary system are not yet known, the value of the period
was just reduced to the binary system barycenter. Further measurements
are to show whether the acceleration of this pulsar does exist during the
flares when the rate of accretion is large.
The authors are pleased to thank E. Gavrilova for her assistance
with reduction of all timing data to UT, V. Blagov, G. Kondrashina, A.
Prukoglyad, V. Rodin, the teams headed by the corresponding member
of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR Yu. P. Semyonov, and the
Space Flight Center team for control of the observatory operations and
cosmonauts Yu. Romanenko, A. Alexandrov, A. Laveykin, M. Manarov, V.
Titov, A. Volkov, and S. Krikalev for help with the work of the observatory.
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Generation of Ultrahigh-Energy Gamma Rays
in Accreting X-Ray Pulsars
Yu.N. GNEDIN AND N.R. IKHSANOV
Central Astronomical Observatory
ABSTRACT
Relativistic protons producing ultrahigh-energy gamma rays as a result
of nuclear collisions are expected to generate close to the neutron star
surface as a result of accretion. The high efficiency of the accreting
matter's gravitational energy conversion into the acceleration energy and
high efficiency of the acceleration itself are the main peculiarities of the
considered mechanism. It is shown that a distribution of the "loss cone"
type accreting protons takes place during accretion onto a neutron star with
a strong magnetic field. This distn_oution effectively generates small-scale
Alfv6n, proton cyclotron waves, and non-linear waves (magneto-acoustic
and Alfv6n solitons) due to instabilities. The electric field of the moving
solitons may accelerate the protons to energies > 1015 eV. The region
of acceleration covers the Alfv6n surface to distances of 2-3 radii of the
neutron star from its surface. New possible sources of ultrahigh-energy
gamma-rays are predicted. They may be binary X-ray systems with neutron
stars permeated by magnetic fields of ~ lifo Gauss.
INTRODUCTION
One of the recent and most interesting astronomical discoveries was
the detection of very high-energy (1012 to 1014 eW) and ultrahigh-energy
(1014 to 1016 eV) Gamma rays from X-ray binaries. Radiation of ultrahigh-
energy quanta of four binary systems (Her X-I, 4U0115+63, Vela X-I, and
C'yg X-3) have been observed by at least two independent groups (Lamb
and Weekes 1987). The radiation detected pulsates with the star's rotation
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period. Table 1 gives the basic characteristics of these sources. As it follows
from this table, the main physical property--luminosity in the gamma-ray
range: x-ray range ratio--is within
LT/Lr > 10-3 (I)
and perhaps ~ 1.
It is evident that such a traditional model as radiation of relativistic
particles generating in the electric and magnetic fields of a fast-rotating
neutron star, will not do for this physical situation. The rotation rate
of neutron stars in Her X-1 and 4U0115+63 is too small to provide the
necessary energy. Thus, relativistic protons and electrons originating very
high-energy gamma rays should generate close to the neutron star's surface
as a result of accretion.
At present there is no general theoretical conception of the mechanism
of relativistic proton generation near the surface of the accreting neutron
star, although there are quite a few ideas (see Brecher 1987; Hillas 1987).
The main peculiarities of such a mechanism should be as follows:
1. High efficiency of gravitational energy conversion of accretion mat-
ter into the acceleration source energy, since the ratio of the ultrarelativistic
particle energy power to the X-ray emission energy power can be rather
large:
Lv/L_ < 1 and even Lt,/L_ > 1 (2)
(Lamb and Weekes 1987; Hillas 1987).
2. High efficiency of the mechanism of acceleration, since the char-
acteristic time of energy losses due to synchrotron radiation of protons is
very short
tsyn _ 4.4 x 10-1_E_-slB_-22 (3)
where Els is the proton energy given in 10is eV and B_2 is the magnetic
field measured in 1012 Gauss.
3. Another essential difficulty for acceleration is the high density of
the accelerated plasma which prevents accumulation of the energy of the
accelerating particle because of frequent coulomb collisions. There must be
a mechanism in the accreting plasma, which causes a strong inhomogeneity
of the plasma such as dense and small plasma drops.
The goal of the present paper is to find such a mechanism of conversion
of the accreting plasma gravitational energy in the neutron star's magneto-
sphere into the relativistic proton energy. This conversion should provide
for the necessary energy and high efficiency of acceleration. Such a mech-
anism is generation of non-linear waves (Alfvdn and fast magneto-acoustic
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solitons) in the accreting plasma. The accreting plasma automatically be-
comes essentially inhomogeneous.
MECHANISM OF THE CONVERSION OF GRAVITATIONAL ENERGY
TO ULTRA-RELATIVISTIC PROTON ENERGY
The idea of the proposed mechanism lies in the assertion that a dis-
tribution of accreting protons of "the loss cone" type takes place during
accretion onto the neutron star with a strong magnetic field (Leroy and
Mangeney 1984; Benz and Thejappa 1989). This distribution is character-
istic for generation of instabilities and given by
F@.L,h) = Cexp
where
Poj ) (:l - z (4)
C = [Tra/2Ap_-API' {exp( Ap_P°'L3+v/__._fP,_.t [1 + erf:P°±kAp±]'_]}]-1
(5)
In the case of sperical accretion t5 ffi mp x _/, where mp is the proton
mass and 17I! is the free-fall velocity of the accreting plasma.
What is the physical justification of the above assertion? First of all
this distribution (4) can take place at the entrance of the accreting plasma
onto the cusp level of the magnetized neutron star due to the conservation
of the adiabatic invariant AP_/B = Const. Another poss_le reason for
this distribution may be plasma reflection from a strong shock wave formed
during the accretion. One can note three poss_le locations of the shock
wave: Alfv6n surface where the shock wave is formed as a result of the
interaction of the accreting matter with the neutron star's magnetospheric
plasma, in the region of the so-caRed magnetopause. The protons may
reflect from the magnetopause forming distn'bution (4) or a bit dilIerent
distribution 0.eroy and Mangeney 1984). This reflection may take place
deep in the magnetosphere closer to the neutron star's surface as a result
of the formation of a shock wave or a strong narrowing of the magnetic
cusp in the region of the accretion energy release. In the latter case, we
have to deal with the reflection from a magnetic mirror (Vlahos 1987).
As to the shock wave, it can be formed due to the radiation pressure
if its strength is close to the Eddington limit (Basko and Sunyaev 1976).
The cross section of the photon scattering by the electron is resonant at
the cyclotron frequency wB, in the magnetic field of the neutron star. This
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increases the pressure in comparison with the case without the magnetic
field (Mitrophanov and Pavlov 1982; Gnedin and Nagel 1984; Zheleznyakov
and Litvinchuk 1986).
A distn'bution of the (4) type is unstable and generates small-scale
Alfv6n, proton cyclotron and hybrid waves (Meerson and Rogachevskii
1983; Machabeli eta/. 1987) as well as nonlinear waves: solitons which are
magneto-aconstic and Alfv6n vortices in plasma (Petviashvili and Pohotelov
1973). Solitons are effectively generated at the moment of the reflection
e.g., from the magnetic wan or in the region of the shock wave formation
(Alsop and Arons 1988; Axons 1988) of the moving plasma.
The frequency of the excited linear waves is given by w _ w B_VAN
where _vB_is the ion cyclotron frequency, VA is the Alfv_n velocity, and V
is the plasma beam velocity equal to VII.
The instability increment is equal to (Zaitsev and Stepanov 1985)
7 '_' 0.4(8rWp/B2)WI] (6)
where Wp is the energy density of the proton beam causing instability.
In our case we may assume this value to be close to the density of the
accreting plasma gravitational energy, i.e.,
Wp < W1f = 1/2pVT! (7)
where p is the accreting plasma, with density depending on accretion rate
The generated waves become more intensive in direction close to that
of the magnetic field lines: K1/Kla < (_d/OdBi)1/2. On the Alfv6n surface
VA _ VI! and w _ wB_, i.e., ion cyclotron waves are effectively generated.
Within the magnetosphere: w > wBi.
A soliton as a magneto-acoustic vortex may be considered as a nonlin-
ear packet of fast magneto-acoustic waves. This packet is an axial-symmetric
formation, propagating along the magnetic field /_. Its dimensions in the
direction of the propagation e_ and in the direction of the radius er are
given by
VA VA
lz _ _;£r _ wsiA---"-_ (8)
where A is the dimensionless amplitude of the vortex. Since A < 1, as a
rule, the vortex is flattened along the magnetic field lines. The magnetic
field of the magneto-acoustic vortex is mainly radial, ABr = AB, and its
propagates with the velocity, V, = VA (l-A2).
The Alfv6n vortex on the contrary, is elongated along/3, (lz >> er)
and its magnetic field is predominantly azimuthal ABe, = AB. It can be
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considered as a waveguide along the direction of the/_ radius p = 1/AKlt.
There are other types of Alfv6n solitons (see Mihailovskiy et al. 1976;
Ovenden a a/. 1983).
In order to provide for effective development of the instabilities of
the (4)-(6) type one should have: -rto > 1, where to is the characteristic
dissipation time of the process in question. This dissipation leads to
damping of linear and nonlinear waves and, in particular, to breaking of
solitons. One of the effective channels of dissipation is coulomb collisions:
11,,,... V/jIN (9)
where v, is the effective frequency of collisions of the aecreting proton
beam with the background plasma. 7tD ~ 104 for the Alfv6n surface, Le.,
mechanism (4) operates effectively. This condition -/to > 1 is also satisfied
near the neutron star's surface. The mechanism of soliton dissipation is
widely discussed in scientific literature, although the problem has not yet
been finally solved.
We can put down the final conclusion as follows: the conversion of the
accreting flux gravitational energy into the ultrarelatMstic panicle energy
as a result of the development of the "loss cone" type instability (4) takes
place at a characteristic distance to the neutron star. This generation radius
is:
Ro_ R,,,, ___Ra (lO)
PROTON ACCELERATION TO ULTRARELATIVISTIC ENERGIES IN
THE REGION OF THE "LOSS CONE" TYPE INSTABILITY
GENERATION
The electric field of a fast solution can be the most effective mechanism
of the proton acceleration to ultrarelativistic energies:
ff_ = I/C[VAAB];AB = AB (11)
On the Alfv6n surface VA _, VII; that is, it is equal to the plasma free-fall
velocity. Inside the accretion column V.4 _, C. Since the magnetic field
of the magneto-acoustic soliton is radial ABr _ 0, and that of the Alfv6n
soliton is azimuthal ABe, _ 0 relative to the magnetic field lines of the
neutron star/_, the electric field acts transverse to the magnetic field /_
lines in accordance with (11). It is the azimuthal E_, _ 0 in the case of the
generation of magneto-acoustic solitons and the radial F___ 0 in the case
of the Alfv_n solitons. Therefore, the main source of energy losses of the
accelerating protons is synchrotron radiation.
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The equation for the accelerating proton energy acquired due to the
electric field E has the form
d._EE= e_z7 (12)
dT
where a7is the accelerating proton velocity v ,_ c. Solution (12) accounting
for (11) gives:
E15 = 0.2(A/B12) _/2, (13)
ff it is the characteristic time of the proton synchrotron losses.
Coulomb collisions only slightly influence the propagation of protons.
Nuclear collisions become important for them. Hence, the presence of a
very inhomogeneous distribution of plasma is needed, for instance, in the
region of the accretion column, to provide for the escape of ultrarelativistic
protons from the acceleration region.
It should be noted that an analysis of observational data on X-ray
pulsars lead many authors (Basko and Sunyaev 1976; Bai 1980) to the
conclusion that the plasma distn'bution is inhomogeneous in the Alfv6n
range and within the accretion column. In X-ray binary systems where the
compact object is a magnetized white dwarf (objects of AM Her type or
"polars') a noticeable excess of soft X-ray radiation in comparison with
the hard X-ray radiation, i.e., I__0/L_h > I is observed. Lasota et a/. (1988)
interpreted this result in a model of very inhomogeneous accretion, when
the accrcting matter arrives in either magnetic pole region of the white
dwarf as separate blobs elongated along the magnetic field lines.
Note, that the mechanism of sol/ton generation causes the accretion
inhomogeneity, because the plasma density inside a soliton is noticeably
greater than outside of the soliton: Ap -,, (AB) _-.
The difficulty of the ultrareiativistic protons escape from the generation
region can be overcome, ff one assumes that the source of gamma rays is
neutrons, not protons. The neutrons are formed in the generation region as
a result of nuclear collisions formed in the generation region as a result of
nuclear collisions of ultrarelativistic protons with the surrounding plasma.
In conclusion, we would like to emphasize the fact that sol/ton mech-
anism explains also the freezing-in of the accreting plasma to the strong
magnetic field of the neutron star, since the magnetic field will penetrate
quickly to plasma blobs, formed by solitons.
OBSERVATIONAL CONSEQUENCES
OF THE PROPOSED MECHANISM
The luminosity of the X-ray pulsar in a binary is fully determined by
the rate of accretion on the neutron star according to the traditional theory
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Lx = GM,.,_I/R,. (14)
The main parameter of our model is the ratio of the power of ultra-high
energy protons to the X-ray luminosity:
Lp _ AW,r(R.. R, (15)
The value AWg_(Rg,, ) takes into consideration the reflection of the ac-
creting plasma in the region of the interaction (e.g., polar cusp) and can
considerably exceed the portion of the gravitational energy released in the
X-ray range. Hence, the coefficient 77can be larger than unit o(Rg,,) > 1.
Let us analyse the case when the ultrarelativistic protons are generated
on the Alfv6n surface: Rg,,; _ RA. Then from most typical conditions for
X-ray pulsars: _r = 10 -s Me/year, B, = 10z2 the ratio is
Lp/Lx _ Rs/RA _ 10-2. (16)
This ratio is characteristic for a number of sources from Table 1, ff one
accepts ~ 10% for efficiency of the generation of gamma rays. As to Cyg
X-3, this ratio is close to 1. This means that according to (17) the Alfv6n
radius RA _, Rs, which corresponds to the value of the magnetic field on
the neutron star's surface Bs w, 109 Gauss. This result is well confirmed by
the recent observational data, which indicate that the neutron star in the
Cyg X-3 system is a millisecond pulsar (Watson 1987; Zyskin et al. 1987).
In accordance with (15) and (16) one should expect noticeable fluxes
of ultrahigh-gamma-rays from such X-ray binaries, whose compact com-
panions are neutron stars with comparatively weak magnetic fields (_ I(P
Gauss). Possible candidates of that type can be Cir X-l, SS433, Sco X-l,
LSI+61°3tY. Recently there was an announcement concerning the discov-
ery of a variable gamma-ray radiation of ultrahigh energy from Cir X-1 and
2A 1822-37,1 (Ciampa and Clay 1989, Ciampa et aL 1989).
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Can A Man-Made Universe
Be Achieved by Quantum Tunneling
Without an Initial Singularity?*
ALAN H. GUTH
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Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics
ABSTRACT
Essentially all modern particle theories suggest the poss_le existence of
a false vacuum state---a metastable state with an energy density that cannot
be lowered except by means of a very slow phase transition. Inflationary
cosmology, which is briefly reviewed, makes use of such a state to drive
the expansion of the big bang, allowing the entire observed universe to
evolve from an initial mass of only about 10 kilograms. A sphere of false
vacuum in our present universe could inflate into a "child" universe, and
general relativity is used to learn where the new universe would go. It is
not yet settled, but it seems likely that the known laws of physics permit in
principle the possibility of creating a child universe by man-made processes.
THE COSMIC COOKBOOK
During the past decade, a radically new picture of cosmology has
emerged. The novelty of this picture is particularly striking when one
considers the question of what it takes to produce a universe. According
to the standard big bang picture of a decade ago, the vis_le universe could
be assembled, at t _, 1 see for example, by mixing approximately 10 _
*Based in part on "/nfladan and Fa/seVacuum Bubb/es,"by A. H. Guth, in lh-occcdings of the
Storrs M_thng 0988 Meeting of the Division of Particles and Fields of the American Physical
Society, Storrs, Connecticut, August 15 - 18, 1988), cds.: IC Hailer, D.B. Caldi, M.M. Islam,
R.L Mallctt, P.D. Mannheim, and M.S. Swanson (World Sdentific, Singapore, 1989), pp. 139-
153.
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photons, 10s9 e+e - pairs, 10s9 vP pairs, 1079 protons, 1079 neutrons, and
10 TM unpaired electrons. The total mass/energy of these ingredients is about
106s grams _ 1032 solar masses _, 101°x present mass of vis_le universe.
The mass is much larger than the present mass of the vis_le universe,
because most of the energy is lost to gravitational potential energy as the
universe expands.
With the advent of grand unified theories (GUTs) and inflationary
cosmology, however, a much simpler recipe for a universe can now be
formulated. [For a review of inflation, see Linde (1984a and 1987), Bran-
denberger (1985), Turner (1987), Steinhardt (1986), Blau and Guth (1987),
or Abbott and Pi (1986).] To produce a universe at t _ 10-3s sec, the on/y
n_ry ingredient is a region of false vacuum. And the region need not
be very large. For a typical GUT energy scale of ~ 1014 GeV (which I will
use for all the numerical examples in this paper), the minimum diameter is
about 10-24 cm. The total mass/energy of this ingredient is only about 10
kg ,_ 10 -29 solar masses _ 10-six present mass of visible universe. This
recipe sounds so easy that one cannot resist asking whether it is poss_le
to produce a universe by man-made processes. Unfortunately we do not
yet have a definitive answer to this question, but in this paper I will try to
summarize our current understanding.
In considering this question, one difficulty is immediately obvious: the
mass density of the required false vacuum is about 107_ g/cm 3. This mass
density is certainly far beyond anything that is technologically poss_le,
either now or in the foreseeable future. Nonetheless, for the purposes
of this discussion I will whimsically assume that some civilization in the
distant future will be capable of manipulating these kinds of mass densities.
There are then some very interesting questions of principle that must be
addressed in order to decide if the creation of a new universe is possible.
While I will discuss these questions in terms of the poss_ility of man-made
creation, I want to emphasize that the same questions will no doubt also
have relevance to various natural scenarios that one could imagine.
The outline of this paper will be as follows. The first section will
summarize the properties of the false vacuum, and the second section will
review the inflationary universe model--readers familiar with inflationary
cosmology should either skim these sections or skip them entirely. The
third section will discuss the evolution of a false vacuum bubble. In the
last section, I will discuss the key question: Do the laws of physics as we
know them permit in principle the creation of a new universe by man-made
processes?
PROPERTIES OF THE FALSE VACUUM
A false vacuum is a peculiar state of matter which arises when a
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FIGURE 1 Potential energy density for a scalar field _. The form shown contains a very
flat plateau, a shape that is suitable for a new inflationary scenario. "I'ne true vacuum is
the state of lowest energy for the field, and the false vacuum is the metastable state in
which the scalar field has a value at the top of the plateau.
particle theory contains a scalar field _bwith a potential energy density
similar to that shown in Figure 1. The state ff = _btis the state of minimum
energy density, and therefore is the true vacuum. If, however, there is a
region of space in which _ _, 0, this region is called a false vacuum. The
false vacuum is obviously not stable, since the scalar field will sooner or
later roll off the "hill" of this potential energy diagram. The false vacuum
can, however, be highly metastable, ff the plateau in the potential energy
diagram is flat enough. I will assume that I am talking about a false vacuum
with a lifetime that is long compared to the other time scales of interest
for the early universe.
The mass density of the false vacuum is fixed by the value of the
potential energy density for _b_ 0, which for typical grand unified theory
numbers has a value of about
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PI _ (1014 OeV) 4 _., 10 TM g/cm 3
(I will generally use units with h = c = 1, but for clarity I will sometimes
write formulas with factors of c included.) The false vacuum has the very
unusual property that this mass density is fixed. If a region of false vacuum
is enlarged, the mass density does not decrease as it would for a normal
material. Instead it is held at this constant value, provided of course that
there is not enough time for the scalar field to roll down the hie This
constancy of the mass density implies a peculiar property for the pressure
p. To see this, consider a chamber filled with false vacuum, as shown in
Figure Z When the chamber is enlarged by the piston moving outward,
the volume of the chamber increases by AV. Since the energy density is
constant at p! c2, this implies that the agent that pulled the piston out must
have done work AW = pfc2AV. Since the pressure outside the piston is
just the pressure of the true vacuum, which is zero, we conclude that the
pressure inside must be negative. Since the work done in the expansion of
a gas is given by AW = -pAV, one finds immediately that
p = -pye 2
So the pressure of the false vacuum is huge, and negative.
If the early universe went through a false vacuum phase, then the
evolution can be determined by putting the energy density and pressure of
the false vacuum into Einstein's field equations. For those familiar with
cosmology, the effect can be described by saying that the false vacuum
acts exactly like a (positive) cosmological constant, except of course that
the false vacuum is not permanent--it will eventually decay. To see the
consequences more explicitly, note that the gravitational deceleration of
the cosmic expansion is, according to general relativity, proportional to
3p
P+ c2 •
Ordinarily the second term is a small relativistic correction. During the
radiation-dominated period of the early universe, however, the second term
is equal in magnitude to the first term. For the false vacuum, however, the
pressure term is negative, and in fact it overwhelms the positive contribution
from the mass density. The net effect is to create a huge gravitational
repulsion, causing the universe to go into a period of exponential expansion.
THE NEW INFLATIONARY UNIVERSE
While the original form of the inflationary universe model (Guth 1981)
failed to provide a smooth ending to inflation, this problem was overcome
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FIGURE 2 A thought experiment to derive the pressure of the false vacuum. The piston
chamber is filled with false vacuum, and is mrrounded by true vacuum. When the piston is
pulled out the energy density remaim eomtant, so the additional energy must be furnished
by the force needed to pull the piston against the negative pressure of the false vacuum.
by the introduction of the new inflationary universe scenario (Linde 1982;
Albrecht and Steinhardt 1982). The scenario begins with a patch of the
universe somehow settling into a false vacuum state. The mechanism by
which this happens has no influence on the later evolution, and at least
three poss_ilities have been discussed in the literature:
1) Supercooling from high temperatures. This was the earliest suggestion
(Guth 1981; Linde 19824 Albrecht and Steinhardt 1982). If we assume
that the universe began very hot, as is traditionally assumed in the
standard big bang model, then as the universe cooled it presumably
went through a number of phase transitions. For many types of scalar
field potentials, supercooling into a false vacuum occurs naturally. This
scenario has the dilliculty, however, that there is no known mecha-
nism to achieve the desired pre-inilationary thermal equil_rium state.
For fields as weakly coupled as is needed for inflation (Starobinsky
1982; Guth and Pi 1982; Hawking 1982; Bardeen et al.1983), there
is not nearly enough time for thermal equih'brium to be achieved by
the normal dynamical processes. It has been shown, however, that
true thermal equil_rium is not really necessary: a variety of random
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configurations give results that are very similar to those of thermal
equilibrium (Albrecht et aL 1985).
2) Tunneling from "nothing" (Tryon 1973; Vilenldn 1982 and 1985a; Linde
1983a and 1984b; Hartle and Hawking 1983). These ideas are of
course very speculative, since they involve a theory of quantum gravity
that does not actually exist. The basic idea, however, seems very
plausible. If geometry is to described by quantum theory, then the
geometry of space can presumably undergo quantum transitions. One
can then imagine an initial state of absolute nothingness--the absence
of matter, energy, space, or time. The state of absolute nothingness
can presumably undergo a quantum transition to a small universe,
which then forms the initial state for an inflationary scenario.
3) Random fluctuations in chaotic cosmology. Linde (1983b,c) has ad-
vocated a chaotic cosmology in which the scalar field $ begins in a
random state in which all poss_le values of $ occur. Inflation then
takes place in those regions that have appropriate values of ¢, and
these inflated regions dominate the universe at later times. In these
models it is not necessary for the scalar field potential energy function
V($) to have a plateau, since inflation can occur as the scalar field
rolls downward, starting from a very large value. As in other models,
however, it can be shown that the potential must be very flat in order
minimize the density perturbations that result from quantum fluctua-
tions (Starobinsky, 1982; Guth and Pi 1982; Hawking 1982; Bardeen
et aL 1983).
Regardless of which of the above mechanisms is assumed, one expects that
the correlation length of the scalar field just before inflation is of the order
of the age of the universe at the time. Assuming again a GUT energy scale
of about 1014 GeV,, one finds a correlation length of about 10-24 crn.
The patch then expands exponentially due to the gravitational repul-
sion of the false vacuum. In order to achieve the goals of inflation, we
must assume that this exponential expansion results in an expansion factor
102s. For typical grand unified theory numbers, this enormous expansion
requires only about 10-32 see of intlation. During this inflationary period,
the density of any particles that may have been present before inflation is
diluted so much that it becomes completely neglig_le. At the same time,
any nonuniformities in the metric of space are smoothed by the enormous
expansion. The explanation for this smoothness is identical to the reason
why the surface of the earth appears to be flat, even though the earth is
actually round---any differentiable curve looks like a straight line if one
magnifies it enough and looks at only a small segment. The correlation
length for the scalar field is stretched by the expansion factor to become
at least about 10 era. If the duration of inflation is more than the minimal
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value, which seems quite likely, then the final correlation length could be
many orders of magnitude larger. There appears to be no upper limit to
the amount of inflation that may have taken place.
The false vacuum is not stable, so it eventually decays. If the decay
occurs by the usual Coleman--Callan (Coleman 1977; Callan and Coleman
1977) process of bubble nucleation, as was assumed in the original version
of inflation, then the randomness of the bubble nucleation process would
produce gross inhomogeneities in the mass density (Guth and Weinberg
1983; Hawking et 021982). This problem is avoided in the new inflationary
scenario (Linde 1982; Albrecht and Steinhardt 1982) by introducing a
scalar field potential with a fiat plateau, as was shown in Figure 1. This
leads to a "slow-rollover" phase transition, in which quantum fluctuations
destabilize the false vacuum, starting the scalar field to roll down the hill
of the potential energy diagram. These fluctuations are initially correlated
only over a microscopic region, but the additional inflation that takes place
during the rolling can stretch such a region to be large enough to easily
encompass the observed universe.
When the phase transition takes place, the energy that has been stored
in the false vacuum is released in the form of new particles. These new
particles rapidly come to thermal equil_rium, resulting in a temperature
with kT _ 1014 GeV. At this point the scenario rejoins the standard
cosmological model
The baryons are produced [see, for example, Kolb and Turner 1983
or Yeshimura 1981] by balyon nonconserving processes aj_er inflation. Any
baryons that may have been present before inflation are simply diluted away
by the enormous expansion factor. Thus, inflationary cosmology requires
an underlying particle theory, such as a grand unified theory, in which
baryon number is not conserved.
The inflationary universe model has a number of key successes, the
most of important of which are the following:
1) It cures the "magnetic monopole problem." In the context of grand
unified theories, cosmologies without inflation generally lead to huge
excesses of magnetic monopoles. These monopoles are produced at
the grand unified theory phase transition, when the GUT Higgs fields
acquire their nonzero values. The rapidity of the phase transition
implies that the correlation length of the Higgs fields is very short,
and the fields therefore become tangled in a high density of knots--
these knots have the physical properties of superheavy (.., 1016 GeV)
magnetic monop01es ('t Hooft 1974; Polyakov 1974; for a review,
see Goddard and Olive 1978). For typical grand unified theories the
expected mass density of these magnetic monopoles would exceed
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(Zel'dovich and Khlopov 1978; Preskill 1979) the mass density of
everything else by a factor of about 1012.
2) It explains why the universe is so homogeneous. The most striking
evidence for the homogeneity of the universe is seen in the cosmic
background radiation, which is known to have a temperature that
is uniform in all directions to an accuracy of a few parts in l0 s.
This implies that the temperature of the universe was uniform to
this accuracy when the background radiation was released, a few
hundred thousand years after the big bang. In standard cosmology,
the establishment of thermal equilibrium at such an early time over
such a huge volume would require the transfer of information at
approximately 100 times the speed of light. In the inflationary model,
on the other hand, thermal equilibrium could have been established in
an incredibly small region before the onset of inflation. The process
of inflation would then take this very small region and magnify it to
become large enough to encompass the entire observed universe.
3) It explains why the mass density of the early universe was so close to
the critical value. The critical mass density, Po is defined as that mass
density which is just barely sufficient to eventually halt the expansion
of the universe. Today the crucial ratio f2 = p/pc (where p is the mass
density of the universe) is known to lie in the range 0.1 < f_ < 2.
Despite the breadth of this range, the value of [2 at early times is
highly constrained, since fl diverges from one as the universe evolves.
At t = 1 sec, for example, f_ must have been equal to one (Dicke and
Peebles 1979) to an accuracy of one part in 1015. Standard cosmology
provides no explanation for this fact--it is simply assumed as part of
the initial conditions. In the inflationary model, however, f_ is driven
during the period of inflation very rapidly toward one, regardless of
where it begins.
4) It provides a possible origin for the density fluctuations that seed galaxy
formation. In standard cosmology an entire spectrum of primordial
density fluctuations must be assumed as part of the initial conditions.
In the inflationary model, on the other hand, density fluctuations are
produced naturally by quantum fluctuations during the inflationary
phase transition (Starobinsky 1982; Guth and Pi 1982; Hawking 1982;
Bardeen et aL1983). These density fluctuations, moreover, have a
spectrum that is at least roughly what is desired for galaxy formation.
This success of inflation, however, occurs only at a price: for the
magnitude of the density fluctuations to turn out correctly, the scalar
field that drives inflation must be coupled incredibly weakly. For a
simple ,X¢,4 theory, for example, the value of A must be about 10-12.
This incredibly weak coupling is necessary regardless of whether one
is using a chaotic inflationary model, or a standard (new) inflationary
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model It should also be mentioned that particle physics provides an
alternative possibility for generating primordial density perturbations:
it could be that the perturbations produced by inflation were negligi-
bly small, while the important fluctuations developed later from the
random formation of cosmic strings (for a review, see V'tlenkin 1985b).
5) It explains the origin of essentially all the matter, energy, and entropy
in the universe. While this statement may seem to violate known
conservation principles, in fact it does not--provided that baryon
number is not conserved. Energy conservation is no problem. The
gravitational contn'bution to the energy of the universe is negative,
and in any model with f_ > 1, the gravitational energy precisely cancels
the energy of matter (ITyon, 1973).
Any physical theory should be testable, and fortunately there are at
least a few tests of inflation that are in principle possible. First, inflation
predicts that f_, even today, should be equal to one. More precisely, the
prediction is
A
+ = I+ o(1o-'),
where A is the cosmological constant. The term A/3H _ can be thought
of as the contn'bution to f_ from the energy density of the vacuum. The
uncertainty of O(10 -4 ) allows for quantum fluctuations, and its magnitude
is estimated not from first principles, but instead from the fluctuations that
are required for galaxy formation. Second, inflation predicts the spectral
form of the primordial density fluctuations. In particular it predicts a scale-
invariant Gaussian spectrum known as the Harrison-Zerdovich spectrum
(Harrison 1970, Zerdovich 1972). The scale-invariance can in principle be
tested by precise measurements of anisotropies in the cosmic background
radiation, and/or by developing a detailed theory of galaxy formation. These
tests are of course extremely difficult, but the problems do not appear to
be insurmountable.
EVOLUTION OF A FALSE VACUUM BUBBLE
By a false vacuum bubble, I mean a region of false vacuum surrounded
by anything else. I will discuss in detail the simplest case: a spherical region
of false vacuum surrounded by true vacuum. In considering the evolution
of such a region one is lead immediately to a paradox. If the region of
false vacuum is large enough, one expects that it would undergo inflation.
An observer in the outside true vacuum region, on the other hand, would
see the false vacuum region as a region of negative pressure. The pressure
gradient would point inward, and the observer would not expect to see
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the region increase in size. The resolution of this paradox hinges on the
dramatic distortion of spacetime that is caused by the false vacuum bubble.
Here I will outline the solution to this problem, but a reader interested
in the technical details will have to consult the literature (Sato e_ aL1981
and 1982; Berezin et aL1983, 1985, and 1987; Ipser and Sikivie 1984; Aurilia
et al. 1984 and 1985; Lake 1979, Lake and Wevrick 1986). The description
given here follows the work that I did with Blau and Guendelman (Blau
et al. 1987).
The first step in solving the problem is to dissect it, dividing the
spacetime into three regions. The exterior region is spherically symmetric
empty space, for which the unique solution, in general relativity, is the well-
known Schwarzschild metric. The interior region consists of spherically
symmetric false vacuum, and is required to be regular at r = 0. This
spacetime also has a unique solution: de Sitter space. At the interface
between these two regions is a domain waU--a region in which a scalar
field is undergoing a transition between its true and false vacuum values.
The solution that I will describe uses a thin-wall approximation, in which the
thickness of the wall is assumed to be negligibly small compared to any other
distance in the problem. In this approximation it can be shown that the
surface energy-density is equal to the surface tension and is independent of
time, and we take this surface energy density _r as an additional parameter
of the problem. The wall can then be described mathematically by a set of
junction conditions (Israel 1966) which are obtained by applying Einstein's
equations to an energy-momentum tensor restricted to a thin sheet. (These
equations are just the gravitational analogue of the well-known statement
that the normal component of an electric field has a discontinuity of 47r_ at a
sheet of surface charge density _.) The evolution is completely determined
by using these junction conditions to join the interior and exterior forms of
the metric.
The evolution of the bubble wall can be descn'bed by the function
r(7-), where r is the radius of the bubble wall (defined as 1/27r times the
circumference), and r is the proper time as would be measured by a clock
that follows the bubble wall. The junction conditions described above imply
an equation of motion for r(r) that can be cast into a form identical to that
of a nonrelativistic particle moving in a potential V(r), as shown in Figure 3.
The energy of the fictitious particle is related to the mass of the physical
false vacuum bubble. As can be seen in the potential energy diagram,
there are three kinds of solutions. First, there are "bounded" solutions in
which the bubble grows from r = 0 to a maximum size and then collapses.
Second, there are "bounce" solutions. Here the bubble starts at infinite
size in the asymptotic past, contracts to a minimum size, and then expands
without limit. Finally, there are "monotonic" solutions---bubbles that start
at zero size and grow monotonically. The monotonic solutions require a
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FIGURE3 In the thin-wallapproximationthe trajectoryof the bubblewall is equivalent
to the motionof a nonrelativisticparticle in the potential energy curve shown above. The
energyof the fictitious particle is vehted to the mass of the false vacuumbubble; the
energyinc_.aseswith the mass,and approaches the top line of the diagramas M --, oo.
minimum mass, so that the energy of the fictitious particle is high enough
to get over the potential barrier in Figure 3. For small values of the surface
energy density (o- << x/_/G), this critical mass is given simply by
4a- -3
Me,. = "-f X ,
where X is the rate of the exponential expansion (i.e., scale factor cx
exp(xt) ), which is related to the false vacuum energy density p! by
8r
X 2 = --_GPI .
For typical GUT parameters, Mc_ _ 10 kg.
Having descn'bed the evolution of the bubble wall, I must still descn'be
how the bubble wall is embedded in spacetime. Here I will descn'be only
the behavior o.f the monotonic solutions. A spacetime diagram for this
situation is shown as Figure 4. The true vacuum region, to the right of the
bubble wall, is shown in the standard Kruskal-Szekeres coordinates. The
false vacuum region, to the left of the bubble wall, is shown in peculiar
coordinates designed solely to allow the two halves of the diagram to fit
together in the plane. The diagram is constructed so that lightlike lines
lie at 45* to the vertical, but the metric is highly distorted. In particular
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FIGURE 4 A spacetime diagram of a monotonic false vacuum bubble solution. Angular
coordinates are suppressed, and the diagram is plotted so that lightlike lines are at 45 °.
The bubble wall is shown as a heavy line with an arrow on it. The true vacuum region
(dotted) is to the right of the bubble wall, and the false vacuum region (horizontal lines)
is to the left. The diagram shows initial (lower) and final (upper) r =- 0 singularities, and
also a nonsingular r -" O line (i.e., the center of a spherical coordinate system) that runs
along the left edge.
the exponential expansion of the false vacuum region, which occurs as one
moves upward and to the left in the diagram, is completely hidden by the
distortion of the metric.
The physical meaning of a spacetirne diagram of this type can be seen
most clearly by examining a sequence of equal-time slices. Figure 5 shows
the positions of four slices, labeled (a), Co), (c), and (d), and Figure 6
shows a representation of each slice. For purposes of illustration, Figure 6
shows only two of the three spatial dimensions. Since the spaces of interest
are spherically symmetric, this results in no loss of information. The two-
dimensional sheet is shown embedded in a fictitious third dimension, so
that the curvature can be visualized. Figure 6(a) shows a space which is flat
at large distances, but which has a singularity at the origin. In Figure 6(b)
a small, expanding region of false vacuum has appeared at the center,
replacing the singularity. The false vacuum region is separated from the
rest of space by a domain walL Figure 6(c) shows the false vacuum region
beginning to swell Note, however, that the swelling takes place by the
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FIGURE 5 Horizontallinesindicatingspacelikehypersurfacesto be illustratedin Hgure 6.
production of new space; the plane of the original space is unaffected. The
false vacuum region continues to inflate, and it soon disconnects completely
from the original space, as shown in Figure 6(d). It forms an isolated closed
universe which Sato et oi (1981 and 1982) have dubbed a "child" universe.
Note, by the way, that Figure 6 shows clearly how the paradox raised
at the beginning of this section is resolved. The net force on the bubble
wall points from the true vacuum region to the false vacuum region, as
expected. Due to the inversion shown in Figures 6(c) and 6(d), however,
this force causes the bubble wall to expand, rather than contract.
To summarize, the false vacuum bubble appears from the outside to be
a black hole. From the inside, however, it appears to be an inflating region
of false vacuum, with new space being created as the region expands. The
region completely disconnects from the original spacetime, forming a new,
isolated closed universe.
Although the problem that has been solved is very idealized, it nonethe-
less appears to contain the essential physics of more complicated inhomo-
geneous spacetimes. The paradox discussed at the beginning of this section
will exit whenever an inflating region is surrounded by noninflating regions,
and the qualitative behavior of the system seems to be determined by the
way in which this paradox is resolved. Thus, one concludes that ff inflation
166
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FIGURE 6 The evolution of a monotonic false vacuum bubble solution. Each lettered
diagram illustrates a spacelike hypersurface indicated in Figure 5. The diagrams are
drawn by suppressing one dimension of the hypersurface and embedding the resulting
two-dimensional surface in a fictitious three-dimensional space so that the curvature can be
displayed. The false vacuum legion is shown as dotted. Note that diagram (d) shows a
child universe detaching from the original spacetime.
occurred in an inhomogeneous universe, then many isolated child universes
would have been ejected.
Furthermore, even if inflation somehow began in a completely homo-
geneous way, one still expects the universe to break apart into a host of
child universes. The reason stems from the intrinsic nonuniformity, on very
large scales, of the decay of the false vacuum (Aryal and Vilenkin, 1987).
This process occurs exponentiaUy, 1 like most other decay processes, but
for inflation to be successful the parameters must be arranged so that the
11 have studied a simplified but exactly soluble model of a slow-rollover phase transition with
S.-Y. Pi (Guth and Pi 1985").
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exponential decay constant is slow compared to the exponential expansion
rate. This implies that the total volume of false vacuum /ncreases with
time. Thus, no matter how long one waits there will still be regions of false
vacuum. These regions have no reason to be spherical, but the arguments
of the previous paragraph lead one to expect a high likelihood of producing
child universes.
CAN ONE IN PRINCIPLE CREATE AN INFLATIONARY UNIVERSE
IN THE LABORATORY?.
Figures 4--6 illustrate the creation of a new universe, but there is one
undesirable feature. The sequence begins with an initial singularity, shown
as the lower r = 0 singularity in Figures 4 and 5, and as part (a) of Figure 6.
Although an initial singularity is often hypothesized to have been present
at the big bang, there do not appear to be any initial singularities available
today. So we ask whether it is possible to intervene in some way, to modify
the early stages of this picture, so that an inflationary universe could be
produced w/thout an initial singularity. This question can be addressed at
either the classical or quantum levels.
At the classical level Farhi and I (Farhi and Guth 1987) have shown that
the initial singularity cannot be avoided. Any false vacuum bubble which
grows to become a universe necessarily begins from an initial singularity.
The argument rests on an application of the Penrose theorem. 2 The
inflationary solutions are very rapidly expanding, and the Penrose theorem
implies that such rapid expansion can result only from an initial singularity.
(The Penrose theorem is more widely known in a form which is the time-
reverse of the present application: if a system is collapsing fast enough,
there is no way to avoid the collapse to a singularity.)
The application of the Penrose theorem involves two technical loop-
holes. First, if the final bubble is not spherically symmetric, then we have
not been able to show that the Penrose theorem applies. We believe that
this shortcoming, however, is probably the result of our own limitations,
and does not provide a way to avoid the theorem. Second, if a material
can be found with a pressure that exceeds its energy density, then the
Penrose theorem would not apply. In quantum field theories it is poss_le
to construct states that have this property, but it is not clear ff a large
enough region of this type can be attained.
At the quantum level, on the other hand, the Penrose theorem does
not apply, since it is derived from the classical equations of motion. With
E. Fahri and J. Guven (Farhi et aL 1990), I have studied the question of
2We thank R. Wald, W. Israel, J. Bardeen, and W. Unruh for pointing out to us the relevance of
this theorem.
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whether quantum physics allows the creation of an inflationary universe
without an initial singularity. In particular, we have been exploring the
following recipe. Suppose a small bubble of false vacuum (with mass less
than the critical mass Mc_ ,_ 10 kg) is created and caused to expand at
a moderate rate. Since the bubble is not expanding rapidly, the Penrose
theorem does not preclude its production by classical processes, without
an initial singularity. We have not explored in detail the mechanisms by
which such a region might be created, but presumably it could be created
either by supercc_Ung from high temperatures or perhaps by compressing
a gas of fermions that couple to the scalar field. If such a bubble were
allowed to evolve classically, it would correspond to one of the bounded
solutions, as discussed in the context of Figure 3. It would expand to a
maximum size and then the pressure gradient would halt the expansion and
cause the bubble to collapse. By quantum processes, however, one might
imagine that the bubble could tunnel through the potential energy barrier
shown in Figure 3, becoming a bounce solution that would continue to grow
until eventually the false vacuum decayed. The late-time behavior of this
bounce solution would strongly resemble that shown in Figures 6(c) and
6(d). Although no fully satisfactory theory of quantum gravity exists, we
have attempted to estimate the tunneling amplitude by using a semiclassical
(WKB) approximation.
Specifically, we used the same kind of Euclidean field theory technique
that was used by Coleman and De Luecia 3 (1980) to calculate the decay
rate of the false vacuum in curved spacetime. That is, we assume that the
amplitude to go from one three-geometry to another is well-approximated
by eixo_la where Ic_ is the action of the classical solution to the field
equations which interpolates between the two three-geometries. If no
real-time solution exists then we seek a Euclidean four-geometry that
solves the imaginary time field equation and whose boundary is the two
three-geometries of interest. The tunneling amplitude is then estimated as
e -z_ln, where [E is the properly subtracted classical action of the Euclidean
solution--that is, it is the action of the solution, minus the action of a
configuration that remains static at the initial state of the tunneling process
for the same Euclidean time as the solution requires for its transit.
We have found, however, that no true Euclidean interpolating manifold
exists. There is no difficulty or ambiguity in analytically continuing the
bubble wall trajectory into the Euclidean regime, but when this trajectory
is plotted on a Euclidean spacetime diagram it is found to cross both
the initial and final surfaces of the tunneling problem. These intersection
points prevent a conventional manifold interpretation.
3See also Section 6 of Guth and Weinbcrg 1983, which includes a discussion ofa spaccthne region
that was omitted in the original reference.
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We admit that we are not sure what the absence of a true interpolating
manifold implies about the tunneling problem. Perhaps it indicates that the
stationary phase method has failed, perhaps it indicates that one cannot
extrapolate the thin-wall approximation into the Euclidean regime, or
perhaps it is a suggestion that tunneling is for some reason forbidden.
We find it difficult to believe, however, that the tunneling process is
forbidden, since there is no barrier to constructing a well-defined manifold
(with either Lorentzian or Euclidean signature) that interpolates between
the initial and final states. Such a manifold is not a solution, but it would
constitute a path contn'buting to the functional integral Furthermore, since
any small variation about such a path would also contribute, the measure
of these paths appears naively to be nonzero. The amplitude would then
be nonzero unless the various paths conspire to cancel each other, as they
do for an amplitude that violates a conservation principle associated with
a symmetry. In the present case, however, there is no apparent symmetry
or conservation law at work. We therefore conjecture that the tunneling
process is allowed, and that the semiclassical approximation is valid.
Although no Euclidean interpolating manifold exists, it is nonetheless
poss_le to generalize the notion of a manifoM to describe a well-defined
Euclidean interpolation. In our paper we defined a object that we called
a "pseudomanifold," which we descried in two alternative ways. In the
simpler description the pseudomanifold closely resembles a true manifold,
except that V/_ is allowed to vanish and to change sign. We assume that
the action of the pseudomanifold can be taken as the usual expression for
the Euclidean action, except that V/_ is not positive definite.
We have used our definition of the action to estimate the tunneling
amplitude as a function of the various parameters in the problem, and we
have found that it behaves very reasonably: the tunneling action decreases
monotonically to zero as the bubble mass M approaches the critical mass
M,_ at which tunneling would not be necessary, and it diverges monoton-
ically as the gravitational constant G --* 0. The action is negative definite
by the standard sign conventions, but we argue that, regardless of the sign
of the action, the tunneling probability is always exponentially suppressed.
In a recent paper, F'Lschler et al. (1990) have calculated an amplitude
for this same process, using a Hamiltonian method somewhat different
from the method we used. In their formalism they find no inconsistencies,
and their answer is identical to ours.
The final result is obtained by a numerical integration, and it is shown
graphically in Figure 7. The (subtracted) Euclidean tunneling action Is
depends on MIMer, and also on the dimensionless parameter
7--"
_/1 + (p;/(3_'Go"2)
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FIGURE 7 Graph of -GX2IE, where/E is the Euclidean tunneling action. It is shown
as a function of MIMer, for various values of the parameter 7.
For typical GUT parameters, 7 _, 10-4.
As a rough estimate, the action IE is of order 1/(Gx2), as long
as Go"2 is smaller than or comparable to ,°I, and M is not too near
M,,. For typical grand unified theory parameters, this would give an
outrageously small tunneling probability, such as 10-1°'' . Even with this
small probability, however, there might still be a large probability of an
event of this sort occurring somewhere in a universe that has undergone
a large amount of inflation. Thus, the possibility of a chain reaction by
which one universe produces more than one universe is not obviously ruled
out by this estimate. On the other hand, if we are talking about creating
a universe in a hypothetical laboratory, then a probability this small must
be considered equivalent to zero. Thus the production of a universe at the
GUT scale seems prolu'bitively unlikely, but it might be poss_le at energy
scales approaching the Planck scale. In any case, I find it fascinating that
the creation of a new universe can even be discussed in scientific terms.
If our semiclassical result is correct, then it seems to raise an important
issue in quantum gravity: how does a pseudomanifold arise in a quantum
gravity path integral? It might mean that such objects occur in the physical
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definition of the path integral, or it might mean that they arise as saddle
points which are obtained by the distortion of integration contours in the
complex plane.
To summarize: in this paper I have presented several conclusions, some
of which are firmer than others. I believe that the following conclusions
are well-established:
• A false vacuum bubble can inflate without limit, detaching from the
original universe to _zome an isolated, closed "child" universe. From
the "parent" universe, the false vacuum bubble looks like a black hole.
• By the laws of classical physics, a child universe cannot be created
without an initial singularity (provided that [Pl < Pe2) •
In addition, the following conclusions are strongly indicated by present
research, but ambiguities remain to be resolved:
• In any model of inflation, whether of the new inflation or chaotic
type, isolated child universes are likely to be produced, presumably in
infinite numbers.
• A new universe can in principle be created in a hypothetical laboratory,
without an initial singularity, by a process of quantum tunneling.
Work in these areas is continuing, and we hope to get a better idea of what
exactly is needed in order to create an inflationary universe.
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On the Origin of the Diffuse X-ray Background
DAVID J. HELFAND
Columbia University
ABSTRACT
We report the first measurement of the intensity and spectrum of the
diffuse X-ray background in the 0.16--3.5 keV band which is free from
contamination by sources with fluxes greater than ~ 6 x 10 -14 erg em -2
s- 1. This result has been made possible by the development of a number of
techniques for reducing cosmic ray contamination and instrumental artifacts
in the data collected by the Einstein Observatory imaging proportional
counter. Our analysis of the background data reveals a mean absolute
intensity for the emission/=(0.16 -3.5 keV) _ 5.6 x 10-Serg cm-2s-Isr -I.
The intensity is dependent on galactic longitude even when only high
galactic latitude data are used, allowing us to set a lower limit of 20% on
the galactic contn'bution to the mean emission in this band. The spectrum
of the total background is consistent with a power law of slope ~ 0.7
between 0.16 keV and 3.5 keV with evidence for a steep rise toward lower
energies. This intensity is greater than that expected from extrapolation of
the HEAO A-2 results at higher energies and the slope is steeper than that
which obtains between 3 and 20 keV. A reanalysis of the faint end of the
log N - log S distribution for X-ray point sources in the 1.0-3.0 keV band
reveals an extragalactic source surface density of only 6 to 10 per square
degree at the Einstein Deep Survey limit of 4 x 10-14erg cm-2s -1 in this
band; the integrated contn'bution of all detected sources above this limit to
the observed diffuse intensity is ~ 12%. We also report preliminary evidence
for the association of faint radio sources with peaks in the arcminute-scale
fluctuations of the diffuse X-ray surface brightness distribution and then
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briefly consider some of the implications of these results for the origin of
the cosmic X-ray background.
INTRODUCTION
The detection of an intense, apparently diffuse, isotropic flux of X-rays
in the 2-10 keV band was one of the major discoveries of the 1962 rocket
flight which gave birth to X-ray astronomy (Giacconi et aL 1962). Measure-
ments over the ensuing quarter century by a variety of instruments including
those on OSO-3 and OSO-5, numerous rocket flights, and particularly the
A-2 experiment on HEAO-1 (Rothschild et aL 1983) have established that
the X-ray background rises above the radio-to-gamma-ray _,-0 _' power law
over the band 0.1-300 keV; its total energy density is ~ 4 x 10-SeV cm -a or
0.02% that of the cosmic microwave background radiation. Between 3 and
100 keV, the spectrum of the radiation can be characterized by an optically
thin thermal bremmstrahlung model with kT _ 40 keV (e.g., Marshall et
aL 1980). The radiation is isotropic on scales > 50 to an accuracy of one
part in 10-3, with the exception of a possible dipole anisotropy (Sharer and
Fabian 1983) very similar to that seen in the microwave background which
represents our motion with respect to the frame in which the microwave
photons were emitted at z ~ 1500. A definitive review of the observational
situation with respect to the X-ray background measurements above 3 keV
prior to 1986 is given by Boldt (1987).
Although the diffuse X-ray background was discovered several years
before the cosmic microwave radiation, its origin remains a matter of con-
siderable discussion and debate. One of the principle difficulties has been
that only the brightest members of source classes which are potential con-
tn'butors to the background have X-ray intensities and spectra which are
measurable with the non-imaging detectors used to record the flux from the
background itself. Although operating over the relatively limited bandwidth
between 0.16 and 3.5 keV, the imaging proportional counter 0PC) onboard
the E/nste/n Observatory had the potential to remove this difficulty by mea-
suring simultaneously the X-ray flux from both the background and the
candidate sources of which it may be composed. While the ten years since
the launch of the satellite has seen tremendous progress in characterizing
the X-ray luminosity functions and spectra of potential point-source con-
tributors such as active galactic nuclei (AGN), measurement of the diffuse
emission in this band has remained relatively unaddressed.
We report here the development of a number of techniques necessary
for the analysis of diffuse X-ray emission observed by the IPC. Their
application to six deep-exposure fields at high galactic latitudes (the Deep
Survey) has allowed us to measure the intensity and spectrum of the
background in the 0.16-3.5 keV band with an accuracy of ~ 5%. We have
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also undertaken a reanalysis of the X-ray point-source population at faint
fluxes derived from these same fields and present a new assessment of the
contn'bution of discrete X-ray emitters to the diffuse background.
In the next section, we discuss in some detail the origin of "counts"
detected by the IPC and then describe a set of algorithms we have developed
to distill from these raw counts a measure of the true diffuse X-ray flux
incident on the detector. These techniques include editing the data to
remove solar X-rays scattered into the detector by the residual atmosphere,
a source excision algorithm which removes the effects of photons scattered
far from a source's centroid by imperfections in the telescope mirror surface,
a flat-fielding algorithm for removal of spatial irregularities in the counter
response, and, most importantly, a determination of the fraction of counts
which result from the interaction of cosmic rays with the detector. We
present our principal scientific result in the third section: a source-free
spectrum of the diffuse X-ray background in the 0.16--3.5 keV band, where
"source-free" implies removal of the contribution of all discrete sources for
which f_ > 4 x 10-14erg cm-_s -1. The galactic longitude dependence of
the result determines an upper limit to the fraction of the flux in this band
which is of cosmic origin. The fourth section presents the application of
our new source detection algorithms to the clean IPC data and concludes
that there are only 6 to 10 sources per square degree at the Deep Survey
threshold. In the final section we include a brief report on our search for
radio counterparts to the background fluctuations and then summarize our
conclusions regarding the origin of the X-ray background.
DATA ANALYSIS
What is an IPC count?
The imaging proportional counter (IPC) at the focus of the Einstein
Observatory X-ray telescope collected data in the 0.1 - 4.5 keV X-ray band
from ~ 5000 1° x 1° fields scattered over the celestial sphere. The angular
resolution of the instrument was ~ 1' and the spectral resolution scaled as
R ~ 0.5(E/1 keV)-_; effective exposure times ranged from ~ 102 to ~ 105
seconds. Over the course of the Einstein mission, the IPC recorded the
position (in 8" cells), energy (in 32 pulse-height bins), and time-of-arrival of
~ 20 million "events" arising from the deposition of energy in the counter
gas. These events result from a number of distinct stimuli:
• from cosmic ray interactions with the detector. Low-energy elec-
trons and gamma rays may be directly detected, while higher energy cosmic
rays produce spaUation in the walls of the counter as well as neutron ac-
tivation of the detector and spacecraft, leading to secondary events in the
instrument.
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• from a low-level leak of the iron fluorescence cah'bration source
• from detector and/or electronic malfunctions (e.g., breakdown or
"sparking" in the counter gas)
• from solar X-rays scattered from the residual atmosphere above
the satellite and collected by the mirror
• from cosmic X-ray sources. While the detection of such events
was the primary purpose of most of the observations conducted with the
IPC, these photons must be excised in a study of the background. In
particular, the distribution of source counts outside the nominal instru-
ment point-response function which results from photons which scatter off
imperfections in the mirror surface must be treated with care.
• from diffuse X-rays of galactic origin -- the hot bubble of gas
~ 100 pc across which surrounds the sun (McCammon et aL 1983), the
ridge of emission along the galactic plane (Iwan et aL 1972; Koyama et aL
1986), and the putative halo of hot gas surrounding the Galaxy.
• from the cosmic X-ray background, the principal object of this
study.
Additional complications in studying d_use emission with the I'PC
include non-uniformities in the spatial response of the instrument, detector
gain changes, and the off-axis response of the telescope mirrors which
introduces an energy-dependent vignetting for X-rays but does not affect
cosmic ray-induced events.
A few of these problems are handled adequately by the standard I'PC
processing routines. Data from the small number of periods exhibiting
anomalous detector behavior are excluded from all further analysis. The
cah'bration source leak is confined to the high-energy pulse-height channels
and is said to contribute < 2% of the counts in channels below number
7 which corresponds, at nominal detector gain, to 1.5 keV. For the higher
energy channels, we adopt information from the E/nste/n Software Specifi-
cation document (Harnden et _ 19°o4), and fold this through our algorithm
to find new estimates for the effect of the cah_oration source on our results
(see Wu et _ 1990 for details).
Solar Scattered X.rays
The fraction of the counts detected in an IPC image which are at-
tributable to solar X-rays scattered into the optical path by the residual
atmosphere is a function of solar activity and of the geometry of the Earth-
Sun-satellite system. In the standard processing software, the latter factor
is parametrized by viewing geometry (VG) flags where VG = 1 ("best")
describes data collected with the satellite over the night-time side of the
Earth (i.e., the sun is fully occulted by the Earth and the solar scattered
flux should be essentially zero), VG = 2 and VG = 3 are the "better" and
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"good" data, respectively, implying increasing contributions of solar scat-
tered flux, and VG > 4 data are excluded from all standard images. Since
these parameters each represent a range of Earth-Sun, Earth-satellite, and
Sun-satellite viewing angles, and since the incident level of solar X-ray flux
varies significantly with time, the contr_ution of solar-scattered flux to the
IPC count rate in any given field is not simply a function of the fraction of
VG = 1, 2, and 3 data in the image. To quantify this contn'bution, we have
examined data from 54 fields in the IPC survey of the Large Magellanic
Cloud conducted by Columbia. Comparing the mean, source subtracted
count rates in the inner 30' of each field for the VG = 1 and VG = 2 + 3
data taken separately, we find a median solar-scattered component in the
VG = 2 + 3 data of -,- 2.6 x 10-4ct s-larcmin -2, in excess of the mean
level of cosmic ray contamination found belov:, the total range of solar
contamination is from ,,- 0 to ~ 8 x 10-4ct s-_arcmin -_. The spectrum
of the solar scattered radiation is, as expected, extremely soft and, as a
result of its steep energy distribution at the lower level cutoff for acceptable
events, small gain variations over the face of the detector produce a greater
level of spatial fluctuations for solar scattered X-rays than is observed for
celestial X-rays or for cosmic ray particles. A quantitative analysis of this
effect (Wu et aL 1990) has led us to conclude that, when studying sources
near the detection threshold, the sytematic errors introduced by including
data contaminated with solar-scattered flux are significant; in addition, the
presence of a time-variable component of counter illumination is clearly
inimical to a precise measurement of the diffuse X-ray background flux.
Thus, in all that follows, we have included only VG = 1 (satellite-night)
data in our analysis.
Source Excision
By definition, a characterization of the "diffuse" X-ray background
must include an analysis of only those photons not attributable to discrete
sources. To eliminate point-source photons, it is necessary first to iden-
tify the sources and then to subtract the system point response function,
appropriately normalized, from the data. In the Einstein mirror/detector
system, the point response profile is energy dependent both as a result of a
blur circle pulse-height dependence of the counter response (lower energy
photons are spread over a greater area - Harnden et aL 1984) and as a
result of scattering by imperfections on the surface of the grazing incidence
mirror (higher energy photons scatter to larger distances from the source
centroid - Mauche and Gorenstein 1984). We have modeled the instrument
response function using the convolution of an azimuthally symmetric Gaus-
sian core plus exponential wings and a constant underlying background (see
Wang and Helfand 1990 for details). In the analysis reported here, all bright
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sources are subt_ctcd using this technique, while sources fainter than 0.1
IPC ct s-1 have been eliminated by simply excluding from consideration
regions within a radius proportional to tn (intensity) (i.e., within a contour
of constant signal to noise ratio). This assures that < 1% of the photons in
a field originate in point sources above the detection threshold.
A Flat-Field Image for the IPC
Data collected with the E/nste/n IPC possess two inherent, instrument-
imposed symmetries: the radially symmetric X-ray sensitivity resulting from
the (energy-dependent) mirror vignetting function, and the rectangular
symmetry of the detector body, the window support r_s, and the crossed
grids of position-sensing wires. In order to eliminate non-uniformities
in the response of the instrument conforming to the latter symmetry,
we have produced the first "flat field" image for the IPC. We summed
over four hundred individual pointings after 1) eliminating all fields with
potentially significant extended emission (e.g., clusters of galaxies, SNRs,
star formation regions, etc.), 2) excising all point sources as described
above, and 3) rotating the fields to zero roll angle (referred to hereafter
as "machine coordinates"). The data selected were from the standard
"broad band" ('PHI channels 2-10) and were binned in 64" x 64" pixels;
the mean pixel contained nearly 1000 counts implying statistical errors at
the 3% level.
The two-dimensional, flat-field image with -., 1' resolution formed
from these data (corrected for vignetting) is shown in Figure 1. Highly
significant features are clearly present in the detector response on scales
from 0:5 to 5'. The amplitude of these features is a weak function of
pulse-height channel and detector gain, although the overall morphology
of the flat-field image is independent of these parameters. Note that here,
and in all of the analysis which follows, we delete all data within +3'5
of the window support ribs as being unreliable for most purposes. The
features are remarkably reproduca'ble, appearing in all subsets of the data
we examined: the Large Magellanic Cloud fields, the satellite-night-only
Deep Survey fields, 50 fields at the same galactic latitude as the LMC, and
the remaining fields included in the final composite image. The fractional
intensity of the features appears to be relatively independent of the ratio
of X-rays to particles in the summed images: the LMC fields with their
extensive diffuse emission shows structure of the same amplitude (measured
as a percent of total count rate) as do the Deep Survey fields. To first order,
then, it appears that both X-ray and cosmic ray-induced events respond
similarly to these detector nonuniformities.
The fluctuations have a peak-to-peak amplitude of .75 to 1.34 of the
mean value and an rms deviation of 9%. In order to obtain the particle
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FIGURE 1 A fiat-field image for the F_.btstdn IPC broad band with 64_x 64_ pixels.
Maximum deviations from the mean value are --0.26, +0.34; the rms deviation is 9%.
Each pixel contains _ 900 photons for a statistical uncertainty of _3%.
count rates derived below and in utilizing our source detection algorithms,
we first apply this flat-field correction to all data by multiplying the flat-field
image value in a given pixel by the exposure map used to turn raw count
rate maps into fluxed images.
A Determination of the Cosmic Ray Particle Contamination in the IPC
From the flattened, source-free, night-only images, we proceed via two
independent methods to estimate the cosmic ray-induced contamination
in the IPC count rate. The first method relies explicitly on the radial
symmetry imposed on all detected X-ray photons by the Observatory's
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mirrorsystem.The mirrorvigncttingfunctionwas measured in ground
cab'orations;itisreasonablyconstantwithinthe energyrange 0.16-3.5
keV and our adoptedfunctionisshown inFigure2a supcrposedon the
radialdistn'butionfrom the summed, night-onlyLMC data.The best-fit
normalizationclearlydoes not describethe datawell.This discrepancy
isattn'butablcto a secondcomponent of the detectedcountsn namely,
cosmic-rayinducedevents-- which do not followthe mirrorvignetting
function.As a working hypothesiswe adopteda flatradialdistribution
fortheseso-called"particle"events.Any first-orderdeparturesfrom this
assumptionhavebeenremovedby theflat-fieldingalgorithm.(Notethatthe
flatfieldwas derivedby normalizingeach pixclto theadoptedvignctting
functionto remove thislowestorder Fouriercomponent of the spatial
fluctuations- see Wu etoi 1990fordetails.)The two-componentfitto
the radialdistributionf LMC data (flatparticle,plusvignettcdX-ray
contributions)isshown in Figure2b. The rcsultisboth a substantial
improvementinthe fittothe radialsurfacebrightnessdistn'butionf the
IPC,and a directmeasurement of the mean particlecomponent inthese
fields:1.39+ .03x 10-4cts-larcmin-2. Separatemeasurements of the
particlerateforeach of the sixDcep Surveypointingsyieldsa valueof
1.41-4-.03x 10-4cts-larcmin-2,consistentwiththe resultbasedon the
LMC fieldsand withan errorinthemean ofonly2%.
To testtherobustnessof thisimportantmeasurement,we havemade
a completelyindependentestimateof the mean IPC particleventrate
by takingadvantageof the largenumber of overlappingpointingswhich
comprisetheColumbia LMC survey.The essenceof the approachisthe
factthat,fora givensky direction,two separateIPC observationswith
differentfieldcenterswillreceivethesame number of diffuseX-rays,but
willrecorddifferentnumbers of eventsbecause
1) a differentdistancefrom the fieldcenterresultsin a different
diminutioninX-rayintensityfromvignetting,and
2) thetwo datasets,recordedatdifferenttimes,willhavea different
levelofparticlecontamination.
Itisposs_Icthen,to constructfrom the originaldataa highlycon-
strainedsimultaneousolutionforboth the trueX-rayintensityforeach
sky positionand a particlecontaminationlevelfor each observationby
producinga X2 minimizationsolutionfortheequation
Cijk= [FijTijkVij k + PkTijk] Smn
where
- C ijk represents the counts recorded in the sky pixel i (RA), j
(Dec) in the ldh field
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FIGURE 2 (a) The radial distribution of total counts in the summed VG=I LMC data
fitted to the nominal E/nstebl mirror vigneuing function. (b) The same radial distribution
fitted to the vignetting function plus a constant panicle rate of 1.4 × 10 -4 et s- 1 arcmin-_
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- F ij represents the diffuse X-ray flux from that sky pixel
- Vii k represents the vignetting function value for that sky pixel in
field k
- P k represents the particle value for field k
- T ijk represents the exposure time at sky position ij in field k (e.g.,
T ijk = 0 under a n'b)
- Smn represents the flat-field correction to the exposure time in
the detector pixel labelled by mn which corresponds to the current
pixel of interest.
The night-only LMC data includes 114 fields with exposure times
> 500 s. The ~ 50 x 5° region covered by these fields has been divided into
4293 sky pixels 4'3 x 4'3 in size (corresponding to 32 x 32 8" IPC pixels);
multiple overlaps (up to 12 fields covering a given sky pixel) result in a
total of 20,908 C ijk values. Solving for the 4293 sky fluxes (F ij's) and the
114 particle fluxes (P k'S) yields a mean particle rate of
(P) = 1.45 x 10-4cts-larcrnin -2
with a reduced X 2 value for the fit of 0.99. This independently derived
estimate is indistinguishable from the value obtained from the radial dis-
tribution of the Deep Survey fields and gives us considerable confidence
in our understanding of particle contamination in the IPC. The fit also
yields an estimate of the range of particle values in typical, short-exposure
IPC fields for which direct fits to the radial distribution are compromised
by poor statistics and the absence of an overlapping pointing renders a
simultaneous solution (as in our LMC example) imposs_le. The range of
values in the 114 LMC fields runs from ,-, 0 to ~ 3 x 10-4cts-larcmin -z
with an rms dispersion about the mean of ~ 35%. Finally, of incidental
interest here, but of considerable scientific importance, the simultaneous
fit yields a map of the absolute sky flux in the 0.16 - 3.5 keV band with
-,, 4' resolution over the whole LMC; the implications of this result are
discussed elsewhere (Wang et aL 1990).
In order to measure the spectrum of the X-ray background, it is
necessary to extend this analysis to derive the spectrum of the particle
contamination. Thus, we have repeated the radial profile fitting analysis on
the summed Deep Survey fields for each pulse height bin independently. We
find particle contamination levels which vary smoothly from 29% in channel
2 (0.15-0.3 keV) to 9% in channel 6 ( 1.1 to 1.4 keV, the minimum particle
background channel) to 30% in channel 10 (2.7 to 3.5 keV) although
cab'oration source leakage contributes an additional ~ 50% of the total
counts in this channel. We are in the process of acquiring the entire Einstein
data base so that we can construct flat fields and particle contamination
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spectra as a function of gain with the highest poss_le statistical precision,
but we do not expect the basic results reported here to change significantly.
THE SPECTRUM OF THE X-RAY BACKGROUND
Having measured or eliminated an extraneous sources of IPC counts
and minimized to the extent possible sources of systematic error, we are
now in a position to measure the intensity and spectrum of the low-energy
diffuse X-ray background. We present the result in Figure 3.
The integrated flux in the 0.16-3.5 keV band as measured by E/n-
ste/n is 35 ph cm-2s-lsr -1. This is clearly in excess of the extrapolation
of the power law with a slope of -0.4 observed ill the 3-30 keY band.
The amount of the excess is unclear, however, because of a long-standing
but tittle-known discrepancy between the normalization of the 3-10 keV
background spectrum. The HEAO-1 A-2 experiment medium energy de-
tectors measure a flux of 8.3E-1'4ph cm-2s-lsr-lkeV -1 whereas a series
of several rocket flights by the Wisconsin group (Nonsek 1978; Fried 1978;
Burrows 1982) designed specifically to study the diffuse X-ray background
obtained precisely the same slope but a normalization which is 30% higher
in the same band. Both used the Crab Nebula as a cafibration source
and obtained consistent values for its flux, and both claim errors in the
normalization of < 10%. Apart from an error in the cal_ration of the
collimator responses of the two experiments, it is difficult to imagine the
cause of this discrepancy. At present, the situation is unresolved, and we
have plotted both 3-10 keY spectra in Figure 3. An extrapolation of the
HEAO-1 spectrum to the 0.16-3.5 keY band implies an expected intensity
of 28.5 ph cm-2s-lsr -1, --, 25% below the measured value.
The complex shape of the low-energy spectrum of the background is
apparent in the figure. There is a steep rise at the lowest energies ( < .3
keV) which is consistent with emission from the ,._ 106K plasma filling the
--, 100 pc cavity around the sun (McCammon et aL 1983). Between .5 and
3.5 keV, the slope of the spectrum is ~ 0.7, significantly steeper than that
at higher energies, but similar to that of the spectra of nearby AGN in
the 2-10 keV band as measured by HEAO-1 (Mashotsky 1982) and Ginga
(Tanaka 1989).
The limited information we have on the spatial distribution of the
diffuse background in the E/nae/n band demonstrates that at least part of
this emission is galactic in origin. A plot of the diffuse intensity in each of
the 35 high galactic latitude (30* < Ibl < 70°) fields as a function of galactic
longitude shows a significant increase between longitudes 300* < _ < 60*:
the mean intensity for 12 fields between 120" and 240* is 3.1 + .2 x
10-4ct s-larcmin -_ while the value for 10 fields with 330* < £ < 30* is
6.7+ .5 x 10-4ct s-larcrnin -2. This substantial excess is clearly a large-scale
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galactic component since it is not confined to local features such as the
North Polar Spur, a region of enhanced soft X-ray and nonthermal radio
emission thought to be a piece of an old supernova remnant. Further
analysis of the spectrum and the spatial distr_ution of the excess using
the entire database is required before the relative contributions of local
emission, a thick galactic ridge (e.g., Iwan et at 1982; Koyama et at 1986;
Watson 1989), and a bulge or coronal component can be assessed. In the
discussion that follows we use the 1-3 keV background flux derived from
high galactic latitude fields in the longitude range 1200 < £ < 240 ° as
our best estimator of the cosmic background intensity, although a residual
galactic contn'bution cannot be excluded; the adopted value in this band is
2.5 x 10-Serg cm-2s-lsr -1.
THE POINT SOURCE CONTRIBUTION
A number of extragalactic source classes contr_ute to the integrated
surface brightness of the X-ray sky; the most important known sources
are galaxy clusters, Seyferts, BL Lac objects, and quasars. Considerable
effort has been expended in attempting to derive a total discrete source
contribution by extrapolating from the relatively small number of known
examples in each class. These determinations are limited by selection effects
in the X-ray data, uncertainties in the optical luminosity functions and X-
ray-to-optical luminosity ratios, poorly-known broad-band X-ray spectra,
and the imponderables of source luminosity and density evolution. It is
beyond the scope of the present work to review these calculations. Rather,
we will adopt a strictly empirical approach in which we apply an optimized
source detection algorithm to the edited, fiat-fielded data of the six Deep
Survey fields to define the faint end of the log N - log S distn'bution of
discrete X-ray sources.
We have developed a method of identifying sources in E/nste/n IPC
data which relies on a statistical interpretation of flux enhancements but
then uses morphological fitting techniques for the determination of source
locations and fluxes. The specific parameters of our algorithm were deter-
mined by running the program with a wide variety of parameters on several
sets of real and artificial data. The final parameters were then chosen
so that the program detected real sources with maximum efficiency and
spurious sources in an evenly distributed manner. This second goal is fairly
difficult to achieve with IPC data because calculating a reasonably accurate
background for a potential source requires collecting photon events from
an area of ,,, 100 arcrnin 2 and the IPC detector has significant structure,
from ribs and mirror vignetting, on these scales.
Before searching a data set for sources we constructed two maps: one,
a record of the number of events per pixel (usually 32 or 64 arcseconds on
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a side),and a secondrecordingtheadjustedexposuretimedeterminedby
taking the total integration time for the observation and applying correc-
tions for the effect of mirror vignetting and counter fiat-fielding as discussed
above. We then inspected every pixel in the field to determine the proba-
bility that a source lies within it. To measure the statistical significance of
flux enhancements F, we construct a local background model by comput-
ing weighted (by adjusted exposure time) average flux over a background
annulus. This annulus is centered on the point which is being analyzed
and excludes areas which are either adjacent to the pixel of interest, under
the IPC fibs, or near another source (this latter facet obviously requires
multiple iterations; see below). The expected background counts B for the
central source region is, then, the computed flux times the adjusted expo-
sure time for the candidate central source. The expected statistical width
of the background AB is also computed by taking the counting statistics of
the background annulus and weighting the result by the ratio of adjusted
exposure times. A signal to noise measure is calculated as
S/N = (F- B)/(F- ZxB ) . (I)
We determined the optimum values for the algorithm parameters --
the inner and outer radii of the annulus and the outer radius of the
central candidate region -- by analyzing real and Monte Carlo generated
fields with a variety of values and parameters. Increasing the size of the
background annulus has the desirable effect of reducing the statistical error
in the background model and the potentially undesirable effect of enabling
diffuse sources of emission (which cannot be readily eliminated from the
data) to degrade the accuracy of the background calculation.
A somewhat more difficult problem arises when the statistics of faint
point source detections is considered indetail. Because increasing the size
of the candidate region adds an amount of noise which scales linearly with
the area while adding a signal contribution which drops exponentially, the
optimum size of the candidate region is considerably less than the size
which includes almost all of the true source flux. Consider a case in which
the candidate region is increased in area by a factor of 2. Equation (1)
would then read
(F(1 + a) - B(1 + a)) _ (2)
S/N = F(1 + a) + B(1 - a) + 4A2B2
where a is the percentage increase influx gained by going to the larger area.
The optimum value for the flux in the candidate region was determined by
applying the algorithm to Deep Survey and Monte Carlo-generated fields
and was found to be 70% of the total power. As a result of this strategy,
our candidate region is immediately surrounded by a region containing a
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flux level enhanced by the excluded photons from the source. This region
must, in turn, be excluded from consideration in calculating either the
source flux or background. Clearly, this method is not a reliable way to
measure the flux or position of a source. We use it merely to establish
a source's existence. Each source falling above a specified significance
level is later analyzed in detail using more realistic models for the point
response function. Thus, our procedure cannot be completed in less than
three iterations. First we identify the relatively bright sources in a field.
Then using this source list as a basis for excluding regions from background
annuli, we search the field again, this time finding the faintest sources.
Finally, we look at the data a third time to calculate fluxes and positions
of each identified source.
The results of our application of this procedure to the six Einstein Deep
Survey fields are described in detail in Hamilton et al. (1990). We detected
a total of 29 sources at a significance level of > 3v. The faintest detected
sources have an X-ray flux in the 1-3 keV band of 4 x 10-14erg cm-2s -1
if a power law spectrum with a slope of 0.7 is adopted and the absorbing
column density is assumed to be neglig_le (i.e., N H < 10_°s cm-2) •
Preliminary analysis of three of these fields have appeared in the
literature (Giacconi et at 1979; Grifliths et aL 1983) and considerable
work aimed at optical identification of the candidate X-ray sources has
been undertaken. From this partially complete optical program we find
that 6 of the sources we detect in the three fields common to this earlier
work are foreground galactic stars. In fact, all 11 of the optically identified
sources listed in the earlier analysis are found in our survey, whereas
only 6 of the 38 other source candidates found earlier are now detected.
The other three Deep Survey fields show a similar surface density of
sources. These results agree well with recent work by Primini et a/ (private
communication), and lead to a log N - log S amplitude of 6 (counting only
the sources with extragalactic optical IDs) to 10 (including all unidentified
sources as extragalacitc) sources deg -2 at a Deep Survey threshold of
4 x 10-14 erg crn -_z s-t (1-3 keV). Adopting a logN- logs slope of-1.5,
consistent with the results of the data from the Medium Sensitivity Survey
(Gioia et aL 1984), and integrating the contr_ution of all extragalactic
sourcs detected in the Einstein band, we find that they comprise ~ 12% of
the diffuse X-ray background flux detected in this same band by this same
instrument.
THE ORIGIN OF THE X-RAY BACKGROUND
The flux theshhold for detectable sources in the Deep Survey is set by
the photon counting statistics of the images and our adopted significance
criterion. Clearly, however, sources fainter than this theshold contn'bute to
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the flux observed in each field, and the characteristics of the log N - log S
below the significance cutoff can be studied by analyzing the arcminute-
scale fluctuations in the images. Two years ago, we published such an
analysis (Hamilton and Helfand 1987), concluding that the log N - log S
of discrete X-ray emitters must extend below the Deep Survey limit by at
least a factor of 3 to explain the graininess of the images, but that the
entire background was too smooth to be explained completely by such a
population. The upper limit to the contribution of discrete sources was set
at ~ 50%, with the remainder of the emission requiring a source surface
density of greater than several thousand per square degree. These fractional
contr_utions were based on an assumed background level derived from an
extension of the high energy v-°4 power law. As indicated in Figure 3b,
the percentages of the observed background in the 1-3 keV band are now
12% from resolved discrete sources, ~ 25% from a fainter extension with
the same log N - log S slope of the observed population, and -., 65% from
either truly diffuse emission or a very numerous population of objects.
Given the evidence cited above that a population of objects other than
AGN is required to explain the background, we have undertaken a search
for such objects utilizing the VLA in conjunction with our X-ray fluctuation
analysis. The results are presented in detail in Helfand and Hamilton
(1990). Briefly, we obtained a deep (24 hours) integration of the Draco
Deep Survey field utilizing the C configuration of the VLA at 20 era. A total
of ~ 100 discrete radio sources was detected down to a limiting flux density
of ,-, 150/_Jy. We then compared the positions of these sources (accurate
to ~ 1") with the positions of the brightest ~ 5% of the ~ 300 independent
pixels making up the X-ray image. The expected rate of chance associations
was 4, while the observed number of radio/X-ray coincidences was 9. One
of the matches was with an optically identified X-ray source, whereas the
remainder represent coincidences between 2.0--3.0_r positive fluctuations in
the X-ray background and 0.2-2 mJy radio point sources. We are currently
pursuing optical, infrared, and radio foUowup observations of these faint
radio sources in an attempt to establish the nature of this potential new
contn'autor to the X-ray background.
The quest for art understanding of the origin of the X-ray background
remains frustrated by the simple fact that the bulk of the energy density
which we must explain is contained in photons above 4 keV, while the best
data on the spatial distr_ution of the background and the characteristics
of the sources which contribute to it are measured below this energy.
Nonetheless, the constraints on the intensity, spectrum, and fluctuation
statistics derived from the Einstein data as well as the telescope's faint
threshold for discrete source detection have added considerably to our
knowledge of this cosmic radiation. For example, we require a very strong
evolution in the X-ray-to-optical luminosity ratio for quasars if they are to
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contn'bute more than ~ 30% of the background at energies below 4 keV;
furthermore, the spectra of quasars in this band (Wilkes and Elvis 1987) are
often steeper than the integrated spectrum of the background, setting an
additional constraint on their contribution. Shaeffer and Silk (1988) have
shown that, by invoking rather extreme evolutionary assumptions, a major
(even dominant) contrl'bution to the 1-3 keV background can arise from
hot gas in clusters and groups of galaxies, although such sources would not
add significant flux at higher energies. Models for galaxy formation which
invoke superconducting cosmic strings have recently been used to make
a prediction about the structure of the 1-3 keV background (Ostriker
and Thompson 1987); to wit, that as such strings "explode" they create
superbubbles in the intergalactic medium at z _ 10 - 30 which should lead
to correlated structure in the background on scales of ,,- 3-100 arcminutes.
Unfortunately, it appears that the E/nste/n data are not quite sufficient to
provide a quantitative test of this prediction. Primordial galaxies themselves
are a potential background contributor and the high-source surface density
our fluctuation analysis requires plus the tantalyzing evidence for associated
faint radio sources makes this an attractive option to pursue. The most
obvious explanation for a diffuse background m a hot diffuse medium m has
not been excluded, although it suffers from severe problems on energetic
grounds (Field and Perronod 1977) and may also have difficulties matching
the observed broad-band spectrum once the known discrete contn'butors
are removed (Giacconi and Zamorani 1987).
It is clear that what is needed is data which can reach fainter flux levels
and can measure the properties of contn'buting source populations with
greater precision and over a broader bandwidth. The ROSAT Observatory,
to be launched next year, will allow us to push the log N - log S curve to
somewhat lower flux levels, albeit only in the band below 2 keV. Major
progress should be forthcoming a few years hence when the higher energy
imaging missions Astro-D and, particularly, Spectrum-RG, are launched.
The extremely high throughput and broad spectral coverage of the Sodart
telescopes on Spectrum-RG will provide qualitatively new data on the
spectrum and spatial structure of the background itself as well as on the
characteristics of sources which contribute to it down to fluxes an order
of magnitude below the Einstein Deep Survey limit. Perhaps then, three
decades after its discovery, we will finally understand fully the origin of the
X-ray background and will be able to exploit this understanding for the
constraints it will set on the evolution of the Universe and its contents.
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Gravitational Lenses:
The Current Sample, Recent Results,
and Continuing Searches
JACQUELINE N. HEWITT
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Gravitational leusing is one of the topics in astrophysics that was quite
extensively discussed over many decades in the theoretical literature before
it was actually observed. We are now at the tenth anniversary of the
discovery of the first gravitational lens in 1979, and it is interesting to note
how the field has developed over the past decade. After an initial slow rate
of discovery of gravitational lens systems (about one per year), the last few
years have seen an explosion in the number of reported cases. The variety
in the types of systems has also increased markedly. Attention was drawn
to the first few eases because quasars at the same redshift, with similar
optical spectra, were observed with angular separations of only a few arc
seconds. Recent verified and proposed gravitational lenses include the giant
luminous arcs, their accompanying more common small blue "arclets," the
radio rings, a field of twin galaxies, statistical lensing, and microleusing.
In the last decade, most observational effort has been devoted to
searching for new candidate lens systems and carefully measuring their
properties, both to test whether they are indeed lensed and to provide
constrains for modeling. Theoretical efforts have been extensive, and have
included modeling of the known lens systems and more general theoreti-
cal calculations aimed at understanding gravitational potentials with some
simplifying properties. The case of an elliptically symmetric potential is the
most complicated potential that can be said to be thoroughly understood.
Blandford and Kochanek (1987) and Kochanek and Blandford (1987) have
examined the solutions for such a potential in considerable detail, and
have simulated the statistical properties of an ensemble of elliptical lenses.
As pointed by Narayan and Grossman (1959), the different solutions for
the elliptical lens provide a useful framework for categorizing the known
gravitational lens systems. If a source fails on the optical axis of the lens,
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four bright images surrounding the center of the lens are formed. If the
quadrupole moment of the lens is sufficiently small, or the extent of the
source is sufficiently large, the four images merge to form a ring surround-
ing the center of the lens. For an extended source that is moved off the
axis of the lens, the ring breaks up into arcs; ff the quadrupole moment
of the lens is large, one long arc dominates. A smaller source moved off
the axis breaks up into four small images, and two of the images merge
(giving three images) and disappear (leaving one image) as the source
moves farther from the optical axis. Therefore, a convenient classification
of the lenses is into rings, arcs, multiples, and doubles, where the progres-
sion is from sources close (compared to their extent) to the optical axis
to far from the optical axis. Table 1 lists the known candidate systems. I
have attempted to include all candidate systems that have appeared in the
refereed literature, including some for which the evidence for lensing is
not very strong. The field is changing rapidly, and it is somewhat a matter
of judgment which systems are candidates, so my list may differ slightly
from other published lists. I have been generous in attn'buting lensing
characteristics, and some rather speculative systems are included in this
list. In addition to the individual lens systems descr_ed above, two other
signatures of gravitational lensing have recently been discovered, statistical
lensing (Webster et at_ 1988) and microlensing (Irwin et aL 1989).
The energy and ingenuity of observers and theorists are beginning to
be brought together in this new astrophysics laboratory, and some of the
long discussed promise of gravitational lensing is being realized. We are
beginning to gather clues about the distn'bution and nature of dark matter,
both inside and outside galaxies, and there are real prospects for measuring
the values of cosmological parameters and learning about the structure of
quasars. Available space limits me to a discussion of only a few topics.
MICROLENSING: MEASURING THE MASS FUNCFION OF A
GALAXY AND THE SIZE OF A QUASAR?
Microlensing has been discussed extensively in the literature, and was
predicted to occur when a small lens (for example, a star) passes through
the line of sight from the observer to the source and causes an apparent
brightening of the source. The gravitational lens 2237+0305 is the system
most likely to show microlensing effects: the quasar images surround the
central region of the lensing galaxies where the surface density of stars
is high; the low redshift of the galaxy causes the characteristic angular
lensing region of each microlens to be large; and the low redskift of the
lens causes the apparent relative velocities of the observer, microlens, and
source to be large (Kayser and Refsdal 1989). Microlensing in principle
can do a lot of astrophysics by allowing us to measure the number density
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TABLE 1 Proposed and verifiedgravitationallenssystems,grouped accordingtomorphology.
For B1900+14, 2345+007, 1635+267, 1146+111, 0023+171, and 0249-186 itisgenerally
accepted that the existing evidence is sumcient to conclusively demonstrate that they arc
gravitational lenses.
Image Flux Type of Discovery
Separation 1 Ratio 1 Lens Reference
RINGS
MGl131+0456 2.1" --, 1 ? Hewitt et a/. 1988
MG1654+1346 2.1" ,,- 1 Galaxy Langston et aZ 1989
ARCS
Abeil 370 -_ 50 "2 -- Cluster Soucail et _ 1987
CI 2244-02 22 ''2 1 Cluster Lynds and Petrosian 1989
Abell 963 30" _ Cluster Lavery and Henry 1988
Cl 0500-24 52 #2 -- Cluster Giraud 1988
Abell 2218 Arelets -- Cluster Pello-Descayre et aL 1988
MULTIPLES
1115+080 0.5" -,- 1 Galaxy Weymann et aL 1980
2016+112 3.4" --, 1 2 galaxies Lawrence a a/. 1984
2237+0305 1.8 H 1 Galaxy Huchra el aL 1985
B1900+14 ? ,-,, 1.5 ? Paczynski 1986
3C324 3" 1.7 Galaxy Le F6vre eta/. 1987
H1413+117 0.8" I.I Galaxy? Magain et aZ 1988
DOUBLE..q
0957+561 6.1" 1.3 Galaxy, duster Vvhlsh et aL 1979
2345+007 7.3" ,,- 4 ? Weedman et aL 1982
1635+267 3.8" 4.4 Galaxy?? Djorgovski and Spinrad 1984
1146+111 157" ,-- I ? Turner eta/. 1986
0023+171 4.8 # 3 Galaxy Hewitt et a£ 1987
UM673 2.2" 7.6 Galaxy Surdej eta/. 1987
0249-186 2.0 -- 2.6" 1.0-1.1 Cosmic string??? Cowie and Hu 1987
UM425 6.5 II 70 Galaxy? Meylan and Djorgovski 1989
1When there are more than two images, the image separation and flux ratio of the brightest
pair are tabulated.
2Twioe the radius of oarvature of the dominant arc.
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FIGURE 1 Light curves of the quasar images of 2237+0305, constructed from the data
of Schneider et a/ (1988; day 286), Yee (1988; day 998), and Irwin et a/(1989, days 1325
and 1354). Component A for day 286 has been offset 10 days to the fight for clarity. The
error bars _epresent the estimated errors in the absolute flux scales.
of compact objects inside galaxies, and to measure the size of the emitting
region of quasars. For the geometry of the 2237+0305 system, the expected
characteristic timescal¢ for microlensing is
6000 _m/sec
At = 8V-_-_o years
where V is the apparent transverse velocity. An apparent transverse velocity
as large as 6000 km/sec is expected for relative source, lens, and observer
velocities of several hundred km/sec; therefore, we may expect to lind
variations in the brightness of the images of 2237+0305 on times scales
of months to years. "High amplification events" occur when a compact
source crosses a caustic in the source plane. From the rise time of these
events, the size of the source can be measured. The overall time scale of
the variations gives the mass of the lensing objects.
Figure 1 shows a plot of a light curve of 2237+0305 constructed from
the data of Irwin et a2 (1989), Schneider et a2 (1988), and Yee (1988),
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including their estimated errors. A direct comparison of these data must be
viewed with caution since the measurements were carried out with different
instruments; furthermore, the measurements of the first two dates are of
the Thuan and Gunn r magnitudes, and those of the last two dates are of
the Mould R magnitudes. In any case, the evidence for microlensing in
2237+0305 is in the change in the magnitude of component A relative to the
other quasar components. For example, the last two measurements show a
change in the magnitude difference between components A and B, relative
to the second measurement, of 0.38 and 0.26, well above the estimated
error in the relative magnitudes (0.02 for the second measurement, and
0.05 for the last two measurements). Since the time delay between the
images is expected to be of order a day, the variation is probably due to
microlensing rather than intrinsic variations in the quasar. The light curve
is not well enough sampled to determine the mass of the microlens, nor
whether we have witnessed a "high amplification event" in which the quasar
passes behind a lens caustic. However, reasonable assumptions give a range
in the estimated microlens mass of 0.0001M 9 < M < 0.1M9, but larger
masses are of course consistent with the data (Irwin et aL 1989). Models
predict a large lensing optical depth, so continued, frequent monitoring of
the quasar images of 2237+0305 is important.
DO COSMIC STRINGS EXIST?.
If cosmic strings exist, they may be observable through their lensing
effects. Lensed images caused by cosmic loops that have radii smaller than
the image separation are likely to be difficult to distinguish from lensed
images caused by centrally condensed mass distr_utions such as galaxies
and clusters. Lensed images caused by strings with radii of curvature much
larger than the image separation may be easier to distinguish because of
the following properties unique to straight string lenses: (1) the images
are not magnified; (2) the parity of the images is the same; (3) if there is
a sufficient surface density of background sources, many pairs of images
will stretch along the string; and (4) if the string is moving relativistically,
there is a small systematic velocity shift between the images on either
side of the string (see Hogan 1987 and references therein). Cowie and
Hu (1987) discovered an unusual field of "twin galaxies" in which there
are four pairs of galaxies with angular separations between 2.0" and 2.6",
magnitude differences of 0.15 or less, and velocity differences (for the three
pairs in which they have been measured) consistent with zero. More recent
optical work (I-Iu and Cowie, private communication) shows that one pair
has significantly different colors, but has also discovered four more pairs
with similar magnitudes and colors. Comparison with control fields shows
that the number of pairs is much larger than would be expected by chance.
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In collaboration with R. Perley and E. Turner, I have acquired a A20 cm
VIA image of the field. A contour plot of the radio emission (henceforth
referred to as 0249-184) is shown in Figure 2, superimposed on an optical
image (kindly provided by E. Hu) for comparison. One may use the radio
data to address the question of lensing by a cosmic string in two ways. First,
is the emission peculiar in some way that would be explained by lensing?
The answer to this question is no. The coincidence of the 0249-184 and the
optical galaxy implies the two are physically associated. The radio emission
has Fanaroff and Riley Type I (FRI, Fanaroff and Riley 1974) morphology
which is common among radio galaxies. The radio power implied by the
redshift of the optical galaxy falls within the range commonly seen in FRI
sources (Shaver et aL 1982), though it is brighter than that usually seen in
optically selected elliptical galaxies (Hummel et al. 1983). If a string fell in
front of the jet, one would expect to see a distortion of the type sketched
in Figure 3; none is seen. Second, do the properties of 0249-184 exclude
the possibility that there is a cosmic string in the field? Our judgment in
this case is that the answer is probably, but not definitely. At galaxy A2,
the radio emission is at the position of optical emission that is "known"
to be doubly imaged. The lack of corresponding doubling of the radio
emission is evidence against the lensing interpretation. However, given the
uncertainty in the registration of the optical and radio images (about 0.6")
and their finite resolution, it is possible that the radio emission falls just
outside the doubly-imaged region. In summary, the case for lensing has
been weakened by the radio data and by the discovery of color differences
in one galaxy pair;, however, the evidence may not rule it out, and the field
has peculiar properties that would be well explained by string lensing. In
any case, gravitational lensing brings a phenomenon predicted by theories
of the early universe under observational scrntinity.
MASS-TO-LIGHT RATIO MEASUREMENTS IN GALAXIES
Gravitational lensing is one of the few phenomena in astrophysics in
which the system under study is not necessarily luminous, and is therefore
well suited to studying dark matter. Gravitational lensing has been used to
provide an independent measure of the mass-to-light ratio in two systems in
which the mass distribution is reasonably well constrained by surrounding
images and in which the redshifts of both the source and the lens are
known. The first system is 2237+0305, already discussed in the context
of microlensing above. The foreground galaxy has a small redshift (z =
.0394), and its surface brightness can be used directly in lens models. Four
images of the background quasar, surrounding the central region (radius
< 0.5 kpc) of the galaxy, constrain models of the mass distribution in that
region. Schneider et aL (1988) calculated models based on the observed
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FIGURE 2 Contour plot ofa A20 an radio map (solid contours) of 0249-184 superimposed
on an optical I band image (dotted contours) of the field. The radio contours are 20%,
30_, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, and 90% of the peak brightness of 370 /_ly/beam; the
resolution is approximately 2_#. No attempt has been made to calibrate the optical image;
the contours are linear in the CCD data numbers.
light distn'bution, in a 1'2'#x 12" region centered on the bulge of the galaxy,
and a constant mass-to-light ratio. The best model has a blue mass-to-
light ratio of 9.4h (Ho = 100h km/sec/Mpc) with 20% variations causing
significant differences between the data and the model. MG1654+1345 is
the second Einstein ring to be discovered, and consists of the ring image of
the radio lobe of a z = 1.74 quasar lensed by a z = 0.254 galaxy (Langston
et a_ 1989). The strength of the lens in this case can be estimated from the
angular radius of the observed ring, and the enclosed mass calculated from
the measured redshifts, assuming qo = 1/2, is 9.5 =E1.9 x 101°_Mo. From
the measured brightness of the galaxy, the blue mass-to-light ratio with the
central 5 kpe of the galaxy is 19+4h. The above values of the mass-to-light
ratio are completely independent of measurements made using dynamical
techniques.
In addition to using gravitational lens systems as astrophysics laborato-
ries, work continues on searches for new systems. I know of six deh'berate
searches at radio and optical wavelengths for which results have been pub-
lished. Gravitational lensing is a relatively rare event; therefore, all these
searches require some sort of filter to select objects which we believe are
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JET
FIGURE 3 Schematic diagram of lensing of a linear structure,such as a radio jet,by a
cosmic string.The angle between the string and the jet is _7,and the part of the sky that
is imaged twice is represented by the shaded region. A point source in the shaded region
has two images with angular separation A0. The cosmic string causes an apparent break
in the jet with separation s and overlap l.
more likely to be lensed. More than half the searches use the morphology
of the object as the criterion in selecting lens candidates. The others use
the fact that gravitationally lensed images, because of their magnification,
will appear brighter than they otherwise would. This property indicates
that objects of high absolute luminosity (calculated from the redshift and
the apparent luminosity, not corrected for the magnification of any lens)
are good lens candidates. Once the lens candidates have been selected,
further tests must be carried out to test whether images are lensed. Possi-
ble tests include: (1) Do the images have the same spectra (and the same
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redshfft)? (2) Do the images have the same polarization properties? (3)
If there is any structure in the images, is it consistent with gravitational
lensing? (4) Do the images have the same light curve, offset by the time
delay between the images? (5) If there are other distant objects behind
the lens, are they also imaged? (6) Are there more than two images of
the source? (7) Is there a lens vis_le? (8) Is the source redshift larger
than the lens redshift? It is a question of judgment at what point one
decides that a system is a gravitational lens, and opinion on this issue
varies somewhat. In many cases, optical spectra showing emission lines at
the same wavelengths with approximately the same relative intensifies have
been the primary evidence for gravitational lensing. Most of the searches
rely on optical spectroscopy as a means of verification. However, there is
at least one clear counterexample. In the double quasar 1145-071, the two
components have very similar optical spectra, but one is a radio source and
the other is not (Djorgovski et al. 1987). The following is a brief summary
of the gravitational lens searches.
(1) VLA Survey This search makes use of a large program of VLA snap-
shots (I-Iewitt et a2 1989; Lawrence et at 1986) of radio sources from the
MIT-Green Bank (MG) single-dish survey (Bennett et at 1986). The ob-
servations are at 5 GHz, giving a resolution of approximately 0.4". Sources
are selected as lens candidates on the basis of their radio morphology. The
goal of the project is the detection of multiply-imaged quasars, since these
are likely to be verifiable with optical and very long baseline (VLB) radio
observations. Therefore, sources with more than one unresolved compo-
nent are given the highest priority. Four gravitational lens systems have
resulted from the survey: 2016+112, MGll31 +0456, MG1654+1346, and
MG0414+0534 (Hewitt et aL 1989). Two are Einstein ring images of radio
lobes; the other two are multiple images of compact stellar objects. A fifth
source, (_.3+171, shows two stellar objects with similar spectra, but the
radio morphology is not easily explained through gravitational lensing, and
its interpretation remains uncertain (Hewitt et at 1987). Four of these
objects have been detected on VLBI baselines.
(2) FIigh Luminosity Quasars I Surdej et at (1988) selected 111 quasars
from the V6ron et V6ron (1985) catalog by the following criteria: rn_ <
18.5, Mr < -29.0, and declination < 20*. These quasars were imaged with
the 2.2m ESO/MPI telescope and a CCD camera, often under conditions
of good seeing. Twenty-five candidates appear "interesting" in that they
display multiple structure or are near a faint galaxy, and the lens systems
UM673 and H1413+117 have been discovered. The evidence for lensing is
good in both cases; in addition to the spectroscopic evidence, the lensing
galaxy of UM673 has been detected, and H1413+117 shows four lensed
images.
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(3) High Luminosity Quasars II Djorgovski and Meylan (1989) have
selected high luminosity quasars with large redshifts from the Hewitt and
Burbidge (1987) catalog and are carrying out CCD observations. So far
one probable gravitational lens has been discovered: UM425 with four
components, of which two show very similar spectra (Meylan and Djorgovski
1989). Spectra of the other two components have not yet been measured.
(4) Pairs of Quasars I Webster and collaborators are using the Automated
Plate Measuring machine in Cambridge to scan direct and objective prism
plates (Webster et aL 1988). Quasar candidates are selected on the basis
of their spectra, and the morphology of the quasar candidates is known
from the scanning of the direct plates. Note that quasar candidates are not
limited to just stellar objects; multiply-imaged quasars and quasar-galaxy
associations are included in the sample. This survey has resulted in the
detection of statistical lensing descried above, and one multiply imaged
quasar (Hewett et aL, preprint).
(5) Pairs of Quasars II Weedman and Djorgovski (1988) examined seven
glens plates for close pairs with similar spectra. Eight candidate lensed
pairs of images, with separations ranging from 4" to 9.5" were found
through visual inspection. CCD images and spectra for eight of the pairs
were obtained, and it was found that none is lensed. From the area of the
sky surveyed and quasar counts, Weedman and Djorgovski estimate that
200 to 300 quasars were examined, and from the quality of their plates
estimate the limits on the frequency of lensing. They find their results
are consistent with the theoretical results of Turner et aL (1984), but are
perhaps surprising ff the known wide separation lens candidates really are
gravitational lenses.
(6) Pairs of Blue Objects Reboul et aL (1987) have selected pairs of blue
objects from several catalogs. The 62 candidate lens systems consist of
46 pairs of blue objects separated by less then 9", and 16 pairs in which
one of the objects is blue. Fifteen of the systems have been investigated
spectroscopialiy, but none is lensed.
In addition to the lens searches described above, there are a number
that are in preliminary stages. There are at least three other searches
in glens and objective prism plates (see Webster and Hewett 1989 and
references therein). Gorenstein, Elby, Rogers, and myself are examining
archived Mark III VLBI data for lensed compact radio sources. The existing
data can be reprocessed to extend the search in interferometric delay and
rate so that regions in the sky of typically several arc seconds on a side are
examined. The advantage of this technique over the VLA survey technique
is that a major component of confusion, classical double radio sources, are
resolved out. Hogan (1987) has proposed a search for lensing by cosmic
strings in CCD data collected for other purposes. The expected signature
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of multiple pairs of galaxies stretching along the string is well suited to
an automatic search. Burke, Turner, and Gott have observed a sample of
high luminosity quasars at the VLA looking for radio structure that might
be a product of gravitational lensing. Tyson, Fort, MeIlier, Turner, and
collaborators are surveying clusters of galaxies for evidence of luminous •
arcs.
In summary, the searches for gravitational lenses are proving to be
successful, and more lenses continue to be discovered serendipitously.
Many searches are under way, and new instruments that will routinely
increasely the resolution of astronomical imaging (such as the Hubble
Space Telescope and the Very Long Baseline Array), and automated data
analysis techniques may greatly increase their yield. A wide variety of types
of lenses are being discovered, many particularly well suited to a specific
application, and we are beginning to see results of astrophysical interest.
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Cosmic Gamma-Ray Bursts
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ABSTRACT
A review of the cosmic gamma-ray burst phenomenon is presented.
Both the light curves and the energy spectra of these short transient
events display a great diversity. However, rapid rise times and periodicities
sometimes observed in the light curves suggest a compact object origin.
Similarly, absorption and emission features in the energy spectra argue
strongly in favor of this interpretation. Counterparts to gamma-bursters
in other energy ranges, such as optical and soft X-ray, have still not
been identified, however, leading to a large uncertainty in the distances to
bursters. Although gamma-ray burst sources have not yet been observed
to repeat, numerous bursts from three objects which may be related to
the gamma-bursters, called Soft Gamma Repeaters, have been recorded;
there is weak evidence that they may be relatively distant on a galactic
scale. Future missions, particluarly those emphasizing high energy, time,
and/or spatial resolution, as well as a multiwavelength approach, are likely
to advance our understanding of this enigmatic phenomenon.
INTRODUCTION
Cosmic gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) are brief transient events with du-
rations in the 10's of milliseconds to minutes range. The emission in this
short interval consists of photons with energies from several keV to 10's
of MeV and above, and generally most of the power is in gamma rays of
energies around an MeV, making GRB energy spectra among the hardest
of all astrophysical objects. The spatial distribution of GRBs is apparently
204
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isotropic and, with only 3 known exceptions, each GRB source has been
observed to burst only once. A lower limit to the time between bursts
from a single source may be estimated from the data to be at least several
years. Despite numerous deep searches for burster counterparts at many
wavelengths, no unambiguous candidate for a quiescent counterpart has
yet been identified; as a result, the distances to bursters are completely
unknown.
It now seems indisputable that some fraction, perhaps 20% at least, of
the GRB sources are neutron stars, most likely in our galaxy. This conclu-
sion follows from the observation of line features in GRB energy spectra.
While hard evidence for a galactic origin is still lacking for the majority of
the bursts observed, it seems likely that advances in instrumentation in the
near future will provide unambiguous data to resolve this uncertainty.
Some 500 GRBs have been detected since the announcement of their
discovery (Klebesadel et al. 1973). Since 1978, most have been observed
with dedicated instruments aboard the spacecraft of many nations: U.S.
experiments on the Pioneer Venus Orbiter and International-Sun-Earth-
Explorer 3; Soviet and Franco-Soviet detectors on the earth-orbiting Prog-
noz 6,7, and 9 missions, and on the interplanetary Venera 11, 12, 13 and
14, and Phobos 1 and 2 probes; and U.S. experiments on the German
Helios-2 mission. Currently operating experiments include those aboard
Pioneer Venus Orbiter, the Mir station, and U.S.-Japanese investigations
aboard the Ginga satellite.
This paper will review only the essential aspects of the GRB phe-
nomenon, with emphasis on the more recent results. An in-depth treat-
ment of the subject, including both experiment and theory, has appeared
recently (Liang and Petrosian 1986), as well as a more detailed review
article (Hurley 1989). In what follows, GRBs will be introduced by their
time histories, which provide some evidence for a compact object origin.
The energy spectra of bursts are then presented, and they will be seen
to demonstrate practically unambiguously that the origin of some GRBs
involves neutron stars. Counterpart searches will be reviewed briefly, and
the statistical properties of bursters will then be treated. One section is
devoted to a review of the three known repeating bursters (the Soft Gamma
Repeaters). In the concluding section, some models will be mentioned, and
future prospects assessed.
TIME HISTORIES
A gamma-ray burst may last from about 30 ms to 1000 s. Three
examples are shown in Figures la-c. When the time histories are relatively
simple (e.g., Figure la), e-folding rise and decay times may be calculated
(Barat et al. 1984a); they range from 10 to 1000 ms, with some tendency to
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FIGURES la-c Time histories of three gamma bursts observed by Franco-Soviet experi-
ments aboard the interplanetary Venera 13 and 14 spacecraft. Raw counts in 16, 32 and
500 ms intervals, in an energy band several hundred keV wide, are plotted as a function of
time. Dashed lines indicate background levels.
cluster about 500 and 100 ms, respectively. The longer events (e.g., Figures
lb, lc) tend to be more complex, displaying many peaks which appear
in a chaotic fashion: there is generally little resemblance between peaks,
no apparent relation between their amplitudes, and no clearly defined
periodicities. It is possible that the short, apparently simple events have a
complex underlying structure which only becomes apparent when they are
observed with better statistics CLaros eta/. 1985).
The wide diversity of time history shapes and durations is perhaps a
clue to an equally wide diversity of mechanisms which are responsible for
them, or even to a number of source types. It is also poss_le that we have
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not exhausted the burster morphologies with current instruments, since it
can be shown that present experiments discriminate strongly against short
bursts (Kuznetsov et al. 1987). As there is no obvious reason why such
bursts should not exist, the durations may span an even greater range.
In discussing bursts, one exceptional event must be mentioned: that of
March 5, 1979. As far as the time history is concerned, it was noteworthy
(Cline et al. 1980) first, because of its rise time, < 0.2 ms, the shortest
observed to date and second, because of a clearly resolved 8 s periodicity
which lasted for several minutes. These characteristics are indicative of a
compact object origin: the rise time may be related to the source size, <
60 kin, by causality arguments, and is also consistent with dynamical time
scales near the surface of a neutron star (Lamb et al. 1973). The periodicity
implies a minimum density of about 5 x 106 gm/cm 3 to withstand centrifugal
breakup, and is in the period range of X-ray pulsars, which are known to
involve neutron stars. In addition, the rise times of other bursts, in the 500
ms range, are consistent with the free-fall times from the magnetopause of
a neutron star to its surface (Lamb et al. 1973), suggesting that some GRBs
may be powered by accretion, like some steady X-ray sources. Thus there
is circumstantial evidence in the time histories that GRBs may originate on
or near neutron stars.
ENERGY SPECTRA
GRB energy spectra tend to be almost as diverse in some respects as
the time histories. However, a composite spectrum illustrating their most
important features is shown in Figure 2. The continuum has been observed
from X-rays of several keV (Laros et al. 1984) to gamma rays of 100 MeV
(Share et al. 1986). Superimposed upon this continuum, two types of line
features are sometimes detected (Mazets et aL 1981; Teegarden and Cline
1980). The first is an absorption line in the 20-70 keV range, with line-to-
continuum ratios reaching 0.8 and line widths of about 20%. The second
is an emission feature in the 350-500 keV range, with line-to-continuum
ratios up to 0.3 and line widths around 30%. The former are observed in
15-20% of all GRB energy spectra, and the latter in about 10-20%. In all,
lines have been observed in the spectra of some 100-bursts.
Until very recently, all observations of the absorption features were of
s/ng/e lines. Although it was generally felt that these were due to cyclotron
scattering or absorption in a strong magnetic field, other interpretations
were possible. New evidence from Ginga satellite data, however, have
strengthened this conclusion considerably (Murakami et aL 1988; Fenimore
et al. 1988): double absorption lines, at 20 and 40 keV, have been observed
in the spectra of two bursts. The line energies provide very convincing
evidence that the features are indeed the first and second harmonics in a
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FIGURE 2 Typical photon number spectra of some astrophysical objects. The ORB
spectrum is a composite, illustrating some of the important features which have been found
in numerous observations.
B field whose strength is about 2 x 10t2 gauss. In fact, a detailed analysis
(Wang et al. 1989) shows that one can derive not only the field strength,
but also the angle of view with respect to the field, the temperature of
the emitting region, the ratio of the line intensifies, and numerous other
parameters from careful modeling of these observations.
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The emission features are attributed to 511 keV electron-positron
annihilation radiation, gravitationaUy redshifted by about 20% to around
400 keV,, implying that the radiation originates near the surface of a 1 solar
mass, 10 km radius object. The source of the positrons is presumably in
photon-photon or photon-B field interactions. This interpretation raises
the interesting question of how the lines can remain relatively narrow in
the presence of a hot continuum. In the case of the cyclotron features,
the answer appears to be that the absorbing medium is optically thin to
the continuum but, due to the magnetic field, thick to photons at resonant
energies (Wang et al. 1989). There is, however, no accepted explanation in
the case of the emission lines.
Figure 3 summarizes what is known about GRB emission at other en-
ergies during the bursting phase. The ordinate is energy flux, or differential
of power by log energy, and the normalization is such that the integral
gamma ray energy flux above 30 keV is arbitrarily set to 1, so that the ratio
of the gamma ray luminosity to that in any other range may be read off
the ordinate directly. Practically all points at energies other than X- and
gamma rays are upper limits. The exceptions are first, optical transient
sources detected in and near 6 GRB regions, but not in conjunction with a
burst (Schaefer 1981; Barat et al. 1984b; Cline et al. 1984; Pedersen eta/.
1984; Hudec et a/. 1988; Moskalenko et al. 1989); for the purposes of this
graph, it has been assumed that each was associated with art undetected
GRB. A second exception is a radio burst detected in near-coincidence
with a GRB whose location is somewhat uncertain (Mandolesi et al. 1977;
Ciapi eta/. 1979).
Where GRB emission is detectable, from about 2 keV to 100 MeV,, the
energy flux spectrum has a very unusual shape. First, it is X-ray deficient
(X-ray to gamma ray luminosity ratios of about 0.02), and second, the
power output peaks in the MeV range (which justifies the name gamma ray
burst). These characteristics have some important consequences for source
models (Epstein 1986). Simply to cite one, it means that if gamma radiation
is generated near the surface of a neutron star (which is what is suggested
by the observations of gravitationally redshifted emission lines), a large
fraction of the gamma rays may be directed towards the surface, where
they will Compton scatter and re.emerge as X-rays, violating the observed
X-ray deficiency. Beaming the gamma rays away from the surface, or
generating them far from the neutron star can solve this problem.
QUIESCENT COUNTERPART SEARCHES
With only a few poss_le exceptions (e.g., the March 5, 1979, event
[Cline et al. 1982], discussed below with the Soft Gamma Repeaters), deep
searches at numerous energies for quiescent burster counterparts have been
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FIGURE 3 The energy flux spectrum of gamma-bursters. Although some of the radio
upper limits (Baird et al. 1975; Mandolesi et aL 1977; Ciapi et aL 1979;, Cortiglioni et d.
1981; Inzani et aL 1982) were originally published for GRBs whose locations were unknown,
subsequent analysis has retained only points above the horizon of the stations used, with
one possible exception (NIandolesi et al. 1977; Ciapi et al. 1979). Optical (Schaefer 1981;
Barat eta/. 1984b; Cline et al. 1984; Pedersen et a/.1984; Hudec eta/. 1988; Moskalenko
eta/. 1989; Grindlay et al. 1974; Hudee et aL 1987), VIlE gamma-ray (O'Brien and Porter
1976; Bhat et al. 1981), and UHE gamma-ray (Clay et aL 1982) upper limits are also shown.
fruitless. Quiescent emission searches have been carried out in the radio
range using the VLA (Schaefer eta/. 1988); in the infrared using IRA,S and
ground-based telescopes (Schaefer eta/. 1987); in the optical (e.g. Schaefer
eta/. 1987; Motch et al. 1985) to mB = 25; in soft X-rays using the Einstein
(Pizzichini et al. 1986) and EXOSAT (Boer et al. 1988) observatories; in the
hard X-ray range with HEAO A-4 (Hueter 1987); and in the gamma ray
range with COS-B (Sumner et al. 1987). The lack of positive identification
with any known objects makes it practically impossible to establish the
distances to gamma-bursters, even ff one accepts the galactic neutron star
hypothesis.
Space Telescope time has been granted for gamma-ray burst optical
counterpart studies. This will eventually allow U magnitudes of about 27
to be reached, and it is quite likely that we will begin to understand better
the nature of the objects which are detected optically in GRB error boxes.
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STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF GAMMA-BURSTERS
While there are numerous subjects which could be treated under this
heading, only three will be singled out here. They are:
1. the recurrence time between bursts from a single source, which
tells us something about the neutron star population involved;
2. the spatial distn'bution (e.g. in galactic coordinates, or in mul-
tipole moment expansions, or the angular correlation function),
which informs us about the geometrical source distribution; and
3. the number-intensity relation (e.g., log N-log S, or V/V, na_),
which gives us information on the geometrical distr_ution of
sources about us and how it is sampled.
These three properties are not unrelated, but for simplicity they will
be decoupled from one another for the following discussion.
With the exception of three Soft Gamma Repeaters (discussed below),
no GRB source has yet been observed to repeat. The best lower limit
to the recurrence time between bursts from a single source is about 10
years (Atteia eta/. 1987; Schaefer and Cline 1985). Yet it is clear that
GRB sources must repeat on some time scale from the following argument.
Suppose that a fraction f of the bursters are due to galactic neutron stars.
The total number of such objects is about 10s. We detect about 0.5 -
1 GRB/day, and there are probably many more which we do not detect
due to sensitivity considerations, imperfect sky coverage, etc. Thus if each
source burst only once, there would only be enough to last 5 x 10s/f years.
Taking the age of the galaxy to be 10l° years, this means that if f > 5 x
10-s, recurrence must occur on some time scale. In fact, a value f = 0.2
is suggested by the line observations, implying a maximum recurrence time
of Z5 x 106 years. Even if the number of neutron stars in the galaxy is a
factor of 10 greater, burster recurrence is necessary.
Since the lack of GRB counterparts leaves the distance scale undeter-
mined, much effort has been focused on understanding the spatial distri-
bution of bursters, in the hope that, for example, an underlying galactic
distribution might become evident at some level. It is possible to quantify
the isotropy or anisotropy in a coordinate system-independent fashion, by
first expanding the source distr_ution in spherical harmonics, and then
calculating moments of the dism"oution (Hartmann and Epstein 1989). The
dipole and quadrupole moments have values about equal to those expected
for an isotropic distribution, indicating no point or plane concentrations.
The distance to which sources are sampled may be estimated calculating
the angular correlation function introduced by Peebles (i973). The appli-
cation of this method to GRB source catalogs has shown that if the sources
are extragalactic, they are sampled out to a distance of at least 140 Mpc,
while if they are distn'buted in the disk of our galaxy with a scale height
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H, they are sampled out to a distance of at most I-Lr2(Hartmann and Blu-
menthal 1989). Thus these studies allow one to set limits on the observed
distribution, although they do not settle the question of the distance scale.
Yet another approach to the distance scale is that of source counts, or
the log N-log S relation (e.g. Ryle 1968). Here the data simply indicate,
once more, that we are in the presence of an apparently isotropic distri-
bution, but give no information on the distance scale. Such information is
likely to leave its signature on the log N-log S curve at low S, where the
weak and presumably distant sources are counted. Although instrumental
effects distort this portion of the curve, the same data may be used in a
different formulation to test the hypothesis that GRB sources are drawn
from a uniform space distn'bution. This is the V/V,,,,_ test, first used to
test the distn'bution of quasars (Schmidt 1968), and recently revised for
GRB sources (Schmidt et al. 1988). While the V/V_,_ test eliminates the
detector-induced biases of the log N-log S test, it does introduce other
biases (e.g. the Malmquist bias) which may become important when large
data sets are employed (Hartmann et al. 1989). To date, however, the test
has only been carried out on small data sets, where it confirms, once more,
that the GRB source distribution is uniform.
T1TE SOFT GAMMA REPEATERS
While the vast majority of the gamma-bursters have not been observed
to repeat, three unusual repeating sources are known (Atteia et aL 1987b;
Laros et al. 1987; Mazets et al. 1982; Golenetskii et al. 1987). They are
unusual not simply because they repeat, but also because their energy
spectra are soft (kT,,-25 keV), hence the name "Soft Gamma Repeaters",
or SGR. In addition, all have relatively short time histories. Although
three events obviously do not constitute a distn'bution, each source has
what might be termed a "distance indicator" associated with it. The March
5, 1979, event has a location consistent with the N49 supernova remnant in
the LMC (Cline et al. 1982) (distance 55 kpc). SGR 1806-20 may be located
in the bulge, near the galactic center (Atteia et al. 1987b) (distance 8.5 kpc).
And B1900+14 is apparently near the galactic plane, suggesting that its
distance may be several kpc. Thus a trend may be emerging for these
sources to be relatively distant (Cane et al. 1987). This, of course, may only
be confirmed by observations of many new repeating sources. However,
a suggestion as to why distant sources might be soft has been proposed
(Kazanas 1988): the distant sources are inherently the most luminous, and
thus convert their gamma-radiation to an optically thick electron-positron
pair plasma which thermalizes and softens the emerging spectrum.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
What are the distances to the gamma-bursters? Table 1 summarizes
the energetics for a relatively intense source (10 -4 erg/cm 2 at earth); the
intrinsic energy is then 1034Rp3 erg (isotropic emission assumed). The last
column in the Table gives an example of a known steady X- or gamma ray
source at the distance indicated, along with its X- or gamma ray luminosity,
simply to show that energetics may become more of a problem at large
distances.
What causes gamma-bursts? In the framework of the galactic neutron
star hypothesis, it may be thermonuclear explosions (Woosley and Wallace
1982), accretion of cometary matter ('l'temaine and Zytkow 1986), star-
quakes (Schklovskii and Mitrofanov 1985), or accretion disk instabilities
(Epstein 1985), simply to name a few ideas.
If all GRBs are indeed due to galactic neutron stars, they will yield
a considerable amount of information on a number of topics of current
interest: the behavior of matter, including its radiation mechanisms, under
extreme conditions of gravitational and magnetic fields and temperatures,
the evolutionary path followed by the neutron star which leads to the
burster phase, and the retention of a strong magnetic field as it evolves are
just a few examples.
Future missions will deploy new, sensitive, high resolution and multi-
wavelength experiments to resolve the issues surrounding GRB origin.
"High resolution" means not just in energy (to better resolve the emission
and absorption features) but also in time (because the features are time
variable, and because very short GRBs may be going undetected) and in
space (to assist in the deep searches for counterparts which will take place
using advanced instrumentation such as HST, ROSAT, and AXAF). Three
examples of future experiments which address these needs will be discussed
briefly.
The Burst and Transient Source Experiment (Fishman 1988) aboard
the Gamma Ray Observatory, to be launched in 1991, will survey the
sky to a sensitivity level about an order of magnitude better than current
detectors and provide coarse source localizations. If GRB sources are
distributed in the galactic disk, it is poss_le that the localization data
from this experiment for weak sources will reveal this. In addition, the
instrument has a fast timing capability for intense events, and an array of
scintillators for moderate energy resolution studies of energy spectra.
The Transient Gamma Ray Spectrometer on the WIND spacecraft may
be launched at the end of 1992 (reegarden 1986). It will utilize a large,
passively cooled Germanium detector to study the energy spectra of bursts
from 10 keV to 10 MeV with an energy resolution of several keV. This will
be essentially the first dedicated, high resolution GRB experiment to fly in
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over a decade, and it is expected to return a wealth of information on the
low-energy absorption lines, the high-energy emission lines, and poss_ly
also higher energy nuclear line contributions (as yet undetected). If, as
seems plaus_le, the spectra of a large fraction of bursts contain line features
which are presently going undetected by low resolution experiments, this
instrument should identify them.
The High Energy Transient Experiment (Ricker et al. 1988) (HETE)
represents a multi-wavelength approach to the study of gamma-bursters,
and one which focuses on obtaining the maximum amount of information
possible during the GRB and relaying it to the ground in near-real time. It
is currently scheduled for a 1994 launch. HETE will employ a complement
of wide field UV CCD cameras, X-ray and gamma-ray monitors to localize
GRB sources to an accuracy of several arc seconds aboard the satellite.
Using a novel "message-forwarding" capability, the experiment will transmit
information to simple ground receiving stations around the globe, to permit
rapid searches for counterparts with short-lived emission at, e.g., optical
and radio wavelengths. It is anticipated that such an experiment will
revolutionize GRB studies and resolve many outstanding problems, by
providing the long-sought burster identifications.
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Georgian Space Research Program
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Abastumani Astrophysical Observatory
ABSTRACT
This paper presents considerations of telescopes and spectrometers
planned to be designed and made by the Abastumani Astrophysical Ob-
servatory of the Georgian SSR Academy of Sciences. The purpose of this
topic is to clarify actual scientific problems which are to be solved by using
telescopes. The experiments will begin in 1995.
INTRODUCTION
Telescopes and spectrometers are designed for mounting on the orbital
scientific station of the Mir type with the following characteristics (Orbital
Station Mir 1988): inclination 51.6"; flight altitude 300-400 km; orbit period
90 rain. The total mass determined by the Georgian Academy of Sciences
is 10,000 kg; telemetric information 1.m bit/s; energy consumption 700 W.
Telescopes and spectrometers can be mounted in a hermetic com-
partment in the station and on an independent platform enabling one to
carry out astrophysical observations not related to any problems of the
station. The independent platform provides pointing and stabilization not
worse than 1 rain. The mass of scientific equipment is _ 10,000 kg with
dimensions 5 x 5 x 3 m3.
After consideration and determination of the actual problems to be
solved, the telescopes and spectrometers will be improved according to
scientific engineering offers.
Project Marina-3, consisting of a complex of scientific equipment, has
been proposed for consideration.
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Project Marina-3, consisting of a complex of scientific equipment, has
been proposed for consideration.
1. An omnidirectional telescope Marina-lM consisting of seven
moduli. The telescope modulus is shown in Figure 1. The telescope is
designed for finding and localizing transient X-ray and gamma ray sources
for measurements of energy and temporal spectra and for determination
coordinates in the energy range from 2 keV to 10 MeV with the energy flux
10-8 - 10-4 erg/cm2s. Time resolution of X-ray and gamma ray bursts is
0.1 msec.
To measure energy spectra, proportional counters are used for detect-
hag X-rays in the energy range 2-30 keV with the sensitive surface 1.2 x
103 cm2, combined scintillation detectors NaI/CsI with the diameter of 200
mm are for detection of gamma radiation in the range 15 keV - 10 MeV,,
and their sensitive surface is 1.2 x 103 cm 2.
Bursts 1.5 • 10-6 erg/cm 2 s are registered by a scintillation detector
with the diameter 60 mm and with a semiconductor detector of mercury
diodide with a sensitive surface of 1 cm 2.
The coordinates of X-ray and gamma bursts are determined by a single
coordinate chamber with a coded aperture (Horstman eta/.; Bradt et al.
1988) with the field of view 6 x 60°, permitting observation of an image of
the celestial sphere with a transient X-ray source. The expected accuracy
of coordinate determination is of the order of 10 arc see for the energy flux
10-Serg/em 2 s at the energy 20 keV.
The telescope is mounted on a platform outside of the scientific
station, without orientation. Coordinates of transient sources obtained by
the telescope are corrected by a stellar sensor.
TELESCOPE.SPECTROMEtER TAMARA (FIGURE 2)
Scientific problems to be solved with a telescope-spectrometer are:
determination of coordinates of X-ray sources with the angular resolution
ls and measurements of energy and temporal spectra in the energy range
2-30 keV with the time resolution 0.1 m see, that can be obtained by
separate measurements of coordinates and energy and temporal spectra.
To measure coordinates it is necessary to use a telescope with a mask
(Orbital Station Mir) in order to obtain an image of a region of the
celestial sphere in the energy range 2-30 keV with the energy resolution
of the order of 20%, field of view 8 x 8* with the angular resolution 2
see and the effective area 600 cm 2 and time resolution required for image
construction 1 s.
Measurements of energy and temporal spectra in the energy range
2-50 keV are carried out with proportional counters (Bradt et al. 1988) with
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Proportional counter 350 x 350 x 100 mm
Single coordinate chamber with coded aperture
Position of the detectors on a modulus
Nal/Csl detector array - 50/30mm
Na] scintillation detector _63 x Co3mm
Nal/Csl detector array 20/20mm
Semiconductor detector o 10 mm
mask
Collimator -
Position sensitive
proportional counter
Single coordinate chamber with a coded aperture
=
Iii csl
--Scintillation detector - 5 mm e 200 mm j
r '/ . 5mm thick _ ]'_ , [
" "_ :_.(z__ 30mm thick
I II /- Scintillation --_ I ! I I I I
• I
Nal/Csl detector
FIGURE 1 Omidirectional Telescope Marina-lM. (a) Position of the omnidirectional
telescope on a platform. (b) Single coordinate chamber with a coded aperature. (c,d)
NaUCsI detector.
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the angular resolution 2 x 2 ° and the sensitive area 105 crn 2 enabling the
study of millisecond pulsars.
It was suggested that the NASA department of High-Energy Astro-
physics consider a possibility of construction of spectrometers with the
sensitive area 106 cm 2 (Teletype 1989).
A telescope-spectrometer is mounted on an independent platform with
orientation.
TELESCOPE-SPECTROMETER NINO (FIGURE 3)
Scientific problems to be solved with a telescope-spectrometer are:
determination of coordinates of X-ray sources with the angular resolution
6s and measurements of energy and temporal spectra in the energy range
15-200 keV, with temporal resolution 0.1 reset, it can be reached by separate
measurements of coordinates and energy spectra. It is suggested to use a
telescope with a mask to measure coordinates (Rivier eta/. 1982; Proposal
1982; Carter et al. 1982). It allows construction of an image of the celestial
sphere in the energy range 20 to 200 keV with the field of view 8 x 80 with
angular resolution 6s, and the effective area 104 cmL A gamma chamber is
used in the telescope. The gamma chamber, unlike that of Anger (1958),
is constructed on NaI/CsI combined detectors that decrease the registered
background in the image plane. The modulus construction of the telescope
allows construction of telescopes with the sensitive area 104 cm 2 and to use
more effective methods tricker 1976) for the image reconstruction than
a two-dimensional image construction. A stellar sensor operates coaxially
with the telescope, which allows correction of the image at its construction.
The image is constructed in ls. Measurements of energy and temporal
spectra in the energy range 15 to 200 keV and the time resolution 0.1
msec is carried out using the combined NaI/CsI detectors with an active
and passive collimator, with the angular resolution 2 x 2", and with the
sensitive surface 2 x 104 cm 2. Telescope-spectrometers are mounted on an
independent platform providing orientation not less than 1 min.
Construction of the celestial sphere image by telescopes in the energy
range of gamma-quanta 0.2 - 0.66 MeV is difficult, since there is a Compton
effect in the NaI crystal leading to image defocusing. Combined detectors
BGO/CsI give a possibility of increasing image brightness. The annihilation
line 511 keV will be registered with the efficiency of 50%. A position
sensitive detector BGO/CsI can be used in telescope Nino.
This offer is based on the findings of the Abastumani Astrophysical
Observatory with the realization of proportional counters in ISZ Proton-l,
2, 3, 4, and of combined scintillation detectors in ISZ Cosmos -856, 914,
1106 and in OS Mir.
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Z
._ Inclependent platform
I._JLJL
Telescope with a coded
shadow mask
Modulus of proportional
counter
5000
Position of the telescope-spectrometer on the independent platform
¢_ _______,_Coded mask
Y
Stellar
_ photometer
_____ .j,_A /Coordinate
/ proportional
counter
Telescope with a coded shadow mask
Co(limater 2°
/
Modulus of proportional counter F = 0.5m 2
FIGURE 2 Telescope-Spectrometer lhmara. (a) Position of the telescope-spectrometer
on the independent platform, Co) Telesoope with a coded shadow mask, (c) Modulus of
proportional counter F = 0.5 m 2.
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._ I Independent platform
DC]DCF___DDDD
[_D[_]_']_[-"]D_--- -- Telescope with a
EE3F7 C-_EE3 =edmask
f]DN ;DFN[]
It]DE] _ DE][I
[]Dl--]Dr--][--]_r--][----][_][]_ I. _. Nal/Csl detector
F-Ir-]i-]QDDT-]C]D[-I
IEE]DDP_DDDD_
5000
Position of the telescope-spectrometer on the independent platform
Co(_ed mask Passive collimator /- Plastic scintillator
Plastic 7/ -_:_..._ / 2 ° x 2° \ ] 5ram thick
detector // //_ \ /
5mm thick Csl active ' ' _'
__}_" ./__ collimat°rk_ tIli_!!lllltl till10mm thic
I _ \ t Nal/CstdeteCtor I I I
I "7.." I _"J, _ ..l_'Active
t .2Z_:_,_/. _ col linator j
""A-C'_YP'-_,as": \ '
_- _ ._ _, _'// detector -- _.........
./ _--_/_ 10ram thick P'lastlc ._lnltllalor
,"-,.._u / _ ", lOmm lnick
_'-_./ _ Gamma-chamber
with Nal/Csl detector Nal/Csl detector
Telescope with a coded mask
FIGURE 3 Telescope-Spectrometer Nino. (a) Position of the telescope-spectrometer on
the independent platform, (b) Telescope with a coded mask, (c) NaI/Cal detector.
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INTRODUCTION
A key question in the interpretation of the emission of pulsars is that of
the excitation and propagation of waves in a magnetospheric plasma. The
magnetosphere of a pulsar has an extremely complex structure and there
are many difficulties in the development of its self-consistent model, the
bases of which were considered in Goldreich and Julian (1%9); Sturrock
(1971); and Ruderman and Sutherland (1975). At present there exist some
sufficiently well-grounded models not exactly agreeing with each other
(e.g. Ruderman and Sutherland 1975; Cheng and Ruderman 1980, Arons
and Sharlemann 1979; and Arons 1981). However, the creation of a dense,
relativistic, electron-positron plasma in the polar regions of rotating neutron
star magnetospheres is the point of similarity among these models. The
pulsar radiation should be generated in such a plasma.
A spinning magnetized neutron star generates the electric field which
extracts electrons from the star surface and accelerates them forming low
density (n_ = 7.10-9.BoP -t, where P is the pulsar period and B0 the
magnetic field at the star surface) and the energetic (the Lorentz-factor
of particles is "rb = 3"10_ + 10r for typical pulsars) primary beam. In a
weakly curved magnetic field, electrons generate .r-quanta which produce in
turn electron-positron pairs. Further energetic radiation will be produced,
and this will go on to produce more pairs and so on until the plasma
becomes dense and screens the electric field (Goldreich and Julian 1%9;
Sturrock 1971). As a result, sufficiently dense (i_ = 10 t6 - 1017 cra-z)
electron-positron plasma with an averaged Lorentz-factor 7v = 3 - 10 is
formed. The investigation of the kinetics of this avalanche process shows
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that the plasma flowing along the open magnetic force lines possesses the
aysmmetrical distn'bution function with a tail stretched out in the direction
of the positive momenta (from the pulsar to the observer, e.g., Arons 1981).
Due to the strong magnetic field, the transversal components (with respect
to the magnetic field /3o) of the particles momenta p.L decay, and the
distribution function tends to be one-dimensionaL
Most probably the magnetic field near the pulsar has a complicated
structure differing greatly from a dipole. Though at a sufficiently large
distances from the stellar surface up to the light cylinder, the magnetic field
can be considered as dipolar: B = B0(Ro/R) a if Ro << R < c/f2, where
R0 = 106 cm is a neutron star radius, f2 is the pulsar angular velocity.
The dependence of the plasma density from the distance is the same n =
n0(R0/R) a, where index "0" denotes the values taken at the star surface.
In our opinion the maser emission mechanisms (Ginzburg and Zhelez-
niakov 1975) are the only valid and well-grounded among the others (e.g.
antenna mechanisms; for more details see Lominadze et al. 19°o6).
To consider the curvature of the magnetic field lines exactly the cylin-
dric coordinates x, r, _owill be used below. The x-axis is directed transversely
to the plane where the curved field lines lie, r- is the radial and _- the
azimuthal coordinates. The latter descn'bes the curvature of the field line
(torsion is neglected and 0Re/0r = 0, RB - is the curvature radius of the
field line). In such geometry one has the following integrals of motion: 7,
p, - o;B_-r/c, p,.r. Here Pi = vi.7/c and vi are the panicle momentum and
velocity, wBo = e,_-B/m-c. The particle distribution function should depend
on the integrals of motion. Using the method of integration along the par-
ticle trajectory one obtains the components of the dielectrical permeability
tensor:
1 _[dp_( 1 1
_t
no '
1_"_,, [ dp, f, 1 1
e_, = I + _ _2 07";
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2 Ofa'_+2_ u_ 7
l 2 ([ (1 1)
(2; ')] .:, oIo
_'_'= -7 _-,o,,,=--_J%° f ap_ v-r_'t[ k.c + _ - i(krc- 2k_u_)
(, 1 1 )] f.);
-_;
1 w_a/dp, v .f[ (.._+ 1<,..=-j E--o_=_ _ _l J"_ + _) + i(J.:,-m,,o)
2
_ = w - _v_, - k_u. + wB°7-1; gt°. = _o-l_v_ - lc.ue; %,¢, =
4'_'_ • f_ = f dp±pF_; F is the particle distr_ution function; p_.
---m--ape, =
._/_ + (t,= - u7/c)2; the sum over a is taken over the particle species and
the integration from--ooto +oo; v_--is the particle velocity along the field
line, p_, _ v_ • 7/c, utx = _ C is the particle drift velocity caused
by the weak inhomogeneity of the magnetic field and directed along the
x-axis for positrons (hereafter for the values without the subscript a the
sign of the charge is assumed to be positive). For the particles of the bulk
of plasma, the drift velocity u tends to be zero. Hence, if one assumes uo
= O, then equation (1) reduces to the standard form which we designate as
Cj.
In the electron-positron plasma described by _j, there exists two types
of waves: the purely transversal electromagnetic t-wave with an electric
vector/_' directed transversely to the plane where the magnetic force line
lies, and the potential-nonpotential It-wave with the electric field J_" in the
plane of k and/_0. The spectra of the waves are as follows:
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1% 1
w'=kc I 4_ --kc(i-6) (2)
(wt, = k_C 1- 16w_%,] (3)
note that formulae (2) and (3) are obtained for w < wBTp, and expression
(3) describes only the low-frequency branch of the It-waves. The phase
velocity of the high-frequency branch exceeds the speed of light and cannot
interact with particles. The pulsar emission mechanisms provide infor-
mation on wave excitation and propagation in the magnetosphere plasma
along with their emergence in vacuum. The electromagnetic waves leave
the magnetosphere without transformation.
THE PULSE RADIATION MECHANISMS
Sagdeev and Shafranov (1960) were the first to point out the existence
of the cyclotron instability in plasma with the anisotropic temperature.
Let us investigate the possibility of t-wave generation on the cyclotron
resonance:
w - k,pc - kz:uo, 4- wB_.___a= 0 (4)
7
Substituting formula (2) and the expressions k = k_(1 + k± 2/2k_2) and v,
= c(1 - 1/272 - u2/2c 2) in formula (4) one obtains:
kr2 1 I(k_ ua)' w._______B_B2k---_+ _ + _ - 6= _=k:rr. (5)
As it was shown by Machabeli and Usov (1979) the t-waves are being excited
in the pulsar magnetosphere only at the anomalous Doppler-effect (upper
sign of the equation (5)). The lower sign of equation (5) corresponds to
wave damping. In the plasma rest frame these conditions are fulfilled for
the velocities satisfying the condition (Lominadze eta/. 1986):
_ok_V_4-I_. I_/_ + k_v_- _o_l}
-= 2 _ (6)C _ +/%,v_,
It is obvious that for the whole range of frequencies w0 = kc < wB%,
damping (lower sign in formula (6)) can occur only on particles having
negative velocities, and for the distribution function given on Figure 1,
at w0 << w_%, it is absent. In the case when the resonance condition
_o - I%,v_, - k_u - wBI7 = 0 is nevertheless fulfilled, waves are strongly
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FIGURE 1 The panicle distribution function in the pulsar magnetosphere.
damped and cannot reach an observer. Hence, for energetic particles only
the resonance at the anomalous Doppler-effect (upper sign of equation
(5)) can be satisfied. Assuming that the electron and positron distribution
functions are about the same, and considering the perturbations propagating
nearly along the magnetic field in the k±v±/_B << 1 approximation one
obtains the following dispersion relation for t-waves:
k2c2
= ,= (7)
_2
For the development of the cyclotron instability it is necessary to satisfy the
following conditions (Machabeli and Usov 1979):
1. The distance R between the star and the instability development
region should be less than the pulsar fight cylinder radius:
R = Ro 7p _ WBo < c
_po: _ _ (8)
2. The characteristic time r, of the instability development should be
less than the time of the plasma escape from the light cylinder r,.
Using the definition of the nb (Goldreich and Julian 1969) and that np ,v
n_7_/Tp the condition (8) can be rewritten in the following way:
r,,< 5-lo-_r_ _ _ (9)
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In the case of the "typical" pulsar 030 -- 1012G, P _- ls) for the beam
particles we have the following limitation on the average Lorentz-factor of
the particles of the bulk of plasma 7p < 50, as for the particles of the taft
the limitation is 7p < 10.
The value of 7p and consequently the satisfaction of the condition
(8) (or its equivalent (9)) depends on the configuration of the external
magnetic field of the pulsar. As it was shown earlier (Lominadze et al.
1983) in the dipole magnetic field the cyclotron instability can develop only
in the magnetospheres of the rapidly rotating pulsars (like PSR 0531+21
and PSR 0833-45). Besides the energy flow carried away by the particles
from the pulsar should be of the same order as the energy released when
the rotation of the pulsar slows down. The difficulty for the pulsars with
a dipole magnetic field to satisfy the condition (9) is due to a very large
value of 7p > 102 + 103 (Cheng and Ruderman 1980). On the other hand
it seems more probable that the magnetic field of a neutron star near the
stellar surface differs greatly from the dipole one, and the curvature of the
field lines RB is on the order of R0 ('Ruderman and Sutherland 1975).
Observational data on pulsars (Davies et al. 19°o4) and accreting neutron
stars in the binary systems, such as Her-X1 (Pines 1980) testify to the above
assumption. In the magnetic field with Rs ~ R0 one obtains "rp < 10.
Consequently in the magnetic field of this configuration the region of the
cyclotron instability development may be inside the light cylinder both for
the beam of the primary particles and for the high-energy taft of the plasma
particles.
The resonance condition (5)(the upper sign) is satisfied only ff
1
>> 2"rL_ (I0)
The latter is fulfilled at k.L _ 0. ThuS the waves are being excited in very
narrow angles. The growth rate of cyclotron instability is
and
2 1 u 2
F = rca'_' ff << 5
_ o"[T 2 "_
(11)
2 2
¢opr_su 1
r = .g
at that the resonant frequency is defined as
(12)
(13)
wo _ t57res
(TT and 7r,, are the thermal spread and the average Lorentz-factor of the
resonant particles respectively). As for the damping of t-waves, it occurs
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on the panicles of the bulk of plasma and the corresponding decrement is
given by:
2 1
F' wp (14)
the frequency of damped waves is wo _ 2"TpWB. However, as it was already
mentioned above, the damping for the distribution function given on Figure
1 and at w0 << 7pwB is absenL
Note that the expressions (11) and (12) are valid only if the resonance
width is more than the growth rate (the so-called condition of kinetic
approximation). This leads to the following limitation on
7T (15)
r <<
From the expressions (11), (12), and (15) it follows that for the particles of
the taft, the excitation of t-waves is possible at the distances R _ 108 cm
from the center of the pulsar. As for the particles of the primary beam the
distance R is: R _ 109 cm.
The interaction of the excited t-waves with the beam particles brings
about the quasilinear diffusion of particles in the momentum space. As a
result the beam particles acquire non-zero pitch-angles _b(tg_b = p.L/p_).
Besides the particles in the inhomogeneous magnetic field B(R) drift with
the velocity u_. As it is shown by Machabeli and Usov (1979) in the central
parts of the magnetosphere the value of _boc RB 2 and so it may exceed u_.
In this case the resonance condition w0 - k_ov_o- l_u_ = 0 clue to the fact
that v!o/c = 1 -lf27re, 2 - _b2/2 - u=2f2c2 will take the following form:
(k_) 2 + ¢22__2, (16)
This type of Cherenkov resonance can be easily fulfilled. Let us consider
the possibility of the t-wave excitation by the beam particles at a Cherenkov
resonance (Kazbegi eta/. 1987). Solving the imaginary part of the dispersion
relation we obtain the growth rate of t-waves:
r _ (k±p±oc_ 2 7b faf_o'_ (17)
O,o- 2 k J plot + :,o J,,_-,;o.
Or using the relativistic Maxwell distribution function of the beam we
obtain:
-- = - .0 10-5 -- 10-6 (18)
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The condition of the kinetic approximation yields to
F ¢27T
-- < -- _ 10-4 :-- 10-s (19)
wo 7b
The comparison of the formulae (16) through (19) gives an estimate F/w0
,., ,4/3, which shows the possibility of the instability development on the
distance R __ 5.10 8 + 109 cm.
The substitution of the lt-waves spectrum O) in the Cherenkov reso-
nance condition yields to
(20)
And the growth rate of the It-waves, when Of_/0p_, > 0 is given by
I' (_b _ 3 kx 2 I
-- =. (21)
7TTto
The kinetic approximation condition is the same, i.e. (19). Note that
when ka. --* 0 lt- and t-waves turn into one purely electromagnetic branch
describing the perturbations with an arbitrary polarization.
According to its definition the drift velocity us of the beam, with the
motion of particles from a pulsar to the fight cylinder increases (u_ o:
(R/R0) _, where a __ 2 depending on the dependence of RB from R). In
the region where u_ > ¢ the Cherenkov resonance condition looks like
k_ l(_= k=) 2
for the t-waves and
2 2k_2._u=2 (2s)
c"-_- = k_, 8_]7_, + /c_, c
for the It-waves. Making use of form. (1) one obtains the growth rate of
the t- and l-waves that equal each other in this case:
-- __ _r--_ -£-f \ k± ] (24)
_o Wo IT
The condition of the kinetic instability for both types of waves is given by:
r (u,:_27T
< ,7, (25)
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It is clear that for the considered parameters of the typical pulsar the drift
motion causes the t- and It-wave excitation at the distances R __ 109 cm
and in the radio frequency range _0 --- 108 -- 101° Hz.
Therefore, the wave excitation in the plasma of the pulsar magne-
tosphere is possible. The first poss_ility originates when the cyclotron
instability develops at the anomalous Doppler-effect resonance between
the t-waves and both the particles of the beam and the high-energetic par-
ticles of the tail of the distribution function. The excited waves propagate
along the magnetic force lines with k± --+ 0 producing the "core'-type
emission. Note that this mechanism is most stable among the others and
can be applied to the young pulsars. The development of the cyclotron
instability is accompanied by the quasilinear diffusion of waves with the
energetic particles. As a result, the beam particles obtain non-zero pitch
angles (p± _ 0). At the same time and the same distance (R = 109 cm for
the typical pulsars) the particle drift motion caused by the magnetic field
inhomogeneity becomes substantial In this case the Cherenkov resonance
can be satisfied in different parts of the magnetosphere: in the central part
taking into account that _b > u_/c, and at the edges where _b < uJc. In
both cases t- and It-waves are being excited. These mechanisms are valid
mainly for pulsars with P > 0.1 s producing the "cone'-type radioemission.
APPLICATION TO THE CENTRAL OBJECT IN SNI_987A REMNANT
The detection of neutrinos from supernova 1987A suggests the for-
mation of a neutron star in its interior. While the star left over from the
supernova explosion is now obscured by the ejecta material, a pulsar can
be detected within the next few years. The period of a new-born pulsar can
be even 1 + 2 ms (Friedman et a/. 1986; (>striker 1987). But such values of
periods require very high luminosities of a pulsar L __ 104° + 1041 e/s. By
this moment one can put an upper limit on the poss_le luminosity L < 10_
els. Hence the period increases too. The recently discovered radioemission
from SN (Chini et al. 1988) suggests the following parameters of a pulsar:
P = 43 ms and L -- 10_ e/s (Salvati et al. 1989). At the same time it is
supposed that pulsars are born having sufficiently long periods P ~ 0.1s
and even more (Narayan 1987). Let us assume that the new-born pulsar
in SN1987A has the period of the order of P ~ 0.05 + 0.1s. Our task is
now to predict the range of frequencies in which the pulsar having these
periods will emit.
One should know the plasma parameters to apply the results of the
preceding chapter to PSR in SN1987A. Assume the magnetic field at the
star surface B0 -_ 101_G. Then the Goldreich-Julian density is nb _ 7"1011
+ 2.1012 era. The "tale" consists of the particles of the second generation
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(Arons 1981; Tademaru 1973). The estimate of "tale" particles Lorentz-
factor is 7t ~ 105 + 106 (Lominadze et al. 1983). Substituting the obtained
parameters in the formulae (11), (13), and (15), one finds that the instability
develops in the vicinity of the light cylinder at the distances - R ,_ 2.108
cm for P = 0.05s and R _, 5.108 cm for P = 0.1s. At these distances as it
follows from eq.(14) the following frequencies are being excited z,c_cz(P =
0.05s)_ 1014 + 1015 Hz and vcv:t(P = 0.1s) _ 2-1011 + 10 la Hz).
The development of the cyclotron instability is accompanied by the
quasilinear diffusion of the particles in the momentum space both along
and across the magnetic field. The particles obtain non-zero pitch-angles of
the order of _ _-. 10-2 + 10-3 (Machabeli and Usov 1979). In this case the
inequality _ < l[')'t is fulfilled for the "tale" particles and the synchrotron
emission peaks at the frequencies:
ma_ = _b _7,2 ,_ 5. 1021(P = 0.05s) -- 1019(p = 0.1s)
lJsY n
contributing to X-ray radiation of SN1987A that is thought to be mainly
from the decay of radioactive Co 56 (Dotani et al. 1987; Sunyaev 1987).
Thus if the pulsar in SN1987A is formed having the considered param-
eters it should produce the energetic radiation having much in common
with Crab, Vela-pulsars and PSR 0540-69, and PSR 1509-58. The range
of emitted frequencies generated at cyclotron instability decrease with the
pulsar slow-down and ff P > 0.1 + 0.2s the frequency range will lower
to radio frequencies and soft X-rays or LrV (for radiation produced by
synchrotron mechanism), as it is in PSR 1509-58. And conversely, ff the
period of the new-born pulsar is in the millisecond range (Kristian et al.
1989) the corresponding frequencies are v_wt = 10 'r Hz and v,v, "_ 10 24
-" 1025 Hz (Kazbegi et al. 19°o8).
At the same time the luminosity of the pulsar in SN1987A should not
resemble that of Crab, Vela, or PSR 0540-69, being of the order of Lop, _
1080 + 1032 e/s and L_ "_ 1035 + 1036 e/s.
Despite the optically thick shell the pulsar emission should emerge
from the interior of SN1987A. In our opinion (Kazbegi and Machabeli
1990) the detected radioemission from the shell with the wavelength ,_ _,
1.3 mm (Chini 1988) is a result of hydrogen atom recombination emission
at the transition from the 32 to 31 level. The photoexcitation exceeds the
pulsar rotation period. In the time 109 + 5.109s after the explosion the
shell should become transparent enough to detect pulsed radioemission.
Thus we predict the range of frequencies in which the new-born pulsar
in SN1987A with P - 0.05 + 0.1s should originate. Applications to the
other periods can be easily done.
Eventually some conclusions can be drawn. The offered theory of
pulsar radiation is based on the investigation of all plasma instabilities able
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to develop in the electron-positron plasma of pulsar magnetospheres. As
it was shown here and previously (Kazbegi et al. 1989a) the only plasma
instabilities are: the cyclotron developing at the anomalous Doppler-effect
resonance; and Cherenkov with the consideration of the particle transversal
momenta caused by the quasilinear diffusion in one case and by the drift
motion in the other one. These mechanisms can produce the well-known
pulse profiles (see e.g. Rankin 1983): "core" (caused by the cyclotron
mechanism) and "cone" (by the other two). On the basis of this model
virtually all observational features listed in the papers by Rankin (1986)
and Taylor and Stinebring (1988) can be explained: mode chang/rig, pulse
nulling and the presence of the orthogonal modes (Kazbegi et al. 1989b);
the existence and behavior of the circular polarization (Kazbegi et al.
1990a); and subpulse drift (Kazbegi et al. 1990b). The analysis of the
emission mechanisms' dependence on the pulsar rotation period P and its
application to the expected pulsar in the interior of the SN1987A shows
that it should be a source of a high-frequency radiation.
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Observing SN 1987A with
the International Ultraviolet Explorer
ROBERT P. KIRSI-INER
Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics
INTRODUCTION
The International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) satellite has played a
leading role in elucidating the nature of SN 1987A, providing a unique
ultraviolet perspective on the brightest supernova since 1604. One funda-
mental property of the IUE project proved essential: it is a satellite whose
program can be rapidly changed to take advantage of scientific opportu-
nities. On both sides of the Atlantic, there was a target-of-opportunity
proposal in place, so that an orderly, though very exciting, series of ob-
servations was carried out starting within 4 hours of the first report, on
February 24, 1987, as recounted by de Vorken (1988) and by Kirshner
(1988).
IUE observations of SN 1987A began promptly after the discovery and
have been frequent through 1988 and 1989, using the FES for photometry,
low dispersion spectra for the supernova spectrum as described in the next
section, high dispersion observations for the interstellar medium when the
supernova was bright (see below), and for circumstellar gas surrounding the
supernova as the initial event faded (see below). The UV data have been
especially useful in determining which star exploded, assessing the ionizing
pulse produced as the shock hit the surface of the star, and in constraining
the stellar evolution that preceded the explosion through observations of
a circumstellar shell. These discoveries are placed in a broader context by
the review of Arnett et aZ (1989) and earlier reports on the ultraviolet
data are summarized by Kirshner (1988). The ultraviolet spectrum of the
supernova itself is produced by the superposition of many lines of Fe, Co,
and other elements in the stellar photosphere, and it has remained opaque
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long after the infrared and optical have changed to emission-line spectra.
High-dispersion IUE observations provide a detailed look at the ionization
structure of the line-of-sight to the supernova, both in our Galaxy and in the
LMC. Future observations will include a UV observation of the light echo,
monitoring the decay of the circumsteUar emission, and perhaps a glimpse
into the enriched material that was formerly the interior of Sanduleak -69
202.
Supernova 1987A in the Large Magellanic Cloud has moved the sub-
ject of supernovae from plausible argument to observational demonstration
in a number of areas and the IUE observations have helped in essen-
tial ways. While the supernova was the first vis_le to the unaided eye
since Kepler's 1604 supernova, retinal observations have not proved the
most novel Instead, the advances in technology, including geosynchronous
satellites, have provided the data for real insight. The Large Magellanic
Cloud is ideally placed for observation: circumpolar for the outstanding
observatories of the Southern hemisphere, it is also near the ecliptic pole,
facilitating observations with the IUE at almost any time of the year. The
observations gathered over the entire spectrum from radio to gamma rays
and the direct detection of neutrinos from SN 1987A have helped sketch
the most complete picture of the life and death of a massive star.
A combination of stellar evolution theory and astronomical observa-
tion supports the picture that one class of supernova explosions (Type II)
results from massive stars, which release 105a ergs of neutrinos as their
iron cores collapse to become neutron stars (Woosley and Weaver 1986).
In a remarkable leap of scientific intuition, the essence of this picture was
sketched by Baade and Zwicky (1933), shortly after the discovery of the
neutron. Testing this picture for SN 1987A required neutrino detectors,
which caught enough of the neutrinos to make a convincing case that we
understand the binding energy of a neutron star, as well as the tempera-
ture and duration of the neutrino emission (Bahcall 1989). The neutrino
observations provide a fiducial point: the moment of core collapse at 1987
February 23.316. One interesting sidelight (see section Future Observations
of SN 1987A) is that UV observations of a light echo may provide a way to
observe the flux emitted from the surface of the star in the hours between
the arrival of the shock and the discovery of the supernova by Ian Shelton
on February 24.23 (Madore and Kunkel 1987). A key part of this picture
was the identification of the star which exploded. As descn'bed in the
section "Circumstellar Matters," IUE provided essential data to identify
directly the massive progenitor. This is the first time that a pre-supernova
star has been observed, and the star is Sanduleak -69 202, a B3 I star
of about 20 solar masses. Many of the unique features of SN 1987A as
observed in the ultraviolet trace their origin to the explosion of a blue
supergiant, rather than the red supergiants favored for most extragalactic
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SN II's. IUE observations of a nitrogen-rich circumstellar shell help trace
the stellar evolution of SK -69 202 into the recent past, as described in the
section on the Ultraviolet Echo.
Supernovae are essential players in the chemical enrichment of the
universe. When the star destroys itself, the accumulated products of stel-
lar energy generation such as helium, nitrogen, carbon, oxygen, calcium
and silicon are dispersed into the interstellar gas along with the elements
synthesized in the explosion, such as the radioactive isotopes of the iron
peak. The chemistry of the stellar interior can now be probed by infrared
observations (Rank et al. 1988), and the gamma ray detections (Matz et
a/. 1988) provide strong proof that radioactive 5_Ni is produced in the
explosion. The indirect effects of the energy release are seen in the light
curve, measured with the Fine Error Sensor on IUE, as presented in in
the first section, but the direct measurement of the interior composition
through ultraviolet lines will occur only after the opaque atmosphere turns
transparent. Clues to a poss_le neutron star remnant may also be embed-
ded in the light curve for SN 1987A, but the resolution of these tantalizing
questions lies in the future.
OBSERVATIONS
The first IUE spectra of SN1987A were taken from Goddard on the
afternoon of Tuesday, February 24, about 4 hours after the report from
the Central Bureau for Astronomical Telegrams. The first frame of 15
seconds duration was heavily overexposed, and good low dispersion spectra
were eventually obtained with 1.5 second exposures. The initial spectra
were unlike the other IUE spectra of supernovae (Blair and Panagia 1987,
Benvenuti et al. 1982), and changed very rapidly in the first few days of
observation. Interestingly, by February 26 the UV spectrum of SN 1987A
resembled the spectrum of a Type I supernova (SN I) as seen in the
ultraviolet, while the combined optical and UV spectrum showed that the
supernova had distinct hydrogen Balmer lines: the identifying criterion for
SN II. The solution to this paradox is straightforward: in SN I, as shown
by Branch and Venkatakrishna (1986) and in the atmosphere of the blue
supergiant SK -69 202, as shown by Lucy (1987) the strong blended lines of
Fe II and Co II dominate the opacity in the ultraviolet region of interest.
In SN II, like SN 1979C, the analysis of Fransson et al. (1984) shows that
the slow, dense wind of a red supergiant plays a key role in determining
the UV spectrum.
The conspicuous P-Cygni lines in the UV and optical indicated an
initial expansion velocity near 30,000 km/sec in the first hours of observation
and a temperature near 14,000 K. Model atmospheres for SN 1987A have
been calculated by Eastman and Kirshner (1989) which provide a good
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understanding of the effects of scattering and spherical geometry in the
expanding atmosphere. These models allow the distance to the LMC to be
determined by the Expanding Photosphere Method (Kirshner and Kwan
1974): the result of 50 4- 6 kpc is in good accord with the distances found
from Cepheids and from RR Lyrae stars (Walker 1987; Walker and Mack
1988), and raises the prospect of using SN II as an important tool in
establishing the extragalactic distance scale.
The apparent velocity declined rapidly as the fastest-moving layers
turned transparent, and the temperature declined rapidly as the supernova
atmosphere expanded and cooled adiabatically. The effect on the ultravi-
olet flux was profound: both the cooling and the onset of powerful line
blanketing combined to reduce the UV flux in the SWP range by a factor
of 1,000 in the first three days. The level flux at later times is due to the
presence of the two B stars near SK -69 202 which are in the IUE aperture.
The plummeting UV seen on Feb 24 is presumably the cooling tail of
a much hotter photosphere which must have been present on Feb 23, when
the shock from the stellar interior first reached the surface of Sk -69 202
about 2 hours after core collapse. Theoretical calculations show that the
temperature might have reached the range of 2-5 × 106 K for a brief time
on Feb 23. This ultraviolet flash is the source of photoionization of the
circumstellar matter, as described in the section on circumstellar matters,
where ionization up to N V is observed. Another way to detect the
ultraviolet flash emitted before the supernova was discovered is through its
UV echo from interstellar dust, as described in the section on the Ultraviolet
Echo. Empirical evidence that the surface of the Sanduleak star was very
hot comes from the photograph of the LMC taken by McNaught (1987)
on February 23.443, which showed that SN 1987A was already at about
mag 6. The product of velocity and age requires a temperature of order
100,000 K to produce the observed flux. To press the UV observations
back to the earliest poss_le moment, we have begun to examine the badly
over-exposed images taken in the first attempts to get IUE spectra of SN
1987A. In the depths of the absorption lines, and in the regions of the
spectrum where IUE has the least sensitivity, some reliable measurements
may be recovered which will help trace the arrival of the shock at the
surface of the Sanduleak star.
Following the dramatie changes of the first days, the IUE spectrum of
SN 1987A has remained remarkably constant. There are changes in the
UV flux through this period, but the spectrum, set by the atomic physics
of photospheric iron and cobalt shows only subtle variations. Although
the optical spectrum is now dominated by strong emission lines which
arise from material that was originally far below the photosphere of the
star, the UV photosphere has remained opaque. Although there have
been predictions of a "UV Renaissance" when the ultraviolet finally turns
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transparent (McCray et al. 1987), Figure 1 indicates that we must first
endure the ultraviolet Dark Ages of 1989. To obtain Figure 1, the LWP
spectra have been integrated over broad wavelength intervals. Ultraviolet
observations of the material from the stellar interior should eventually
prove very helpful in determining the mass of carbon, magnesium, and
silicon produced by SN 1987A, but that time has not yet arrived. These
elements are important in comparing the observed composition for SN
1987A with the theoretical results for massive star evolution, and they are
difficult to observe at optical wavelengths.
Measurements from the Fine Error Sensor have proved surprisingly
accurate and useful in monitoring the flux from SN 1987A. Even though
the FES was never intended as an accurate photometer, we have found
that careful attention to calibration by a standard star during the same
observing session produces a marked decrease in the random errors of
FES measurements. While the carefully integrated bolometric measures of
the Cerro Tololo workers (Suntzeff et al. 1988) and of the South African
group (Whitelock 1988) are the primary data for comparing the radiative
output of SN 1987A with models, the FES data are instructive, illustrating
every major feature of the bolometric light curve, as shown in Figure 2.
The familiar features of the rise to maximum in late May 1987, the long
exponential taft from age 110 days to 300 days, and the subsequent drop
below the extrapolated output of 56Co are all illustrated in the FES light
curve. The most recent data show that the steepening decline in the FES
light curve has abated. One poss_le interpretation is that a constant source
at a luminosity of 5 x 1037 erg/sec is now contributing to the SN 1987A
light curve. Whether this is related to the putative pulsar (Kristian eta/.
1989) or possible accretion onto the neutron star (Chevalier 1989) remains
to be seen. The FES measurements will continue, unaffected by weather or
seeing and never vulnerable to the errors that accrue at large hour angles!
Ultimately, contamination from the neighboring stars will become a serious
problem, and only the superb images of HST will permit a light curve for
SN 1987A into the 1990's.
The UV light curves of Figure 1 show a distinctly different behavior.
While they share the rise to maximum seen in the FES data, they did not
experience the long exponential decline. Evidently, the small fraction of
the energy coming out in the UV rose during that period, presumably as
a result of decreasing line blanketing. The future of the UV light curve
is hard to predict, but it may show a dramatic change when the spectrum
changes to emission lines.
THE INTERSTELLAR MEDIUM TOWARDS SN 1987A
Although SN 1987A reached its maximum bolometric luminosity in
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The long wavelength light curve of SN 1987A as obe_rved with IUE.
late May 1987,the rapid decline in the UV flux made the fruitful time for
high resolutions observations very brief. During February 24 and 25, IUE
high resolution spectra were obtained which provided the best signal-to-
noise for study of the interstellar gas from Earth to the Sanduleak star.
The brightness of the supernova as a background source allowed much
shorter exposures than previous studies of the ISM toward the LMC were
compelled to use, and the resulting panicle background in the data was
much lower. Because the time span for obtaining these exquisite data was
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FIGURE 2 An optical light curve for SN 1987A as observed with the Free Error Sensor
on IUE.
short, there was little opportunity to study the time-dependent effects of
the ionizing flash from SN 1987A, but the very high quality of the data that
were obtained not only allowed them to confirm kinematic results obtained
at higher resolution from the ground but to extend them by providing the
chemical composition of the intervening absorbers.
Several velocity components were detected in a wide range of ionization
stages ranging from neutral gas to triply ionized carbon (de Boer et al. 1987,
Dupree eta/. 1987, Blades et al. 1988a,b, Savage et al. 1989). The observed
UV absorption components to SN 1987A have a velocity distribution which
is similar to that observed on the lines of sight to other stars in the LMC
(e.g., Savage and de Boer 1979; Savage 1986) and which agrees with the
main optical absorption systems found by Andreani eta/. (1987) in the
spectrum of SN 1987,4.
The absorption features over the velocity range from 0 to +300 kin/see
arise in the disk and halo of our Galaxy and in the LMC. While it is not
controversial to assign the absorptions with v > 200 kin/see to gas in the
LMC and those with v < 70 kin/see to our Galaxy, intermediate velocities
require more discussion. An abundance analysis of the intermediate velocity
components at 129 and 171 kin/see by Blades et a/. (1988a) shows that they
are not intergalactic clouds, but belong to the LMC. These clouds may
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have their origins in gas that is stripped by tidal interactions or may arise
from wind-driven shells or supernova remnants in the LMC.
The absence of N V absorption in the spectrum of SN 198"/A has been
used by Fransson et al. (1987) to constrain the luminosity of the UV flash.
From the observed upper limit to N V absorption, they derived an upper
limit to the N V column density of 3 x 1014 cm -2 and inferred a limit to
the number of ionizing photons S < 1.6 x 1057/n2 (where n is the ambient
density) for a temperature T, jf -- 5 x 105 K. Comparison with models
for the shock arriving at the surface of a star (Klein and Chevalier 1978)
shows that a red supergiant would produce too much ionization, but a blue
supergiant, such as SK -69 202 would be a good match to the observational
constrainL
CIRCUMSTE_ MATTERS
Blue supergiants like SK -69 202 often have low density, high velocity
stellar winds, but IUE observations of SN 1987A show that this star had
a dense circumstellar shell that resulted from an interesting stellar history.
The weak radio emission from SN 1987A (Turtle et a/. 1987) was inter-
preted (Chevalier and Fransson 1987) as arising from a shock in the low
density blue supergiant wind of SK -69 202. After 1987 May 24, the short
wavelength IUE spectra began to show evidence for narrow emission lines,
as shown in Figure 3. Here the flux from the two neighboring stars as
observed in March 1987 has been subtracted from the subsequent spectra.
The observed lines include He !I, C III, N III, N IV, N V and O III,
and they increased in strength with time. The observed velocities are low,
and the velocity widths of the lines are unresolved at the low dispersion,
implying velocities less than 1,000 kin/see. All of these clues point toward
a circumstellar origin for the emission lines. First, the fact that we can see
the emission, while the supernova photosphere is opaque to the UV implies
that the source of the emission is outside the expanding star. Second, the
low velocities do not correspond to the debris, where the characteristic
velocities are a few thousand km/sec. The great strength of the nitrogen
lines is consistent with the CNO-enriched composition of material that
results from a massive star's mass loss (Chevalier 1987; Fransson et al.
1989) and constrains the history of SK -69 202.
The excitation of this circumsteUar shell results from the UV flash that
took place when the shock traversing the Sanduleak star hit the surface.
This initial pulse of energy would have been very hot (T > 105 K') and
brief (<1 hour). Since the supernova was not discovered on the day of the
neutrino burst, but the day after, the declining UV seen on 24 February
was just the tail of this violent UV flash.
The observed UV flux from the circumstellar shell increased with time
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until 400 days after the explosion, then began a symmetric decline, at least
in some lines. A plaus_le geometrical picture for the fluorescent material
is a shell at a distance of 200 light days from the supernova site. Light travel
times are important in determining the observed flux, and this dimension
of order 5 x 1017 cm is indicated by the duration of the increase. The
spatial extent of this shell would be about one arc second, not measurable
with IUE, but well within the reach of HST.
Because the flux increased, high dispersion IUE measurements of the
circumstellar lines were poss_le. They remain unresolved at 30 km/sec
resolution. The observed line ratios are consistent with a density of order
104 in the emitting gas, and ground based observations of narrow [O
III] help determine the temperature at about 45,000 K (Wampler and
Richichi 1988). With the physical conditions reasonably well determined,
the chemical abundances result from a aebular analysis. Fransson et al. find
N/C = 7.8 4- 4 and N/O = 1.6 4- 0.8. These are respectively factors of 37
and 12 higher than the solar values, implying that the gas has undergone
substantial CNO processing. To reveal CNO-processed material at the
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surface, the progenitor of SN 1987A is likely to have lost much of its
hydrogen envelope before the explosion. This, and the existence of the
shell, are consistent with models where a red supergiant evolves to the blue
supergiant stage before exploding.
High nitrogen abundance was also found in the circumstellar matter of
an earlier SN II with IUE ('Fransson et al. 1984). There, the explosion took
place while the star was a red super#ant: here, the circumstellar matter
was evidently ejected from the star as a red supergiant, but the star evolved
to the blue before exploding. Thus the IUE observations help establish the
history of SK -69 202 for the 20,000 years before it exploded.
Matching the path in the H-R diagram and the chemical composition
of the circumstellar matter has proved a challenging task for theorists, who
were already struggling with the question of why the star exploded as a blue
supergiant. The evolution from blue (on the main sequence) to red (as a
mass-losing red supergiant) back to the blue (to explode as a B3 Ia star) has
been examined, for example, by Saio et aL (1988). Key ingredients seem
to be the lower heavy element abundance in the LMC, thorough mixing of
hydrogen-burning products, and substantial mass loss as a red supergiant.
One prediction based on the presence of a circumstellar shell is that
the rapidly expanding debris, moving at 1/10 c, will strike the shell, at
1/2 light year, in the next several years. So for the end of the century,
we may expect a recrudescence of SN 1987A, with a hot shock interaction
producing copious X-rays and perhaps renewed nonthermal radio emission.
THE ULTRAVIOLET ECHO?
The discovery of two echo rings in the optical (Crotts 1988; Rosa 1988;
Heathcote eta/. 1988; and a third echo ring reported by Bond et al. 1989)
attributed to dust scattering of light from the supernova by matter in the
LMC, has provided the opportunity for an interesting IUE investigation.
In the optical, the rings reflect light from the optical maximum observed in
May 1987. This is demonstrated by spectra of the rings taken in 1988, in
which the light from the rings has the spectrum of the supernova in May,
1987. The expected UV ring would be the result of the UV maximum, the
brief flash of UV emitted in the first hours of the event. This means that, ff
detected, the UV echo could provide direct information on the supernova
spectrum at the time of shock breakout: the observations would show the
properties of the supernova before discovery!
From an inspection of the optical images of the echo rings and a
comparison with pre-SN images, the brightest patch of the inner ring was
selected for the IUE observation (Gilmozzi 1988), since a simple calculation
following Chevalier and Emmering (1988) shows that the UV echo should
be just a few aresec external to the optical ring. The ring was observed
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on 1 May, 1988, with the long axis of the IUE aperture perpendicular to
the ring, to obtain spatial information on the distn'bution of UV light. A
second, longer exposure on May 25 confirms the presence of a weak UV
signaL Although the feature near 1550 _, may be spurious, the rise around
1250A is real.
No background star contamination is expected, since the slit location
includes no stars brighter than 18 mag. The coincidence of the emission and
the calculated position for the echo are consistent with the flux observed
arising from a UV echo. However, there is still the possibility that the
emission is due to diffuse matter scattering the light from nearby hot stars.
The key test is to observe the same location in 1989: if the flux is still
present, it is not due to the echo ring, which will have expanded to a larger
diameter.
If the detected signal is the UV echo, the spatial extent of the emission
(about 5 arc minutes) is a good measure of the thickness of the scattering
cloud, since the UV emission is the echo of a very brief event (Chevalier and
Emmering 1988). The derived cloud thickness is about 40 pc, which agrees
well with the upper limit of 50 pc derived from the optical observations.
The flux from the UV echo, if confirmed, will also be instructive. If
it is of the same order as the optical echo, this implies that the energy
emitted in the UV represents about 10% of the total energy radiated by the
supernova. Since the optical maximum lasted at least 100 times as long as
the UV peak (two months compared to less than a day), and the scattering
efficiency in the UV is about 10 times better (Chevalier and Emmering
1988), then equal observed fluxes would imply that the integrated UV
luminosity was about 10% of the bolometric luminosity radiated near the
SN pealc If this observation is confirmed, it will provide a useful constraint
on theoretical models of the outburst.
While the case is not yet proven, the IUE results provide the tantalizing
poss_ility of detecting a signal which was emitted two days before the IUE
first pointed at SN 1987A, and which may prove useful in understanding
the physics of supernova explosions.
FUTURE OBSERVATIONS OF SN 1987A
IUE observations of SN I987A in i989 and beyond will depend on the
behavior of the supernova, but will surely include a diligent monitoring of
the UV spectrum, with the hope that the opaque atmosphere will begin to
turn transparent and reveal the internal composition of the now-vanished
Sanduleak -69 202. The changes in ionization of the circumstellar shell
should provide a time-lapse view of the recombination of that gas, and
an improved understanding of the physical setting for the emission. A
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carefully planned observation of the UV echo position should provide the
decisive test for that poss_le observation.
Continued ultraviolet investigation of the supernova should continue
with HST. Its powerful UV spectrometers will allow the interstellar medium
near SN 1987A to be studied by looking in absorption at the nearby stars 2
and 3. The UV flux from the supernova itself will be safely resolved from
those neighbors so it can be followed down to much fainter levels both in
spectroscopic and photometric observations. The circumstellar shell that
IUE detects spectroscopically should be a good target for HST imaging.
While IUE observations of the debris from the supernova hitting the
circumstellar shell would be interesting, it is reasonable to hope that when
this event occurs in 1999 we will have another instrument to use! Finally,
HST should be an effective tool for studying the expanding debris itself,
and perhaps the pulsar within SN 1987A. Even though we can anticipate
these desirable observations, the most intriguing possibilities may be the
observations that we have not yet conceived. The ability to change the
observing program, sometimes on short notice, in response to events in the
LMC rather than constraints imposed from Earth, is an essential part of
studying an evolving object.
The fact the target-of-opportunity proposals were in place, and that
interested observers were ready to carry out a planned program of ob-
servation is only half the story of the UV observations of SN 1987A. The
target-of-opportunity proposals focused on the aspects of supernovae which
had been important in previous investigations: the explosion physics and
the chemical analysis of the debris. But astronomy is an observational sci-
ence and the observed objects have rarely read the proposals. In the case of
SN 1987A, the contn'butions of IUE turned out to be especially important
in areas that were not anticipated, using the satellite in ways which were
not customary. For example, the identification of the progenitor by using
the astrometry and the imaging properties of IUE was a useful contr_u-
tion that required novel use of IUE. Employing the FES as an accurate
photometer was not anticipated, but new cab%ration methods make those
measurements quite helpful. No one predicted that IUE short-wavelength
observations of narrow emission lines from a fluorescent circumstellar shell
would be a major constraint on the late stages of stellar evolution for
the LMC supernova, but a careful background subtraction technique has
made this a reality. While the jury is still out on the UV echo, there is a
chance that the IUE observations may provide a glimpse of the supernova
explosion's flux before it was discovered.
The key ingredient in the success of the IUE observations of SN
1987A has been the ability to modify the observing program in response
to the behavior of the supernova. On the first day, this meant a rapid
change in schedule and real-time adjustment of exposure times. Later, it
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implied changing the balance of long and short wavelength exposures, and
combining shifts for very long exposures. For the echo observations, it
required precise choice of dates of observation. In every case, the IUE
Observatory has had the ttexa'bility to accommodate these requirements,
and a deeper understanding of this unique event has been the result.
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Quasi-Periodic Oscillations in Low-Mass X-ray Binaries
W.H.G. LEWrN*, J. vAN PARADIJSt, AND M. VAN DER K_lst
Variability on short time scales in the X-ray flux (Lewin a aL 1968) is a
very general property of binary X-ray sources. Until recently, most efforts
in studying such variability were spent on two types of intensity variations,
periodic X-ray pulsations and X-ray bursts. Due to the lack of a direct
and transparent interpretation, relatively little attention was paid to noise
in X-ray intensity variations. An outstanding exception has been the study
of the very fast variability of the black-hole candidate Cyg X-1 and sources
long thought to be of a similar nature such as Cir X-1 and GX 339-4 (for
a comprehensive review of the studies of noise in X-ray intensity variations
of binary X-ray sources up to 1980, we refer to Bradt et at 1982).
Consequently the bright persistent X-ray sources in the central regions
of the Galaxy (the galactic bulge sources) which showed neither pulsations
nor bursts were somewhat neglected. Not until after the discovery (Van der
Klis et a/. 1985) of intensity-dependent quasi-periodic oscillations (QPO)
and associated red noise from these luminous low-mass X-ray binaries (see
Figure 1) were systematic studies of the shape of these power-spectral
components made. In this note we give a brief account of the main
developments since this discovery which have led to a new picture of the
properties of LMXB. Since this is not intended to be a review paper, we
will not give extensive references here but instead refer the reader to the
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comprehensive reviews of Lewin et al. (1988), Lamb (1988, 1990), Van der
Klis (1989), and a recent article by Hasinger and Van der Klis (1989).
Slow QPO (frequencies in the range one to tens of miUi-Hertz) had
been reported prior to 1985 from several sources. It is likely that these
QPO have a different origin from those which are the subject of this note.
Short trains of fast oscillations during a number of type I X-ray bursts
(i.e., runaway thermonuclear events) had been reported (for a review see
Lewin and Joss 1983). The association of these oscillations with X-ray bursts
makes it difficult to compare them with the QPO seen in the persistent flux
of galactic bulge X-ray sources.
Tawara eta/. (1982) discover _e_dquasi-periodic (_ 2 Hz) oscillations in 2
out of 64 long type II X-ray bursts from the Rapid Burster. The frequency of
these oscillations differed between the bursts and drifted within each burst,
so Tawara eta/. concluded that they could not be a direct manifestation of
the rotation of the neutron star. There were at least two reasons why this
discovery of QPO in the Rapid Burster received much less attention than
the QPO discovery in GX 5-1 a few years later. (i) The Rapid Burster was
(and still is) a very peculiar source (Lewin and Joss 1983), and the 2-Hz
QPO were seen as "just another" strange phenomenon. (ii) The frequency
of the QPO in GX 5-1 depended strongly on the source intensity; there
were no obvious connections between the QPO in the Rapid Burster and
other characteristics of this source.
Alpar and Shaham (1985) proposed that the intensity-dependent QPO
discovered in GX 5-1 (Van der Klis eta/. 1985) are caused by some
interaction between the magnetic field of the rapidly rotating neutron star
and the inner accretion disk (bounded by the magnetosphere) in which
matter orbits the neutron star in approximately Keplerian orbits. The QPO
frequency is then the difference ("beat frequency") between the Keplerian
frequency at the inner disk edge and the neutron star spin frequency.
Modulation of the accretion rate through magnetic gating was proposed
as a feas_le mechanism for causing the X-ray intensity variations, and it
was shown that the red-noise component was a natural consequence of
accretion-modulation mechanism (Lamb eta/. 1985). From the observed
intensity dependence of the QPO frequency, Alpar and Shaham derived a
neutron star rotation period of 10 ms and a magnetic dipole field strength of
a few I(P G. These parameters agree very well with the spin-up scenario for
the binary msee radio pulsars. In this scenario the msec radio pulsars are
the descendants of low-mass X-ray binaries (see, e.g., Van den Hetwel 1986
for a review of the evolution of X-ray binaries). For this reason the "beat
frequency" model of Alpar and Shaham was greeted with enthusiasm.
However, if 10 ms were the correct rotation period, it was somewhat
puzzling why this period did not show up as coherent pulsations in the
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FIGURE 1 Display of average power spectra from GX 5-1 in six different source intensity
intervals (indicated in the panels). The lines drawn through the data indicate fits described
by a function which is the sum of a constant (Poisson noise), a line with a Lorentzian
profile (the OPO peak), and an exponentially rising red noise component. This figure is
from Van der Klis eta/. 1985.
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power spectrum since the existence of a magnetosphere implies that in the
vicinity of the neuron star the magnetic field influences the accretion flow.
QPO discovered subsequently in Sco X-1 (Middleditch and Priedhorsky
1986; Van der Klis et aL 1986) had quite different properties. Their
frequency was sometimes low (near 6 Hz) and approximately constant or
even slightly anti-correlated with X-ray intensity, while at other times, it
was high (10-20 Hz) and either positively correlated or varying erratically
as a function of source intensity depending on the intensity of the source.
Red noise was weak compared to the QPO. Both results seemed to pose a
problem for the beat-frequency model.
The "beat-frequency" model was clearly unable to account for the
complicated picture presented by the observations; alternative models were
proposed and ways were worked out to broaden the range of phenomena
that could be explained within the beat-frequency model.
An underlying organization in the phenomena revealed itself when
correlations were found between the spectral properties of the sources and
their QPO characteristics. Three of the newly discovered QPO sources
were known to exh_it two different X-ray spectral states, distinguishable as
"branches" in an X-ray hardness versus intensity diagram. In GX 5-1 the
20-40 Hz QPO were only and always observed when the source was found in
the so-called "horizontal-branch" of this diagram (Van der KIis et al. 1987,
see Figure 2). Its red noise was shown to consist of two components; one of
these is the low-frequency noise associated with the QPO and only present
in the horizontal-branch state; the other ("very low frequency noise") is a
power-law component that is seen in all spectral states, and dominates the
power spectrum below ~ 0.1 Hz. A similar pattern was observed in Cyg X-2
(Hasinger 1987a). In Sco X-1 a strong correlation was also found between
QPO and the spectral state; two-branched spectral behavior occurred with
strongly intensity-dependent high-frequency QPO in one spectral branch
and weakly intensity-dependent ,,. 6 Hz QPO in the other. However, both
the morphology of the branches and the way in which the QPO frequency
varied among them were quite different from that in GX 5-1 and Cyg X-2.
A key contr_ution came from Hasinger (1988) who observed that the
normal branch of Cyg X-2, known to be connected at its upper end to the
horizontal branch, showed a sharp bend near its lower end suggesting a
transition to yet another branch. Hasinger, therefore, proposed that there
are three branches: the horizontal branch, the normal branch, and the
flaring branch which form a Z-shaped pattern in the X-ray hardness vs.
intensity diagram and each of which has its characteristic power spectral
behavior. In GX 5-1 and Cyg X-2 it was the upper part of the Z that
had so far been observed; in Sco X-1 it was the lower part. Subsequent
observations have beautifully confirmed Hasinger's proposal, and the class
of "Z sources" is now well established (see Figure 3).
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With this clarification, attempts to explain all observed QPO behavior
within the framework of the beat frequency model were abandoned, and
the model was proposed to be valid only for the horizontal-branch high-
frequency QPO (and associated LFN). Models for the 6 Hz normal-branch
QPO have been proposed in terms of radiation-dominated accretion flows
near the Eddington limit (Lamb 1988, 199(r, Hasinger 1987a).
Millisecond time lags were discovered in the intensity-dependent hori-
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FIGURE 3 Display of the X-ray color-color diagrams and power spectra for the Z sources
Cyg X-2 and GX 17 + 2 illustrating the correlation between the QPO behavior and the
location of the source on the Z-shaped track. This figure has been adapted from Van der
mis09_9).
zontal-branch QPO between X-ray spectral bands (Hasinger 1987b). This
suggested that X-rays originating from the near vicinity of the neutron star
were Compton scattered in a surrounding hot plasma before they could
escape. This Comptonization model had been proposed before to account
for the absence of coherent millisecond X-ray pulsations through smearing
and was consistent with some interpretations of the shape of the X-ray
spectrum. The problem of accounting for the effect of scattering on QPO
and beamed pulsar radiation stimulated a substantial theoretical effort. The
idea that the magnetosphere in these systems is very small (a few neutron
star radii, rather than hundreds as in X-ray pulsars) stimulated a reassess-
ment of magnetospheric theories. It was pointed out that magnetospheric
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formation might be qualitatively different in these systems from that in
massive X-ray binaries since the boundaries of such small magnetospheres
are located in the radiation-pressure dominated part of the disk (White
and SteUa 1988).
Further observations showed that not all low-mass X-ray binaries con-
formed to the above Z scheme. Some of them should have shown QPO,
but they did not while others exhibited QPO with properties that did not
fit into the Z scheme. Hasinger and Van tier Klis (1989) distinguished, in
addition to the Z sources, a second class of low-mass X-ray sources that
shows a different pattern of correlated X-ray spectral and power-spectral
behavior, many of these sources are X-ray bursters. In their X-ray color-
color diagrams one can distinguish a "banana" shaped spectral branch and
isolated "islands". Both spectral branches have a characteristic associated
type of power spectrum (see Figure 4). These sc>c.alled "atoll sources"
are, on average, less luminous than the Z sources, and they do not exhibit
the QPO found in the latter. Most of the persistently accreting low-mass
binary X-ray sources can be classified as either a Z source or an atoll
source; however, some (mostly transient) sources can not (e.g. the Rapid
Burster, and Cir X-l).
Besides the fast-variability characteristics, other properties of low-mass
X-ray binaries are correlated to their X-ray spectral states as well. It was
recently discovered that the radio intensities of the Z sources GX 17 + 2,
Cyg X-2, and Sco X-1 (Penninx et al. 1988; Hjellming et al. 1989, 1990) are
strongly correlated with the location of these sources on the Z shaped track
in the X-ray color-color diagram (see Figure 5). When these sources are in
the flaring-branch state their radio brightness is relatively low, it increases
when the source moves up the normal branch, becoming relatively high
on the horizontal branch. Since the radio emission is probably caused
by relativistic electrons (synchrotron radiation), this correlation suggests
that perhaps the required non-thermal processes and panicle acceleration
are connected with the boundary layer between the inner disk and the
magnetosphere of the neutron star.
A second, very recent, development is the discovery that for atoll
sources there is a strong correlation between the spectral state of the
source (i.e. "island" vs. "banana" state) and the properties of X-ray bursts
(Van tier Klis et al. 1990). In particular, during the island state the duration
of the bursts is much longer than during the banana state. This may be
indicative of a difference in the hydrogen content of the layers in which the
thermonuclear flash occurs that gives rise to the burst. Although it is likely
that the accretion rate is the governing parameter for the properties of
both the X-ray bursts and the persistent X-ray spectrum, the nature of the
connection between the flashing layer and the (superficial) regions where
the persistent (accretion) luminosity is emitted is presently unclear.
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FIGURE 4 Display of the X-ray color-color diagrams and power spectra of the atoll
souroes GX 13 + 1 and 4U 1705-44 illustrating the correlation between power spectrum
and the source spectral state ("island" versus "banana" state). This figure has been adapted
from Van der Klis (1989).
In general, the rms variations of the QPO is only a few percent,
and therefore most studies discussed so far have been based not on X-
ray intensity curves but on power spectra of the intensity variations. An
exception is the Rapid Burster. QPO rms variation up to --, 30% have been
observed from this source which made it poss_le with Ginga to observe
trains of individual oscillations (Dotard et al. 1990). These observations
showed that the finite width of the QPO peak in the power spectrum is
caused by frequency modulation of the signal. Since the Rapid Burster is a
very peculiar source, it is unclear whether the underlying mechanism holds
for other sources as well.
Finally, studies of the power spectra of some high-mass X-ray binaries
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(most of them pulsars) have shown that these power spectra also contain
QPO and broad noise components, somewhat similar to those found in
low-mass X-ray binaries 0Ebisawa et al. 1989; Belloni and Hasinger 1989).
In the case of the pulsating high-mass transient source EXO 2030 + 375
(Angelini et aL 1989) the variation of the QPO frequency with X-ray
luminosity combined with the known spin frequency of the neutron star
was consistent with the beat frequency relation. However, recent results
obtained by Norris et ol. (1989) and by Mitsuda et al. (1989) may pose
problems for the beat frequency modeL
In closing, the recent division of the low-mass X-ray binaries in Z
sources and atoll sources has clarified matters a great deal. It seems that
the beat frequency model is at present a promising (though not generally
accepted) model for the horizontal-branch QPO in Z sources. The normal-
branch and the flaring-branch QPO in Z sources probably have a common
origin which is different from the origin of the horizontal-branch QPO.
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The Evolution of the Gravitational Radiation
from Stellar Components of Galaxies
V.M. LIPUNOV, E.Yu. OSMINKIN, M.E. PROKI/OROV
Sternberg Astronomical Institute
ABSTRACT
This paper discusses the evolution of gravitational waves spectra pro-
duced by binary stars, supernova explosions and coalescences of binary
compact stars in outer galaxies. These spectra are integrated over a simple
model of the universe to give an estimate of the stokhastic gravitational
waves background due to astrophysical sources.
INTRODUCTION
Different kinds of gravitational waves (GW) exist in nature. The
major types of GW are the cosmological GW and GW from astrophysical
sources--such as binary stars and supernova explosions (SNE) (Thorne
1987).
The evolution of the ensemble of the binary systems in an arbitrary
galaxy has been investigated by the method of statistical simulation. We
have taken into account the following evolutionary processes: the mass
transfer in close binaries, the evolution inside a common envelope, possible
binary disruption due to the SNE, and creation of the compact objects
and their evolution (see Lipunov 1987). The method and scenario are
considered in detail in Kornilov and Lipunov (1982) for massive stars and
in Lipunov and Postnov (1987b, c) for low and moderately massive binaries.
In this paper we will consider two different kinds of GW. The first
type is the continuous gravitational radiation produced by binaries. A
binary is assumed to emit the GW as two point-like masses on the circular
orbit strictly at twice the orbital frequency. In this case the GW spectrum
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from a galaxy is composed of thin "lines." The projected nonresonant GW
detectors with a band Av _ v, will detect such a signal as continuous.
Below, we shall calculate the amplitude of the signal on such a detector.
The second sort of GW sources can be connected with catastrophic
processes occuring during the stellar evolution. First of all, these are the
SNE and the coalescence of binary compact objects (white dwarves, neutron
stars, or black holes). These GW are believed to be powerful and short in
the duration pulse. Due to existing uncertainties in the calculation of this
GW, we will use an estimation given by Shapiro and Teukolsky (1983).
Stochastic GW background from the binaries in our galaxy has been
calculated by Lipunov and Postnov (1987a). The simple estimations show
that the stochastic GW background from all of the external galaxies should
be lower than from our own. However, there is a poss_ility of distinguishing
both types of signals by using the fact of their different distributions over the
sky. This can be done by a GW detector with a narrow diagram (Lipunov
et al. 1987).
In our study we deal with the extragalactic GW sources, taking into
account their evolutionary effects.
THE METHOD OF CALCULATION OF GW EVOLUTION
To investigate the evolution of GW with time from galaxies having the
different star formation laws, the following procedure has been used. At
first the evolution of a quantity G(t, r) is calculated (for example, the GW
flux or the rate of SNE) for an ensemble of binaries with 6 (t - r ) star
formation rate. We assumed the parameters of the scenario do not change
with time, and so, the Green function is
G(t, T)= a(t - T).
For a galaxy with an arbitrary star formation rate _ (t) the correspond-
ing value G(t) can be presented by the convolution
G(t) = f+_ ¢(r)G(t - r)d_-
The Green function for a continuous spectrum of GW from binaries
was constructed by the following. The time interval from 0 to 15 billion
years was equally spaced to At = l& yrs bins. The frequency range (10 -s
+ 10-3 Hz) was divided by bins with At, = z,i+l -ui, so that lg(ui+l/ui) =
0.25. For each time interval Atj and frequency bin Au_ the average GW
flux has been calculated
1 / $i+Atj
FGw(vi,tj) = _ JtJ Faw(_i)dt l_,<u<_,+zx_,
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where Few (vi) is the total gravitational flux from allbinaries.
All results are presented in terms of dimensionless metric strain am-
plitude (Lipunov, Postnov 1987a)
The number of events from the sources of GW pulses has been calcu-
lated inside each time bin At. Time interval was taken to be At - 106,
107, 108, 109 years.
RESULTS
The spectral evolution of gravitational radiation from a galaxy with 5-
like star formation rate is plotted in Figure 1. The results are for a galaxy,
containing 3 • 1011 stars, with a half of their total number entering the
binaries. A distance to the galaxy is assumed to be 1 Mpc. The simulations
have been carried out with the following parameters of the scenario.
• the masses of initially more massive stars in binary are supposed to
be distn_outed according to Salpeeter's law
dN _ M-9"aSdM, 0.1Mo < 3'/1 _< 120M O.
• the mass ratios q -_- M_/M1 and semimajor axes a are distn'buted
as
dN cx dq, 0<q<l
and
dN c¢ da/a, 1R_ < a < 10r/_.
A full description of the evolutionary scenario parameters can be found
in Korrtilov and Lipunov (1982) and in Lipuaov and Postnov (198To,c, 1988).
Note that the GW spectrum changes significantly during the first two
billion years. The magnitude h in the frequency range 10-6 - 10-3 Hz
decreases approximately by a factor of 30 (tgh _ -19.7) at t = lff 9 yr and
/gh _ -21.5 at 101° yr). This drop can be explained both by the binaries'
disruption due to the SNE and by a diminishing mass in binary stars in
mass through the stellar wind and common envelope processes.
To obtain the GW spectrum dependence upon time for an arbitrary
star formation function, the function in Figure 1. must be integrated with
star formation function ¢(t). The star formation rate is supposed to be
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FIGURE 1 The evolution of G'W spectrum from a galaxy with/Llike star formation rate.
A metric strain amplitude hv has been ealealated at distance 1 Mpc. The galaxy oontains
3" 1011 stars.
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FIGURE 2 The GW background from binaries in outer spirals (I) and cllipticals (II).
The GW spectrum emitted by ellipticals (II) and spirals (I) from the
modeling universe are plotted in Figure Z The galaxies are assumed to
be distn'buted homogeneously within 0 < z < 3. The contributions of
ellipticals and spirals are 30% and 70% respectively. The density of the
vis_le matter is assumed to be t3 = 1/30 of the average density of the
universe. The Hubble constant is taken to be H = 75 km/sec/Mpc, fl
= p/pc,. = 1, and zero pressure equation of state. In these calculations
we have taken into account the redshift of gravitational radiation and a
curvature of the universe (Zel'dovich and Novikov 1970).
The influence of massive black holes (BH) on the spectrum shape
has been considered separately. We assumed that such objects result from
massive SN progenitors with masses M > 35 M o. The collapse into such
black holes occurs without significant mass loss. The spectra of GW from
a galaxy having the same parameters as above in age of 7 • 109 years with
(I) and without (II) massive BH are presented in Figure 3. From this
figure it follows that in the second case there is a considerable increase of
gravitational radiation at frequencies below 10-55 Hz. This can be due to
the massive binary black holes. Its evolution is fully determined by orbital
decay caused by GW radiation on the time scale
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FIGURE 3 The spectra of GW from galaxy in age of 7 • 10 9 years with (I) and without
(II) massive BH.
taw = (1.5. 108yrs) (a/ro)4
M1M2 (MI+M_)
M_ M®
which exceeds a Hubble time for pairs with a>70R o. The shape of this
spectral feature strongly depends on the assumptions about the massive
BH formation and can sufficiently differ from this rough model However,
the existence of such a spectral feature could in principle be used as an
indicator for massive BH presence.
In Figure 4, the event rate for GW pulses versus time is presented
for a galaxy with the parameters descn'bed above and with a 6-like star
formation function. The type II SN results from the collapse of massive
stars (M > 10Mo) at final stages of its evolution.
So the SNII explosions in such a galaxy occur only during the first ,-,
40 million years. In the time range 1 - 10 million years, this rate can be
approximated by the formula:
-- 1011t 106yr J
Another kind of event we considered is the coalescences of WDs,
which occur within the interval of 10r - 1.5 • 101° years. This event rate
weakly depends on time and varies from 1 to 0.01 yr -1.
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FIGURE 4 The rate of supernova explosions and of white dwarves coalescences in a
galaxy with 6-Iik¢ star formation rate.
From all coalescing WDs we choose a group of binaries, whose total
mass excetms the Chandrasekhar limit. We consider such binaries as capable
of producing the SNcI explosions. These events may be accompanied by
supplementary GW pulses arising during a collapse into NS. The rate of
SNcI between 6 • 106 and 1.5 • 109 years can be approximated as
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FIGURE 5 The dependence of the rate of GW pulses registration v on a GW detector
with the given sensitivity hr.
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Assuming the effectiveness of mass-energy conversion to be c = 10%
of the total mass of a collapsing star we have estimated the dimensionless
metric strain amplitude.
Integrating these expressions with the star formation rate functions
for ellipticals and spirals and integrating over the whole space where the
galaxies are thought to exist (z < 3) and using cosmological parameters
described above, we have obtained the rate of arriving pulses with an
amplitude not less than that given by the different kinds of SNe and of
galaxies, i.e., the rate of the event's registration on a GW detector with the
given sensitivity. This dependence is presented in Figure 5. The results for
spirals were obtained analytically by Lipunov, Postnov eta/. (1987).
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Close Binary Stars in Globular Clusters
BRUCE MARGON
University of Washington
ABSTRACT
Although close binary stars are thought theoretically to play a major
role in globular cluster dynamics, virtually no non-degenerate close binaries
are known in clusters. We review the status of observations in this area, and
report on two new programs which are finally yielding candidate systems
suitable for further study. One of the objects, a close eclipsing system in
ca Cen, is also a blue straggler, thus finally providing firm evidence that
globular cluster blue stragglers really are binary stars.
INTRODUCTION
A growing body of theoretical work indicates that a small number of
close binary stars dominate the dynamic evolution of globular star clusters
(e.g., Elson et at 1987). For convenience, we here define a "close" binary
as one with an orbital period of a few days or less. Such systems may
have b/nary orbital velocities of several hundred km s-1, compared with a
typical single star c/uster orbital velocity of just a few km s-1. Therefore,
literally just a handful of close binaries in a globular cluster can store as
much kinetic energy of motion as possessed by the total of all 105 single
stars in the cluster! This energy may be lfl_erated by three-body encounters
of cluster single stars with the binaries, and this source term is likely to be
the dominant counterbalance of kinetic energy sinks of stars escaping from
the cluster. Cluster binaries may be primordial, or formed later through a
variety of encounter processes, especially during the collapse of the cluster
core due to the so-called "gravothermal catastrophe".
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Elson eta/. (1987) have pointed out the analogy of this energy source
to thermonuclear fusion in stars: in this case, the cluster collapses, forms
binaries, and then "burns" the orbital kinetic energy via encounters. A
problem that observers may have with this elegant theoretical scenario is
that virtually no close binary stars are known in globular clusters! Only
one spectroscopic or eclipsing close binary, an object reported later in this
paper, is known in any globular cluster. A small fraction of globular clusters
are known to contain neutron star binary systems, evidencing themselves as
either the X-ray bursters near the cluster centers, or as millisecond radio
pulsars (although note that several of the latter systems are known to have
binary periods of months rather than days, and thus store neglig_le kinetic
energy). As only the very smallest fraction of globular cluster stars end
their lives as neutron stars, however, one might expect binaries containing
white dwarfs to be far more abundant in clusters (Verbunt and Meylan
1988), and systems with giant, subgiant, and main sequence components
yet more common.
SEARCHES FOR EVOLVED GLOBULAR CLUSTER BINARIES
White dwarf close binaries in globular clusters are probably most easily
found ff they are undergoing mass exchange. The analog of such a system
in the field, outside of clusters, is the cataclysmic variable (CV). Of course,
both novae and dwarf novae easily draw attention to themselves during
their intense optical outbursts, but even in quiescence such systems can
be located through a variety of techniques. The optical spectra of CVs
in quiescence are highly distinctive (strong, broad emission lines), as are
the colors (distinct ultraviolet excess). A decade of study has also revealed
quiescent CVs to be prominent soft X-ray sources, with luminosities in the
range 10a° through 10a2 erg s-I (C6rdova and Mason 1983, 1984).
Novae are relatively rare in the field, and so one might expect only a
very small number in globular clusters. Indeed, only two such objects have
ever been reported: one in NGC 6093 in the year 1860 (Pogson 1860, Luther
1860), and one in 1938 in M 14 (Hogg and Wehlau 1964; Shara a a/. 1986),
and cluster membership for the latter, although probable, is still uncertain.
However, dwarf novae are more common in the field (Patterson 1984), and
one might hope that the analog of these mass exchange red dwarf/white
dwarf systems might be found in globular clusters. In fact, only two dwarf
novae are known in globular clusters. These stars, both discovered long
ago during outbursts, have been recently recovered in quiescence: V101
in M 5 0Vlargon eta/. 1981), and V4 in M 30 0Vlargon and Downes 1983).
These two objects are poorly studied to date; although at least V101 is
known to still be undergoing outbursts (Shara et a/. 1987), neither has ever
been caught in outburst by a spectroscopist, and neither has been observed
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for X-ray emission. Thus definite examples of white dwarf close binaries in
globular dusters remain rare and poorly understood.
The suggestion by Hertz and Grindlay (1983a, b) that the low-
luminosity X-ray sources observed outside of the cores of several globular
clusters by the E/nste/n Observatory are mass-exchange close binary systems
containing a white dwarf, analogous to the field cataclysmic variables (CVs),
is therefore of great interest. These authors derive a luminosity function
which implies that the galactic globular cluster system contains a total of
-,,10z such objects, a conclusion also reached by Krolik (1984) and Hertz
and Wood (1985). EXOSAT observations have confirmed a few of these
sources (Verbunt et al. 1986; Koch-Miramond and Auri6re 1987; Auri6re
eta/. 1989).
It is sometimes not amply enough stressed that all of the evidence
which identifies these systems as white dwarf close binaries is quite indirect,
based primarily on the fact that these sources have considerably lower X-
ray luminosities than the highly luminous sources located within a few
arc.seconds of the cluster cores; the latter are now widely agreed to be
neutron star binary systems (Lewin 1980; Lewin and Joss 1983; Grindlay
et al. 1984). In particular, in spite of several sensitive attempts, there has
never been an optical identification of a single one of these low-luminosity
cluster X-ray sources.
Is there reason to suspect this evidence, and/or do reasonably plaus_le
competing models exist? Verbunt eta/. (1984) have pointed out the curious
fact that all of these "low luminosity" sources, if in fact cluster members,
have X-ray luminosities an order of magnitude larger than the classical
U Gem systems in the field, despite their supposed physical similarity to
those systems. Furthermore, if these systems share the most basic property
of the known dwarf novae (/.e., optical outbursts) it seems surprising that
there could be a population of 103 of them in the Galaxy, and not one
has ever been reported in optical outburst, despite a century of intensive
photographic study of globular clusters for variable stars. Crowding is not
likely to totally suppress discovery of the outbursts, if the sources reported
by Hertz and Grindlay (1983b) are indicative of the class; the majority of
them are many core radii from the cluster centers, and inspection of catalogs
of cluster variable stars (_g, Hogg 1973) show that there are numerous
single variables cataloged equally close to the core, at magnitudes equivalent
to that that would be reached by a globular cluster CV in outburst. The
two known cluster CVs cited above were in fact initially found exactly this
way, despite their location in relatively crowded regions of the cluster.
Verbunt eta/. (1984) have suggested that the sources may instead
be quiescent X-ray transients. Some of these sources may have an even
simpler explanation: Hertz and Grindlay (1983a) calculate that ,--3.3 of
the 8 sources they discuss may be background QSO/AGN superpositions
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or foreground stellar coronal sources. Furthermore, three clusters are
reported to have spatially extended X-ray emission as well (Hartwick et
a/. 1982), raising the possibility that some of the reported point sources
are confused or nonexistent. Margon and Bolte (1987) showed that if the
X-ray sources reported by Hertz and Grindlay (1983a, b) in the cluster
Centauri were indeed like the field dwarf novae, they might be optically
identified due to their peculiar colors; yet these workers were unable to
locate any such counterparts (see also Shara et al. 1988). We do know that
the cluster CV M5 V101, with (U - B) = -0.9 in quiescence, i does show
the distinctive color of the field CVs, so this negative result is significant.
Thus, the nature of the low-luminosity cluster X-ray sources remains terrl'bly
uncertain, and it is far from obvious that all, or even many, are truly close
binary stars.
Cluster binaries with red giant components at least have the virtue of
being bright enough for easy spectroscopic observation. Gurm and Griffin
(1979), working at a radial velocity precision of 1 km s-1, failed to find
even a single binary candidate amongst extensive observations of 111 giants
in M 3 spanning five years. However, a few successes are finally emerging.
Pryor et al. (1988a) have shown that vZ 164 in M3 is probably a binary with
a period of a few years, and Pryor et al. (1989) report a handful of further
candidate binaries, all with periods of years. Although these systems are at
least true cluster binaries in the classical sense, their very long periods of
course imply that they store neglig_le orbital kinetic energy, and cannot
contn'oute to the energy budget of cluster, the problem which introduces
this paper.
The only other candidate for a short period globular cluster binary of
which we are aware is V78 in the direction of _ Cen (Bailey 1902). This
eclipsing Algol with a 1.2 a period appears frequently in the literature with
comments of varying degrees of certitude that it is a cluster member (e.g,
Geyer 1967, 1971; Sistero 1968), but based on radial velocity it is now
known definitely not to be a cluster member (Geyer and Vogt 1978).
The very limited success in finding cluster binaries with evolved com-
panions, either degenerate stars or red giants, has led my colleagues and
me to initiate a number of programs aimed at finding binaries with main
sequence components. We believe we have met with success through two
different approaches.
AN ECLIPSING BLUE STRAGGLER IN A GLOBULAR CLUSTER
Blue stragglers, especially in globular clusters, have long rankled both
1Multicolor photometry for M 5 VI01 appears in Richer and Fahlman (1987), although the ob-
ject is anonymous in that paper, it is the mo6t extreme ultraviolet point in their Figure ll.
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observers and theorists; their position on the color-magnitude diagram, with
normal main sequence color and luminosity, but lying far hotter than the
duster turnoff, is simply inconsistent with stellar evolution. Explanations
abound, but there are few hard facts to back up these theories. Specifically,
for more than 20 years they have been said to be close binaries (McCrea
1964; Hoyle 1964), with their odd color/luminosity resulting from an ex-
tensive past episode of mass transfer, but there is no direct evidence for
this: not a single globular cluster straggler is an eclipsing or spectroscopic
binary. Alternative theories, involving long-lived single stars undergoing
odd evolution, are also viable (Wheeler 1979). Some evidence that blue
stragglers in NGC 5466 and NGC 5053 have a peculiarly concentrated
spatial distribution, and thus a higher primordial mass than other evolved
stars in the cluster, has been provided recently (Nemec and Harris 1987;
Nemec and Cohen 1989). As has been previously stressed, however, this
does not directly discriminate between binary mass exchange and mixing
theories 0VIathieu and Latham 1988).
Some hope of addressing the problem arose when the eclipsing system
NJL 5 was identified in the field of w Cen, and it was pointed out that the
star lies near the blue straggler area of the cluster color-magnitude diagram
(bliss et al. 1978). This object may be identified with entry no. 5876 in the
Woolley catalogue (Woolley 1966), and star 5642 of Dickens a a/. (1988).
The period is 1.4a, and there is a deep (1.2 mag) primary eclipse. However,
a strange twist of fate appears to have quenched interest in the system:
based on early photometry and the shape of the light curve, it was concluded
that NJL 5 is probably not a cluster member (Liller 1978). No spectra have
ever been published for this object, although one unpublished spectrum has
been cited as compatible with membership (Jensen and J0rgensen 1985).
As it was obtained in the green and shows only two spectral lines (J0rgensen
1987), it must surely be regarded as inconclusive.
We obtained spectra of NTL 5 on five nights in 1988 at moderate (2 A)
spectral resolution, using the RGO spectrograph and IPCS detectors at
the Anglo-Australian Telescope. The bright cluster horizontal branch star
ROA 4153 (Cannon and Stobie 1973), of color similar to NJL 5, was used
as a radial velocity standard. The average of the five velocities of NJL 5
at various phases throughout the 1.4 _ photometric period is 8 4- 7 km s -1
relative to the comparison star velocity, and thus, given the high velocity of
Cen, 232 km s-1 (Meylan and Mayor 1986), the object is most certainly
a cluster member. Our individual absolute velocity determinations for both
NffL 5 and ROA 4153, although less precise than the cross-correlation
results, also clearly indicate that both stars are cluster members. NJL 5
is also almost certainly a blue straggler: the spectral type is near A5, and
it is far below the cluster horizontal branch (DaCosta et a/. 1986). The
spectrum is quite ordinary: the dominant features are Balmer absorptions,
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with both stellar and interstellar Ca K lines also vis_le. There is no sign of a
secondary spectrum. We have also obtained one low resolution red Q,_5500
- 10,000A) spectrum of NJL 5 with the Faint Object Red Spectrograph
at the AAT, and again see no obvious sign of a secondary, although
considerably more extensive phase coverage is desirable to strengthen this
conclusion.
As a historical footnote, we point out that the (B - V) color for the
star listed in the Woolley (1966) catalogue differs from the normal color
of the system by 1 mag, for reasons which are unclear. A correct color
appears in more recent photometry (Jensen and Jergensen 1985; Dickens
et al. 1988).
NJL 5 now becomes very important: not only is it the first and
only globular duster blue straggler known to be a binary, but the very
large eclipse depth shows the inclination is near 90°, and so the orbit is
soluble and all system parameters may ultimately be obtained. Our existing
moderate resolution spectroscopy is already tantalizing. Our five spectra
have good phase coverage, and no radial velocity variations are convincingly
detected; a conservative upper limit on the orbit K velocity is 30 km s-x.
This already implies a very high mass ratio and an exotic, undermassive
secondary (recall that the unseen companion has radius comparable to
the A5 star to cause the deep primary eclipse). Thus it appears that
the solution of the NJL 5 orbit may confirm the widely held but unproven
scenario that blue stragglers result from a previous episode of very extensive
mass transfer. There are several bright Algols in the field that have periods
and light curves similar to NIL 5 and presage the probable parameters:
RY Aqr (Helt 1987) and RT Per 0Vlancuso eta/. 1977) both have q ,,, 0.2,
with K-,- 30 and 60 km s-1, respectively. The low amplitude we infer for
the radial velocity variations is presumably responsible for the failure of
many previous observers to detect the binarity of blue stragglers in old open
dusters (Stryker and I-Lrivnak 1984). We have already obtained and are
currently analyzing the necessary spectroscopy at much higher resolution
to define the orbital parameters of NJI, 5.
This work on NIL 5 was done collaboratively with Russell Cannon,
and will be described more fully elsewhere (Margon and Cannon 1989).
FAINT MAIN SEQUENCE BINARIES IN GLOBULAR CLUSTERS
What are the prospects for detection of main sequence binaries of later
spectral type than blue stragglers, and thus at a less odd stage of evolution?
A conceptually simple way of identifying such binaries in globular clusters
has been known for many years (Steinlin 1956; Fernie and Rosenberg 1961):
i:a cluster color-magnitude (C-M) diagram can be obtained with very high
photometric precision, and if nature cooperates with a metallicity spread
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sufficiently small to cause the cluster main sequence to have neglig_le
intrinsic width, then cluster binaries will be apparent by their location in
the C-M diagram at a range of luminosity values slightly too high for their
color, up to a cutoff luminosity of 0.75 magnitudes above the normal main
sequence, corresponding to a binary with two equal mass components, and
thus a luminosity enhancement of 2x. For the particularly simple case
where the majority of binaries have equal mass components, a situation
which is in fact thought by some to be dynamically favored (Hills 1975),
then these binaries will form a distinct, second main sequence parallel to,
but 0.75 mag above, the normal cluster sequence.
Until quite recently it has been imposs_le to test this simple concept,
became very high precision photometry down to limiting magnitudes ap-
propriate for the typical cluster main sequence was impossible, especially
in the very crowded fields near the cluster core, where one expects binaries
to sink in relaxed clusters, as they are the most massive stars. The ad-
vent of CCD detectors and several software systems suitable for precision
photometry in crowded fields has changed the situation.
Some clusters prove to have broad main sequences, and this technique
to search for binaries will clearly never be applied there. The foremost
example is w Cen, where spectroscopy of giants and subgiants has long
indicated a range of metal abundances (e.g., Norris 1980), thereby leading
to the expectation that the main sequence would have similar metallicity
dispersion, and thus a wide range of luminosities for a given color. Recent
color-magnitude diagrams of w Cen which reach the main sequence do
indeed show this breadth (Walker 1986; Alcaino and Liller 1987; Shara
et al. 1988), although perhaps one should be suspicious of too easily
discovering what is expected! This cluster is of course at low galactic
latitude, so foreground contamination of the color-magnitude diagram by
non-members may be a problem; indeed, Bell et a/. (1981) find that fully
half of the subgiants for which they have spectra (admittedly in an outer
field) are velocity non-members.
Regardless of the difficulties with w Cen, recent precision photometry
has uncovered a number of clusters with intrinsically very narrow main
sequences, thus enabling a search for main sequence binaries. A good
example is 47 Tuc (I-lesser eta/. 1987), where no binary sequence is evident.
However, a candidate "parallel" main sequence has been noted in the sparse
halo cluster F_.3by Hesser et al. (1984). To our knowledge radial velocities
are not yet available for these faint objects. Even if close binaries are
ultimately found in F_.3,their applicability to the globular cluster dynamics
paradox discussed above will be ambiguous, as E.3 is such an extraordinarily
sparse object, and indeed not even uniformly classified as globular.
We have recently been involved in a program of precision multicolor
CCD photometry of four "traditional" globular clusters, and initial results
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on the cluster ages, metallicities, chemical homogeneity, etc., have been
published for NGC 362 (Bolte 1987a) and NGC 7099 (Bolte 1987b, 1989).
The photometry, obtained with the CTIO 4m telescope, reaches far down
onto the main sequence, and we do indeed find that its intrinsic width
is unresolved at our level of precision, thereby enabling a search for the
"parallel" main sequence due to putative binaries. For each of our four
clusters, we have fields at three different core radii, potentially allowing
a search for mass segregation as welL The quality of these data very
substantially exceeds anything in the previous literature on these clusters,
and a second main sequence separated by ~0.75 mag in luminosity would
clearly stand out, greatly exceeding both the uncertainties in our photometry
and the intrinsic (as yet unresolved) main sequence breadth. Sadly, no such
sequence is apparent in any of the fields in any of our four clusters, with
one exception: the most central field in NGC 288.
Perhaps with hindsight, NGC 288 is an ideal globular cluster for a
search for main sequence binaries. It has a modest distance modulus,
,-,14.5 mag, permitting precise photometry far down on the main sequence.
There is virtually no foreground contamination at this galactic latitude
(b = -89* !). Most important of all the object, although unquestionably
a globular duster by any definition, is sufficiently sparse to be virtually
transparent almost all the way into the core. Thus, crowding is minimal in
the innermost field, exactly where one expects the binaries to sink. in Figure
1 we show our C-M diagram of the central field in NGC 288. One sees
immediately approximately one dozen stars displaced upward in luminosity
from the otherwise cleanly defined main sequence. The displaced stars
are spatially well separated by our reduction programs, so we have no
particular reason to suspect that their distinguishing characteristic is merely
poor quality photometry. As an interpretive aid, we show with the solid
line where the fiducial main sequence would fall if displaced upward in
luminosity by 0.75 mag, as expected for a sequence of equal mass binaries.
The dozen outlying objects fall quite precisely on this sequence. This
coincidence may be a conspiracy of nature, but if so it is particularly cruel
that it occurs in the one field where we should have the best chance of
seeing the binary sequence, namely the most central field we possess with
precision photometry. We thus do not suggest that NGC 288 is in any way
unique, but merely that ff all clusters in fact possess a few of these objects,
it is quite logical that we would see them in this cluster first.
One would be naive to believe that the objects offset from the main
sequence in Figure 1 are binaries strictly on the grounds of our photometry.
Surely either eclipses or radial velocity variations must be required to con-
vineingly argue that the first population of globular cluster main-sequence
binaries has been discovered. Eclipses would be observation,ally straight-
forward to search for, but statistically unlikely to be observed. A negative
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FIGURE 1 A color-magnitude diagram for NGC 288, derived from CCD photometry
obtained at the prime focus of the 4m telescope of the Cerro "lblolo Interamerican
Observatory. The solid line is a locus offset by 0.75 mag from a fiducial main sequence.
The dozen or so candidate main-sequence binaries, lying quite close to this line, are readily
apparent.
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result from an extensive series of eclipse observations would probably not
be informative. Radial velocity variations, on the other hand, are certainly
present if the objects are truly binaries, and, as always subject to the un-
known inclination factors, will be substantial in the close binaries that we
seek. Of course, with our dozen or so candidates, it is quite unlikely that
all have unfavorable inclinations.
In collaboration with M. Bolte of the Dominion Astrophysical Obser-
vatory, we have begun a program to obtain repeated observations of radial
velocities for the ten or so brightest, best separated objects on this parallel
main-sequence in NGC 288. This is a difficult observational problem: we
seek a large number of velocities of accuracy --,10 km s-1 on objects of
V > 19.5. Until very recently, one would be hard pressed to find in the lit-
erature a spectrum of any cluster main sequence star, much less a program
of repeated observations of many objects at reasonably high dispersion. The
recent development in instrumentation that has made this program feas_le
is the introduction of multiple-object liber-fed spectrographs at several of
the world's 4m-class telescopes. This project is of course ideal for such an
instrument, as all of the candidate stars are in immediate proximity, lying
on the same 3' x 5' CCD chip, and we desire all of the radial velocities
simultaneously, not knowing which are true binaries, and which have favor-
able inclinations. Further, we can employ the many otherwise unused fibers
to obtain spectra of brighter cluster members in the immediate proximity,
which are not only of astrophysical interest, but provide a large number of
local velocity standards, 2 as well as a variety of control objects so important
to this precision work, e.g., anonymous stars of comparable magnitude and
crowding to our candidate binaries. The colors of the candidates indicate
spectral types near solar, and so we may anticipate ample absorption lines
for radial velocity determination.
We are conducting our observations using the fiber-optic coupled multi-
object spectrograph (FOCAP) (Gray 19°o6;Parry and Gray 1986) at the 3.9m
Anglo-Australian Telescope. This system uses approximately 60 fibers to
feed as many star or sky spectra to the normal RGO spectrograph, using the
Image Photon Counting System (IPCS) as a two-dimensional detector. We
use a grating which yields:-,_'1000A of spectral coverage, with 2/_ resolution,
centered near k4200 to take advantage of the region of peak efficiency of
the IPCS. We have thus far obtained observations at two epochs in 1987--88
which convince us that the project is (just!) feasible in excellent observing
conditions; typical integration times to obtain ~100 counts pixe1-1 above
sky at this dispersion on these faint stars are 12,000 sec. In Figure 2, we
show an example of one of the spectra so obtained of one of our main
2Several dozen giants and horizontal branch stars in NGC288 already have velocities determined
to an accuracy of,'_0.6 Inn s - 1 via radial velocity spectrometer observations (Pryor a at 1988/)).
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FIGURE 2 Two of the sixty spectra obtained simultaneousiy in the NGC 288 field
at the Anglo-Australian Telescope in 1988 July, using the fiber-optic coupled multi-
object spectrograph (FOCAP) and the Image Photon Counting System 0PCS) detector.
Lower panel: One of the candidate main-sequenoe binaries, MB1, an object with V =
19.2, (B - V) = 0.50; despite the modest signal-to-noise ratio of the spectrum, one can
clearly see/-/6, HT, and Ca H & K absorption lines. Upper panel: one of the bright radial
velocity standard stars in the cluster, ALS0, a giant with V -- 13.89, (B - V) = 1.14
(Alcaino and Liller 1980); a precise (-4-0.7 km s-1) velocity for this star has been obtained
by Pqfor et aL (1988b) with a radial velocity spectrometer. All of the features and
structure in this spectrum are actual absorption lines in the object. At this dispersion,
cro_-correiation of the two stars can yield velocities of accuracy "--6 km s-1 if there is
reasonable signal in the program objects.
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sequence binary candidates, together with that of one of the bright giant
radial velocity standards in the cluster. Cross-correlation analysis allows us
to derive velocities for the binary candidates to an accuracy of ~6 km s-1.
As the necessary multiple-epoch observations are still under way, these
results must be viewed simply as a progress report at this time. However,
for the candidates where we have sufficient signal, we can akeady say,
based on their derived velocities, that these faint stars are indeed cluster
members; their striking position on the C-M diagram cannot be explained
merely by superposition of a non-member. Thus we are encouraged by the
prospect that current instrumentation is indeed adequate to reveal radial
velocity variations in main sequence binaries in this and similar clusters in
the near future.
CONCLUSION
In an interval of only a few years, we have progressed from knowing of
literally no non-degenerate binary stars in globular clusters, to a short list
of candidates of a variety of luminosities. Whether the very crowded inner
cores of the clusters currently hide a population of close binaries that would
otherwise be easily distinguished by their odd colors and luminosities will
presumably become clear with even the first handful of multicolor images
from the Hubble Space Telescope. Thus prospects are bright that in the next
few years, observations will finally catch up to, and hopefully overtake, the
theory of close binary stars in globular clusters.
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The Large-Scale Surface Brightness Distribution
of the X-Ray Background
RICHARD MUSHOTZKY
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
INTRODUCTION
The X-ray background and the micro-wave background are the dom-
inant "isotropic" radiation fields available for measurement. While there
has been a convergence of opinion on the origin of the p-wave background
and the measurement of its dipole variation and upper limits on higher
order multipole terms (Klypin et a/. 1987, Strukov et al. 1987) there has
been no such agreement on the X-ray background. However, because of
its relative uniformity (Schwartz and Gursky 1974; Schwartz 1979; Turner
and Geller 1980) its seems fairly clear that the bulk of the E > 2 keV
background is also of "cosmological" origin (e.g., due to objects or truly
diffuse radiation originating at z > 0.5) and as such, is of great interest. At
lower energies much of the observed flux is due to a galactic component.
(For a recent extensive review on the cosmic X-ray background see Boldt
1987).
There has been extensive work on trying to determine the physical
origin of the background. That is, whether it is due to a superposition of
numerous faint "well-known" sources such as active galaxies (Giacconi eta/.
1979), an early unidentified population of AGN at high redshift (Boldt and
Leiter), a new population of objects, or to truly diffuse processes (Guilbert
and Fabian 1986) or to a superposition of these. However while of great
intrinsic interest these studies have not been aimed at using the XRB to
provide the cosmological information that has been gleaned from the/_-
wave background. Our group has been attempting an alternate approach,
to use the available information on the large, > 5", scale distribution of
the sky flux to see if the XRB can provide such constraints.
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As opposed to the #-wave background, much of the X-ray background
is presumably due to sources at z < 3 (if it is due primarily to active galax-
ies) or z < 10 (as a very general limit). For the determination of large-scale
motions the X-ray and/_-wave backgrounds are titus complementary, both
defining "distant" reference frames with respect to which one can measure
motion. However, the X-ray background can provide information not con-
tained in the/_-wave background; the distribution of matter perturbations
at intermediate (0.1 < z < 3) redshifts; (see the detailed discussion in Rees
1979 of how the optical galaxy counts,/J-wave background measures and
X-ray surface brightness measurements complement each other). I Warwick
eta/. (1979), and Rees (1979) have pointed out how measurements of the
variation of the X-ray sky surface brightness on moderate angular scales
can get the tightest constraints available on density perturbations in the
universe on scales from 100-1,000 Mpc at redshifts < 1.
If the sources of the X-ray background are distributed roughly like
matter, variations in the X-ray surface brightness are tracers of the matter
distribution on large scales. Even if most of the sources responsible for
the background are not distn'buted in such a fashion the best estimates
are that ~ 30-40% of the X-ray background comes from objects such
as Seyfert galaxies, normal galaxies and clusters that are distn_outed like
matter. 2 While, potentially, this information resides in the distn'bution of
X-ray sources (in the way that the IRAS counts were used to examine the
distribution of matter in the local universe), it is very difficult to obtain all
of it from source counts alone _use 1/2 of the sky surface brightness
comes from sources dimmer than 3 x 10-15 ergs/crn2-sec or two orders
of magnitude below the Rosat all-sky survey limit. Thus very deep surveys
are required to "resolve out" the background (see below). Cataloging and
identifying the ~ 1 x 106 sources/sr, most of which will be quite faint
optically (M, > 20 mag), will be diflicult. 3 In addition such surveys have
i Of course, the X-ray background does not contain the same information as the p-wave back-
ground on the spectrum and amplitude of primordial perturbations.
2 In particular, Giacconi and Zamorani (1987) have estimated based on the optical-X-ray ratio of
low redshift normal galaxies and the deep optical counts of Tyson (1988) that ~ 13% of the X-ray
background at 2 keV is due to normal galaxies. Per'sic eta/. (1989b), based on the local luminosity
function of Seyfert galaxies, have calculated that they contribute ,--, 25% of the background and
various authors have calculated that dusters contribute ,-, 5-10% of the 2 keV X-ray background.
3The best such use of an all-sky catalog to obtain cosmological information has been from the
IRAS all-sky survey. However, there are substantial differences between an X-ray and IR sur-
vey. The X-ray sources tend to be much more distant and have fainter optical counterparts. In
addition, the X-ray source counts at high latitutde will be dominated by active galaxies rather
than the star forming galaxies which dominate the IRAS counts. Perhaps the most fundamen-
tal difference is that the IR background is dominated by local, solar system, and galactic effects
while the X-ray background is dominated by effects originating at z > 0.5.
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strong selection effects due to source spectra and extent. However, it is
clear that the Rosat all-sky data can be analyzed in a fashion similar to the
IRAS data base to obtain another measure of our local velocity vector.
The simplest way to see the usefulness of measuring "lumps" in the
X-ray surface brightness observation is to assume a Euclidian universe and
that the sources of the X-ray background are distributed roughly like matter.
Then (Rees 1979), the amplitude variation in the X-ray background (Alfl):
due to perturbation in matter (Ap/p) on a scale A compared to the Hubble
scale, An, is roughly (AI/I), = (Ap/p) (A/An)f; where f is a parameter that
describes cosmological effects and X-ray source evolution. Rees (1979)
estimates that f --. 1/2 (see Goicoechea and Martin-Mirones 1990 for a
more detailed calculation). If we assume (Ap/p) ,.. 2, as seems appropriate
for the largest scale perturbation claimed to date (the Great Attractor) and
similarly (A/An) ~ 0.02 (... 100h-is0 Mpc) then the predicted variations
in the X-ray surface brightness on angular scales from 1/2 sterradian (z ~
0.01) to 1-2 degrees (z ,-. 1) should be of the order of 1-2% (see Shafer
1983 for a detailed discussion).
Similarly interesting results can be obtained by searching for a 24
effect in the distribution of the all-sky flux (XVarwick and Fabian 1979)
due to velocities induced by matter perturbations on scales A << An (the
Compton-Getting effect). The expected peak amplitude is (AI/I), ,_ (3 +
_)V;,,,/c -,. (Ap/p)(A/An)fZ; or more exactly (Peebles 1980) (AI/I): = (1 +
_13)(Aplp)(A/An)f2 °6, where a, the effective energy index in the 2-20 keV
X-ray band, is ,,- 0.4 (Boldt 1987). Using the micro-wave dipole velocity of
the sun as a scaling parameter we expect (AI/I)x °b' -,- 0.4%. As opposed
to the fluctuation amplitude, which is confined to a small region of the sky,
the "dipole-like" term is an all sky effect and thus needs a large solid angle
for its measurement. If the perturbations exist on larger scales A ~ An,
(Warwick and Fabian 197_, Warwick et al. 1980) then one no longer has
a dipole-like term but an oblate variation dominated by a 12-hour term.
However the relative amplitude compared to the micro-wave dipole term
is expected to be small < 0.6, for reasonable (SM < 1020 solar masses on
scales Az ~ 1), large-scale perturbations.
To summarize, the X-ray diffuse background should show a large-scale
effect (spherical and harmonic) (3 + _) times larger in (Alfl) than the/_-
wave background and an effect due to the clumping of sources---which does
not have a simple dipole-like shape, larger yet by a factor (f/f_). The fact
that the amplitude of any 24 hour4ike variation in the X-ray background is
smaller than 2% (see belo_ Boldt 1987; Sharer 1983; Warwick et al. 1980)
gives a lower bound on the closure ratio and the relative contribution of
sources (which are distributed like matter) to the XRB.
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RECENT RESULTS ON "STRUCTURES"
IN THE X-RAY BACKGROUND
HEAO-1 A-2 Capabilities
We have used HEAO-1 A-2 data, which is the only available all sky
data base with sufficient sensitivity, to look for effects at < 5% level on
angular scales > 200 square degrees. The limits on this data base are set by
Poisson noise, sky fluctuations due to unresolved point sources and residual
systematic errors. For the smallest field of view available from this detector
(3 x 1.5 degrees) the sky fluctuation variance is, using a point source
estimator (Persic et aL 1989), ~ 5.5 x 10-12 ergs/cm2sec in the 2-10 keV
band and the error due to Poisson noise is ~ 4 x 10-12 for a total variance
of ~ 8% of the sky flux in the beam. Using an est_nator appropriate for the
fluctuations (Shafer 1983) the variance due to fluctuations is ,,_6.3 x 10-12
for a total variance of ~ 10%. In the absence of variance due to other
causes (such as background variations) the absolute value of the noise due
to the sky fluctuations scales as solid angle 1/2 as does the poisson error.
Estimates of the variance in the internal background (Sharer 1983) are on
the order of 2-3 x 10-12ergs/cm2sec, which is not significant. Thus beam
sizes of > 75 square degrees are necessary to examine surface brightness
variations of < 2% with the I-IEAO-1 data.
Galactic Component
Previous studies using this data base (Shafer 1983; Iwan et al. 1983)
have shown that the strongest large-scale feature in the sky at galactic
latitudes greater than 10 degrees is due to the galaxy. This component has
an effective scale height of < 15 degrees (Figure 1 and Iwan et al.). This
emission is not symmetric about the galactic plane or the galactic center
and has a "softer" spectrum than the "extra-galactic" background. Because
it is bright, roughly 7% of the diffuse X-ray background flux at b ~ ltY',
1 --, 45°, it has been mapped by HEAO-1 A-2 with the full resolution of
the detector. At lower latitudes this component has been studied in detail
by Exosat (Warwick eta/. 1985) and Ginga (Koyama 1988) and it is clear
from the Tenma spectroscopy that most of the emission is due to thermal
processes from plasmas of T < 10 keV but as of yet its physical origin
has not been determined (Koyama 1988). It is the presence of this strong
spatially complex Galactic component that makes determination of the X-
ray surface brightness dipole moment in the direction of the micro-wave
dipole difficult.
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FIGURE I The 2-20 keV surface brightness of the sky in galactic coordinates boxcar
smoothed by 10 ° . The contour levels represent -2.5%, 0, +2.5% and +5% of the mean
high galactic latitude surface brightness.
The Great Attractor Region
The next strongest feature in the high latitude sky is a "bright" spot at
b ~ 20°, I ~ 330 o (Figure 1) which is located in the direction of the "Great
Attractor" (GA) (Lynden-Bell et al. 1988) and the large concentration of
clusters (Scaramella et al. 1989) located at v ~ 14,000 kin/see. This region
has an enhancement of ~ 4-5% of the average sky flux (Alaa '_ 7.8 ×
10-13 ergs/cm2sec/deg 2, Jahoda and Mushotzky 1989) and subtends a solid
angle of ~ 1,000 square degrees for a total flux of ~ 10-9 ergs/cm2-sec. If
it were at the distance of the GA it would have a luminosity of ,-, 3 × 1044
ergs/sec and ff it were due to the superposition of objects at the distance of
the large concentration of clusters L_ --_ 3 x 104s ergs/cm2-sec. We have
visually compared our map of X-ray surface brightness with a smoothed
map of the AbeU cluster distn'oution (Figure 2), and this region appears to
be the only place where an X-ray surface brightness enhancement at this
level may be due to "superclusters" at z < 0.1. There is another region, a
factor of 2 dimmer than may be associated with supercluster 12A in the list
of Bahcall and Soneira (1984) at 1 = 30, b = 70 and z ~ 0.07. If this is a
real association, and the lack of other "detections" places this in doubt, Lx
,,_ 1044, roughly consistent with the Persic et al. upper limits. We may assign
an upper limit to (Ap/p) in the GA or similar region from the X-ray data
of (Ap/p) < (AI/I)_)f2-°6(A/A_) -z f-z: using (AI/I)_) < 0.05 and (A/AH)
~ 0.02 we find (Aplp)f_ °e < 1.5f-z, very similar to the values obtained
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FIGURE 2 The surface density of D < 4 Abell dusters smoothed by a 10" boxcar in
Galactic ooordinate$ on the same scale as Hgure 1.
from model fitting the optical velocity data for the GA (Lynden-Bell eta/.
1988) of (Ap/p)f_o._ .,. 0.4.
Because the GA is located close to the galactic plane it is quite difficult
to conduct an optical search for clusters of galaxies. It is thus not clear
if, like other superclusters, the GA contains numerous rich Abell clusters.
X-ray surveys at E > 2 keV are much less affected by reddening and sky
confusion at I bl > 5* and thus are an efficient way of searching for X-
ray luminous rich Abell clusters. We have searched for "pointlike" X-ray
sources (clusters of galaxies and active galaxies) which could be associated
with the GA (Jahoda and Mushotzky 1989) and have not found any down
to a luminosity limit of ~ 3 x 1043 ergs/sec, which is considerably below
the mean luminosity of Abell richness 0 clusters. We thus conclude that the
GAff "real" it is not similar to other superclusters, which, by construction,
are composed of rich Abell clusters. This raises the interesting question
of whether other superclusters are similar to the GA in being composed
primarily of "field" galaxies and poor groups and has importantimplications
for studies of large-scale structures.
If the X-ray surface brightness enhancement detected in the region of
the GA is due to hot gas located in the potential well of the supercluster
we may estimate its core mass as:
M(gas) < 1.2x IO_*M.( AlaA)x/2(Tio)I/4( Ds,O2o)Sl2;
where 020 is the radius of the GA in units of 20 degrees, D86 is the
distance in units of 86 Mpc, and Tx0 is the temperature in units of 10 keV.
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Superclusters
Persic et al. (1989b) have used the same data base to place tight upper
limits on diffuse radiation from optically selected "pointlike" superclusters
(e.g., they have assumed that the superclusters were of angular size < 20).
They find that for a sample of < z > --..046 an upper limit of F, < 5 x
10-n ergs/cm_-sec. Using the HEAO-1 luminosity function of clusters of
galaxies, they estimate that the Abell clusters in the superclusters would
contribute an expectation value of ~ 4 x 10-12 ergs/cmtsec. They conclude
that, on average, the X-ray luminosity of diffuse emission due to hot gas
associated with superclusters is < 4 x 1043h_50 ergs/cm_-sec, on the order
of the detected diffuse emission in the direction of the GA. A uniform
volume of hot gas of total mass 1016M16 solar masses, temperature T_0
keV and linear size 10h-150 R_o Mpc would have a luminosity of in the
2-10 keV band of Lg_,~ 3 x 1045(M16)_(T10)l/2(RI0) -s hs0 ergs/sec.
The HEAO-1 data thus indicate that the non-cluster associated mass
in hot gas associated with optically identified superclusters is < 1.5 x 1014
solar masses, on the order of the mass in hot gas associated with rich
clusters. This limit already places tighter constraints (Persic et al. 1988) on
the poss_le baryonic mass density than can be associated with superclusters
or the fraction of supercluster mass that can be in hot gas.
The all-sky X-ray surface brightness data already indicate that en-
hancements of (AI/I), > 2% on scales greater than 300 square degrees are
rare. Then using the same formalism as for the GA and using a distance
of 200 MIX: and an angular radius of 10° (scaling from the GA) we can
already place upper bounds of M(gas) < 8 x 10IS(D200010) 5/_ solar masses
for any supercluster-like object of size > 35 Mpc whether or not it has
been previously cataloged. If we assume superclusters to have a scale of
20 Mpc (Bahcall 1988) and properties similar to that of the GA ((AI/I) ,..
3% of the X-ray background, L ~ 1044 ergs/cm2-sec, (Ap/p) ,_ 2) then to
detect such objects at z < 0.5 one needs a system capable of measuring the
X-ray surface brightness at the level of 1-2% on scales of > 1". Thus an
appropriately sensitive X-ray surface brightness survey might be the best way
of searching for "non-Abell cluster" superclusters or any other virialized
concentration of baryons which might make a significant contn'bution to
the mass of the universe.
It is also of interest to determine whether the "voids" studied by
Batuski and Burns (1985) (regions devoid of rich clusters of galaxies) have
a systematically different X-ray surface brightness than the rest of the sky.
If a considerable fraction of baryons in these regions did not form dusters
and galaxies, the only place for this material to "hide" would be in the form
of hot gas. Thus one might expect that the "voids" might be systematically
brighter than the rest of the sky. Alternatively if the difference signal is
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< _i_
FIGURE 3 The 2-20 keV surface brightness of the sky in supergalactic coordinates
smoothed by a 10 ° boxcar. The axis has been rotated so that the supergalactie i ffi 180 is
at the center of the diagram.
dominated by the fluctuations due to unresolved sources such as clusters
and active galaxies which tend to be missing from the voids one might
expect a deficit of weak unresolved sources which will slightly lower the
background intensity. A preliminary analysis of the HEAO-1 A-2 data is
underway.
OTHER STRUCTURES
It is apparent to the eye (Figure 1) that there are several "bright"
and "dim" regions in the X-ray with relative differences of 1-2%. While
visual inspection is always risky, comparison of the HEAO-1 data with the
Uhuru data ('Ihrner and Geller 1980) and the Ariel -V results (Warwick et
a/. 1979) shows fair overall agreement in both the location and amplitude
of the surface brightness distribution. As indicated above, these are not
associated with Abell clusters or "obvious" voids in their distributions.
Projection of the HEAO-1 data in supergalactic coordinates (Figure 3)
shows that most of the large-scale structure (other than in the GA region)
is not directly assignable to the local supercluster. At the present time we
do not know the physical origin of these "lumps," whether they are due
to galactic or extragalactic effects or their possible relationship to other
astrophysical objects.
We are in the process of correlating our data with galaxy catalogs
(Lahav 1987) and are trying to determine the two-point correlation function
d
E
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of our data on scales > 10°. On smaller angular scales the HEAO-
1 data have already placed tight bounds on the two-point correlation
function (Persic eta/. 1989a; deZotti et aL 1989) which constrain the two-
point correlation function of clusters and active galaxies. The HEAO-1
fluctuation data already constrain models of the sponge-like or shell-like
structure of the universe 0Vleszaros and Meszaros 1988).
Limits on the dipole in the X-ray background were obtained by Shafer
(1983) from the HEAO-1 A-2 data using detectors with an effective beam
size of ,-, 20 square degrees. He found that the X-ray data were consistent
with the same velocity and direction as the #-wave anisotropy. The major
uncertainty was due to emission from the much larger galactic component,
the small number of independent sky elements due to the dominance of sky
fluctuation noise and the lack of information about structures like the GA.
Boldt (1987) gives a nice graphic representation of the problem. We are
trying to see if we can improve on his results using data with better angular
resolution and different approaches to modeling the galactic contribution
and the effects of the large-scale structures.
FUTURE WORK
As indicated above, recent studies of the X-ray surface brightness dis-
tribution of the sky have been able to make interesting statements about our
galaxy, the Great Attractor, the two-point correlation of clusters, the topoi-
ogy of the large-scale structure of the universe and nearby superclusters.
In addition, a "new" unidentified component of the sky has been detected.
The HEAO-1 A-2 data base is severely limited in angular resolution and
sensitivity for future studies. The question is how to proceed further.
The Ginga satellite with a 2 square degree field of view and ,,- 6 times
the collecting area of the A-2 experiment can be a very powerful tool for
the study of selected regions of the sky. There are already indications
('Hayakawa et al. 1989) that it is capable of achieving sensitivity levels of -,,
5% of the sky on angular scales of --, 2 square degrees, e.g., 1/10 the beam
size of the HEAO-1 experiment, and is only limited by the sky fluctuation
signal. If there exist larger regions of the sky with surface brightness
differences about this level Ginga can search for them. However, because
Ginga is primarily a pointed satellite and the scanning mode is quite limited,
the solid angle to be examined will only be a small fraction of the sky and
thus it will have to search in "interesting" selected areas (such as optically
selected superclusters) for such variations.
To obtain even better limits on even smaller solid angles will require an
independent, simultaneous measurement of the weak sources respons_le
for the fluctuation signal in the 2-10 keV band. For a log N-log S slope of
1.5, most of the variance due to unresolved sources comes from objects of
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flux ~ 1/10 of the resolved source limit, while the sky flux is dominated by
much weaker sources or truly diffuse emission. We show below that it is
possible, with a combination of proportional counters and imaging optics,
to obtain sensitive measures (--, 1%) of the sky brightness on angular scales
of ~ 1 square degree or less. The proposed scheme consists of collimated
proportional counters of area 104 Acm 2, and solid angle square degrees
scanning the sky simultaneously with an imaging X-ray telescope sensitive
in the 2-10 keV band and capable of detecting sources of flux F2E-la ~
2 x 10-is ergs/cm2-sec. In the limit of small (or extremely well known)
internal background, the major variance in the proportional counter signal
will be due to the sum of "real" variations in the "diffuse" sky signal and
the fluctuation signal. The sky signal will be ~ 17A cts/sec and thus will
require exposures of ~ 600(A) -_ seconds to obtain Poisson errors of 1%.
The variance due to fluctuations will be 1.44 (A) +1/2 cts/sec. However ~
75% of the variance (~ 1 cts/sec) is contn'buted by point sources brighter
than F2E-la ergs/cm2-sec. Thus detection and measurement of sources at
this limit will allow determination of the "true" sky flux to an accuracy
of ~ 2%. For a Crab-like spectrum the BBXRT mirror+detector system
(Serlemitsos 1988) with ~ 1/2 square degree effective solid angle gets 6.6 x
10-aF2E_ta cts/sec per mirror in the 2-10 keV band. Thus such a system
needs -,, 1400 seconds to detect sources at the F2E-13 flux level--a good
match to the required proportional counter exposure. To obtain such data
over the entire sky would require ~ 4 years with one mirror system, well
within the bounds of reason. With two X-ray mirrors the time would be
halved to that required by the proportional counters. Thus the technical
requirements to determine the absolute value of the flux of the sky on
pixels of ~ 1 square degree can easily be met by present technology.
At the same time fluctuations in the X-ray background on this angular
scale will constrain log N-log S down to flux levels of ~ 5 x 10-x4 for
direct comparison with imaging results from Astro-D, XMM, AXAE, and
SODART.
To obtain similar accuracy on much smaller scales will require a very
large imaging telescope, such as SODART or XMM, to obtain exposures
of ~ 104 seconds per field or a required exposure time of ,-- 30 years to
cover the entire sky. However, interesting selected regions of 100 square
degrees can be easily observed and thus the surface brightness of the X-ray
sky can be well measured with these imaging telescopes for many selected
regions. Such data will allow a measurement of the covariance function
of the diffuse flux for comparison with such data for clusters and active
galaxies as a function of cosmological epoch, as well as constraints on the
existence, flux, and temperature of Zel'dovich pancakes and any other large
structures. Calculations of the expected properties of Zel'dovich pancakes
(White eta/. 1984) indicate that they are hot, T -_ 10(l+z,)(R25) 2 keV
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and large _ 50' at z, ~ 2 (R_ is the diameter of the pancake in units of
25 Mpc ). Their luminosity is uncertain, but if at least 1% of their total
mass is in gas (as is necessary for them to collapse and form galaxies),
L(x) > 1045 ergs/sec. SODART and XMM with their great sensitivity to
surface brightness should see these systems as large, > 20', 0-I0 = 50, q0 =
1/'2) diffuse objects with a surface brightness of ~ 1/10 of the diffuse X-ray
background. Pancakes which have not collapsed or which have formed late
might be visible as X-ray emitting larger objects at smaller redshifts.
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X-Ray Emission from Active Galactic Nuclei
RICHARD MUSHOTZKY
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
INTRODUCTION
There have recently been a large number of good reviews in this subject
(Mushotzky 1987; Elvis and Lawrence 1984; Urry 1988; Pounds and Turner
1989; McHardy 1989) which have extensively covered the X-ray spectral
and temporal properties of Seyfert galaxies and quasars in the 0.1-20 key
band. Rather than reviewing this material again I would like to concentrate
on several observation issues which have been raised recently and some
theoretical consequences. I shall also stress what the next year will bring
from Ginga, Rosat and BBXRT observations and re-analysis of Einstein
data.
THE FORMOFTHECONTINUUM
E < 10 key
Recently Elvis and co-workers (Elvis et aL 1986; Wilkes and Elvis
1988) have stressed that the form of the continuum in the 0.1-4 key band as
determined from Einstein imaging proportional counter (IPC) observations
of quasars, differs markedly from that seen at higher energies in Seyfert
I galaxies. When a powerlaw model is fit to the IPC data they find a
correlation between X-ray spectral index and radio properties, with radio
loud objects having an X-ray energy index e_ ~ 0.5 and radio quiet objects
have a ~ 1.0. Their data also show a broad distn'bution in X-ray spectral
indices. This is in contrast with the narrow distn'bution of spectral indices,
strongly peaked around or --, 0.7, seen in the 2-20 key data (Mushotzky
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1982, 1984; Halpern 1982; Turner and Pounds 1989), independently of
radio "loudness." Wilkes and Elvis also note that they find that their
fits indicate a systematically low column density to many of their quasars
which they feel is an indication of an additional extremely soft component
which is only vis_le at very low energies, E < 0.25 key. However, much
of the comparison between the 0.1-4 key and 2-20 key data is between
samples rather than objects. The objects in the Wilkes and Elvis IPC
sample have considerably lower fluxes than the Seyfert galaxies observed
by the Exosat and HEAO-1 proportional counters in the 2-20 key band and
thus comparison on an object by object basis (or even individual objects
observed at different times) has been difficult. (but see below).
Recent analysis of the Einstein IPC Seyfert galaxy sample and the
ability of the Japanese large area proportional counter experiment on the
Ginga satellite to go to lower fluxes then previous experiments has allowed
direct comparison of 2-20 key and 0.1-4 key data for the same objects.
Kruper et al. (1989) have determined the 0.1-4 key spectral properties of
a large sample of Seyfert galaxies. The mean 0.2-4 key spectral index of
a well determined sub-sample is < a > = 0.81+/-0.03 compared to <
> = 0.71+/-0.05 in the 2-10 key band (Turner and Pounds 1989). This
small difference is caused, primarily, (Figure 1) by the few objects (in the
overlapping sample) with very steep spectra. As shown in Figure 1 many of
these objects have a soft excess over a simple power law fit in the Exosat
data. It thus seems that a simple power law model is not an adequate fit
to the spectrum of Seyfert galaxies in the 0.2-4.0 key band and that both
Exosat and the Einstein IPC frequently "agree" as to which objects are
steep at low energies. At present the overlap between the published F_.xosat
and Ginga quasar samples with the published IPC data are too small to have
any definitive conclusions since there are only 4 objects in common (E.xosat
observations of IIIZW2 and 3C273, Ginga data on Mk205, 3C273,3C279) 1
However, it is clear (Makino et al. 1988) that Ginga has sufficient
sensitivity to determine the spectral indices of enough quasars and Seyfert
galaxies to confirm or deny the IPC/Exosat result for Seyfert I's.
The importance of these "soft" X-ray spectral components for models
of the origin of the X-ray continuum, the connection between the X-ray
and UV spectral bands and the ionization of the broad line clouds have
been discussed in the above review papers. Depending on the exact nature
and luminosity of the "soft" components, there is a large number of likely
physical sites for its production viz: 1) .an extension to higher energy of
1Recent analysis of both Ginga (M. Turner 1989) and Exosat results (Mushotzky 1990) indicate
that the 2-15 kev spectral indices of quasars are very similar to those of Seyfert I galaxies and do
not show any trends with redshift. The overlap betwen the IPC and Exosat and Ginga samples is
,,_ 12 objects and thus these results are similar to those for the IPC Seyfert sample.
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FIGURE 1 Comparison of the X-ray spectral indices of the overlapping sample of Seyfert
I galaxies between the Einstein IPC and Exosat detectors. The objects indicated by a
shaded box have soft components detected by Exosat (Turner 1988).
the radiation of an accretion disk (Czerny and Elvis 1987); 2) an extension
of a "synchrotron" power law visible in the IR band; 3) a thermal photo-
ionized plasma associated with the gas confining the broad line clouds;
4) an x-ray jet, associated with the radio jet frequently seen in so-caged
radio quiet objects (Haniff et aL 1989); 5) a very large number of x-ray
binaries and SNR associated with a starbursts in these objects; 6) a "partial
covering" of the emission line region by an absorbing cloud; 7) a galactic
wind associated with either a starburst or nuclear phenomena; or 8) the
signature of reprocessing of the nuclear radiation by a thermal accretion
disk or "cold" accreting matter. It is, in fact, anticipated that all or most
of these components have already been detected. However, it requires
detailed spectroscopy, imaging and timing analysis to determine which or
how many of these components are prominent in which objects. Many of
these putative components can only be detected in the soft X-ray band. It is
thus important to know the nature of the spectra of these soft components
in detaiL If possibility #1 is true in a fair number of objects it implies that
a ve_ significant fraction of the total energy in these objects is radiated in
an accret/on disk component (Sun and Malkan 1989).
It is poss_le to fit more complex models than single power laws to the
combined simultaneous Einstein solid state spectrometer (SSS) and monitor
proportional counter (MPC) data, or to the combined IPC and MPC data.
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This extends the bandwidth for fitting the spectra to ~ 0.1-15 kev for the
]PC+MPC combination (with E/AE ~ 1 for the IPC and E/AE ~ 3 for the
MPC) or to 0.6-15 kev for the SSS+MPC data (with however E/AE ,,_ 10
for the SSS). These projects are underway at present. Preliminary results
from the ]PC+MPC fitting for 26 objects indicate that, for those objects
for which the IPC data have been tit by single "steep" power laws that
complex models are preferred systematically over single power laws. The
indications are that an additional soft component is required for ~ 2/3 of
the observations and this component is very soft for only --, 1/3 of the these
observations (e.g., ,,, 10% of the total sample). Most of the observations
can be modeled by a flat power law of energy index ~ 0.7 and a soft
component which can be represented by a black body of kT < 0.25 key
or thermal bremsstrahlung of kT < 1/2 key. However, it seems likely that
the observed distribution of kTs is biased by the detailed form of the ]PC
transmission function and its poor energy resolution. For a few objects,
these results are confirmed by a similar analysis of the Einstein SSS and
MPC data and a re-analysis of the combined low energy (LE) and medium
energy (ME) Exosat data. Use of these two component models eliminates
the artifact of systematically low galactic column densities noted by Wilkes
and Elvis and results in a good fit to the data. However neither the IPC
nor SSS data can determine the form of the soft excess, in particular it is
not clear ff it a "pure" continuum or ff spectral line radiation is important
at E < 1 key.
The Ginga and Exosat timing data indicate that there are several
physical origins of the soft component. Sometimes the hard 0E > 2 key)
flux varies faster than the "soft" (as in Mk335, Turner and Pounds 1988),
while sometimes the soft component varies faster than the hard 0NGC 4051
Kunieda et a/. 1989) and sometimes the soft flux does not vary at all while
the hard flux changes ('NGCA151 Pounds et al. 1986 or NGC 7469, Barr
1986). However these data (mostly Exosat results) have suffered badly
from a lack of spectral resolution at E < 2 kev and lack of sensitivity and
bandwidth at E > 10 key.
It is clear that what is needed to resolve this issue is a broad band
telescope and sensitive spectrometer in the 0.2-12 kev band such as BBXRT
(the Goddard Space Flight Center Broad Band X-ray Telescope Spectrom-
eter) or SODART on Spectrum-X. We anticipate that the BBXRT spectra
of ~ 30 AGN will resolve the issue of the form of the continuum for this
selected sample but will not be extensive enough to attack the issues of the
dependence of the X-ray continuum form on optical and UV luminosity,
redshfft, IR or radio properties. _ Concentrating on the low-energy data
2Results presented at the Bologna 1989 conference on active galaxies and the X-ray background
indicate that there may be another continuum component which is becoming important at E >
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alone, the spectral resolution (E/AE ~ Z5 at 1 key) and sensitivity of the
Rosat PSPC will be able to test whether complex spectral models in the
0.1-2 kev band are necessary for a large sample of objects and will allow
direct comparison with the (non-simultaneous) Ginga results. However the
lack of simultaneous E > 2 key data will make the interpretation model
dependent. I thus anticipate that in ~ 2 years from now that the form of
the 0.1-10 key continuum will be well determined for a reasonable sample
of QSOs and Seyfert I galaxies.
With these data we will be able to start to understand the nature of
spectral evolution and the statistical connections between the form of the
X-ray continuum and the other properties of these objects ('Mushotzky and
Wandel 1989). The BBXRT data should be of high enough quality that the
spectral nature of the soft component is clear and thus its connection (if
any) to the U'V bump and an "extension" of the IR "power law" or any
of the other suggested models can be tested. BBXRT's great sensitivity
to spectral lines will test whether any of the optically thin models for the
formation of the soft component are "correct".
The frequent presence of "soft excess" in the spectra of active galaxies
implies that if they are a major contn'butor to the cosmic X-ray background
that the spectral form of the background should change at E < 2 key
(Boldt 1987). Thus comparison of the contn'bution of classes of object
to the background must include an additional spectral uncertainty. If the
temperature of this component is related to its luminosity or to cosmological
epoch one might expect a strong change in the form of the continuum with
redshift which has not been seen so far (Canizares and White 1989).
The Continuum from 10-100 key
By analogy with recent results on galactic black hole candidates perhaps
the best clues to understanding the nature of the physical mechanisms
responsible for the high-energy emission from AGN lies in the modeling
of the E > 10 key continuum. In particular the case for the effects of e+
- e- pairs and reproeessing due to cold material cannot be strongly made
until high quality spectral and temporal data are available in this energy
range.
=
At these energies the data from HEAO-1 are still the best available
for a "large" data set. While they are not of very high quality, the E
> 20 key data indicated that the form of the continuum was consistent
with a single powerlaw being a good description of the continuum from
2-100 key (Rothschild et al. 1983). In one object, NGC4151 (Baity et al.
15 key. This component was hypothesized to be due to the reflection of the power law continuum
off an accretion disk---see next section.
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1984) there was evidence for a change (a steepening) in the slope of the
high-energy continuum. Recent theoretical models (Lightman and White
1988; Ferland and Rees 1988; Guilbert and Rees 1988) indicate that if
an accretion disk or other source of "cold material" exists close to the
central engine, as is required in almost any accretion model of AGN,
that significant reproeessing can take place which should distort the 10-200
kev spectrum in a particular fashion depending on whether reflectance or
transmission dominates. There are indications from Ginga data (Matsuoka
et aL 1989) that such an effect has been detected in > 3 objects.
The high-quality Ginga data that is available should serve to better de-
fine the continuum in the 10-37 key band. However, the Ginga background
in this energy band is relatively large (and variable) compared to the signal
from most active galaxies and thus care must to taken in the analysis and
interpretation of these data.
Progress in this field has been slow and it appears that the next
improvements for weak sources may be a while in coming. It is quite
poss_le that the mask technique used on Granat may make a major
advance in this area. If this proves not to be true for unforeseen reasons,
we must wait until the XTE and SAX missions which will provide chopping
detectors of sufficient sensitivity to obtain samples of > 20 objects out to
E > 50 key.
As in the lower energy bands, the form of the AGN spectra appears
to deviate from that of the X-ray background CXRB) radiation. In both
the E < 2 key band and the E > 2 key domain the spectra of sources is
steeper than the background (at E < 2 key, < a>,o,,,,,, > 1.0 (Maccacaro
et al. 1988; Canizares and White 1989), while <ot>_acl_rotmd 0.8 (Fabian et
aL 1989); at E>2 key, <_>,o,,ce, " 0.7 while <a>_g,_,_d ,,- 0.4 (Boldt
1987).
As opposed to the 0.5-3 key band where both luminosity and spec-
tral evolution are needed for AGN to produce the background flux and
spectrum in the E > 10 key band only spectral evolution is needed. AS
many authors have pointed out (e.g., Rothschild eta/. 1983), the fiat AGN
spectrum would predict too much sky flux at E > 50 kev if there is strong
luminosity or density evolution at these energies. There is thus a strong re-
quirement to measure the high-energy continuum of those objects thought
to be responsible for the 0.5-3 kev background radiation. The spectral and
density evolution of these objects must be very well tuned (Morisawa and
Takahara 1989) in order to reproduce the high-quality XRB spectral data.
X-RAY SPECTRAL FEATURES
AS stressed by Elvis and Lawrence (1985) the energy resolution of most
present day X-ray counters is sufficient to reveal only the very strongest
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features. The only significant X-ray spectral feature seen inmore than one
object has been the "6.4 key" line due to iron. Before the launch of Ginga
this line had only been determined with > 30- significance in --, 6 objects.
However it was only for the two brightest AGN, NGC4151 and Cen-A,
that the error bars were sufficiently small that detailed information could
be gleaned.
As shown in detail by Maldshima 1986, the iron line emission from
Cen-A was consistent with fluorescence from a spherically uniform cold
absorber with "solar" iron abundance which was also respons_le for the
low energy photoelectric absorption seen in this source. However, in the
case of NGC 4151 the iron line was a factor of 3-6 times too strong for
this to be the case. Part of this enhancement was most likely due to a
greater than solar iron abundance (as is common in the central regions of
spiral galaxies) but this could not reproduce the whole effect. The other
explanations relied on either geometry or time variability. The geometrical
explanations required that either the reprocessor or the radiation field be
non-sphericaL The time variability explanation relied on the fact that the
region respons_le for the _on line was most likely several light days from
the nucleus and thus the observer, who sees the average over the whole
iron emission line region, was seeing enhanced iron line radiation due to
a brightening in the continuum that occurred prior to the observations lit
up the Fe line producing region and had decayed away. However this
explanation could not explain the systematically high iron line flux seen in
this object ('Warwick eta/. 1989).
More recent observations (summarized by Warwick et d. 1989) show
a very complex pattern with none of the expected behavior between source
intensity, photoelectric absorption and iron line intensity. It is clear that
the origin of the Fe line is not well understood, even for this the best
observed AGN.
Pounds eta/. (1989) have used Ginga data to study iron lines in three
objects. In one of them, NGC5548 there is a weak ~ 120 ev equivalent width
line (similar to Cen-A), but no evidence for absorption by cold material
either at iron or at low energies (NGC5548, in fact, has a very strong,
very soft "excess"). This is the second example of a tluorescent iron line
without low energy absorption, Mk509 (Morini et aL 1987), being the other.
This strongly suggests that geometrical effects can dominate the observed
Fe line emission. Pounds et a/. speculate that the iron line in NGC5548 is
due to reprocessing in a "face-on" disk and that such re-processing is also
associated with the presence of soft components.
As the observational situation has improved so the theoretical expla-
nations for the origin of this line have increased in complexity. At present
we have > 6 strong candidates for the physical origin of the iron line in
AGN (some of which are directly connected to models of the low energy
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continuum) viz: 1) fluorescence from the same clouds that produce the
broad optical and UV lines; 2) fluorescence from the innermost regions
of an accretion disk (Fabian et al. 1989); 3) recombination radiation from
a cloud of "cold" electrons that are responsible for the "reflected" broad
optical lines seen in Seyfert II galaxies (Krolik and Begelman 19°o8); 4)
fluorescence from "cold" material being accreted by the central object
(Ferland and Rees 1988); 5) recombination in a hot photo-ionized inter-
cloud medium or in a galactic wind; or 6) in a jet (ala ss433). The situation
is similar to the confusion that reigned ten years ago over the origin of the
iron line in X-ray binaries.
High spectral resolution (AE/E ... 30) and signal to noise data are
required to discriminate amongst these models. Fluorescence lines origi-
nating in an accretion disk should be broad and show velocity shifts which
are easily resolved with detectors with 200 ev resolution. The energies
and ratios of recombination lines originating in a photo-ionized plasma
(Krolik and Begelman 1988) have characteristic energies and line ratios of
a photo-ionized gas.
TIME VARIABILITY
McHardy (1989) has recently reviewed the Exosat data on time vari-
ability in both the 2-10 key and E < 1 kev bands. He concludes that while
there may exist a variety of power density spectra (PDS) power law slopes,
all the Exosat data are consistent with no cutoff in the high frequency
spectrum and most sources exhibit power law slopes ~ 1 over a broad
frequency range. He also concludes that the time series are stationary, e.g.
that the form of the PDS is the same no matter what stretch of data is
being analyzed.
A perhaps contrary observation is that of Orry et al. (1988) from
analysis of the Einstein IPC data. For a large number of AGN observations
of average length of a few thousand seconds with good signal to noise,
only a very small number showed significant variability. We (Weaver et
al. 1989) have recently analyzed a large number (~ 200) of Einstein Solid
State Spectrometer observations of AGN and have obtained similar results.
Taken at face value this might indicate that, like low-mass X-ray binaries,
sometimes AGN are in an active state and sometimes they are quiescent.
Higher signal to noise and longer observations are necessary to test this
hypothesis.
We (Awald eta/. 1989) have obtained long Ginga observations of
two Seyfert I galaxies (NGCA593 and NGC6814) which were known to be
variable from Exosat, HEAO-1 and Einstein data. Preliminary analysis of
the NGCA593 data shows that during one of the two Ginga observations,
on time scales less than 1000 seconds, the source showed no evidence for
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variability at > 20% level. In strong contrast, the Ginga observation of
NGC6814 showed extremely large amplitude variations (AI/I > 5) on time
scales < 5O0 seconds. It tUns seems that there exists a wide variety of
time variability behavior in AGN which is only beginning to be explored.
There are indications from Ginga and Exosat data that some sources (such
as Mk335; Turner and Pounds 1988 and NGC4051; Lawrence et 02. 1987)
show different time variability behaviors at low and high energies thus
giving vital clues as to the origin of the continuum which may be connected
to their spectral differences.
Ginga observations of Seyfert galaxies can explore the domain of
fast (At < 10O0 second) variability of AGN to examine the characteristic
time scales expect with the innermost regions of an accretion disk around
massive blackholes, T ,,- 50M6 see. However the absence of low-energy X-
ray detectors on Ginga (and XTE) will not allow follow-up of the exciting
Exosat results. It will await the large collecting area and broad bandwidth
of SODART and XMM to attack this area of research.
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On the Observational Appearances
of a Freely Precessing
Neutron Star in Hercules X-1
K.A. POSTNOV, M.E. PROKHOROV, AND N.I. SHAKURA
Sternberg Astronomical Institute
ABSTRACT
This paper is concerned with evidence for neutron star free precession,
which is often presumed to be respons_le for the observed 35-day cycle in
Hercules X-1. The precise formula for the period derivative due to free
precession is obtained under the assumption that the precession period is
much longer than that of the neutron star rotation. The optical light curves
to be seen from the binary, with freely precessing accreting neutron star
are simulated numerically. This simulation takes into account the reflection
effect on the surface of the secondary component and on the accretion disk
itself for different diagrams of X-ray emission.
INTRODUCTION
The eclipsing, pulsating binary X-ray source Hercules X-1 is known
to be one of the most interesting accreting binary stars. Its properties are
deduced from a wealth of X-ray and optical observations made during the
past 17 years (see (Sgelman and qt'uemper 1988, and references therein for
a review of X-ray and Boynton 1978, for a review of optical data).
One of the most enigmatic X-ray features of Her X-1 is the 35-day
intensity variation cycle. A number of explanations of this period has
been proposed thus far. The major ones among them are: (1) a freely
precessing neutron star (Brecher 1972; Shklovsky 1973; Novikov 1973;
Truemper et al. 1986); (2) a precessing accretion disk (Katz 1973; Roberts
1974; Petterson (1975, 1976); (3) presence of a third body (Mazeh and
Shaham 1977); non-linear oscillations excited on the outer part of the disk
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(Meyer and Meyer-Hoffmeister 1984). None of the explanations suggested
is commonly accepted. Although the model of the precessing disk which
screens periodically the X-ray flux toward the Earth has managed to explain
certain details in the optical and X-ray light curves of Her X-1 (Gerend and
Boynton 1980; Howarth and Wilson 1983), its feas_ilitiy remains unclear
(Papaloizou and Pringle 1982; Kondo et al. 1983).
The recent extensive X-ray observations from EXOSAT show evidence
for the free precession model underlying the 35-day cycle in Her X-1
(Ogelman and Truemper 1988). This model has been discussed in more
detail by Shakura (1988). In this paper we investigate a precise formula for
the timing of an X-ray pulsar due to the free precession of a neutron star.
We show that the pulsar period variations with the precession phase has a
special shape by measuring which one could check up the modeL In the
framework of this model we also simulate numerically optical light curves
to be observed from such a binary, taking into account the reflection effect
on the secondary star and on the disk itself, and investigate the impact of
the X-ray emission diagram on the light curves.
PERIOD DERIVATIVE OF THE PULSAR DUE TO FREE PRECESSION
Consider a freely preceding biaxial solid body rotating around axis OP
(see Figure 1) with a frequency f2 = 2_-/E. Let the main inertial axis pierce
the body at the point I, and the magnetic pole direction constitute the
angle X with the axis OI and intersect the body's surface at point M. The
body precesses slowly around axis OI with a frequency _o = 2r/Ppr. Angle
_obetween OP and OI keeps constant. As is well known, the precessional
frequency in the case of a symmetrical rotator is o; = f2-cos_.(Ii-13)/I3,
where I1 and Iz denote moments of inertia, (13 being directed along the
precessional axis OI). Let the X-ray emission originate at the magnetic pole
M. Then the problem is to find the time interval At between subsequent
pulses registered by a distant observer.
There are different ways to solve this problem (see e.g. Bisnovatyi-
Kogan et al. 1989, who independently have obtained the solution). Here
we follow the way which seems to be the most simple and straightforward
(Shakura 1988). In the stationary spherical frame with the origin in the
center of the body, the position of the emitting spot on the surface can be
described in terms of polar distance b and longitude A, measured from the
meridian plane composed by vector J and the line of sight. 1 The change in
b results in the periodical (with the precessional period Ppr) disappearance
1We are working under the oondition f)/w >:> 1, when the rotational axis of the body practically
coincides with the angular momentum J. In a more general case one ought to introduce the lati-
tude and longitude of the emitted area with respect to the vector of instant rotational velocity
which is not aligned with J and rotates with frequency f2 arount it (we thank Dr. 1L Blandford for
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FIGURE 1 The schematic representation of the precessing neutron star geomeuy (see the
text). The star rotates around vector OP with frequency f2 and slowly precesse, around
axis OI. the X-ray emission escapes from the magnetic pole M, whose coordinates (A,b)
are measured with respect to the pole P and meridian of the observer.
of the spot from the line of sight and v/ce versa. The change in A can lead
to variations in the observing pulsar period (Sheffer 1987): f_o_, = f_ +
dMdt = const. If dMdt = const, flob, is constant as well. But this is not
the case for a precessing neutron star. Making use of familiar spherical
trigonometric formulae one easily finds
dA/ dt = -_ sin X cos _o- sin _ocos X cos _t
1 - (cos X cos 9 + sin X sin_o cos_t) 2 (1)
Obviously, dMdt is related to the change in time of pulse arrival through
the relation Ap/P.f_ = dMdt. The same expression can be obtained from
differentiating directly moments of arrival for individual pulses, which is
expressed by the equation
drawing our attention to this note). However, the approximation used is well suited for Hercules
X-1.
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sinxsin t ],# = 1,2,... (2)
s2t = 2rN - arctan [sinx cos _,cos_t cosxsinT"
Note that (1) is valid to the first order of (to/ft), which is <<1 in our case
(P = 1.24 s and Pw = 35 days).
The function AP/P(t) has a specific shape, by measuring which one
could in principle check the predictions of the modeL The precessing NS
model implies that alP/tit should change its sign two times or four times per
35-day period depending on the geometry. To check this one needs simply
to differentiate dA/dt. The standard investigations show that this derivative
vanishes at the following phases:
1. if X < _ (i.e. the spot never crosses the pole) there are only
two obvious roots defined by sir_t = 0, which correspond to moments of
crossing the meridian by the spot. In this case dA/dt = 0 at the points costot
= tgx/tg_0.
2. if x > _o (the spot can be behind the pole) dA/dt never vanishes;
nevertheless two additional minima can arise as the solutions to the follow-
ing equation:
costot = tg._._X_ _,/sin2 X - sin2
_g_ cos x sin x sin _ (3)
The necessary condition i cos tot [ <1 put angles X and p within the
boundaries shown by the hatched area in Figure 2:
Vxandw ifVx+w>r/2;
X < 1/2[arcsin(3 sinT') - 7"]
X > 7r/2 - 1/2[arcsin(3sin_o) - 7'] ff X + _' < r/2 (4) _
Taking geometrical parameters of Her X-1 from ()gelman and Tl'uem- =-
per (1988) to be _ = 71', X = 12', we lind the AP/P curve of Her X-1
should pass through two additional extrema on the phases of the 35-day
cycle to be found from (4). We conclude this section by stressing the neces-
sity to make the precise X-ray pulsar timing in Her X-I to check directly :
by this way the model of the free precession of the neutron star.
OPTICAL LIGHT CURVES HZ HER IN THE MODEL OF A FREELY
PRECESSING NEUTRON STAR
Synthesis of the light curves to be seen from binaries is a well-developed
field of modem astrophysics (see e.g., Amokhina and Cherepashchuk 1987 -_=_
=
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arcsin 1/3 q_ _f2
The _p w X plane for magnetic pole location on the surface of the neutron
star relative to pole P. The hatched area represents locus of AP/I'(t) curve having four
extrema. Asterisk marks the Sl_Otfor Her X-1 geometry Qp = 12°, X = 71°) according to
pulse deconvolution analysis (Ogelman and "It'uemper1988).
for a review). Recently we have developed a computer code to calculate
the light curve from any binary system (the description of the method used
will be published elsewhere). Here we present some preliminary results
showing synthetical optical light curves from Her X-1/HZ Her system in
the framework of the precessing neutron star model. The parameters of
the binary and of the neutron star have been chosen as follows.
The binary parameters:
Masses: MHz = 2.2Mo, M,s = 1.3Mo; semimajor axis a = 9.06Ro;
He binary incl/rmfion i = 85".
The accretion disk parameters:
The accretion disk is supposed to be coplanar with the orbital plane.
Its outer radius is ro_,t = 3.2R o (=0.8 of the neutron star's Roche lobe).
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The inner disk radius is ri,_ = 2.10%m. The disk is descrfbed in the
terms of _-theory and has thickness/radius dependence H/r _ r_ls with
H(rou0/rou, = 0.1.
The neutron star parameters:
The X-ray to optical luminosity kx = Lx/L_ = 300. The X-ray beam
is taken to have a sine-like shape of width W and is inclined towards OP
(spin axis) at the angle b. We assume that the spin axis of the neutron star
can be directed arbitrarily relative to the orbital momentum L (at angle 0)
and to the line of sight at the phase zero of the binary period (at angle _).
The optical star parameters:
The optical star is assumed to fall its Roche lobe and has a polar
temperature of 81300 K. The limb-darkening coefficient u = 0.4. The
effectiveness of the X-ray conversion for reflection effect is ,_ = 1. The
reflection effect from the optical star and the accretion disk itself have been
accounted according to Khruzina et a/. (1988).
The synthesized light curves are presented in Figures 3-4. In the case
when the spin axis of the NS is normal to the orbital plane (0 = 0) the light
curves are symmetrical with respect to phase 0.5 for any precession phase.
The curves, which look like those observed from HZ Her can be obtained
only for an inclined neutron star. The figures also show the dependence
of the curve shapes upon the X-ray beam width W = 45* and 900 for the
neutron star orientations O = 50% _ = 50°.
DISCUSSION
There are two general objections to the freely precessing neutron star
model First is that the difference of moments of inertia AI required to give
rise to the precession frequency observed is AUI _ w/f2 _ 4.10 -7 which
cannot be sustained by stresses in the neutron star crust (G.S. Bisnovatyi-
Kogan). The second objection is that the crust of the preeessing neutron
star may break when relaxing to equilibrium shape caused by rotation (R. -
7.
Blandford). Let's make use of simple estimations to show the feasibility of __-
free precession in the case of Her X-I. The limiting crust deformation can --_-
be deduced from pulsar glitch observations to be ?,_ _ Af_/f2 _ 2.10 -6
(for the Vela pulsar). Supposing the same crust properties for Her X-I,
we can get AI/I < Ae which is enough to explain the observations. On
the other hand, Her X-1 has a rotational oblateness _e 10-7, which is less
than the limiting deformation A_. Then the precessional changing of the i-
rotational axis in the body of the neutron star could not lead to the crust
cracking.
In our opinion, the attractiveness of the model is dictated further
by a possibility for an accreting magnetic neutron star to obtain a slight
difference in its moments of inertia (AI), which is enough to give rise to
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FIGURE 3 The synthesized B-light cuxves of Her X-1 in the model of a freely precetsing
neutron star with the parameters as described in the Seaion 3 for X-ray beam of width W
= 45 ° shown at different latitudes b of the emitted area.
the free precession with the observed period in Her X-1 during the mass
infall onto the star's surface throughout the magnetic poles ('Novikov 1973).
This idea nicely fits with the observational absence of free precession in
radiopulsars.
The clock mechanism for the X-ray emission in Her 3[-1 then can be
provided by change in the emitted area location on the stellar surface. The
maximum of X-ray flux (so-called "main-on" state) is expected when the
beam is in the upper position over the accretion disk plane. The "off"-state
and "low-on"-state of Her X-1 might correspond to the situation when the
magnetic poles are close to the plane of the disk and differ from each
other by some azimuthal inhomogeneities on the disk caused by the X-ray
heating. This does not seem to contradict the X-ray observations of low-
massive X-ray binaries, which show modulations resulting from obscurarion
by materials located in thick azimuthally structured accretion disks (Parmar
and White 1988).
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In a stationary situation, the electrodynamical interaction of a rotating
neutron star having a dipole magnetic field with a diamagnetic accretion
disk, tends to maI/e the dipole axis coplanar to the disk plane (Lipunov and
Shakura 19°o0). We speculate that the precession of the neutron star might
force the rotational axis to be non-parallel to the disk plane.
In general, the body of a neutron star could have a triaxial shape.
As is well known, this would lead to a more complicated picture of the
precessing motions (Landau and Lifshitz 1971). A situation is poss_le
when the magnetic poles achieve their upper location above the disk twice
during the precession period. Then the "low-on'-state can be interpreted
in terms of the second upper position of the poles. Due to a large width of
the beam both the poles could be visible as in fact is likely to be observed
((3gelman and Truemper 1988). The similar situation can take place in case
of symmetrical rotator when the one magnetic pole crosses the disk plane
and the second pole becomes vis_le as well.
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CONCLUSIONS
The model of freely the precessing neutron star underlying the famous
35-day cycle in Her X-1 has been considered. We have deduced a strict
formula for the arrival times of X-ray pulses in the frame of this model.
This expression can be used to check up the predictions of the model.
The preliminary results of the optical light curve synthesis from Her
X-1/HZ Her show that the model of the preeessing neutron star seems
to be capable of describing the asymmetries and some features of the
observed light curves. The neutron star, however, has to be inclined
with respect to the orbital plane to make possible an anisotropic heating
of the secondary. Observationally, this should manifest itself by a more
pronounced mass outflow in the corresponding precessional phases. The
more detailed calculation aiming to explain HZ Her optical light curves are
now in progress and will be published later.
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The PSR 2127+ 12 as an Indicator
of a Massive Black Hole
in the Core of Globular Cluster M 15
K.A. POSTNOV, M.E. PROKI-IOROV, AND N.I. SHAKURA
Steinberg Astronomical Institute
ABSTRACT
The ll0-millicsecond pulsar PSR 2127+12 in the core of the globular
cluster M15 is distinguished by having a negative period derivative P _,
-2 • 10-lr. This value cannot be provided by acceleration in the mean
gravitational potential of the core. A flyby of a star _ 300 AU away could
explain the P observed, but the probability of such an event is small (=
10-a). We suggest that the pulsar motion is governed by the presence of a
moderately massive (-,, 2 + 3 • 104 Mo) black hole in the duster's center.
The idea is further supported by an observed post-collapse morphology of
the M15 core.
INTRODUCTION
Two pulsars in globular clusters out of the seven known so far exh_it
anomalous values of P. The first one, the pulsar PSR 1821-24 in M28
with a period of 3 ms, has unusually large for millisecond pulsars alP/tit
= 1.6 • 10-is (Foster et al. 1988), and the second one, PSR 2127+12 in
M15 with a period of 110 ms has negative period derivative dP/dt "-_-2
10-iv (Wolszczan et al. 1989). The observed /5 in the PSR 1821-24 can
be connected with the magnetic braking, while the arrival time analysis
in the latter pulsar strongly evidences the Doppler shift due to a motion
with acceleration toward the observer. In this note we concentrate on PSR
2127+12 and show that its acceleration can be due to the presence of a
massive black hole in the core of the globular cluster M15. Other poss_le
316
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reasons for acceleration of this pulsar fail in explaining the observational
data or are very tentative.
DYNAMICAL EFFECTS OF THE lVIFAN CORE POTENTIAL
Dynamical effects in the globular cluster should exert influence upon
the pulsar timing because any change in pulsar radial velocity vr results in
changing of the observed pulsar period according to the relation
dvr/dt dP/dt
= T (I)
with c as speed of light. Thiseffect may mimic the proper pulsar dP/dt.
The pulsar radial velocity can vary due to (i) the motion in the potential
of the duster's core and (ii) the motion in the potential of a nearby
star. By measuring P one can discriminate between these two possibilities
(Blandford eta/. 1987).
The knowledge of the globular cluster parameters and the angular
position of the pulsar in the cluster's core make it possible to estimate the
maximal radial acceleration produced by the potential of the core which
can evidently be both positive or negative. If the pulsar acceleration were
produced solely by the core potential and not exceeded a maximal value,
one could find in principle two poss_le spatial positions of the pulsar inside
the core.
The maxi, nal value of the acceleration in the framework of standard
King model of M15 duster structure (see Webbink 1985) is about 10-6
cm2/s, whereas gr _, 6.10 -6 cm2/s is required to explain properties of PSR
- 2127+12.
ACCELERATION IN A NEARBY STAR POTENTIAL
Let's turn to the poss_ility of pulsar accelerating in the potential of a
nearby star. For the potential required to be produced, the second star with
a mass of 0.8 M o should be closer than a --, 5 • 10 t5 cm, which corresponds
to a characteristic time of stellar encounter __ 300 yrs. The probability of
finding a star such as this in the dense core of a globular cluster is of the
order of (a/<a>) a 2 10-a (here <a> = n,-1/a denotes the mean distance
between stars in the core) for a typical stellar density 105 pc -a. Note that
whether or not this second star forms a binary system with the pulsar is of
no importance. The existing data for PSR 2127+12 (Wolszczan et al. 1989)
about the constancy of dP/dt during 9 months of observation rule out all
binary periods less than 100 yrs.
A group of nearby stars may produce a fluctuation of the potential 6
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times the mean core value, but the probability of such situation is extremely
low.
OTHER SOURCES OF ABNORMAL TIMING
i) Gravitational Lensing
Gravitational lensing effect in the core of a globular cluster causes the
brightness variations (see Sazhin 1987). The same effect should be seen in
pulsar timing. The variations in pulsar period can be produced by a flyby
of a star near the line of sight between the pulsar and the observer. Such
a star will cause a delay in the time of arrival of radio pulses (so-called
Shapiro delay). This results in a period derivative of order of
(2)
where ra is the star's gravitational radius, b is the impact parameter and v
is the transversal velocity of the star. For a typical stellar mass 0.8 M o and
velocity 10 km/s the impact parameter required to produce the observed
in PSR 2127+12 P is _'23 • 10_1 cm. The probability of such event in the
core is (b/<b>) 2 _,210-1° where <b> _-, R,/v/N _, 3 • 10I* cnl is the mean
impact parameter, R, and N are the cluster core radius and the number of
stars inside it. But the typical event duration is of the order of r _ b/v ,-_ 3
• l0 s s and is too short. Note that the effect of the Shapiro delay produced
by the core itself is estimated quite analogically by substituting rg for the
core and v for the pulsar velocity, and is as large as the effect from the
single star with the mean impact parameter <b>, i.e., is extremely small in
amplitude although large enough in duration.
ii) The Neutron Star Precession
Pulsar period variations could also be caused by some internal irreg-
ularities in the NS rotation. For example, neutron star free precession is
known to change pulsar period as P _. (Pw,/Pp_) 2. For/5 __ 10-17 and P=
0.1 s precession period required proves to be very small, about 3 • l0 s s. So
this poss_ility is ruled out by the observations. Geodetic precession of a
NS in the cluster's core has, instead, a very large period _ T/(v/c) 2 (where
T denotes characteristic traveling time for a star with velocity v across the
core; T _ l0 t yrs) and cannot produce any notable P.
Another reason could be connected with the NS internal spinup/spin-
down like in the rotational pendulum. But it remains unclear why such
universal effects are not seen in other pulsars.
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PULSAR MOTION IN THE POTENTIAL OF COLLAPSED CORE
Dynamical evolution of a globular cluster at the late stages can lead
to a core collapse (see Spitzer 1985 for a review). As a result, a massive
black hole can be formed. This observationally should be expressed by a
cusp in the core stellar density and surface brightness. The globular cluster
M15 is one of the clusters whose surface brightness can be interpreted as
showing such a feature (Djorgovsld and Penner 1985).
For an estimation of the acceleration produced by the collapsed core
potential let's use again expression (1) in the form
GMy
g= (: + (3)
where xand y arecartesiancoordinatesasshown inFigureI.The function
has a maximum atx = Vr-2y.x isobservedtobe 2",correspondingto__0.I
pc ata distance10 kpc.Thus thecentralmassM capableofproducingthe
accelerationrequiredmust be ___3 104Me, or _-,10% ofthetotalmass of
thecore.Such mass inthecenteroftheclusterbeginstosignificantlyaffect
the clusterdynamics onlyin the innermostpartsof thecore.Two other
millisecondpulsarsrecentlydiscoveredinMI5 (Andersonetal.1989)are
situated2'away from the centerand thusshouldnot be subjectedtothe
central mass influence.
A black hole of similar mass will tidally disrupt the stars inside the loss
cone at a rate (q/ill 1975)
Nin! = x/_n,r, rho" _-- 710-Tm®yr (4)
(here rt and rh denote tidal disruption radius of the star and the black
hole's capture radius, respectively, and o- is the velocity dispersion). This
rate agrees well with the simple estimate of the growing rate of the black
hole during the Hubble time. So we conclude this hole could really be
formed in the course of the cluster's evolution.
CONCLUSIONS
The negative period derivative observed in the PSR 2127+ 12 must be
due to an accelerated pulsar motion in the core of the globular cluster
M15. The mean core potential under standard assumptions about the core
structure can provide the acceleration an order of magnitude lower than the
required 6,10 -_ cm2/s, but a nearby star _, 300 AU away from the pulsar
would do. However the ]_robability of this event is a rather small one, ,-"
10-a. Measurements of P in the pulsar timing analysis would confirm or
discard the latter poss_ility in the nearest future.
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FIGURE 1 Geometry of pulsar position in the globular duster core.
Other reasons for possible period changing, such as the neutron star
precession or rotational pendulum-like motions seem inappropriate. The
Shapiro delay in pulsar timing induced by a flyby of a field star across the
line of sight fails as well.
We suggest that a black hole with a mass of 2 + 3 • 104 Mo governs
the pulsar motion. This black hole could be a remnant of the core collapse
which occured in the course of the dynamical evolution of the clmter. Its
mass would exert influence upon only the innermost regions of the core
and would not contradict the cluster's age. This idea seems to be further
supported by the observations of a steep brightness gradient in the core of
M15--the phenomenon predicted by theories of the globular cluster cores
having massive post-collapse remnants. The black hole in the cluster's
center would also cause an anomalous (,_ 30 kin/s) velocity dispersion to
be observed in the M15 core. So its measurements would be strongly
desired.
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Thus the pulsar timing analysis being a probe of the core gravitational
potential can be an indicator of the core having a massive black hole in its
center.
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The Formation and Evolution of Domain Walls
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INTRODUCTION
Symmetry breakings in the early universe can produce stable topolog-
ical defects: monopoles, cosmic strings and domain walls. While cosmic
strings have attracted significant attention as possible seeds for galaxy for-
mation (see Press and Spergel 1989 for review). Domain wails--sheet-like
defects produced when the low energy vacuum has isolated degenerate
minima--however, have been relegated to the list of cosmologically unde-
sirable objects.
Domain walls were banished to the cosmological dog house by Zerdo-
vich et al. (1975), who noted that the energy density in domain walls falls
much less fast, as the universe expands, than does the energy density in ra-
diation or even matter. Thus, stable domain wails would quickly dominate
the universe. Vilenkin (1985) reviews much of the early work on domain
walls, which confirmed the dangers of an early-time domain wall producing
phase transition. However, the failure of existing scenarios of galaxy for-
mation have motivated a domain wall revival. Hill et al. (1989) suggested
that a late-time (post-decoupling) phase transition could have produced
cosmologically interesting "light" domain walls. They discussed a model
proposed by Hill and Ross (1988a, b) in which a pseudo-Goldstone boson
associated with the neutrino family of fermions undergoes a spontaneous
symmetry breaking and acquires a mass on the order of mv2[MGuT. Hill
et al speculate that the light, thick domain walls produced by these late-
time phase transitions couM account for much of the observed large-scale
structure. Earlier, Wasserman (1986) had suggested that late-time phase
transitions might explain the bubble-like topology seen in the CfA redshift
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survey. Independently, Dimopolous and Starkman (1989) also proposed
a family of models in which a technicolor axion acquires a mass at low
temperature phase transition. These models also produce domain walls;
however, they remain severely constrained by stellar evolution bounds on
axion properties.
Unlike cosmic strings, whose dynamics have been studied in detail,
little work has been done on domain wall dynamics. Many of the basic
features of domain wall dynamics are not understood: How does the
energy density in walls scale as the universe expands? Is most of the energy
density in infinite walls or in closed domain wall "bags"? What is the
lifetime of such bags? What is the typical wall velocity? Do most wall
intersections lead to reconnection? How do wall oscillations damp? How
does the characteristic wall size grow as the universe expands? Bill Press,
Barbara Ryden and I have developed a computer simulation of domain
wall evolution. This talk will describe our results (Press et al. 1989; Ryden
et al. 1990) and discuss its implication for domain wall seeded large-scale
structure.
Rather than following the motion of infinitely thin domain walls (e.g.,
Kawano 1989), our computer code follows the evolution of a scalar field,
$, whose dynamics are determined by its Lagrangian density. The topology
of the scalar field determines the evolution of the domain walls. This
approach properly treats both wall dynamics and reconnection. We ran
10 separate 1024 x 1024 numerical simulations. A plot of the comoving
wall area A times conformal time per comoving volume V, as a function
of elapsed (conformal) time since the phase transition, is shown in Figure
1. One sees that, during the epoch when the conformal time (that is, light
travel distance) r/is much greater than the wall thickness and much smaller
than the length of an edge of the box, the wall area is well fitted by a power
law
A/V _ _.
with an exponent v not very different from 1, the value that implies a
scale-free evolution with, at all epochs, about one domain wall per horizon
volume. The average wall velocity was mildly relativistic, 0.4 c.
We also ran 10 200 x 200 x 200 numerical simulations. The dynamics
of walls in a three dimensional simulation is similar to that in a two
dimensional simulation.
Figure 2 shows the domain wall structure in the 2 dimensional universe.
Most of the walls are part of an infinite network that percolate across the
simulation. Only a small fraction of the energy density is in small bubbles.
This is a very different situation from that for cosmic strings, whose evo-
lution and reconnection can leave behind a significant spectrum of smaller
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FIGURE 1 A linear-log plot of the ¢omoving wall area per unit oomoving volume of the
two-dimensional simulations, multiplied by the conformal time r/. Results are shown for
ten 1024 x 1024 wall simulations. The dashed fine is the best fitting relation of the form
r/AN = a + bin (r//w0), fit in the interval 20 < _ < 100, maned by the dotted lines.
loops (Albrecht and Turok 1985; Bennett and Bouchet 1988; see Press and
Spergel 1989, for additional references). The reason for the difference is:
(i) V_allbubbles are formed, we find, relatively rarely (per horizon volume),
and (it) We find no instances of a wall bubble being formed in a configura-
tion that is able to persist without immediately collapsing, self-intersecting,
and radiating away its energy content as oscillatory excitations of the ¢ field
0.e., schizons). This difference from string loops is not unexpected, gener-
ically, simply as a consequence of the different dimensionality of a loop
(one-dimensional) and a bubble (two-dimensional). Thin wall simulations
confirm the behavior seen in these thick wall calculations (Kawano 1989).
It is also supported by recent work of Widrow (1989a), who finds that
spherical bubbles can "bounce" only a few times at most, and out to dis-
tances several times the wall th/ckness, before dissipating. Widrow (1989b)
also finds that there is a tendency for nonspherical bubbles to become
more spherical during the early stages of their collapse. This conclusion is
supported by what we see in our evolutions.
An immediate consequence of these findings is that, as a consequence
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FIGURE 2 Pictures of the domain wall network in a 1024 X 1024 simulation with a wall
thickness of _o0 = 5. Slab symmetry is here as._med in the third dimension (out of the
page). Snapshots are taken at conformal times (a) /7 ffi 9.6, Co) _ = 32, and (c)/7 = 93.
(E.g., at r/ = 93 the horizon size is about 20 times the wail thickness and 1/10 times the
size of the picture.) The gray scale map is chosen so that walls are gray on the side facing
domains where _b is positive, black on the side facing domains where _b is negative.
of the observed lack of quadrupole microwave anisotropy, it is not poss_le
to hide any significant amount of matter in walls at the present epoch.
For the wall geometries that we see develop, one will always have 6T/T
_" t_toalt_wall , SO that _,o,n (the fraction of critical density in wails at the
present epoch) must be < 10-4.
This implies that walls cannot seed the formation of structure on
smaller scales. Consider a comoving scale L At a redshift of (ct0/L) 2, when
this scale was on order the horizon scale, the domain wails generated a
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FIGURE 2b
perturbation o_u°(ctO/L) 3. This wall-induced perturbation grew linearly
up to today and its current amplitude is oJ°_an(Cto/L) The wall-induced
perturbations with the highest amplitude are those near the size of the hori-
zon. The density perturbations on the horizon scale create a quadrupole
anisotropy in the microwave background through the Sachs-Wolfe effect,
with amplitude 6T/T ~ 6p/p ,.-, wwan. Thus, ff walls move freely in the
manner computed in this paper, and ff they survive to the present, then
it is imposs_le for them both to generate large scale structure, and to be
consistent with quadrupole microwave background anisotropy limits.
We investigated not only potentials that produce single domain walls,
but also potentials that produce a network of wails and strings (Ryden et al.
1990). These networks arise in axion models where the U(1) Peccei-Quinn
symmetry is broken into ZN discrete symmetries. If N = 1, the walls are
HIGH-ENERGY _TROPHY_ICS
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bounded by strings and the network quickly disappears. For N 3> 1, the
network of walls and strings behaved qualitatively just as the wall network
shown in both figures. This both confirms our rather pessimistic view that
domain walls can not play an important role in the formation of large
scale structure and implies that axion models with multiple minimum can
be cosmologically disastrous (see Everett and Vilenldn 1982; VHenldn and
Everett 1982; and Vachaspati and Vilenkin 1984).
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A Statistical Analysis of Gamma-Ray Bursts
Detected by the Konus Experiment on
Venera 11 and 12
MAARTEN SCHMIDT
California Institute of Technology
and
J.C. HIGDON
Claremont Colleges
ABSTRACT
We discuss the advantages of using the V/Vma_ method to test well-
defined samples of gamma-ray bursts for the spatial uniformity of their
parent population. We have applied the V/V,,a_ test to gamma-ray bursts
of duration longer than 1 second recorded by the Konus experiment aboard
Venera 11 and 12. Based on a sample of 123 bursts, we find < V/V,,_,_ >
= 0.46 -4- 0.03, consistent with a uniform distribution in space. We urge
that experimenters give careful attention to the detection limit for each
recorded gamma-ray burst, and that quantitative data for burst properties
and detection limits be published.
INTRODUCTION
As long as optical identifications of gamma-ray bursts are lacking
(Hurley eta/. 1986), our best hope for establishing their distances and
luminosities is through the statistics of their observed properties. In partic-
ular, if evidence can be found for a departure from a uniform distribution
in space, then the interpretation of this departure will provide a distance
scale.
The space distribution of sources contains indirect information about
their distances. The distribution of gamma-ray bursts on the sky appears
to be isotropic (Mazets et al. 1981a; Atteia eta/. 1987), allowing only
distances that are either small on a galactic scale or large on a cosmological
scale. In the radial direction, the space distribution is reflected in the
observed distn'bution of burst intensities. Size-frequency distn'butions, i.e.,
329
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the number of bursts detected per year greater than a given flux, have been
much studied (e.g., Fishman 1979; Jennings and White 1980, Mazets and
Golenetskii 1981, 1988; Jennings 1982, 1984, 1988; Higdon and Lingenfelter
1984, 1986). The observed flattening of the size-frequency distn'bution at
low fluxes, below that of a - 1.5 power law indicative of a spatially uniform
distribution, has been interpreted as evidence for a source distribution
confined to the galactic disk or halo (Fisbman 1979; Jenrtings and White
1980; Mazets and Golenetskii 1981; Jennings 1982, 1984) or as evidence
for cosmological distances (Paczynski 1986).
Burst detections are based on count rates rather than energy fluxes.
The relation between the fluxes and the count rates is affected by the
distribution of spectral shapes and of burst durations, both of which are
poorly known. Higdon and Lingenfelter (1986) showed that the deviation
of the Konus size-frequency distribution at low energy fluxes from a -1.5
power law is dominated by these effects. On the basis of similar arguments,
Mazets (1986) suggested that the most appropriate form of data represen-
tation is the size-frequency distribution in terms of the peak count rates
Nma _ of the bursts.
Employing the complete Konus data bases (Venera 11 to 14) of sources
with duration larger than 1 s, Mazets and Golenetskii (1988) found that the
cumulative distribution of peak count rates "shows full agreement with a
-3/2 law. Deviations in the region N_,_ = 100 to 400 can undoubtedly be
attributed to the loss of weak events near the detection threshold." Since
under a -3/2 law, 7/8 of all sources with N_ > 100 are in the range
N,,_°_ = 100 to 400, the agreement with a -3/2 law appears to be based on
only a small fraction of the observed bursts.
The effects discussed here are related to variations in the detection
threshold caused by variations in the background. These will unavoidably
lead to a flattening of the size-frequency distn'bution, even if the sources
have a uniform space distn'bution. The V/V,,_a_ test for uniformity of the
space distn'bution takes into account the detection limit associated with each
individual burst source. This test, which has several further advantages, is
described below and then used on bursts recorded in the Konus experiment.
THE V/Vmax TEST
The ratio V/V, na_ characterizes for each individual burst in a survey
its radial location within the volume of space in which it could have been
observed above the detection limit. If the source population is spatially
uniform, then the distn_oution of V/V,,_ will be uniform between 0 and
1. The mean value of V/Vm_ for such a sample, < V/V,,,o_ >, is 1/2,
with an r.m.s, error of (12n) -1/2, where n is the number of bursts in the
sample. Values of < V/Vma:_ > smaller than 1/2 will result if the sources
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are galactic and sampled to distances greater than the scale height of their
parent population, or if sources at cosmological distances are evaluated
using Euclidean geometry. A < V/V,_,, > larger than 1/2 might indicate
cosmological distances and evolutionary effects, such as have been found
for quasars (Schmidt 1968).
The V/V,_,_ test can be applied to gamma-ray bursts as follows
(Schmidt et al. 1988). Consider a burst with peak count Cp over an
integration time T. Let the limiting count that would trigger the detection
of this burst be Cu,,,. In Euclidean space in which the count for a given
source varies with distance as r -2 and volume varies as ra, the ratio of the
volume V out to the source distance r, to the volume Vraa_ OUt to distance
rmax at which the source would produce a count Czi,n is
v/v,,,.. = (CJC.,,,)-3/2 O)
Note that the distance r, which is unknown for gamma-ray bursts, does not
appear in the expression for V/V,_,,. The limiting count Cu,_ is usually
set at a multiple of the noise associated with the background rate B.
In the K_onus experiment, the noise is evaluated from a reference
count that includes both background and some burst signal. In this case,
the following more general formulation of the V/Vm,, test should be
applied. Based on the specific algorithm used to trigger burst detection,
derive for each recorded gamma-ray burst a reduction factor Rmi,_, defined
such that if the amplitude of the burst is multiplied by R,n_,_, it would just
marginally be detected. In this ease, it is easy to show that
v/v... = (2)
There are several advantages associated with the V/Vma_ test, all related
to the fact that it treats sources in a sample individually, rather than as an
ensemble as is done in the size-frequency distribution N(>Cp). We mention
three examples where the V/Vma . test accommodates the experimental
situation accurately. None of these cases can be handled properly by the
size-frequency distribution N(>CT, ).
1. Usually Cure is defined in terms of the noise associated with
the background, so Cure = k(Cb_g_a)l/L Since the background shows
considerable variations, Clim will be different for different bursts. VNma.
takes this into aceoum for each source.
2. If burst trigger detection requires that two detectors or experiments
observe the burst, then each of the two observations produces a VNm,,
ratio. The requirement of two detections means that the smaller of the two
V,,_a= volumes is relevant, therefore the/arger of the two V/V,_,z values
should be used. This situation applies to the BATSE experiment aboard
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GRO, where the burst recording trigger will demand detection by two or
more detectors.
3. If burst detection requires that e/ther of two detectors observe the
burst and it is observed by both detectors, then the sma//er of the two
VN,,_ values should be used. This applies to the two time integration
bins that are employed in parallel in the Konus experiment.
DERIVATION OF V/VMAx FROM THE KONUS DATA
On Venera 11 and 12, each Konus detector system, covering the
nominal energy band from 0.05 to 0.15 MeV, consists of six scintillator
detectors aligned along the axes of a cartesian coordinate system (Mazets
and Golenetskii 1981). These detectors operate in a triggered mode. In
a paper discussing burst detection on the later Venera 13 and 14 flights,
Mazets et al. (1983) indicated that the count rate of each detector is
monitored through analog circuits with time constants of 0.25, 1.5, and 30
seconds. When the count rate of either the 0.25 or 1.5 s circuit exceeds
the count rate of the 30 s circuit by &r, a burst recording trigger pulse is
generated. Mazets (1987) has confirmed that this strategy also applied to
Venera 11 and 12. When this happens, the time and amplitude analyzers
switch to the module most favorably oriented to view the gamma-ray burst
and produce a digital record. These burst counts, plotted with 0.25 s
resolution for 34 s and then with 1 s resolution for 32 s more, are displayed
in the Konus catalog together with the mean background counts, measured
before and after the burst (Mazets et al. 1981a, b, c). These times profiles
were the source for our investigation of the Konus bursts.
The digital data cannot be used directly to perform the V/V,,_ test,
since the Konus burst detectors are analog devices which operate as resistor-
capacitance circuits. These produce a voltage which, following a sharp
pulse, decays exponentially with time constant T. If the digital burst count
rate is D(t) and the analog output count is A(t,T), then
f= D t' e_dt'A(t,T) ( ) (3)
For the present sample of bursts, the analog trigger criterion affects signifi-
cantly the determination of Cv. The averages of the ratio of the peak A(t,T)
to the digital peak are 0.64 and 0.82, for T = 0.25 and 1.5 s, respectively.
According to Mazets eta/. (1981a), the detection of gamma-ray bursts
is triggered when the count exceeds the background by 6a. In practice, the
reference analog count (for T -- 30 s) measures a pseudo background P(t)
that includes both background 03 is the background rate) and a contribution
A(t,30) from the burst signal,
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P(t) = 30B + A(t, 30) (4)
The analog output S0,T ) for either of the time constants T = 0.25 s or T
= 1.5 s contains the burst signal A(t,T) and background BT,
S(t, T) = A(f., T) + BT (5)
The trigger mechanism checks for the excess E(t,T) of the signal S(t,T)
over the pseudo background,
E(t, T) -- S(t, T) - (T/30)P(t) (6)
The r.m.s, uncertainty of E(t,T) is composed of the noise associated
with each of the two terms in eq. (6). Since P(t) is derived over an effective
integration time of as long as 30 s, its contn'bution to the statistical noise in
E(t,T) is negligible compared to that of S(t,T). In evaluation the statistical
noise in S(t,T), the experiment ignores the contribution of A(t,T) in eq.
(5), and approximates the noise contribution of BT by that of (Tf30) P(t).
If the excess count E(t,T) exceeds the pseudo background by k_r, then
A(t, T) - (T/30)A(t, 30) > k{BT + (T/30)A(t, 30)} 1/2 (7)
In order to carry out the V/V,_ test, we now ask by what factor R(t)
the burst amplitude should be multiplied to yield an excess of 60- over the
pseudo background, so
R(i.){A(t,T) - (T/30)A(t, 30)} = 6{BT + R(t)(T/30)A(t, 30)} 1/2 (8)
For each time bin t of the digital profiles, we derive A(t,T) and A(t,30)
from eq. (3) and solve eq. (8) for R(t). The minimum value, R,_,_, of R(t)
is then used to derive V/V,n_ from eq. (2).
For each of the trigger integration times T = 0.25 and 1.5 s, we
so derive the amplitude reduction factor R,_i,_ that will just trigger burst
detection 6o- of the background. Since triggering on either T = 0.25 or 1.5
s is sufficient for inclusion in the burst catalog, the smaller of the two 1_,,
values should be used to derive VN_,_ from eq. (2).
We have determined VNmaz for the 123 Konus bursts with duration
longer than 1 second observed aboard Venera 11 and 12. In 13 cases, both
values of R,_,, are larger than one, formally indicating that these bursts
do not belong in the Konus catalog. We assume that they were actually
detected above 6a, and suspect that the large R_i,_ values are caused by
uncertainty about the prehistory, by errors made in reading the published
digital profiles, or by an omission in the published time profile of a sharp
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initial spike (several of the profiles show only the descending branch of a
sharp initial spike). We have assigned a value of 0.9 to V/Vr,,_ in each of
these cases.
The average value of VN,,_,x for the 123 bursts is < VNma_ > = 0.46
4- 0.03. If we exclude the sources GB 790215, 790323, and 800127a and b
which are suspected by Atteia et al. (1987) to be solar flares, < VN,_
> is essentially unchanged at 0.46. The mean value V/V,,_az is statistically
indistinguishable from 0.50. We conclude that a uniform distn'bution in
space of the parent population of gamma-ray bursts from which the Konus
bursts are drawn is consistent with our statistical evaluation.
=
CONCLUSION
We have employed the V/V,,_ test on a set of gamma-ray bursts
detected with the Konus experiment aboard Venera 11 and 12. Unlike
size-frequency distn'butions, the V[Vma _ test is insensitive to variations in
detection limit and in instrumental sensitivity. Hence, every burst for which
the detection limit is known can be used in the test. We find that the 123
bursts of duration greater than 1 second, detected at (xr above background,
have a < V/V,,_a_ > compatible with a uniform distn'bution in Euclidean
space. Therefore, the radial distribution of the Konus bursts gives us no
clue to their distance scale.
The application of the V]Vrna_ test tO gamma-ray bursts in this case
is complex, because the Konns experiment produced digital time profiles,
but triggered on exponential time-averaged counts produced by an analog
circuit. Also, the reference count contained some burst signal. The V/Vmo_
test can handle this complex case. In contrast, size-frequency distributions
of fluxes or peak counts would have been powerless in completely modeling
this experiment.
It is obvious that the V/V,,_,_ test can only be used to its full advantage,
if the required data are available, including the detection limiL Therefore,
we urge that for each observed gamma-ray burst not only the peak count
Cr be published, but also information about the detection limit, either in
the form of the limiting count Cure, or the minimum reduction factor R_,.
We would like to acknowledge discussions with G. Hueter, and a
communication from EE Mazets which was most helpful in interpreting
the published Konus data. This work was supported by a grant from the
President's Fund of the California Institute of Technology.
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Extragalactic X-Ray Source Counts
MAAII.TEN SCHMIDT
California Institute of Technology
ABSTRACT
Extragalactic x-ray source counts carry information about the lumi-
nosity function and cosmic evolution of galaxies, dusters of galaxies, BL
Lac objects, Seyfert galaxies and quasars. We discuss two available x-ray
source samples with complete optical identifications and redshifts. We lind
evidence for instrumental bias in the detection of dusters of galaxies for
cosmic evolution of quasars, and of absorption effects in low-luminosity
Seyfen galaxies. Modest spectral and density evolution of Seyfen galaxies
would allow the soft x-ray background to be made up entirely of discrete
sources. We present a source count prognosis for the AXAF energy range
0.5 - 10 keV.
INTRODUCTION
Extragalactic x-ray sources are identified _ galaxies, clusters of
galaxies, BL Lac objects, Seyfert galaxies and quasars. Optical studies
of these objects have shown strong cosmic evolution only for quasars. For
galaxies, evolution is suspected but there is no well documented variation of
the luminosity function. Clusters of galaxies are difficult to find optically at
high redshift and no reliable counts are available. There is no well defined
optical sample of BL Lac objects. Only one complete optical sample of
Seyfert galaxies, based on the CfA redshift survey, is available.
Counts of extragalactic x-ray sources promise to play an important
role in studying evolution. We discuss a non-parametric procedure for
the derivation of luminosity function and source counts. We apply this
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method to the two well defined x-ray samples that have complete optical
identifications and redshffts. We find evidence for insturmental effects
in the detection of dusters of galxies, for evolution of quasars, and for
absorption effects in low-luminosity Seyfert galaxies. On the basis of the
luminosity functions developed, we present an x-ray source count prognosis
for the AXAF energy range 0.5 - 10 keV..
DERIVATION OF LUMINOSITY FUNCTION
Consider an x-ray sample that is complete over a given area of sky to a
limiting flux S.m in a given energy band. Since the luminosity function that
is derived from such a sample is a linear combination of the contn'butions
from the sample sources, we start by considering one single source.
Hypothetically, we move this source radially away from us, maintaining
all its absolute properties. As the redshift z increases, the flux S declines:
let S(z) be the flux-redsliift relation for this source. We can invert this and
derive z(S), which is the redshift at which the given source would have
an observed flux S. Now let V (<z) be the co-moving observable volume
out to redshift z, for a given cosmological model Substitution of z(S) in
V(<z) produces V(>S), which is the volume over which the source will be
observed to have a flux of S or greater.
Since our sample was complete to flux Sli,n, V(>Szi,_,) is the volume
over which the given source will be included in the sample. Since the
luminosity function is the space density of sources, as a function of their
luminosity, the one source provides a contribution of 1/V(>Szi,_) to the lu-
minosity function at the source's luminosity L The total luminosity function
is the sum of the coutn'bution of the n sources that comprise the complete
sample,
6(L - L,)
_(L) /_..,i=1 rd(>
DERIVATION OF SOURCE COUNTS
We now derive the source counts corresponding to the luminosity
function just determined. Let us return to the one source in the original
complete sample, which yielded a space density of 1/V(>S,,_). At a flux
larger than S, this source can be seen over a volume V(>S) and therefore
we should observe V(>S)/V(>Stim) of such sources brighter than S. The
total source counts are again the sum of the n individual contn'butions,
 Nd> s)N(> S)= s.m)
i=i
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We illustrate this procedure by considering the counts produced by
just one source in the HEAO1 A-2 survey (Piccinotti et al. 1982). We
assume that it has a power law spectrum with energy spectral index -0.7.
We employ a cosmological model with Hubble constant Ho = 50 kin
s-IMp, -1, and qo = 0.5. We also assume that there is a redshift cutoff at
z,n_, = 2. Figure 1 shows the counts generated by the source, depending
on its x-ray luminosity HX = L_:(2-10 keV), in erg/sec.
At the lowest luminosity illustrated, log HX = 41, the counts follow
the -3/2 law expected in Euclidean space for fluxes larger than log S(2-10
keV) _, -13. For sources of higher luminosity, the slope at a given flux
becomes progressively smaller. Clearly, for most extragalactic x-ray sources,
the -3/2 law is a very poor approximation.
The striking differences in the predicted source counts for different
luminosities are also reflected in the contribution to the x-ray background.
In our example, the source counts corresponding to a single source of
luminosity log HX = 41 contribute 13% to the observed background at 2
keV. For log HX = 43 the contribution is 1% and for log HX = 45 it is
only 0.1%.
The non-parametric procedure for the derivation of luminosity function
and source counts, descn'bed above, takes into account cosmology, in terms
of S(z) and V(<z), as well as the shape of the spectral energy distribution,
through S(z). No assumptions are needed about the shape of the luminosity
function. If there is a need to account for luminosity or density evolution,
then the luminosity or number density can be varied as a function of redshift
for each of the n sources contributing to the luminosity function. The r.m.s.
error of the predicted source counts (due to the sampling error in the
sample used to generate the source counts) can be estimated by assigning
an r.m.s, error of ±100% to each of the n contn'butior_ For further details
about the non-parametric derivation of the luminosity function, the reader
is referred to Schmidt and Green (1986).
TWO COMPLETE X-RAY SAMPLES
There are two x-ray samples for which optical idenitifications and
redshifts are essentially complete. These are the HEAO1 A-2 survey
(Piccinotti et al. 1982) and the Einstein Medium Sensitivity Survey (MSS)
0Viaccacaro eta/. 1982; Gioia eta/. 1983; Stocke eta/. 1984). Sky coverage,
energy bands, flux limits and numbers detected in the two surveys are given
in Table 1. The MSS has a distn'bution of flux limits versus sky coverage.
The flux limit given in Table 1 is an effective limit; this limit would produce
the observed number of sources if it applied uniformly to the entire area
of the survey.
Since the two surveys differ in flux limit by a factor of around 100, a
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detailed comparison of their content is of interest. In making the compar-
ison, we generally use the sample with the larger number of objects of a
given class to predict the expected number in the other sample, following
the procedure descn'bed in the preceding sections.
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TABLE 1
X-RAY SURVEYS WITH COMPLETE IDENTIFICATIONS
HEA01 A-2 EINSTEIN MSS "
Area 27,000 deg -2 89.1 deg -2
Energy 2-10 keV 0.3-3.5 keV
Limit 3 x 10 -11 cgs 3 × 10 -13 cgs
BL Lacs 4 4
Galaxies 1 3
Clusters 30 20
Quasars 1 23
AGNs 20 32
BL Lacs: The two samples, both very small, are consistent with each
other for a uniform space distribution.
Galaxies: Based on the three galaxies in the MSS, we expect one galaxy
in the HEAO1 A-2 for a uniform space distribution. Numbers are very
small so there is large uncertainty.
Quasars: We define as quasars those active galactic nuclei with optical
absolute magnitude MB < -23. Besides the one quasar (3C 273) in the A-2
sample, there is the BQX sample, a small subsample of the Bright Quasar
Survey (cf. Schmidt and Green 1986). Both of these samples contain fewer
objects than are predicted from the 23 quasars in the MSS for a uniform
space distribution. This constitutes pure x-ray evidence for the evolution of
quasars, independent of optical evidence. We invoke luminosity-dependent
density evolution to fit both the x-ray counts, as well as the total surface
density Of quasars with z < 2 of around 70 deg-L This evolution is
somewhat different from that used by Schmidt and Green (1986).
Clusters of galaxies: Schmidt and Green (1986) found that there was a
large difference between the luminosity distn'butions of clusters in the two
samples. Further study shows that there is only a discrepancy at the bright
end: based on the A-2 sample, we expect 25 clusters with log HX > 44.4 in
the MSS, but none are observed. Part of the explanation is probably that
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the MSS detection efficiency for clusters is low. If part of the discrepancy
is due to cluster evolution, it would have to be very steep. For clusters
of lower luminosity log HX < 44.4, the two samples are consistent with a
uniform space distn'bution.
AGNs: We define as AGNs (or Seyfert galaxies) those active galactic
nuclei with MB > -23. Both samples contain substantial numbers of AGNs.
There is a discrepancy opposite in sign from that found for clusters: based
on the A-2 sample, we expect 25 AGNs with log HX > 43.5 in the MSS, but
only 9 are observed. Following Reichert et aI. (1985), we explain this as a
consequence of absorption by clouds of 6x1022 H at cm -2 with a coverage
of 70%.
SOURCE COUNT PROGNOSIS
We have derived a source count prognosis for the AXAF energy range
0.5-I0 keV,, based on the evaluation of the HEAO1 A-2 and Enstein MSS
samples, discussed in the preceding section. The x-ray counts for the
different classes of objects are shown in Figure 2. It is essential to keep
in mind the uncertainty associated with this prognosis. As we saw in the
preceding section, the reconciliation of the contents of the HEAO1 A-
2 sample and the Einstein MSS sample require invoking evolution (for
quasars), instrumental effects (for clusters), and absorption (for AGNs of
lower x-ray luminosity). There is considerable uncertainty associated with
each of these interpretations. In addition, we have assumed a uniform
space distn'bution for galaxies, BL Lacs, dusters of galaxies and AGNs.
Each of these objects probably exh_its some cosmological evolution.
The predicted number of x-ray sources with log S(0.5-2.0 keV) > -15
is 800 deg -2, of which AGNs comn_ute 500 deg -2. At this flux, total
counts vary approximately as S-°.t The total x-ray background produced
by descrete sources in this prognosis is 52% of the observed background at
2 keV, and 30% at 10 keV.
We also consider an alternative scenario, in which the entire back-
ground is accounted for by discrete sources. We postulate that the AGNs
evolve in number and spectrum such that the background at 2 keV and at
10 keV is entirely due to discrete sources. This is achieved ff the AGNs
show density evolution e2.1s¢ and have an energy spectral index of -0.7 +
0.6r, where r is the light-travel time in terms of the age of the universe. In
this scenario, the number of AGNs with log S (0.5- 2.0 keV) > -15 increases
to 2500 deg. -2. The median redshift of these AGNs would be around 1.0.
While there is no physical basis for this AGN evolution scenario, it does
illustrate, that AXAF may provide important clues to the composition and
the nature of the x-ray background.
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FIGURE 2 Source count prognosis for the AXAF energy band 0.5-10 keV. See text for a
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DISCUSSION
The study of the evolution of extragalactic x-ray sources is clearly in its
infancy, with only two samples available that have complete optical identifi-
cations and redshffts. Complications arise as a consequence of the reduced
detection efficiency for dusters of galaxies and the internal absorption in
low-luminosity Seyfert galaxies. These effects can be incorporated in the
non-parametric derivation of the luminosity function and associated source
counts described above.
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Only for quasars can the effect of evolution be seen clearly in the
available samples. We may hope that evolution of other x-ray sources such
as clusters of galaxies and Seyfert galaxies may be derived from surveys
to be carried out with ROSAT, AXAF and other missions. This would be
of great interest, since no other--in particular, optical----evidence for the
evolution of these objects exists at the present time.
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Ultraluminous Infrared Galaxies
B.T. SOIFER
California Institute of Technology
ABSTRACT
The IRAS all-sky survey has provided astronomers with a first deep
view of the sky in the "thermal infrared", i.e., from 10 microns to 100
microns. One of the major discoveries of this survey has been a population
of sources having the bolometric luminosities of quasars, but where more
than 90% of the luminosity emerges in the infrared. These objects, more
numerous than quasars, are found exclusively in interacting/merging galaxies
that are extremely rich in interstellar gas. We have accumulated evidence
that suggests that these systems are indeed quasars obscured by many tens
of magnitudes of extinction.
We have suggested that these Ultraluminous Infrared Galaxies are
the formation stage of quasars, and that colliding galaxies, ultraluminons
infrared galaxies, and quasars might all be linked through an evolutionary
sequence where the infrared bright phase is one in which the quasar is
formed in the nucleus of a merger system, and is enshrouded in gas and
dust, while the UV excess quasars are the end state of quasar evolution
where most of the enveloping dust cloud has been dissipated, and the
quasar is vis_le directly.
INTRODUCTION
Viewing the universe through a new portion of the electromagnetic
spectrum has always lead astronomers to major discoveries. Quasars and
neutron stars are just two examples of discoveries made as a result of the
Radio and X-ray sky surveys of the 1950's, 1960's, and 1970's. In 1983 the
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Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS) performed the latest of these all
sky surveys that has lead to major discoveries.
Before IRAS, our view of the infrared universe was limited to sky
surveys at 2.2 microns (Neugebauer and Leighton 1969) and 4-30 microns
(Price and Walker 1976) as well as studying objects found by other means.
The infrared sky surveys vastly increased our understanding of the Galaxy
and its constituents, but lacked the sensitivity to go significantly beyond the
Galaxy. The Caltech 2 micron sky survey contained one external galaxy,
M31, while the AFGL sky survey contained a handful of extragalactic
objects.
The IRAS sky survey, with its 3 orders of magnitude improvement
in sensitivity over previous surveys, and extension to 60 microns and I00
microns, drastically increased the numbers of galaxies detected purely by
their infrared emission, finding ~ 0.5 galaxies/square degree, and altered
our understanding of the extragalactic sky, permitting an unbiased view of
the local universe in the infrared.
THE IRAS SKY SURVEY
The IRAS all sky survey was performed at 12 microns, 25 microns, 60
microns, and 100 microns using a 57 cm telescope and focal plane entirely
cooled to 2.7K with superfluid helium. The telescope was contained in
the toroidal shaped, 700 liter capacity helium eryostat. The satellite was
launched on January 25, 1983, and collected data for the 300 days that the
superfluid helium lasted. The primary scientific goal of the IRAS mission
was to perform the all sky survey, and approximately 60% of the sateUite's
time was devoted to this purpose. To produce a highly reliable census of
the inertially fixed sources in the presence of many "local" contaminants
such as cosmic ray hits on the detectors, dust particles crossing the field
of view of the telescope, asteroids and comets, the telescope scanned the
sky 6 times over the 300 day mission. The multiple sightings of particular
sources were used to filter and separate the inertially fixed sources from the
"moving sources" such as asteroids and comets, and the transient events
local to the telescope environment. These data were combined to produce
the first IRAS Point Source Catalog which covered 96% of the sky. At
high galactic latitude the IRAS Point Source Catalog was complete to 0.4,
0.5, 0.6, and 1.5 Jy at 12 microns, 25 microns, 60 microns, and 100 microns
respectively with reliability > 99.8%. Recently the same data have been
reprocessed to produce a catalog at high galactic latitudes (the 17LAS Faint
Source Catalog) that is a factor of ,-, 2.5 more sensitive at all wavelengths,
at the cost of reduced reliability (> 98%).
The IRAS survey has a fairly modest sensivity compared to modern
optical surveys. In flux per octave, i.e., L,Sv, the IRAS Point Source Catalog
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reached 3 x 10-14 W/m 2 at 60 microns, equal to the flux per octave of a
15.0 mag object at B. In terms of detectable luminosity, extragalactic sources
seen by IRAS are comparatively local. Sources with the infrared luminosity
of the Milky Way are detected to a redshift z -_ 0.03, while sources with
the bolometric luminosity of a quasar, where this energy emerges in the
infrared, are detected to redshifts of z ,v 0.3 (in this paper, we adopt Ho
= 75 Km/s/Mpc and Qo = 0). Thus the IRAS survey is indeed a survey of
the local universe. The combination of the sensitivity of the IRAS survey,
and the wavelength at which the infrared luminosity emerges from galaxies
results in the vast majority of the ~ 20,000 extragalactic objects discovered
in the IRAS Point Source Catalog being found at 60 microns.
Since the IRAS survey was done at wavelengths substantially longward
of the peak in stellar photospheres, those sources seen in the infrared
radiate via mechanisms substantially dilIerent from those found to be
bright in optical surveys. The predominant mechanism respons_le for the
infrared flux from galaxies is thermal emission from dust; the dust absorbs
and reradiates energy originally emitted at shorter wavelengths. Infrared
bright galaxies are quite dusty and therefore have either been missed, or
appeared innocuously in visible surveys.
THE LOCAL UNIVERSE IN THE INFRARED
With an unbiased view of the infrared sky available for the first time,
several groups have Investigated the local luminosity function of infrared
bright galaxies using IRAS data (Rieke and Lebofsky 1986; Softer et al.
1986, 1987; Lawrence eta/. 1987; Smith et a/. 1987). All these analyses
agree remarkably well, and have demonstrated that the space density of
infrared bright galaxies does not vary significantly over a factor 3 in distance
(from a median redshift of < cz > _ 2,200 Km/s in Softer, et al. 1987; to
< cz > ~ 7,000 Km/s in Lawrence eta/. 1987).
To understand the importance of such infrared bright galaxies requires
placing this class of objects in the context of other known classes of
extragalactic objects. We have done this by comparing the bolometric
luminosity functions of the major classes of extragalactic objects (Softer
et al. 1987). Since most luminosity functions for extragalactic objects are
derived at B (4400 A), it was necessary to apply bolometric corrections
to most such luminosity functions, to place them in the same units. This
comparison is shown in Figure 1.
Tile luminosity functions of these sources immediately shows that
infrared bright galaxies are an important, but not dominant source of lumi-
nosity in the local universe. For _oZ £ 2 x 101° L o, the infrared bright
galaxies have a density about 20% of that for galaxies found in the visi-
ble. For l.,oZ > 2 x 101° Lo, infrared bright galaxies become increasingly
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emitters (taken from Soifer et a/. 1987), Separate boiometric corrections have been applied
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important in the local universe, since the space density of normal galaxies
drops exponentially with luminosity, while the infrared bright galaxies ap-
pear to decrease as -.. L -2. At L_ot > 3 x 1011 1__, the infrared bright
galaxies become the dominant population in the local universe, exceeding
in space density the quasars. Overall the infrared luminosity of galaxies
represents .,, 25% of that emerging in stellar photospheres, and 60-80% of
this infrared luminosity is due to young, massive stars (Soifer et a/. 1987).
ULTRALUMINOUS INFRARED GALAXIES
We have studied the ,_ 300 brightest extragalactic sources at 60 microns
in 14,500 square degrees at high galactic latitude. This IRAS Bright Galaxy
Sample has been most amenable to study at other wavelengths, since it
represents the brightest of the infrared luminous galaxies. Of these IRA,S
Bright Galaxies 10 have bolometrie luminosities equivalent to those of
quasars. We have studied these 10 objects in great detail (Sanders et
a/. 1988a), and have found them to possess remarkable properties. The
observed properties of these objects are summarized in Table 1.
z
Four of these Ultraluminous Infrared Galaxies were previously cata-
loged in other surveys. Two of them, Mk 231 and Mk 273, were found
in the Markarian survey of UV excess galaxies, and were known to be
peculiar objects. Markarian 231 has been known for nearly two decades as
an extraordinarily luminous infrared galaxy CRieke and Low 1972; Young
et al. 1972). Arp 220 (ICA553) has also been identified as a galaxy with
very peculiar properties. As can be seen immediately from Table 1, all of
the Ultraluminous Infrared Galaxies are rather faint optical galaxies. The
ratio of infrared to vis_le luminosity is quite large for the ultraluminous
galaxies, ranging from 50-150, as compared to 0.3 for "typical" spirals or
1-5 for "typical" infrared selected galaxies (Soifer et aL 1987).
In the infrared these Ultraluminous Infrared Galaxies are unresolved
at the IRAS angular resolution of ~ 1 '. At optical wavelengths, CCD i
images show ALL these systems to be galaxies undergoing strong interac-
tions/mergers. Contour plots of CCD images of these galaxies (Sanders et
al. 1988a) are shown in Figure 2. All of these objects show evidence for :
recent or ongoing mergers, i.e., multiple nuclei, tidal tails, strongly distorted
disks, etc.
Optical spectroscopy shows that all of these galaxies have strong emis-
sion lines. Three of the systems, MK 231, UGC 5101, and IRAS 0518-25, =
have Ha line widths > 2,000 Km/s (FWZI). Mk 231 is a well known Seyfert
1 system, while 135101 and IRAS 0518-25 would be classified as interme-
diate Seyfert nuclei based on their optical spectra. Of the remaining 7
Ultraluminous systems, 6 show line widths > 1,000 Kin/s, and line ratios
([OIII]/Hfl, [SII]/Ha, [NII]/Ha, [Oil/Ha ) characteristic of AGN spectra:
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FIGURE 2 Contour maps of optical images of the 10 Ultraluminous Infrared Galaxies
found in the IRAS Bright Galaxy Sample (from Sanders et al. 1988a). Note the irregular
shapes, tidal tails and double nuclei; this is dear evidence of mergers in all these systems.
only IRAS 2249-18 is classified as an HH region spectrum based on the
above line ratio.
Photometry of the nuclear regions of these galaxies reveals that the
near infrared colors of these galaxies show a very large spread, spanning
the entire range of colors from slightly reddened spiral galaxies to highly
reddened quasars. As will be discussed Later there is enough dust (Av >_
100 mag) obscuring the underlying energy source that it is unclear whether
these observations are a meaningful probe of the nuclear regions.
The overall energy distn'butions of these objects are shown in Figure 3.
All of the objects plotted here have very large ratios of infrared to visible
luminosity, immediately demonstrating why they are found in 60 micron
selected samples. All of these systems have similar ratios of infrared to radio
continuum emission, with log [f+r/vSv (1.49Ghz)] ,._ 6.5, so these are indeed
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"radio quiet" sources. The energy distn'butions are ordered by increasing
Sv(60 microns)/S,(100 microns) ratio. Two systematic trends emerge from
this plot. The fraction of energy emerging at shorter infrared wavelengths
increases with increasing S_(60 microns)/S_(100 microns) ratio, while the
separation between cold dust and near infrared components becomes less
obvious in the "warmer" objects.
The enormous infrared luminosities, coupled with the fact that the
emission is clearly thermal emission by dust, implies that these are gas-rich
systems. The amount of dust required to produce the observed infrared
luminosity is Mdust > 108Mo, so we would expect > 101°Mo of gas
to accompany this dust. Surprisingly, the vast majority of this gas is in
molecular form, with 9 of the Ultraluminons Galaxies having been detected
in the 2.6ram J = 1-0 line of CO (table 1). Even more surprising has been
the finding that a large fraction, as much as 70-80% of this gas is confined
to the central few Kpc of the galaxy (Scoville et al. 1986; Scoville eta/.
1989).
COLLIDING GALAXIES FORMING QUASARS?
Based on the observations of the Ultraluminous Infrared galaxies found
in the IRAS Bright Galaxy sample descnlged above, we have suggested
(Sanders eta/. 1988a) that these systems are heavily dust enshrouded
quasars. The evidence for this comes from the luminosities, emission lines,
near infrared colors, and luminosity to gas mass ratios. We believe that
a quasar is powering the vast luminosity emerging from these objects,
however the quasar is so heavily enshrouded in dust that we view the
quasar primarily through its bolometric luminosity. An alternate view
of these Ultraluminons Infrared Galaxies, as systems undergoing "mega
starbursts', has been presented by several groups (e.g., Rieke eta/. 1985).
The fact that all of these systems are found in merging, gas-rich
systems has lead us to suggest that the merger of two gas-rich galaxies is
fundamental to the process of quasar formation. We believe that when
two gas-rich galaxies interact in a near direct collision, the nuclei merge
rapidly (Toomre and Toomre 1972), so disrupting the angular momentum
and gravitational field of the system that the gas is funneled rapidly into
the nuclear region of the merged system. This rapid accumulation of gas in
the central environment of the galaxy will lead inevitably to an enormous
"starburst." Enough gas accumulates in the central Kiloparsec of the system
that the gas becomes self-gravitating, triggering further collapse of the gas.
If a massive black hole exists in the center of the galaxy, as suggested
by much current observational data (e.g., Filippenko and Sargent 1985;
Dressier and Richstone 1988), this rapid funneling of interstellar gas into
the central environment of the galaxy is exactly the source needed to trigger
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formation of the quasar that is powered by gravitational energy released as
the gas fails onto the black hole.
We expect that the formation of a quasar embedded in 101°Mo of gas
and dust in the center of a galaxy is an enormously disruptive event, one
that will ultimately result in a vis_le quasar. Qualitatively, we expect that as
the energy release of the quasar begins to disrupt the surrounding gas and
dust, the quasar will take on more and more of the properties of a "normal"
quasar, i.e. revealing a strong nuclear optical/UV/near infrared continuum,
very broad emission lines, etc. We have found evidence (Sanders et al.
1988b) for such an evolutionary sequence in the "warm" Ultraluminous
galaxies found in the IRAS database as extragalactic objects with luminosi-
ties of quasars, but with infrared properties intermediate between those
of the Ultraluminous Infrared Galaxies and the "normal" quasars. These
systems, again selected by purely infrared flux density and color criteria,
show equal numbers of $eyfert 1 and Seyfert 2 nuclei. Of these Warm
Ultraluminous Infrared Galaxies, 9/12 are in strongly interacting/merging
systems, and 3 are indeed classified as "normal" quasars by the criteria of
Schmidt and Green (1983) and Veron-Cetty and Veron (1985).
As we propose this evolutionary scenario, ultimately the disruption
of the surrounding medium is complete and the quasar emerges from its
cocoon as a UV excess quasar. The residual dust and gas in the environment
still produces a significant, but not dominant, fraction of infrared luminosity.
Recently, we have studied in detail the energy distn'butions of the brightest
UV excess quasars (Sanders et al. 1989), and found that they indeed emit
approximately 20% of their bolometric luminosity in the infrared, consistent
with this picture, while the infrared selected quasars studied by Low eta/.
(1989) might represent a slightly earlier phase in this sequence.
The ideas for the formation of quasars that we have suggested as a
result of our study of the Ultraluminons Infrared Galaxies are not new,
but rather bring new data to support rather old ideas. Alar and Juri
Toomre (1972), in a seminal work, outlined most of these ideas for galaxy
interaction triggering active nuclei, while modern, high dynamic range
imaging and spectroscopy of quasars and their environments have lead
many investigators to the conclusion that interactions play a significant role
in quasars (Stockton and McKenty 1983; Hutchings et aL 1984). What we
believe the IRA,S data has provided is evidence for the formative stages
of the quasar, where the gas and dust that converts the luminosity of the
quasar into a bright infrared source effectively acts as a strong neutral
density filter to allow us to study in detail the environment surrounding the
quasar without the blinding effect of the exceedingly bright central source.
Recent theoretical work (Norman 1989) suggests that the scenario we have
described here is indeed a plaus_le outcome of a direct collision between
two gas-rich galaxies.
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The model we envision for quasar formation has the exceedingly
attractive feature that it ties quasars, the most luminous and presumably
violent objects in the universe to the rare occurrence of a direct merger
of two gas-rich spiral galaxies. This model very nicely provides a physical
process to explain the well known strong evolution of quasars, both in
their rapid increase with redshift, and apparent cutoff at high redshift.
The former is simply related to the higher rate of collisions of galaxies in
the past, as a result of theft closer proximity and their higher mean gas
content, while the latter is a result of the fact that the galaxies must form
and interact before a quasar can be formed. Clearly, for this model to
work the ultraluminous infrared galaxies must follow the evolution found
for the optically selected quasars (see e.g., Schmidt and Green 1983). This
prediction is directly testable with the next generation of space infrared
observatories, ISO and SIRTE
CONCLUSIONS
The new view of the universe provided by the IRAS survey has lead to
the discovery of a new class of objects, the Ultraluminous Infrared Galaxies.
We believe that these objects are the first formative stages of quasars in the
nuclei of merging gas rich spiral galaxies. Such an explanation naturally
ties the formation of quasars to a violent, but rare event in the evolution
of spiral galaxies.
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The Peculiar Velocity Field Predicted
from the Distribution oflRAS Galaxies
MICHAEL A. STRAUSS AND MARC DAVIS
University of California, BerkeIey
ABSTRACT
We present recent results from our full-sky redshfft survey of IRAS
galaxies. After briefly describing our sample selection and observations, we
use the linear theory relation between acceleration and peculiar velocity to
make predictions of the peculiar velocity field in the Local Universe. We
compare our predictions with directly measured peculiar velocities from
the Local Supercluster spiral galaxy sample of Aaronson et aI. (1982) and
the elliptical galaxy sample of Lynden-Beli eta/. (1988). In a reference
frame at rest with respect to the Cosmic Microwave Background, there is a
systematic bulk flow in the residuals between observations and predictions.
The Local Group itself takes part in this motion, so the bulk flow disappears
in a frame at rest with respect to the Local Group. We show with the use
of N-body techniques that this type of systematic effect is at least partly due
to small-number statistics in the tracing of the density field. We conclude
with a discussion of the challenges facing us in the future.
The N-body results show us that we have not yet achieved an optimum
algorithm for translating from redshfft space to real space; we briefly
describe several alternative procedures. We compare the coherence of the
observed and predicted peculiar velocity fields with predictions from several
cosmogonical models.
TIlE IRAS SAMPLE
Peebles (1976) descries the velocity field expected at late times in
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linear theory; the dipole anisotropy of the galaxy distn%ution around a
given galaxy is directly proportional to the peculiar velocity of that galaxy:
V = H°a°------_6 daz, (1)
4_r
where V is the peculiar velocity of the galaxy in question, f2 is the cosmo-
logical density parameter, and (5(x) is the fractional density perturbation
at position x. The following year, a dipole anisotropy was discovered in
the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) (e.g., Lubin and V'fllela 1986),
which was interpreted as due to a peculiar motion of the Local Group 0-,G)
with respect to the rest frame of the CMB of 600 km s-I. It was imme-
diately realized that a measurement of the distribution of nearby galaxies
could be used in concert with equation (1), and the measured LG peculiar
velocity, to make an estimate of _. This has been tried by many authors,
usually with the simplifying assumption that the Virgo cluster is the only
gravitating mass point (see, e.g., Davis and Peebles 1983; Huchra 1988).
To do better requires galaxy samples that cover a large fraction of the
sky. Pioneering work using optically selected samples of galaxies has been
done by Lahav and collaborators (Lynden-Bell eta/. 1989, and references
therein). In this paper we describe a survey of galaxies observed by the
Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS). We have discussed our work before
intwo other conference proceedings (Strauss and Davis 1988a, 1988b; Yahil
1988), and inthispaper will concentrate on new results obtained since the
writing of those articles. A much more detailed account can be found in
Strauss (1989), and in several papers in preparation.
The IRAS satellite surveyed the entire sky in four broad bands in the
far-infrared, with a resolution of approximately 1' at 60/_m. Because of
the full-sky coverage and the lack of Galactic extinction in the far-infrared,
the IRAS database offers a unique opportunity to study the large-scale
distribution of galaxies. We have selected galaxy candidates from the IRAS
Point Source Catalog (1985) using the following criteria:
1. f60/fl_ > 3, where fx is the flux density at wavelength )_. This
discriminates effectively between stars and galaxies.
Z ]b I > 5", in a region not atIeeted by confusion at 60/_m. With
these restrictions, our sample covers 87.6% of the sky.
3. f60 > 1.936 Jy.
We have obtained optical identifications and redshifts of the approx-
imately 4,500 objects meeting these criteria, thus obtaining a sample of
roughly 2,550 galaxies. The vast majority of the non-galaxies in the sample
are associated with stars and infrared cirrus at Ibl < I0" (see Yahil 1988
for a description of how optical identifications were made at these low
latitudes). Below, we discuss some biases of the sample selection, and our
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FIGURE 1 The distribution of galaxies in the survey, plotted in Galactic coordinates. The
sample does not include galaxies at Jb] < 5", and there are other regions at high Galactic
latitudes which are not covered due to confusion or incompleteness of the IRAS survey
attempts to correct for them The distribution of all galaxies in the sample
is shown in Galactic coordinates in Figure 1. Note the strong continuity of
structures across the Galactic plane, in particular, the overdensities asso
dated with Centaurns and the Pavo Indns-Telescopium region (I _ 330*)
appear to be physically associated The Pisc_-Persens filament (1 _ 135")
and the Hydra region (1 _ 280 ) also show continuity across the plane, as
do the underdense regions centered at I = 90* and 1 = 2200 Compare this
figure with the corresponding Figure la in Yahil (1988); note how much
stronger this sense of continuity is now that we have identified galaxies in
the two strips 5 < Ibl < 10"
THE PREDICTED PECUMAR VELOCITY FIELD
As descn'bed in detail in Strauss and Davis (19881>) and Yahil (1988),
we have used equation (1) to predict the velocity flow field within 8,000
km -_s of tbe Local Group The procedure we follow is slightly modified
from that of Yahil (1988) We first fall the missing Galactic plane strip with
random "galaxies" with number density given by an interpolation of the
density in strips with 5 < Ibl < 20", under the assumption that the continuity
across the plane descn'bed in the last section is rear A selection function is
derived using a maximum likelihood estimator (Yahil 1988), which is used
to weigh the galaxies to compensate for the magnitude limit of the sample
A value of f_ is derived by requiring that equation (1) reproduce the 600
km s-t peculiar velocity of the local Group inferred from the CMB dipole
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For art adopted value of [2 = 0.7, the predicted peculiar velocity of the
Local Group is 650 krn s-1 towards 1 = 250", b = +45", some 22* from
the CMB dipole direcUon of 1 = 270 °, b = +30* 0..ubin and Villela 1986).
Strauss and Davis (1988b) show that the majority of this acceleration is due
to material within 4,000 km s -I of the Local Group)
We can go further by using equation (1) to make estimates of the
peculiar velocity of every galaxy in the sample. We restrict ourselves to
objects within 8,000 krn s-1 of the Local Group, because the sample
becomes proh_itively sparse at greater distances. In practice, our estimate
of the peculiar velocity of a galaxy at position x is given by:
z_
nof 0.. S(l•- -
= 13 - H°n°'=/3 + WfS). (2)go,o.k. Ix- x;
Here nz is the measured galaxy density, _(x_) is the value of the
selection function at distance x/, and S is a smoothing on small scales, to
be descn'bed further below. The second term corrects for the fact that the
sum is not spherically symmetric for a point displaced from the origin, and
W(S) is an additional correction applied when the source is within one
smoothing length of the edge of the sample.
The measured redshfft, ez, of a galaxy may be expressed as:
cz = distance + (V - VLG). _, (3)
where V and VLG are the peculiar velocity vectors of the galaxy and the
Local Group, respectively, and _ is the unit vector pointing from the Local
Group to the galaxy. We separate peculiar velocities and distances using
an iterative procedure: galaxies are initially assumed to be at their redshift
distances (V = 0), and equation (2) is used to make a first estimate of the
peculiar velocity field. Distances are then updated using equation (3) and
the process is repeated until convergence, f_ is kept fixed throughout this
procedure, and the value of Vt.a used is that derived from the IRAS sample
itself on each iteration. A "buffer zone" between 8,000 km s-1 and 10,000
km s- _ prevents galaxies from being lost from the sample if their peculiar
velocities take them beyond 8,000 km s -_. The resulting peculiar velocity
field converges with a standard deviation of residuals less than 10 km s- _
after eight iterations.
There are several subtleties associated with this process. In regions
that are virialized, or even overdense by a factor of several, equation (1)
no longer holds, and this iterative procedure may cause chaos. Thus we
IWe willexpressdistancesintermsof radialvelocities,as we do here,in order to bypass the
necessity of specifying the Hubbtc Constant.
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will never be able to properly model the "Finger of God" effect seen in the
cores of clusters. We have thus collapsed the galaxies in seven cluster cores
(Virgo, Ursa Major, Fornax, Eridanus, Centaurus, Hydra, and Perseus) to a
common redshift, and have suppressed the mutual gravitational attraction
of galaxies within each cluster. Another related problem is that equation
(2) diverges at small separations. Note that because the selection function
drops sharply with distance, a pair of galaxies separated by a small amount
at a large distance from us can give each other a tremendous kick. In order
to suppress this, we adopt a smoothing law, S(r) = (r/r,) a for r < r,, where
r,, the smoothing length, is taken to be the mean interparticle spacing at
that distance, or 500 km s -1, whichever is larger.
The resulting velocity field is similar to that shown in Figure 10 of
Yahil (1988), and will not be reproduced here. As those figures show, the
predicted velocity field is dominated by two large mass concentrations in
Hydra-Centaurus and Perseus-Pisces. We will compare these predictions
with the observed velocity field in the next section.
COMPARISON WITH THE OBSERVED PECULIAR VELOCITY DATA
Burstein (1989) reviews the current status of direct observations of the
peculiar velocity flow field. In this paper, we will make comparisons of our
predictions with two data sets: the subset of the Aaronson eta/. (1982)
Local Supercluster spiralgalaxies with high-quality observations defined
by Faber and Burstein (1988), and the independent peculiar velocities of
individual galaxies, groups, and clusters of the Seven Samurai elliptical
galaxy sample, listed in Table 4 of Faber et al. (1989). Figure 2 shows
the distn_oution of peculiar velocities in a slice through the plane of the
Local Superclnster, using the plotting technique introduced by Lynden-BeU
et al. (1988). All galaxies in the two samples within 22.5* of the plane
are plotted, and the length of the line attached to each point is equal to
the radial peculiar velocity. Solid symbols are used for positive peculiar
velocities, and open symbols are used for negative. In the first panel of
this figure, we show the positions of the well-known clusters that fall in
this projection; the symbols are indicated in the figure caption. In panel
(b), the observed peculiar velocities are plotted, panel (c) shows the IRAS
predictions, and panel (d) shows the difference of (b) and (c). It is indeed
a remarkable fact that is able to reproduce the qualitative nature of the
velocity flow field, perhaps the first direct indication that peculiar velocities
are generated by gravity, and that galaxies at least approximately trace
the mass distribution of the underlying dark matter. However, there are
some systematic differences between observations and predictions. Note,
for instance, that whereas the observed peculiar velocities (panel b) to the
upper right of the Orsa Major region are large and negative, the predicted
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FIGURE 2 The velocity field of the Aaronson el a/. and Faber el aL galaxy samples in
a slice through the Local Supercluster plane, in the CMB flame. (a) The positions of the
major dusters falling in the slice: V : V'n-go, Um= Ursa Major, C = Centaurus, Pa
= Pavo, Pe = Perseus, and Pi = Pisces. Co) The observed velocity field. (e) The IRAS
predicted velocity field. (d) The difference between Oa) and (c).
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motions (panel c) are very quiet; predicts that the pulls of the Pisces-Perseus
and Hydra-Centaurus superclusters approximately balance in this region.
Note also the very large observed peculiar velocities towards Centaurus;
IRAS predicts motion of the same sign, but of smaller amplitude. In panel
(d), there is a systematic motion seen in the dilterence between predicted
and observed peculiar velocities, as if there is a bulk flow component to
the motion that IRAS does not see. We find consistent solutions for the
bulk flow using the Aaronson et al. and Faber et al. galaxies separately as
well as together: 250 km s-x pointing towards 1 = 320", b = -35*.
In Figure 3, the same comparison of observed and predicted peculiar
velocities is made, this time in a frame at rest with respect to the Local
7
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FIGURE 3 As in Figure 2, but plotted in the rest frame of the Local Group.
Group. This is not a trivial change, because in order to transform the IRAS
predicted motions, we use the Local Group motion as predicted by IRAS,
while the observed LG frame peculiar velocities are merely the difference
between their redshift and observed distance. Note now in panel ((1) that
the sense of an overall bulk flow to the residuals between observed and
predicted peculiar velocities has vanished, and we are left with mostly
small-scale motions that we have not modelled correctly. Thus the Local
Group itself takes part in the bulk flow seen in the residuals in Figure
2d. The only significant systematic effect remaining in the LG frame is a
strong infall in the direction of Hydra-Centaurus that IRAS is unable to
reproduce. This plot should be compared with Figure 7b, panel 2, of Faber
and Burstein (1988), which shows residuals of observed peculiar velocities
after subtracting away the predictions of their Great Attractor model.
This comparison shows that there is a bulk motion within a sphere of
4,000 km s -: radius, which IRAS is not properly modelling. Moreover,
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the Local Group also takes part in this motion; most of the deviation of
the IRA,S calculated peculiar velocity for the Local Group from the value
measured from the CMB dipole can be attributed to this motion. We show
in the next section this may be explained as a purely statistical effect caused
by dilute sampling of the density field.
COMPARISON WITH N-BODY MODELS
Our iteration scheme can be tested with N-body models for which we
know the true distances of every point. We used N-body models consisting
of 262,144 panicles in a box 360 Mpc on a side (H0 = 50 kin s -x Mpc -1)
in an f2 = 1 universe, with an initial power spectrum of perturbations
appropriate for universe dominated by Cold Dark Matter, and evolved
until the rms density contrast in a sphere of radius 16 Mpc is b -x -- 0.5.
The velocity field was smoothed with a Gaussian of width 100 km s -x.
Particles with peculiar velocities of 600 km s -x, lying in regions of local
overdensity 6 with -0.2 < * < 1.0, and with smooth local velocity field,
were chosen as Local Group candidates. "IRAS" flux-limited catalogues
were constructed around these Local Group candidates by selecting objects
according to the number density and selection function of the real data; no
biasing was applied in the galaxy selection, so these objects do trace the
mass of the simulation. For more details, see Gorski et al. (1989).
We then ran our iteration program on the N-body "IRAS" catalogue.
That is, we gave the program only the information on the redshift of each
panicle as observed in the rest frame of the LG particle, and let it run
to predict the true distances and the peculiar velocity field of the particles
in the simulation, f_ was set equal to unity for these simulations. We
emphasize that the motivation is not so much to test the Cold Dark Matter
cosmogony, but rather to test our iteration scheme of peculiar velocities in
the presence of non-linear effects and shot noise. A total of 18 realizations
were run: nine with different "Local Groups," and nine more with a single
"Local Group," but different random numbers selecting the galaxies in
the survey. In Figure 4, we show the direction for the predicted peculiar
velocity of the Local Group in each of these models. They all have been
rotated so that the true direction of the Local Group particle in each case
is 1 = 270", b = +30*. Notice that the scatter is of the order of 15-20",
comparable to the difference between the true and predicted motions of
the Local Group.
In one of these models, we selected a sample of points to match
closely the distn'bution of galaxies with observed peculiar velocities in the
samples used in the previous section. With this sample, we can make
a direct comparison of true and predicted radial peculiar velocities, and
see how these results compare with the real universe described in the
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FIGURE 4 The distribution of predicteddirectionsof the "Local Groups" M,eighteen
N-bodyrealizations of the sample. The large star is placedat 1 = 270 , b = 30 .
previous section. The true peculiar velocities were perturbed by a gaussian
"error" with a standard deviation of 15% of the true distance to mimic the
observational situation. Unlike the real observations, we assume here that
the distances are measured exactly. In Figure 5, we show the results. Panel
(a) shows the distribution of true peculiar velocities in the CMB frame,
in exact analogy with Figure 2b. Panel Co) is then the predicted peculiar
velocity as given by the iteration procedure, and (c) is the difference
between the two. Finally, (d) is the difference of "observed" and predicted,
now in the LG frame. Note the very strong bull flow seen in the residuals
in panel (c), with an amplitude of _ 200tan_s :I' Unlike the real universe,
however, there is still a significant bulk flow in the LG frame residuals,
with an amplitude of _ 100 km s-I (panel d), which simply says that the
deviation of the predicted LG motion from its true direction is at least
partly due to small-scale effe_ _ this model.
We I/ave d0ne the same experiment in which we have assigned 15%
errors to the true distances of the galaxies to more closely simulate the
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observations; we find that this seriously degrades the good agreement
between "measured" and predicted peculiar velocity.
Why is it that there seems to be a missing component of gravity in the
CDM model, where the points are explicitly chosen to trace the mass? In
these models, there is very little power on scales larger than the sample
(8,000 km s -1) to cause the whole sample to translate (Juszkiewicz et al.
1989). Our interpretation is that this effect is caused by shot noise. Imagine
a toy model in which the bulk of the motion of the region within 3,000 km
s- _ is caused by a large structure at 6,000 lan s-:. Because of the extremely
dilute sampling of the catalogue, the overdensity of this structure may be
traced by only a small number of points, and this number will be subject
to Poissonstatistics. Thus, the inferred gravityfrom this structure can be
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FIGURE 6 The distribution of galaxies in Galaaic coordinates of objects in a deeper
IRAS redshift survey, in preparation. Note the appr.eciablc overdensities associated with
the.Perseus-Pisces .(1 _ 120 - 150 , b _-. -30 - +30 ) and Hydra-Centaurus (1 _ 280 -
330 , b ._ 0 - +45 ) regions.
in error, affecting the predicted peculiar velocities in a systematic way.
Detailed calculations of the noise in the acceleration of galaxies relative to
the Local Group is consistent with the observed amplitude of the effect,
which must be at least partly respons_le for the missing bulk motions seen
in the predicted velocity field of the real IRAS galaxies.
UNRESOLVED ISSUES, AND THE WORK AIIFA
In the last section, we have identified shot noise as a stumbling block in
the interpretation of the comparison of our predictions with observations.
Thus we have started a deeper survey of IRAS galaxies, flux-limited to
1.2 Jy, to rectify this situation. When the survey is completed, hopefully
in early 1991, we shall have redshffts for ,_ 5,500 IRAS galaxies selected
uniformly over the sky. Figure 6 shows the distnqgution on the sky of
the additional objects. Because this sample goes deeper, it emphasizes
structures at distances of 3,000 - 5,000 km s-_; note in particular the strong
enhancements in the Perseus-Pisces region and the Hydra-Centaurus region.
We are in the process of using the IRAS predicted distances for the
Aaronson et aL galaxies to construct Tully-Fisher diagrams. We hope to
make a more robust estimate of f_ by finding that value that minimizes
the scatter in the TIc diagram. The recent work of Dekel and Bertschinger
(1989) provides another powerful way of making comparison between IRAS
predictions and observed peculiar velocities; we will soon be able to place
HIGH-ENERGY ASTROPHYSICS
constraints on the relative overdensities of galaxies
different regions of space.
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X-Ray Radiation from Supernova 1987A
The Results of the Kvant Module in 1987-1989
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ABSTRACT
The results of two years SN1987A hard X-ray radiation observations
by the HEXE instrument aboard the Kvant module are summarized. By
May-June 1989, the hard X-ray flux had declined more than 8.5 times in
comparison with the maximum of the X-ray light curve. The upper limit
on the ratio of SVCo/S6Co abundances at the level of ratio of 57Fe/SSFe
abundances at the Earth by a factor of 1.5.
INTRODUCTION
The Roentgen international X-ray observatory on the Kvant module
of the Mir space station has been operating succe_,ssfullysince the beginning --
of June 1987. Four telescopes mounted onboard the Kvant module cover a ,'
wide energy range: Coded Mask Imaging Spectrometer TIM (2-30 keV), -
GSPC (2-100 keV); Phoswich type detectors HEXE (20-200 keV), and
Phoswich type detectors Pulsar X-1 (50-1300 keV).
Many of the X-ray sources were observed in 1987-1989, and approxi- "-
mately 30% of the observations were devoted to SN1987A.
1Space P,t_.areh Institute, Academy of Sciences, Mostx)w
2Max-Planek-Institut fftr Extraterrestrisehe Physik, Garching, FRG
3Astmnomischcs Institut der Universitat "Ihbingen, FRG
4Space Research Laboratory, Utrecht, The Ncthcrhnds
5Department of Space Research, University of Birmingham, UK
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For the first time during two years of observing Supernova 1987A
in June 1989, the Roentgen observatory aboard the Mir-Kvant module
was not able to detect its hard X-ray radiation during the current series of
observations. The radiation flux in energy band 45-105 keV decreased more
than 8.5 times in comparison with the maximal flux detected in January
1988.
The results obtained during the two years of Supernova 1987A obser-
vations were given in papers (Sunyaev et al. 1987a,b, 1988, 1989). By the
present time we have succeeded in eah'brating the third and fourth detec-
tors of the HEXE device using the results of the Crab Nebula observation.
These detectors have a lower energy resolution in comparison with the
first and the second ones. Therefore, we reprocessed all the obtained data
about SN1987A hard X-rays using the results of all four detectors of the
HEXE device, which increased data significance and decreased statistical
ell'Ors.
In Figure la,b, the spectra of SN1987A hard X-ray radiation are pre-
sented. They were obtained in a series of seven intense observations carried
out from the Roentgen observatory over two years. The spectra demon-
strate an increase of the flux from August 1987 to January 1988. This
increase is connected with a rapid decreasing of the envelope transparence.
From January 1988 to June 1989 a continuous decline of the flux is ob-
served which is mainly connected with a decreasing amount of 5_Co in the
envelope. Already in September 1988 a strong change of the spectral shape
was detected. This is explained by a decreasing of the envelope optical
thickness with respect to Thomson scattering. The number of successive
scatterings experienced by the majority of photons became insullicent to
decrease the energy of the 56Co decay gamma-photons due to a multiple
recoil effect up to a value of hv < 50 keV.
Note that the sharp flux cutoff at the energies below 20 keV in August
1987 and January 1988 was connected with photoabsorption by hea_
elements. At that time the photon diffusion in the envelope, accompanied
by the recoil effect, moved the majority of photons in the band hv < 20
keV where the photoabsorption dominated.
In Figure 2 and 3, the light curves of the SN1987A emission in three
energy bands: 15-45, 45-105, 105-200 keV (see also Table 1) are presented.
Note here especially the point corresponding to observations on June 16,
1987, when the hard X-ray flux in the 45-105 keV spectral channel was
detected at four standard deviation levels (it was first noticed by Englhauser
et a/. 1989).
The light curves (Figure 3) testified to a hard X-my flux from the
supernova, changed smoothly in accordance with predictions of the model
of this radiation appearance due to radioactive cobalt decay in opaque
envelope. For two years of observations we have not been able to observe
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FIGURE 1 The SN1987A X-ray spectra obtained by the Roentgen observatory in August
1987 (1) and October - November 1987 (2), December 1987 - January 1988 (3), April 1988
(4), September - October 1988 (5) and November 1988 (6"), May - June 1989 (7), (diamonds
and crosses - the HEXE and Pulsar X-1 data respectively, arosses marked by cirdes- the
TTM telescope upper limits). The errors correspond to one standard deviation, the upper
limits - to three standard deviations (in the last graph the HEX_ upper limits are shown
by triangles). Results of the Monte-Carlo calculations carded out according to the envelope
model accepted in the present paper are presented by solid lines (time after the outburst
is shown near each curve). In graphs 5,6,7 a 56Co portion in the total 57Co emission is
shown by dotted lines. The relative abundance of 56Co[57Co is equal to two-abundance of
56Fe/STFe at the Earth.
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the traces of a shock wave generated due to collision between the expanding
envelope of the supernova and a stellar wind emitted by the presupernova
on a red giant stage of the evolution. We were also unable to observe traces
of X-ray radiation of the stellar remnant - a young pulsar or an accreting
object or any manifestations of emission connected with cosmic rays.
MIXING OF RADIOACTIVE ELEMENTS
IN THE EXPANDING ENVELOPE
Early detection of the SN1987A hard X-ray radiation by the Ginga
satellite and the Kvant module (Dotani et aL 1987; Sunyaev et al. 1987a,b)
was the first evidence of a radioactive 56Co strong mixing over the envelope
volume (Itoh eta/. 1987; Ebisuzald and Slu'bazaki 1988; Grebenev and
Sunyaev 1988; Pinto and Woosley 1988). At present this conclusion is
confirmed by direct observations of a velocity dispersion of infrared lines
of the iron and cobalt ions (Ericson et al. 1988) and also by a broad
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TABLE 1 The SN1987A X-ray flux evolution in accordance with data of
the HEXE device observations in 1987-1989
Day since Fluxes and l_ errors [10-6phot-cm-2s-lkeV -I]
the outburst in the energy bands
lS - 45 key 45 - 105 keV 105 - 200 key
143.9 - 144.1
169.
186.
231.
258.
291.
328.
413.
444.
559.
590.
630.
820.
- 182.
- 204.
- 247.
- 266.
- 309.
- 343.
- 426.
- 446.
- 569.
- 599.
- 648.
- 840.
2.
68.2
96.7
83.1
85.
97.
100.
63.
46.
17.2
21.4
12.2
8.2
34.
5.7
8.5
8.3
i0.
11.
10.
9.5
27.
9.S
6.1
4.1
7.0
51.
46.7
50.9
57.4
g5.2
66.1
62.6
51.1
24.
20.5
14.5
I0.8
3.8
12.
2.1
3.5
3.3
4.4
5.6
3.5
3.8
12.
4.1
3.0
2.6
2.9
18. 17.
21.3 3.3
26.0 5.2
24.3 7.2
12.8 9.7
30.4 8.9
25.1 4.8
27.9 6.1
24.0 16.
7.2 6.5
8.2 4.7
14.5 7.0
-2.8 4.2
spectral width of the S6Co directescapegamma-lines (Matz et al. 1988;
Rester et al. 1989). These direct observations testify to the presence of
radioactive cobalt in the envelope layers having expansion velocities from
400 up to 3000 km/s. This would be imposs_le if the strongest mixing of
envelope material due to generation of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability had
not occurred (Hachisu eta/. 1989; Arnett eta/. 1989).
The supernova hard X-ray light curve provides an opportunity to es-
timate the distn'bution of radioactive cobalt over the envelope using the
simplest assumptions. The S6Co distribution (mass-fraction) consistent with
the observed light curve is shown in Figure 4 by crosses (the vertical line
of a cross corresponds to an error at one standard deviation level). The
problem of the reconstruction of cobalt distribution over the envelope is
considerably simpler if cobalt radial distn'bution is searched as a superpo-
sition of two Ganssians: a narrow one localized near the envelope center
and an extensive one with broader 6_Co distribution over the envelope.
The regions of _Co distn_oution consistent with the observed light curve in
this simple model are also presented in Figure 4.
It is obvious that two different approaches give quite close results.
About 60% of cobalt is in the central region of the envelope having low
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FIGURE 4 Region of the most probable 56Co distribution (ma.cs-Lraction) over the
SN1987A envelope which gives a possibility to simulate the observed X-ray light curves of
the source. The results of two independent approaches are presented. In the first approach
it is assumed that cobalt is uniformly distributed over five spherical layers of the envelope
(crosses, errors of the cobalt concentration in each layer are given at one sigma level).
In the second approach the 67% confidence level region of the distribution desa'ibed by
superposition of two Gausslans is obtained. It is clear that both approaches give similar
results.
velocities. And about 40% is mixed over all the envelope volume. Note
that the data of only two hard energy bands 45-200 keV were used during
the cobalt distribution reconstruction. The flux at lower energies strongly
depends on photoabsorption in the envelope, but the photoabsorption
ellieiency strongly depends on the degree of the cobalt mixing.
All the calculations, the results of which were presented above and
will be discussed below, were carried out on the basis of the velocity
E
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and density distribution model resulted from hydrodynamics simulations by
Amett (1988).
In Figure 3 it is shown how the accepted model of cobalt distribution
coincides with the observed X-ray light curve. Deviations are maximal
at the beginning of the supernova X-ray observation in a soft 15-45 keV
band. This points out a more strong photoabsorption in comparison with
photoabsorption in the used model. It may be connected with the enhanced
cobalt concentration in outer envelope layers. High X-ray and gamma-
ray radiation from these layers appeared at early stages of the envelope
expansion before the beginning of the Roentgen observatory systematical
observations.
s
ABUNDANCE OF 5rCo
By the beginning of the second year after the explosion a STCo isotope
can become an important energy source in the supernova envelope since
it decays 3.5 times more slowly than 56Co. The simulations of explosive
nucleosynthesis (Woosley et al. 1986; Hashimoto et al. 1989) predicted
a ratio of 57Fe/_eFe abundances in the Earth. There are two ways to
define the abundance of SrCo in the SN19g'/A envelope: the first, by
direct determination of flux in the 57Co lines of 122 and 135 keV in the
supernova spectrum and the second one, by the determination of a STCo
photon portion in the X-ray continuous spectrum in the 45-105 keV energy
band. We mean the photons emitted in the 5rCo lines 122 and 136 keV, but
which undergo to multiple scattering in the envelope and decrease their
energy due to the recoil effect. Because of relatively low energy resolution
of Phoswich detectors, the HEXE device aboard the Mir-Kvant module
gave considerably better results when the second method was used.
The results presemed below depend on an accepted envelope model
(the Amett model [1988] is used) and on a cobalt distn'bution over the
envelope (the distr_ution presented in Figure 4 is used). It is also supposed
that SrCo is distn'buted similarly to SeCo.
For the whole period from September 1988 to June 1989 the Roentgen
observatory has not detected a statistically significant enhancement of X-ray
luminosity in the 45-105 keV energy band over the model predictions in
which the whole observed flux is connected with the 56Co decay. The upper
limits at three standard deviation levels for the ratio of 5rCo/_Co relative
abundance in the supernova envelope to the Earth's 57Fe/_tFe relative
abundance were equal to 2.4 in September 1988, 3.3 in December 1988,
and 1.8 in June 1989 at the accepted assumptions. Note that the ratio of
_TFe/StFe abundances at the Earth is 0.024 (Cameron 1986). All the data
obtained from September 1988 to June 1989 allowed us to obtain a limit at
three standard deviation levels for a portion of _rCo decay photons in the
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light curve of the SN1987A hard X-ray radiation. This limit corresponds
to the 5rCo/S6Co abundance in 1.5 times exceeding the Earth's 5rFe]56Fe
relative abundance. The observations in May-June 1989 gave the upper
limit on the cobalt 122 keV line flux 3.9.10 -4 photons • cm-2s -1 at 30-
level). This limit corresponds in frames of the model being discussed to
the S7Co/_6Co abundance six times exceeding the Earth's abundance of
5rFe/_6Fe.
The data obtained in May-June 1989 also provides a poss_ility to set
up an upper limit on a fraction of the _2Na and 44Ti radioactive photons in
the X-ray 45-105 keV flux from SN1987A in 830 days after the explosion.
The corresponding upper limits at three standard deviation levels on mass
of _2Na and 44Ti contained in the envelope at the moment of explosion
are 1.3 • 10-ZMe and 9 • 10-3Me. These limits exceed the amount of
44Ti, M44 _" 1.2 - 10-4Me, and 29Na, M22 ,-, 3 . 10-SMe, predicted by
Hashimoto et al. (1989) and Woosley et al. (1986) on the basis of the
explosive nucleosynthesis calculations at one order of magnitude.
LIMITS ON THE STELLAR REMNANT LUMINOSITY
The observations of the Roentgen observatory in May-June 1989 set
up strong restrictions on X-ray luminosity of a stellar remnant produced
during the explosion L_(1-6 keV) < 3.6 - 10a6, L,(6-15 keV) < 5.4 • 10-_
and I_(15-105 keV) < 1.35 • 10ar erg/s for the assumed distance 55 kpc _.-_
(Sunyaev a a/. 1990, Table 1). At that time a Thomson optical depth of !
the envelope yet exceeded 3-4, and an X-ray spectrum of the remnant was
considerably distorted by photoabsorption and compton scattering. The
absorbed energy went on the envelope heating and was reemitted in the =
infrared, submillimeter, and optical bands. The measurements by Bouchet
et al. (1990) showed that emission of dust in the envelope had a black
body spectrum with T = 160K, and the supernova bolometric luminosity
in 1030 days after the explosion was equal to (2.0-0.1). 10a8 erg/s. Using
data from Monte Carlo calculations, the upper limit on the hard X-ray flux -
in the 15-105 keV band obtained by the HEXE device on the 830th day -
and the information on the envelope emission at low frequencies indicate -
that rather interesting restrictions on an intrinsic spectrum of the stellar =
remnant may be obtained. For example, assuming that the remnant (pulsar)
has a power law spectrum in 1-1000 keV energy band, Iv.-. v-" [photons _
• cm-2s-lkeV-1], and using the 30- upper limit presented above for the -
X-ray 15-105 keV flux escaping the envelope on the 830th day, we obtain -
the 3, upper limit on the pulsar luminosity in the 1-1000 keV energy band -
LB < 2.4 • 10as and < 4.4 • 10as erg/s for two spectral indexes o_ = 1.5
and 2.1. In neglecting the pulsar spindown and its luminosity changing we
may find the upper limit on the energy absorbed in the envelope, that is, w
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its low frequency luminosity on the 1100th day LIR <_ 1.0 • 10"_ and 3.5
- 10"_ erg/s for a + 1.5 and 2.1 correspondingly. It is clear that in the
case when the spectral index is 1.5, such a spectrum is not able to give the
observed low frequency luminosity of the envelope. It may be easily shown
that any spectrum with a < 1.75 does not coincide with the data obtained
by Boucbet et aL (1990).
The presented example shows a poss_ility for using our data to obtain
restrictions on parameters of a pulsar hidden inside the expanding envelope.
In the case when an acereting object is situated in the envelope center our
estimates are less definite. Nevertheless, such an analysis, using the HEXE
data presented above, for the object with a spectrum similar to the spectrum
of the well-known source Cygnus X-1 in a low state (Sunyaev and Truemper
1979), also demonstrates the impossibility of satisfying the low frequency
data. If the infrared radiation is the result of dust, the reprocessing of a
central object with hard emission from the X-ray spectrum of the stellar
remnant should be soft enough.
Another way to explain the excess of infrared radiation detected by
Bouchet et a/. (1990) is that radioactive isotopes SrCo, 22Na and _Ti are
more abundant in the envelope than it was assumed. Their hard radioactive
emission transforms in the opaque envelope into the low frequency emission
which was observed. As the excess luminosity on the ll00th day after the
explosion was equal to 2.10 _ erg/s it was necessary that about 4.10-2Mo
of SrCo (that is the 57Co/S6Co ratio exceeded the Earth's 5rFe/SdFe ratio
about 22 times), or 9 • 10-4Mo of 22Na, or 9 . 10-SMo of 44Ti were
hidden inside the envelope. Comparing these values with the HEXE upper
limits for 5rco, 22Na ' and 44Ti abundances, Msr < 2.8 • 10-3Mo and M44
< 9 • 10-SMo, M29 < 1.3 10-3 M o, we come to the conclusion that the
assumption about the radioactive nature of excess has failed in the case of
57Co and is unlikely in the case of 44Ti and _Na.
c.
TTM_/COMIS UPPER LIMrrs ON TIlE FLUX FROM SNLO87A
The TrM/COMIS instrument on board the Kvant module is a coded
mask-imaging spectrometer, sensitive in 2-30 keV energy, and with 7".5 x
70.5 FWHM field of view. We present below some results of the analysis
of LMC field observations in November 1988-June 1989.
During this period about 130 sessions of LMC observations were per-
formed. After the rejection of telemetric dropouts and sessions with poorly
defined pointing, the total exposure time for the observations analyzed here
was -_ 75,400 s.
A slice of "ITM image (7".8 by 3°.4) in three energy bands is presented
on Figure 5. This image was obtained by combining all the data of the
period November 1988-June 1989. The sources LMC X-l, LMC X-2, I2¢IC
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FIGURE 5 The 7°.8 by 3°.4 dices of LMC images in three different energy bands (2-6,
6-15, and 15-27 keV) obtained by TIM instrument during the obsereations of November
1988 - June 1989. The labels mark significantly detected LMC sources as well as the
position of SN1987A. Coordinates shown correspond to TIM field of view. One pixel of
TIM image has size of 1.86 aremin.
T
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X-3, LMC X-4, and 50-millisecond pulsar PSRO540-693 are significantly
detected. These sources are marked on Figure 5 by arrows as well as the
position of SN1987A.
The T'FM observations of SN1987A in June-August 1987 did not reveal
any significant flux from the supernova in 2-30 keV energy band on the
level 0.5 mCrab (30-) (Sunyaev et al. 1987 a,b, 1988) when HEXE and
Pulsar X-1 devices onboard Kvant detected strong hard X-ray radiation
from the supernova. The further TTM observations of SN1987A were
stimulated by the exciting Ginga discovery of the variable continuum of
this source In 4-30 keV band ('Dotani et a/. 1987; Masai et al. 1987; Masai
et al. 1988). During observations in November 1988 to June 1989 we again
did not detect any significant flux from supernova in any part of 2-30 keV
energy band (the efficiency of the TIM detector is highest at ~ 8 keV,
and diminishes towards higher and lower energies). The upper limit in the
whole 2-27 keV energy band is equal to 0.6 mCrab for Crab-like spectrum.
The upper limits obtained in three energy subbands are presented in Table
2.
In each particular session of observations (~ 1000 see duration) we
obtained an upper limit for the flux in the 2-27 keV band on the level
of 5 mCrab. For each week's set of intense observations in November,
December, or June, our 3u upper limit in the 2-27 keV band is on the
level of 1.2 mCrab. This upper limit is twice lower than the January 1988
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TABLE 2 Upper limits (3 _r) of the flux from SN1987A obtained by TTM
instrument during the observations in November, 1988 - June, 1989
Energy (kev) mCrab(1 ph/sec/cm2/keV (2 ergs/sec/cm 2 (2
1.0-I02 - 6
6 - 15
15 - 27
0.8
0.9
4.2
4.10 -4
-4
I'I0
1.10 -4
-11
1.5-10
4.0-10
_) for Crab-like spectrum
2) for flat photons spectrum
i
outburst detected by Ginga in the same spectral band (Masai et al. 1988).
Unfortunately, the q'TM instrument did not operate when the source in
the standard X-ray band, detected by Ginga, was the most bright. The data
presented here corresponds to the time when the brightness of this source
in hard X-rays decreased. Therefore we can only mention here that during
periods of our observations, the standard X-ray band source in SN was in
a relatively quiescent state with no outbursts of the January 1988 type.
All the HEXE upper limits for the September 19°o8to June 1989 time
span are below the TIM 3¢r upper limits for the 16-17 keV band for any
power law extrapolation of detected HEXE flux towards lower energies
with photon spectral index a > -4.5.
The change in shape of the SN1987A spectrum, according to the HEXE
data, in September 1988 undoubtedly shows that any flux at energies lower
than 40 keV has an origin unrelated to the radioactive decay of both 56Co
and 5rCo. This fact makes a search for the flux from SN198"/A in the
standard X-ray band of enormous importance _use it opens the way to
discover X-ray emissions of a different, unknown nature, and therefore is
more attractive for further investigation.
CONCLUSION
All the data obtained by the four HEXE detectors in August 1987 to
January 1988 confirm the identification of the hard X-ray source in the
Large Magellanic Cloud having an unusual spectrum (see Figure 6) with
SN1987A. The upper limits at 3¢r level obtained during this localization on
the X-ray fluxes from LMC X-1 and 50-rnillisecond pulsar PSR 0540-693
are presented in Table 3.
In May-June 1989, the Kvant module did not detect a statistically
v
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FIGURE 6 Localizationof thehardX-raysourceinthe Large MagellanicCloud according
to theHEXE dataobtainedfrom August 1987 toJanuary1988.The contoursof 6/%, 99%,
and 99.9% significancefor the energy bands 15-45 (dottedfines)and 45-105 keV (solid
lines)are presented.Positionsof the sourcesLMC X-I (I),PSR 0540-693(2),SN1987A
(3)are marked. Poin_ingsof the HF_.XEdevice/ndi_'er_ntser/esof observationsareshown
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TABLE 3 The upper limits on the X-ray fluxes (in photons -cm -2 s-_
keV -z) from LMC X-1 and PSR 0540-693 at three standard deviation
level in accordance with the HEXE data obtained in 1987 August - 1988
January. They were reconstructed during localization used a number of
offset observations
Source 15-45 keV 45-105 keY
LMC X-I 5.5-10 -5 8.0-I0 -6
PSR 0540-693 2.9.10 -s 8.8.10 -6
confident signal from the SN1987A region in spite of other X-ray sources
LMC X-1 and PSR 0540-693 having been in the HEXE field of view. Taking
into account the deviations between the direction of the telescope axis and
directions on these X-ray sources, an efficiency of the flux detecting from
different sources differed. The upper limits on the fluxes from SN1987A
and other sources are presented in Figure 1 and 7 and also in Table 4.
The weakness of the hard X-ray flux from LMC X-1 in May-June 1989
(Sunyaev et a/. 1989) and the closeness of the upper limit on the LMC
X-1 hard emission obtained by the HEXE device to limits obtained during
the HEAO A2 (Wait and Marshall 1984) and HEAO A4 0Matteson and
Peterson 1987) experiments, testify to a small portion of the LMC X-1
flux to the flux detected by the Kvant module during August 1987 to April
1988. Note that the flux detected in January 1988 exceeds the upper limits
obtained in May-June 1989 are about one order of magnitude.
Note in conclusion that the supernova light curve in 45-105 keV energy
band did not show a single sharp statistically donfident burst similar to the
burst observed by the Ginga satellite in January 1988 in the softer energy
band. In hard X-rays the light curve was smooth as it was expected for the
light curve of the source connected with radioactive decay.
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TABLE 4 The average etliciencies of the observatory Roentgen pointing
and the corresponding upper limits at three standard deviation levels on
the X-ray fluxes (in photons .crn -2 s-1 keV-1) from the LMC sources
observed by the HEXE device in 1989 May-June.
Source Efficiency 15-45 keV 45-105 keV
SNI987A 52 % 2.1-10 -5 8.6.i0 -e
LMC X-I 32 % 8.S-10 -5 1.2-I0 -s
PSR 0540-693 45 % 3.4-I0 -5 9.S.10 -6
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Basic Physics and Cosmology
from Pulsar Timing Data
J. H. TAYLOR
Princeton University
ABSTRACT
Radio pulsars provide unparalleled opportunities for making measure-
merits of astrophysically interesting phenomena. In this paper I concentrate
on two part/cular applications of high precision timing observations of pul-
sars: tests of relativistic gravitation theory using the binary pulsar 1913+16,
and tests of cosmological models using timing data from millisecond pul-
sars. New upper limits are presented for the energy density of a cosmic
background of low frequency gravitational radiation.
=2
INTRODUCTION
Among the nearly 500 radio palsars that have been discovered since
1967, some of the most rewarding to study have been the binary and
millisecond pulsars. Like all radio pulsars, these spinning neutron stars
are rotationaUy powered: that is, their energetics are dominated by their
spindown luminosities, E = Iw_b. Their evolution has been modified,
however, by spinup in a "recycling" process involving mass transfer from a
companion star during its post-main-sequence evolution.
Recycled objects make up a small fraction of any sensitivity-limited
pulsar sample. Fewer than 20 arc presently known, and most of them are
still members of gravitationally bound binary systems. Their typical rotation
periods arc substantially shorter than those of other pulsars, and detailed
measurements of the arrival times of their pulses at Earth have provided
observers with a wealth of information on a surprisingly diverse range of
topics. In this paper I will summarize the present status of two particular
385
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applications of timing observations of recycled pulsars: the detection and
quantitative measurement of orbital decay caused by gravitational radiation
from the binary pulsar 1913+16; and experimental limits on the cosmic
gravitational wave background (GWB), based on timing observations of
millisecond pulsars 1855+09 and 1937+21.
TESTING RELATIVITY WITH PSR 1913+ 16
The first binary pulsar was found nearly 15 years ago, and its im-
portance as a testbed for relativistic gravitation theories was recognized
almost immediately (Hulse and Taylor 1975; see also Brumberg eta/. 1975;
Damour and Ruffini 1974; Esposito and Harrison 1975; Wagoner 1975). In
the intervening years, much effort has been put into making increasingly
accurate measurements of its pulse arrival times and comparing the results
with parametrized models. Adequate models must include physics having
to do with the pulsar's spin and orbit, the interstellar medium, and the
motions of the Earth. Optionally, a model may also include phenomeno-
logical parameters designed to distinguish between different theories of
gravitation. Diligent efforts on the part of both theorists and observers,
aimed toward extracting the maximum possible information from the PSR
1913+16 system, have been well rewarded over the 15 years since its dis-
covery. The latest results, which I summarize briefly here, have determined
the orbital elements and masses of the pulsar and its companion star with
unprecedented accuracy and established that the orbit is decaying at almost
precisely the rate expected from gravitational radiation damping (Taylor
and Weisberg 1989).
The PSR 1913+16 timing experiment is conceptually a simple one.
Observations made over intervals of about five minutes, or 1% of the
8 hour orbital period, are used to accumulate samples of the periodic
waveform received from the pulsar. The pulse profiles are recorded digi- ,
tally, along with accurate timing information from a reference atomic clock. :
Subsequent analysis involves determining the equivalent topocentric time
of arrival, or TOA, for a pulse near the midpoint of each integration. The -
complete set of TOAs is then analyzed in terms of a set of equations de-
sen'bing the pulsar's spin and orbital motions and the motions of the Earth.
These equations are most naturally expressed in the coordinate system of
i
an inertial reference frame, for which the solar system barycenter serves as
=
an adequate approximation.
Necessary steps in the analysis include a relativistic transformation
to convert topocentric TOAs to equivalent coordinate times at the solar
system barycenter, and then to proper times at the pulsar. Through this
procedure, the rotational phase of the spinning neutron star is computed for
each of the measured arrival times. If reasonably accurate starting values
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are available for tl3_emodel parameters, the computed phases (expressed
in cycles) will have integer parts corresponding to the number of pulse
periods elapsed between observations, and fractional parts nearly equal to
zero. Small systematic deviations of the fractional parts from zero are used
to refine the model parameters, using standard linearized least squares
techniques.
Blandford and Teukolsky (1976) derived the first useful formulae for
analyzing TOAs from binary pulsars. They treated the orbit as a slowly
prec.essing Keplerian ellipse; the effects of relativistic time dilation and
gravitational redshift were grafted onto the non-relativistic moll el, and
additional phenomenological parameters were added to allow measurement
of the rate of periastron precession and testing the constancy of other orbital
parameters. More elaborate models have been developed since 1976, and
a thorough discussion of these is given by Taylor and Weisberg (1989). The
most comprehensive treatment is that of Damour and Deruelle (1986),
which uses a parametrization that cleanly separates several effects expected
to differ in the strong-field limits of distinct gravitation theories.
As is the case for single-line spectroscopic binary stars, a Keplerian
analysis of timing data from a binary pulsar determines the values of five
orbital parameters. However, seven quantifies are required to fully specify
the dynamics of an orbiting system (up to uninteresting rotations about the
line of sight). Therefore the measurement of N "post-Keplerian" param-
eters in a binary pulsaz system, in addition to the five readily measured
Keplerian ones, provides the opportunity for N - 2 distinct tests of any
particular theory of relativistic gravitation.
More than 4000 TOAs for PSR 1913+16 have been recorded at the
ArecFoo Observatory since 1974. Taylor and Weisberg (1989) have shown
that the Keplerian parameters of the system are now determined with
fractional accuracies of a few parts per million or better, and that as many
as 5 post-Keplerian parameters are measurable with interesting accuracies.
The two largest of these, which measure the rate of periastron advance and
the combined magnitude of time dilation and gravitational redshift effects,
are known with fractional accuracies of about 10-5 and 2 x 10-a. Together,
these seven quantities imply that the gravitational masses of the pulsar
and its companion are ml = 1.442 ± 0.003 and m2 = 1.386 4- 0.003 times
the mass of the Sun, respectively. These masses, together with the orbital
period and eccentricity, can be used to compute an explicit prediction for
the energy losses caused by gravitational radiation within a particular theory
of gravity.
Figure 1 presents a comparison of the observed orbital damping with
that predicted by general relativity. Taylor and Weisberg (1989) show that
the ratio of observed to expected effects is
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FIGURE 1 Hlled circles represent the measured shifts of the times of PSR 1913+t6's
periastron passage relative to a non-dissipative model in which the orbital period remains
fixed at its 1974.78 value. The smooth curve illustrates the prediction of general relativity.
(After Ttylor and Weisber$1989.)
/5_(Observed)
/Sb(GR Theory) = 1.010 + 0.011,
where/Sb is the rate of change of orbital period. This 1% agreement is an
impressive confirmation of Einstein's theory, in a regime where gravitation
theories have not previously been testable. The remaining post-Keplerian
measurables have fractional accuracies of only ,,, 10-50%, but it is notable
that they, too, have been found to have values in accord with general
relativity.
THE COSMIC GRAVITATIONAL WAVE BACKGROUND
Millisecond pulsars, the most extreme examples of the recycled class,
have periods as short as P _ 1.5 ms and spindown rates as small as
15 _ 10-20. According to conventional models, these parameters sug-
gest unusually large ages and weak magnetic fields. Otherwise, however,
the millisecond pulsars appear to be quite similar to their more slowly
rotating cousins. Because pulsar timing accuracies tend to be a fixed frac-
tion (,,- 10-4 to 10-s) of a period, observations of millisecond pulsars
i
|
=
5.
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can provide results two to three orders of magnitude more precise than
those from ordinary pulsars. For these reasons, millisecond pulsars make
exquisite probes of any astrophysical phenomena that modulate the effec-
tive propagation time of pulsar signals as they travel toward Earth. One
such phenomenon is a possible stochastic, isotropic background of gravita-
tional radiation, such as might have been produced in the early universe
through quantum gravity effects (Starobinsky 1979), a QCD phase transi-
tion from free quarks into nucleons (Witten 1984), or oscillating cosmic
strings (Hogan and Rees 1984).
The use of pulsar timing data to detect or place limits on long wave-
length gravitational radiation was suggested about 10 years ago (Sazhin
1978; Detweiler 1979) and put into practice a few years later (Romani and
Taylor 1983; Hellings and Downs 1983). The basic idea is to treat the
Earth and a pulsar as free masses, whose positions respond to changes in
the instantaneous spacetime metric in their vicinities. Gravitational waves
of sufficient amplitude will perturb the metric and thereby produce de-
tectable fluctuations in the measured pulse arrival times. It is easy to show
that the energy density in gravitational waves is proportional to the square
of their contn'bution to the observed TOAs, and that the system has its
most useful sensitivity to waves with frequencies f _ l/r, where r is the
time spanned by the data (see, for example, Witten 1984; Blandford et aL
1984).
Examples of the timing data for the millisecond pulsars I937+21
and 1855+09 are presented in Figure 2. These graphs illustrate post-
fit residuals, or differences between observed TOAs and those expected
according to titted models after all known instrumental corrections have
been applied. Subsets of these data have been presented in earlier published
works, and used to place limits on the energy density of the cosmic GWB
(Davis et a/. 1985; Rawley et al. 1987).
As shown by Romani and Taylor (1983), limits on the cosmic GWB from
pulsar timing can be improved substantially by means of spectral analysis
of the residuals. A distinct advantage of this approach is that spectral
information can help to distinguish among various possible contn'butions
to the total variance in the residuals. If the power spectrum of fluctuations
is defined as P(f) and modeled as a power law P(f) = Pof-', we expect
that uncorrelated random measurement errors will exhibit a flat spectrum,
with s = 0. In contrast, fluctuations caused by clock instabilities and errors
in the solar system ephemeris will likely have s w. 2; propagation through
density irregularities in the interstellar medium will contribute noise with
s m 3; and in most models the GWB is expected to have the steepest
spectrum of all, with s = 5. Further details concerning expected spectral
properties may be found in the paper by Blandford eta/. (1984).
Transformation of the timing residuals to the spectral domain has a
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FIGURE 2 Timing residuals for PSRs 1937+21 and 1855+09 from observations made
at Arecibo, Puerto Rico. Data quality has been uniform since the introduction of new
equipment and procedures in October, 1984.
further important advantage: it facilitates making quantitative corrections
for the complex instrumental response caused by irregular sampling and
finite length of the data sets. Following Blandford et aL (1984), I define
an instrumental response function T(f) such that the observed spectrum
of timing residuals is S(f) = T(f)P(f): the product of the instrumental
response and the intrinsic noise spectrum, P(f). As illustrated in Figure 3,
the most important features of T(f) are a low frequency cutoff below
f _ r -1 and a deep notch centered at f = 1 yr-1, caused by the necessity
to measure the celestial coordinates of the pulsar as part of the least-squares
fitting process.
To make it easy to compare the observed fluctuation spectra with
hypothetical intrinsic spectra, I have multiplied the computed T(f) curves
by power law spectra with s = 0, 2, 3, and 5. For convenience in plotting,
the results were then normalized to the mean power level in the two
lowest frequency channels of the observed spectra, S(f). At the top of
Figure 4, we see that the spectrum for PSR 1855+09 is reasonably well
approximated by the spectrum labeled s = 0. In other words, there is no
evidence for a significant contn_oution to these residuals beyond that of the
random measurement errors. The equivalent mass density in a cosmic GWB
corresponding to the dashed curve labeled s = 5 is p = 2.2 x 10-a6 g crn -3,
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FIGURE 3 Instrumental transmission functions, T(f), corresponding to the data sets
illustrated in Figure2.
or fi9= 1.1x 10-7 fora Hubble constantH0 = i00 km s-_Mpc -z. The
observedpower inthelowestspectralchanneliswellbelow thh curve,and
yields the conservative upper limit for the GWB quoted in the first line of
Table 1.
In the center and bottom portions of Figure 4 are similar plots show-
ing the observed spectra for the data from PSR 1937+21, together with
instrumentally-modified power laws. The spectrum at the center of the fig-
ure corresponds to the uniform, high-qualitydataobtained since October
1984, while the bottom plot corresponds to the entire 6.4 yr data span.
In both of these spectra the frequencies f > 2 yr -1 are clearly dominated
by white noise (s = 0), while lower frequencies show clear signs of con-
tributions with s > 0. Although further analysis remains to be done, my
colleagues and I believe that at frequencies f < 1 yr-t these spectra are
dominated by a combination of clock errors, solar-system ephemeris errors,
and unmodeled interstellar propagation effects. In any event, it is clear that
if a cosmic GWB makes any significant contn'bution, it must be greatest
in the lowest frequency channel of each spectrum. The dashed curves la-
beled s = 5 in the middle and bottom of Figure 4 correspond to fractional
densities f_9 = 3.8 x 10-s and 1.4 x 10-s, respectively, and their positions
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Table 1: Upper limits on the energy density of the cosmic GWB.
Pulsax Data span f, A.f (yr -I) p (gin cm -3) f/a (H0 = 100)
1855+09 1984.8-1989.3 0.30 < 1.2 x I0 -36 < 6 x i0 -s
1937+21 1984.8-1989.3 0.22 < 1.6 x 10 -_ < 8 × i0 -s
1937+21 1982.9-1989.3 0.16 < 0.8 x 10 -36 < 4 x lO -s
relative to the measured spectra lead to the remaining conservative upper
limits quoted in Table 1.
The detailed implications of the numbers quoted in Table 1, particularly
for model universes in which cosmic strings help to seed galaxy formation,
are still somewhat controversial (Albrecht and Turok 1989; Bennett and
Bouchet I989). It is already clear, however, that the experimental limits are
difficult to reconcile with the GWB energy density expected from cosmic
string simulations, particularly when the strings retain sizes large enough
to be useful in aiding galaxy formation.
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Gas Flow and Generation of X-Ray Emission
in WR + OB Binaries
V.V. Usov
Institute of Space Research
ABSTRACT
The supersonicflowoftheionizedgasinWR+OB binariesand X-ray
generationare considered.X-rayemissioniscausedby gas heatingup to
temperatures of 10r-10 s K behind the front of shock waves. These are
formed in the collision of gas flowing out from the WR star with either
the OB star's surface or the gas of the OB star's wind. The distribution of
temperature and concentration behind the shock front are obtained. Using
these distributions, the spectral power of bremsstrahlung X-ray emission of
hot gas is calculated. Possible reasons that lead to considerable difference
between the observed parameters of X-ray emission of the WR binary of
the V 444 Cygni and the theoretically expected are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Wolf-Rayet stars (WR) possess a very intense stellar wind. The mass
loss rate for Wit stars,/V/wR, and the velocity of the matter outflow, v(_wR),
far from the star amount to 10 -s Mo/year and -.,(1-3).10 s cm/s, respectively.
No less than 40% of WR stars belong to rather close binaries. Young mas-
sive stars of the spectral type O and B are the second components of these
systems. OB stars also possess the intense stellar (MoB "., 10-6Mo/year,
_,oB 10s era/s). More than a decade ago it was shown by Prilutskii and Usov
(1975, 1976) that binary systems consisting of WR and OB stars should
be rather strong X-ray sources (the X-ray luminosity can reach about 10-_
to 10a4 erg/s). According to Prilutskii and Usov (1975, 1976) the X-ray
emission of such systems is due to heating the gas up to temperatures of
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about107to 10s K behind the front of shock waves which are formed from
the collision of the gas flowing out from a WR star either with the OB star
surface or with the gas of the OB star stellar wind. To date, X-ray emission
has been observed from more than twenty WR stars (Seward eta/. 1979;
MotIat et al. 1982; Caillout eta/. 1985; Pollock 1987) and at least some
of these stars possess X-ray emission of the nature descn'bed in Prilutskii
and Usov (1975, 1976). Below we will discuss parameters of the X-ray
emissions calculated for WR+OB binaries.
CLASSIFICATION OF THE GAS FLOW IN WR+OB BINARIES
If the intensity of the stellar wind of WR and OB stars are comparable
or if the distance D between the components of a binary is great enough
(see below) the winds flowing out of WR and OB stars can collide. To
estimate approximately the distances rwR and ron from WR or OB stars,
respectively, to the region where these winds meet, it is necessary to put
dynamical gas pressures of both winds equal to each other:
• = PoB(roB 2.
Thus we can get
(t)
[MwnvLwm]ln
rWR _ D,
Mw  LWl )?/2+ [MoBv B)p/ 
rob + D'
here and below the index oo means that the given value should be taken at
the great distance r from the star where this value is already independent
of r.
The velocity of the matter outflow VOB(r) is varying from zero on the
OB star surface to v_ B) for r > r, (Barlow 1982), where r, is approximately
equal to (3-5)R, R is the OB star radius.
If rOB > r. the stellar winds collide (see Figure 1). If roB< r. the
stellar wind from an OB star may be suppressed from the side facing a
WR star, and the gas of the WR stellar wind is colliding with the OB star
surface. Below we will consider these cases.
COLLISION OF Wit STEIk,AR WIND WITH OB STAR SURFACE
First, let us discuss the flow of the completely ionized gas, flowing
spherically-symmetrically out of a WR star, over an OB star. The effect of
the OB star's gravitational field on the gas stream around this star will be
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FIGURE 1 Formation of shock waves in WR+OB binaries: a) the flow over an OB star
by the gas outflowing from a WR star;, b) the collision of two stellar winds; F and G ate
shock waves; E is the contact suffaoe. The region of hot gas is shaded.
neglig_ie. In this case, since D >> R, the undisturbed gas stream in the
vicinity of an OB star can be assumed plane-parallel.
For WR + OB binaries and with typical parameters of WR stars
(_,_ = los era/s, .Q = 10-5 Mo/year, D = 1013cm, the stellar wind gas
temperature T = 105 K) the parameters of the gas ahead of the shock front
in the OB star vicinity will be the following: the gas density p_ = 10 -14
g/era 3, the sound speed v, = 106 cm/s, the free-path length of particles 1
= 109 cm, the Mach number M = v_lv, = 102, and the Reynolds number
Re = (Rll)(v,,Jv_) = l0 s (here R = 10 Ro is the OB star radius). In this
Section we will not write the index WR. With the above values of R/D, M,
and Re, the gas flow in the shock layer around a star can be suggested to
be supersonic, uniform, unviscous, and non-heat conductive.
The set of equations which describes the gas flow between the shock
wave and the body will be the continuity equation:
the momentum equation
div(p ")=O (3)
the energy equation:
(pv-_7)_"= -Vp (4)
pv-_H -- -Q, (5)
where H=Ho + ] g [2f2
Since the gas in the shock layer is almost totally ionized its pressure p
and its specific enthalpy Ho can be expressed as
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_J
p = (IV+ + N_)kT = pkT "Y P (6)
- r_ l p,
here N+ -- p/mpA is the concentration of nuclei, N+ = N+Z is the
concentration of electrons; A is the atomic weight; Z is their electrical
charge; k is the Boltzmarm's constant; mp is the proton mass;/_ = A/(1 +Z)
is the mean molecular weight; 3' is the ratio of heat capacities with the
constant pressure and the constant volume, equal to 5/3 for the rarefied
totally ionized plasma.
Helium predominates in the gas of the WR stellar wind. In this case,
A = 4; Z = 2; p =4/3.
The ionized gas heated in the shock layer is emitted mainly due to
free-free transitions of electrons in Coulomb fields of ions. Here the energy
loss per unit gas volume by radiation is (I--Iayakawa 1973):
Q = f Q_d_ = CIN+N_Z2T il2 erg]s. cnl 3 (7)
where T is in degrees; C1 = 1.42o 10 -27 g(T); g(T) is the Gaunt factor
which changes slightly with varying T (from 1.1 to 1.45),
Cih Z 2 hvQ, _ k-_-f_N+g_ exp [--_--_]erg/s. cm_. Hz (8)
is spectral power of the bremsstrahlung at a frequency of t,.
Let us now consider the boundary conditions for the set of equations
(3) through (5). Gas parameters ahead of the shock front (index 1) and
behind (index 2) are interrelated via the Rankine-Hugoniot relations
p1+ = + (9)
v_r) = v (r), Hi=H2.
Indices n and r denote the normal and tangential components of the
vector g. The condition v(")= 0 is met on the star surface.
The set (3) to (5) with the boundary conditions (9) can be solved by
the method of expansion in terms of the small parameter • which is the
ratio of gas densities ahead and behind the shock front (Cherniy 1959).
For our purposes, M >> 1, and the value • is equal to 7-1)/(7+1) = 1/4.
Using only the first elements of expansion in terms of e one can get the
following expressions for the pressure and temperature of the gas behind
the shock front (Craleev et al. 1989):
1 1 sins @
p(O, ¢I,) = p_ v_ (COQO - _ sin20 + _ sin----_-), (10)
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FIGURE 2 The flow over a star by the plane-parallel stream of the ionized gas. Here N
is the point where the stream line with K-point on it intersects with the shock h'onL
f
T(e, ¢) = T,(O) /[cos3¢
= (in_g(e/2)12/s_,
t9(¢/2) J'
Where
2 r
3 sin ¢ [0 - ¢ + sin 20 - sin 2¢ + sin 3 ¢
(11)
T,(O) = e/JravvLk -I = .3-107(v_/108cm . s-1)2K, (12)
£- 4RClp_v_
15k_ff/_(o). (13)
In the shock layer, the angles 0 and _I,are employed as coordinates of
an arbitrary point K (see Figure 2).
With a distribution of p and T known behind the shock front it is easy
to find the spectral power of the bremsstrahlung of the gas heated in the
shock
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f f,r/2 fe poo • cOS
Lv =jQ_dV= Jo Jo 2III_Q_ -_(0._) de, dO. (14)
Not to decrease essentially the accuracy of calculations of X-ray emis-
sion parameters, one can neglect the Busemann cOrrection in the ex-
pressions for P(O,_) and T (O/I,); (the Newton approximation). In this
approximation for the case when the energy losses of the hot gas via ra-
diation are small (r << 1) the value I._is determined by the expression
(Galeev et al. 1989)
hL .Tr2 1 f'_/u[_-o-lso* 2 [L,,_ kT-Zo)(-g-+ 5) sm2e]exp ,
where
hu ] dOkY, (0) cos_ O (15)
_2 1) ClZ3#p_,_R 3
L -- 7r(T + _ mpA2T,(O)l'[2 k _,
2- 10_ 10_5_-e/yr 10iTcrn
D 4 1)oo --1
is the total hot-gas bremsstrahlung power.
The bremsstrahlung spectrum of the gas heated in the shock wave
during the supersonic flow over the star has an exponential drop at high
frequencies (l_ >> kT,(O)) and a relatively complicated shape at the
frequencies hv ~ kT, (0).
COLLISION OF SUPERSONIC WINDS
Here we could discuss only parameters of the bremsstrahlung (X-ray)
emission of rather wide binaries WR + OB (rob > r,). The stellar wind of
a WR star is much more powerful than that of an OB star (Mwa • v(_wn)
>> MoB • v(oo°s)). In this case, one might assume that there is a collision
of the stellar wind flowing out of an OB star with the plane-parallel gas
flow whose density and velocity are po_ = Mwa/4D_r(_ wR) and v(_wR),
respectively.
In a Newtonian approximation the cOntact surface equation will be:
0
r(e) _ rOB s-=_-_. (17)
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Using the method of expansion in terms of the small parameter c
to solve the problem where the plane-parallel gas flows over an axial-
symmetric body with a surface descn'bed by equation (17), similar to the
solution above for the case of the flow over the sphere we obtained the
hot gas temperature and pressure distributions. With these values known
we also got the total and spectral powers of the hot gas bremsstrahlung.
This emission spectrum shape turned out to be close to that described
by equation (15). The bremsstraklung power increases significantly as
compared with equation (16) and is equal to
(,o-,,,,o,,.j-- ; v<:.>
( MoBv B)
MwnvLWR) j erg/s. (18)
This is due to increasing the size of an "obstacle" flowed over by the
WR stellar wind gas.
INTERPRETATION OF THE V 444 CYGNI X-RAY EMISSION
The system V 444 Cygni is one of the well-studied WR + OB binaries.
It consists of the Wolf-Rayet star WN4 and the star of the 06 spectral type,
and it has the following parameters (see Shore and Brown 1988): D ffi 40 =
Re, MwR= 10 Me, Mo6= 25 Me, RwR = 2.9 Re, Ros -- 10 Re, _/'wR
ffi 10 -s Me/Year, voo(WR) -- Z5 • 10s cm/s. The stellar wind parameters: _
2Q'o6 ffi 2- 10-6 Me/Year, v_ °) ,_ v_wR) seem to be most probable for the -'_
star of the 06 spectral type.
Using the model developed above for collisions of stationary stellar _
winds when gas velocities are equal to v(oo°6) and v(_wR) ahead of shock
fronts I._ and kT value can be estimated from (12) and (18) as equal to
10"_ erg/s and ,,, 10 keV respectively. Note that this I.¢ value is only the
theoretically expected lower limit since we do not take into account the =
emission of the gas outflowing from the O star and heated in the shock.
It was Moffat et al. (1982) who observed the X-ray emission of V
444 Cygni for the first time. The analysis of the variability in time and
the energy spectrum of this emission evidences that the X-ray emission is
generated in outer regions of the stellar wind (Moffat et al. 1982). The -
IUE satellite observations of the V 444 Cygni binary system emission in _.
the ultraviolet range (Shore and Brown 1988) indicate also that there are
collisions of stellar winds in this system. However, the V 444 Cygni X-ray
parameters observed, L_ = 10_ erg/s and kT = 0.5 keV, are more than by
_7
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the order of magnitude lower than those expected from the simple theory
for collisions of stationary winds (Prilutskii and Usov 1975, 1976). The
accuracy of calculations of gas parameters behind the shock front and the
gas emissions is of the order of 6, i.e., several tens of percent. Thus, it is
evident that the model for the gas flow in V 444 Cygni before its collision
should be changed qualitatively.
A relatively low gas temperature behind the shock front (kT__ O.5keV)
evaluated from the V 444 Cygni X-ray data shows that ahead of the shock
front the stellar wind gas of the WR star has the velocity not higher than
l0 s cm/s. At first sight, it seems to be unbelievable since at such a distance
from the WR star (rwR _ 28 R o = 10Rwn) the gas flow velocity should
be equal to v(_wR). Note, however, that with V 444 Cygni parameters given
above the distance from the contact surfact to the O star center is ro6
1.2 Ro6 (see equation (2)), Le. the wind collision occurs near the O star
surface. In this ease, the gas flowing out of the O star is accelerated due to
the emission pressure only by a small fraction of v_ 6). In turn, the stellar
wind gas of the VCR star will be decelerated by the pressure of its emission
while approaching the O star.
The law of how the velocity of the stellar wind gas of the WR star
varies along the line connecting the centers of the WR and O stars can be
written as:
r .,23112
(19)
where v(°6) (r) is the O star's wind velocity at a distance of r > Ro6.
The distance ro6 to the stagnation point of the contact surface from
the O star center can be determined from the condition:
X4oBv(°6)(ro6)
r_6
From (19) and (20)wee an get
_ MwR WR(ro6)
- (D_r06)2 (20)
._/06v_ 6) _
+ - (21)
In our case,v(WR)oo _.v(°6)oofrom Equation(21)itisevidentthatro6
coincideswith(2)derivedabove,i.e.,the allowanceforthe WR starwind
decelerationdoes not change thepositionof thestagnationpointof the
contactsurface.The velocityequality,v(WR) (ros)_,v(°s)(ros),holds
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true in this case. But the gas velocity ahead of the shock front can decrease
drastically. Let us estimate the value v (wR) (ro6).
So far the problem of how the velocity of the outflowing gas in the
vicinity of the O star changes has been studied insufficiently (Barlow 1982).
For example, assuming the linear law of the velocity change as v (°6) (r) =
v_ (°6) [(r/Ro6)-l] we can get v(wR) 0-06) _, 0.2 v(_wR) _ 0.5- l0 s cm/s. If
the v(°6)(r) changes obeying the law v(°6) (r) = v_6)_/1 - (R0_/r) which
seems to be more real, we can get v(wR) (ro6) _ 108 cm/s. Thus, the
allowance for the deceleration of the gas of the WR star's stellar wind in
the O star's vicinity can lead to gas velocities ahead of the shock front
equal to about (0.5 to 1) • los cm/s. This makes it possible to explain a low
temperature in the X-ray spectrum of V 444 Cygni. The deceleration of
the gas of the WR star's stellar wind and the X-ray absorption can result in
lowering the X-ray luminosity of V 444 Cygni down to the observed value.
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Hydrodynamic Study of Supernova 1987A:
The Phase of A Wave of Cooling and Recombination
V.P. UTROBm
Institute of Theoretical and Experimental Physics
ABSTRACT
A dependence of the bolometric light curve during the phase of a wave
of cooling and recombination and the effective temperature on the density
distribution within a progenitor and its chemical composition is investigated.
We show that the outside layers of the blue supergiant Sk-69"202 just before
the supernova 1987A outburst had the density distribution very close to
that of the po/ytropic model with the index of n=3 and the chemical
composition roughly close to that of the Sun. A mass of these layers is
about llMo.
The outburst of supernova 1987A in the Large Magellanic Cloud
(LMC) allows very detailed observations to be made and gives an extremely
rare chance to study this extraordinary event and the stellar evolution before
it carefully. A supernova outburst and a stellar evolution before it are very
complicated physical phenomena and, as a consequence, are investigated
only in outline. For this reason, the hydrodynamic study of supernova
outburst which does not account for the properties of the collapse and
subsequent explosion and the results of evolutionary calculations is of great
importance. A comparison of this study with observational data allows the
general properties of an explosion mechanism and a stellar structure before
the outburst to be specified.
The hydrodynamic models discussed below are based on the numerical
integration of a set of spherically symmetrical hydrodynamic equations with
radiation diffusion and self-gravitation taken into account. The radiation
diffusion is treated with a flux-limited approximation. In this approximation,
the radiation flux is defined by
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where fo is the flux given by theory of the equih'brium radiation diffusion
and fL is a flux limiter. The latter is determined by
where a is a coefficient, c is the velocity of light, and U is the radiation
energy density. Note that the coefficient a is equal to vC3 in optically thick
regions and to 1 in a transparent medium. Shock waves are calculated
by means of artificial viscosity. The set of equations is approximated
by the difference equations in the implicit scheme. Initial conditions for
hydrodynamic equations are the polytropic stellar model in hydrostatic
equilibrium. The chemical composition of matter is taken as a mixture of
hydrogen, helium, and some heavy element. The ionization equilibrium
of this mixture is determined with art approximate method of calculation
of the multi-stage ionization of heavy elements for each time step. The
Rosseland mean opacity is calculated in the hydrogen-like approximation
with regard for Thomson scattering on free electrons. An explosion of the "
star is simulated by a disturbance in the thermal energy near the stellar
center at the initial time.
Now it is certain that the progenitor of supernova 1987A is the B31a
type supergiant Sk-69°202 (Panagia et al. 1987; Sonnbom et al. 1987;
Gilmozzi et al. 1987). According to Rousseau et al. (1978), this star had
the following parameters: the apparent magnitude of V = 12".24 and
the color index of B - V = +0_.04. At the LMC distance modulus of
18m.6 (Sandage and Tammann 1971), the interstellar extinction of A_ =
0".6 (Panagla et aL 1987), the effective temperature of T,! _ 16300 K,
and the bolometric correction of B.C. = -1"_.15 (Humphreys and McElroy
1984) these values correspond to the progenitor radius of about 471_. :
We adopt the presupernova radius of 45R o. Other basic characteristics
of the computed hydrodynamic models are the stellar mass of 16M o and
the explosion energy of 2x 1051 erg. To account for the exponential tail
observed after the maximum of the bolometric light curve requires the _
amount of cobalt -56 of about 0.08M o. In calculating the hydrodynamic
models, the energy of the radioactive decay of nickel -56 and cobalt -
56 is assumed to convert completely into thermal energy. The nickel is _-
distributed uniformly over the central core mass of 0.1Mo. The parameters =
under investigation are listed in the Table. The first column presents the ?---
number of the model; the second--the polytropic index n; the third--the -
mass fraction of hydrogen X with that of heavy elements of Z = 0,004; the
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TABLE
The main characteristics of computed
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models
Model n X
1 3 0.7 q3
2 1.5 0.7 q3
3 4.5 0.7 _/3
4 3 0. 075 q3
5 3 0.01 %/3
6 3 0.7 1
coefficient a. In all the models, the chemical composition is homogeneous
throughout the star.
The instantaneous energy release in the hydrodynamic model 1 leads to
the formation of a strong shock wave which propagates towards the stellar
surface. In propagating over the star, the shock wave heats the matter and
accelerates it to the velocities increasing outward and exceeding the local
escape velocity throughout. Approximately at the moment of 0.073 days,
the shock wave arrives at the stellar surface and then heats its external
layers: the effective temperature jumps to Z3 x 10s K and the luminosity
rises accordingly. After this the star begins to expand, its outside layers cool
rapidly,.and the luminosity decreases. A narrow luminosity peak forms as a
result. The peak has a width of about 0.01 days and reaches the magnitude
of M_ot = -19";.6 at maximum. For the sake of clarity, it is omitted in the
bolometric light curves shown below.
The further expansion of the envelope gradually creates the conditions
favorable for the appearance of the specific cooling by radiation--a wave
of cooling and recombination (WCR). Such a layered illumination of the
ejected envelope is completed by about 10 days. From this time to about
40 days, the bolometric light curve plotted in Figure 1 is mainly determined
by properties of the WCR. During this period, there is a good agreement
between the calculated and observed bolometric light curves (Figure 1).
After the WCR stage, the luminosity goes to increase in the following 43
days. This effect is caused by a radiation diffusion from the central region
of the envelope involving the nickel. However, the internal energy of the
envelope has been exhausted by some 80 days, and the expelled matter has
become optically thin. As a result, the luminosity decreases abruptly to
the instantaneous rate of energy input by the radioactive decay and then is
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FIGURE 1 Bolometric light curves. Solid lines are the light curves for models 1, 2, and
3. Points are tile observational data for the supernova 19ff7A (Catchpole et al. 1987) with :
time reckoned from the neutrino burst detected by Kamiokande II (Hhata et a/. 1987) and
IMB (Bionta eta/. 1987") experiments. _--
completely determined by it. For this reason the calculated light curve is
consistent with the observations after 120 days.
In the interval from 40 to 120 days the light curve of model 1 differs
from the observed one first slightly and then increasingly (Figure 1). It
requires a more adequate treatment of both the central region of the
presupernova and the mechanism of the supernova explosion than discussed ..
above, since during this period the flux is created by the most internal layers ,
of the ejected envelope. =
The phase of the WCR is a remarkable feature of the supernova 1987A _
outburst since it involves valuable information on the structure of the major -
portion of the progenitor. In the case of model 1, the WCR during the -
period from 10 to 40 days propagates through the mass of about llMe
apparently comparable with the total mass of the progenitor. Note that the -_
mass of the most external layers which are irradiating in the first 10 days is
only about 0.1M e.
According to Grassberg and Nadyozhin (1976), the photometric char-
acteristics of a supernova and the regularities of the propagation of the
WCR in an expanding envelope depend basically on a density distribution -_
of matter and its chemical composition. A radial distribution of density -_
.y.
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p in the ejected envelope is mainly determined by a structure of the pro-
genitor. The smaller a polytropic index n, the greater an effective index
q = -alnp/Olrtr in the initial model and, as a consequence, in the ejected
envelope. An increase of the effective index q at the level of the WCR prop-
agating through the envelope of the homogeneous chemical composition
leads to a rise in the luminosity rate. This is confirmed by the bolometric
light curve calculated with the different polytropic index n ('Figure 1). The
slope of the light curve during the phase of the WCR increases with the
decreased polytropic index n (models 3, 1, and 2). It weakly depends on
the rest of the parameters of hydrodynamic models Cdtrobin 1989). For
the first 40 days, the light curve of model i fits the observed light curve
well (Figure 1). We may draw a conclusion that the density distribution of
the B31a type supergiant Sk-69"202 before the supernova 1987A outburst
is very close to that of the polytropic model with the index of n = 3 over
the outside layers of about llMo.
Together with the bolometric light curve, the observations of the super-
nova 1987A have provided a time dependence of the effective temperature
(Catchpole et aL 1987; Hamuy et al. 1988). The effective temperature dur-
ing the phase of the WCR is determined by the chemical composition of
matter. The smaller the mass fraction of hydrogen and the greater the mass
fraction of helium the higher the effective temperature. This is verified by
models 1, 4, and 5 with the mass fraction of hydrogen of X = 0.7, 0.075,
and 0.01 respectively (Figure 2). Whereas the density distr_ution in the
progenitor, its mass, radius, and the explosion energy do not affect the
effectve temperature COtrobin 1989). This fact allows the mass fraction of
hydrogen within the progenitor to be estimated by the effective temperature
observed for the phase of the WCR.
In addition to the chemical composition, the effective temperature
calculated with the flux-limited approximation depends on the coefficient
a. The transition from the limit of optically thick regions (model 1) to that
of transparent medium (model 6) leads to rising in the effective temperature
(Figure 3). It is to be noted that the value of a = 1 is relevant, since an aim
of the flux-limited approximation is to improve the eqnih'brium radiation
diffusion in transparent regions. In this case, the time dependence of the
effective temperature agrees well with that observed (Figure 3). Thus,
the effective temperature of the supernova 1987A during the phase of the
WCR shows that the outside layers of about llM o in the blue supergiant
Sk-69"202 had the chemical composition roughly close to that of the Sun.
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FIGURE 2 Time dependence of the effective temperature. Solid lines represent models 1, =
4, and 5. Points show the observational data for the supernova 1987A (Catchpole et al. 1987).
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FIGURE 3 Tune dependence of the effective temperature. Solid lines represent models 1
and 6. Points are the observational data of Catchpole a a/. (1987") and crosses correspond
to tho6e of Hamuy et al. (1988).
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"Chaotic Inflationary Universes and the Anisotropy of the Large-Scale
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